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AVP
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CC
CHGOFST
COMPL
COND
DAT
DEF
DEFER
DEICT
ECHOREDUP
EMPH
EPIC
EXCL
EXDEIC
F, FEM
FOC
F U T

FUTUTIL
HON

IMPAT
INCHOAT
INCL
INF

IMP
INAN
INTERROG
INTR
ITERAT
LOC

Meaning
Form is ungrammatical
Accusative Case
Adjective
Adjectival Participle
Affectionate
Aspect Marker
Animate
Aspect; Aspectual
Adverb (ial)
Adverbial Participle
Benefactive
Brahman Tamil
Causative
Homorganic Consonants
Change of State
Completive
Conditional
Dative Case
Definite
Deferential
Deictic
Echo-word Reduplication
Emphatic; Emphasis
Epicene
Exclusive
Exdeictic
Feminine
Focus
Future Tense
Future Utility
Honorific
Impatience
Inchoative
Inclusive
Infinitive
Imperative
Inanimate
Interrogative
Intransitive
Iterative
Locative Case
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LT
LXP
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M
N, NTR
NC

NECESS
NAJP
NEG
NEGIMP
NBT
NP
PERF
PRES
PL, PLUR
POL
POS
OBJ
PEJOR
PNG
POSTP
PRO
Q, Q-WORD
QT, QTV
REPORT

/
SG, SING
SOV
SIMULT
S.O.
S.t.
SST
ST
TNS
T X P
TR, TRANS
VB
VBSTEM
VP
WH-INTER
XPRESLT

Meaning
Literary Tamil
Locative Expression
Malicious Intent
Masculine
Neuter
Nasal + Homorganic Consonant
Necessity
Negative Adj. Participle
Negative; Negation
Negative Imperative
Non-Brahman Tamil
Noun Phrase
Perfect
Present Tense
Plural
Polite
Positive
Object
Pejorative
Person-Number-Gender
Postposition
Pro-form (e.g. Pronoun)
Interrogative
Quotative
Reportive
Section Number
Singular
Subject-Object-Verb
Simultaneous
Someone
Something
Standard Spoken Tamil
Spoken Tamil
Tense
Time Expression
Transitive
Verb
Verb Stem
Verb Phrase
Wh-Interrogative
Expected Result
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Chapter 1

Phonology and
Transliteration

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Background
1.1.1.1 Standard Spoken Tamil

This grammar assumes that there exists a variety of spoken Tamil that
is 'standard' alongside the long-since standardized LT variety (LT). This
is a somewhat problematic assumption. Many linguistic scholars have ap-
proached the issue and have various conclusions to offer; the consensus
seems to be that a standard spoken Tamil, if it does not already exist, is at
least 'emerging' and can be described as that variety that one hears used
in the Tamil 'social' film, and on the radio and in the production of 'social'
dramas, both live and, on radio and television, in situation comedies. It is
the variety that is used when speakers of various local and social dialects
meet in college and university hostels in Tamilnadu and must, perhaps for
the first time in their lives, speak a variety of Tamil that is. understandable
to other Tamils from vastly different parts of Tamilnadu. An attempt to be
comprehensible to the largest number of speakers means avoiding region-
alisms, caste-specific forms, rustic or vulgar forms, or anything stereotypical
of a particular place or community. In recent years this kind of inter-caste,
inter-regional dialect has most typically resembled higher-caste, educated
speech of non-Brahman groups in Tamilnadu; according to some it is nei-
ther from the far north (i.e. Madras) or from the southernmost reaches
of Tamilnadu (e.g. Kanniyakumari District), but rather from urban areas

1
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in the more 'central' districts of Tamilnadu such as Thanjavur, Trichy or
Madurai. In cases of doubt as to whether a form is acceptable or not, speak-
ers apparently tend to lean more toward LT, and may choose a form that
is not actually found in any spoken regional or social dialect, but is known
from LT. Since LT is the form that all educated speakers know, it can be a
repository from which general forms can be chosen; this is another aspect
of Labov's maxim (1971:450) ccording to which non-standard languages in
contact with a standard one will vary in the direction of the standard. Here
it is not in a formal context, but in a context of avoiding stigmatization.1

For some, including both researchers and speakers of Tamil, Tamil is not
'standardized' because it has not been codified by a committee or a board
or an eminent person, or because a standard has not been declared and dis-
seminated by the school system or whatever; or because a 'book' has not
been written called A Grammar of Spoken Tamil. In fact, I claim (Schiff-
man 1998) that Spoken Tamil (ST) has become standardized by a process
of informal consensus, in the same way that other diglossic languages that
possess ancient standard literary languages have evolved modern spoken
koines. It is in fact quite easy to get Tamil speakers to agree that certain
forms are preferred and others are dispreferred; there is remarkable una-
nimity in this area, wherever Tamil is spoken, with the exception of Sri
Lanka. The film, and spoken drama groups before it, have been responsible
for the evolution and dissemination of this consensual standard.

For example, speakers may model their choice of the past neuter form
of verbs on the LT past s\§\ adu, e.g. ajj5$-«£|£)i vand-adu, rather than
the form found very commonly in many non-Brahman dialects, i.e. -cci or
-ecu, e.g. vandu-cci 'it came' (which is not found per se in LT with this
verb, but has spread from Class III verbs, or from the prototypical pasts in
-rbnr)i of verbs like dun poo 'go' and ^(g) aa(hu) 'become', which have spoken
pasts pooccu and aaccu (from LT CuraJfbgi and ê uSrryp, respectively). Other
speakers may choose the ccu/i forms unequivocally, so that no hard and
fast rules can be given for many forms.

In fact even though we conclude that some consensus may exist as to
what ST entails, the situation must be described as being variable and fluid.
Individual speakers may vary considerably in their own speech, depending
upon whom they are talking to, their gender (or the gender of their inter-
locutor) or what the topic of conversation is. These phenomena have been
noted by many linguists working in the field of sociolinguistics, and are not

1 It is interesting to note that though some writers deny that ST is standardized in any
way, the variety they describe in their writings is extremely close to what is described
here. For example, the variety Asher (1982) describes, though he claims it is not possible
to say it represents a standard, happens, not by chance, to resemble closely what I would
call standard.
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limited to Tamil. Speakers may vary depending on social characteristics
such as their place of birth, their community of origin, their level of edu-
cation, their socio-economic status, their sex, their age, their occupation,
whom they are talking with, and any other social markers one may isolate.2

Given this kind of fluidity, we have made our own decisions about what
form might be given that would be acceptable to most speakers, forms that
would be neutral as to most social characteristics (except that they would
not be typically Brahman, nor from the lowest non-Brahman usage.) This
is based on our own observations of Tamil usage, and in particular from
close study of the Tamil film and the Tamil radio play.

1.2 Phonetics of ST

There are a number of descriptions of the phonetics of ST available in
various sources (Asher 1982, Rajaram 1972, Firth 1934 (in Arden 1934));
it is useful to point out where many of them lean in the direction of LT
pronunciation, even when they profess to be describing ST. Thus, though
we would like to concentrate on describing ST, we must often do it by
contrasting it with LT, in order to emphasize the differences, which do not
often get adequately described.

1.2.1 Tamil Vowels

ST has a ten-vowel system with long and short (&) i: IT n, 67 e sj ee, s\
a ^ aa, Q O Q OO, and e_ u a«i uu. 3 We use throughout this grammar
the double-letter representation of long vowels, except where we are being
explicitly phonetic. That is, ^ will be transcribed as aa except when a
purely phonetic representation is wanted; then it will be [a:].

2 Many people have contested the notion that the Tamil social film is in 'standard'
spoken Tamil because of the variety of dialects, some of them deliberately used for
humorous or other effect, found there. To this I would reply that in most of these
films, the main characters (hero, heroine, perhaps other friends or kin) speak SST; other
characters around them are 'character actors' and use the non-standard, rural, rustic,
or other dispreferred varieties of speech, for deliberate effect of some sort. (In fact,
many films deliberately lampoon the non-standard forms; certain character actors, such
as the famous Nagesh, specialized in this.) Thus the film provides not only a model
of standardness or correctness (the main characters) but also a model of speech to be
avoided.

3 The diphthongs g) ai and g6TT au found in LT are not usual in ST; a few loan words
contain jf̂STT au, but often these can be represented by S\€\\ avu as in U$X|flKJr(y pavundu
'pound.'
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1.2.1.1 Initial Position

All vowels may appear in initial position in both ST and LT, but there is
one major difference between LT and ST in that high short vowels (g| i and
e_ u), when followed by a single consonant and the vowel <$\ a, are replaced
by si e and Q O respectively. That is, the high vowels are lowered to mid-
vowel position if they occur in the first syllable. (They may be preceded
by a consonant, but are not required to be.) This means that there are
no words in ST that now begin with short high vowels followed by a single
consonant and the vowel j a o r g ai (which in ST usually is replaced by
67 e) .

• LT ®i_ii idam — •  SILLD edam 'place'

• LT e_L_L£>i_| udambu —* gL_ihi_| odambu 'body '

• LT (£|*m\} ilai — •  6iQn> ele ' l eaf

• LT @!£n5tfr>£> kurandai — • Q<sbn\gj5Cl£& korande 'child'

• LT \§ar>&5\ ninai — • Qn>QtfjT nene ' think'

Note t ha t in these forms, LT final g) az's all become ST e.

1.2.1.2 Final Position

In ST all 'words' now end in a vowel (unlike LT whefe words could end in
sonorants and glides) so a number of phonetic changes have taken place in
final position.

1.2.1.3 Words Ending in a Vowel plus Nasal

Words of more than one syllable ending in a vowel plus the nasal consonants
ii m and flu n change to nasalized vowels, and the nasal segment is deleted.4

Generally, long vowels retain their same quality, but add nasalization.
Short vowels may change, e.g. undergo rounding, fronting or some other
phonetic process.

• Thus wrords ending in ^Lh am such as LDrjih maram 'tree' are pro-
nounced [6] in final position, i.e. maram is phonetically [maro].

• Long ^ aa before  ID m retains the low-central quality: GurTd&anib
poohalaam 'let it go' is phonetically [poihala:].

4 This does not occur with final retroflex flTOT n; such items have an epenthetic £L u
added (cf. ^1.2.5 below).
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• Long Q oo before ID m retains the tense mid back position:
b 'we are' irukkroom is [irekro:].

Long 67 ee before GOT n retains the tense mid front articulation:
tfiT irukkreen 'I am' is [irukre:].

• Short SL u after ii m remains high, back and rounded: Curr@Lb poohum
'it will go' is [poihu].

• Short s\ a before tin n is fronted in the dialects of many speakers, to
[ae] or [e]: 6̂ii6OT avan 'he' is [avae] or [ave].

• Short si e before 6ST n occurs mainly in the item sim en 'my', where
it is pronounced [ye].

• Short Q o before 6ir n occurs mainly in the item Qm on 'your', where
it is pronounced [W5].

• There are few if any occurrences of ©m uu, or of short (&) i before nasals
in final position; LT £*n.6rn uun 'gum' follows the pattern of adding s_
u.

• Pronouns that end in nasal consonants, such as pntin naan, sitm en
etc. behave differently from other words; they undergo nasalization
(to [nai], [e], etc.) irrespective of syllable count or vowel length, but
other words like iBrin- miinu 'fish' do not; epenthetic ©_ u is added
instead.

1.2.1.4 The Epenthetic Vowel e_ u

When all other methods have been exhausted, Tamil can always make a
word end in a vowel by adding the so-called 'epenthetic' (or 'enunciative')
vowel e_ u to any word that does not already have a final vowel. This
'fleeting' vowel is often present only in isolation, i.e. before a pause. If the
word is joined to another, this vowel then disappears. Phonetically, this
vowel is usually an unrounded high back lax vowel [in], [»] or [i]. In fact,
Tamil pronounces all orthographic u's as [»] after the first syllable of a word,
except for final SL it's in some names, chiefly male nicknames.5 Furthermore,
many z's are also pronounced [u] or [i] in similar positions, so words like
a:rnJiJ)L_®©L_ijq.(r5(gb(g) saappittukiUirukku 'it is eating' is actually phonetically
[saipturttmkti], i.e. all the vowels after the first syllable are identical, or in

5 This is also a pattern in some Indo-Aryan languages, and may be borrowed. Thus
U(T6\>3rUL51fJLD6TjrffluJLb baalasubramaniyam may be shortened to UfrgJI baalu, C
£5l[J6ffT raajeendran to IJITJSD raaju, etc.
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some cases have been deleted. This vowel has been unrounded for so long
that most speakers of Tamil pronounce it this way in LT as well as in ST,
i.e. it is not an ST innovation. What is different in ST is the business of
making g| i into [i] or [»]  as well.

1.2.1.5 Words Ending in Sonorants, Liquids and Glides

In LT, words may not end in a consonant, but they may end in sonorants of
various sorts, liquids and rhotics, and glides such as LLJ y. In ST, words that
in LT end in liquids such as ft) / and CTT / usually double the liquid consonant
if it is a monosyllabic word with a short vowel, or delete it in final position
if it is polysyllabic. If it is monosyllabic but with a long vowel, epenthetic
e_ u is added. In some dialects, the liquid is deleted.6 Many pronouns end
in STT / and their final laterals are always deleted before pause, but reappear
if a suffix is added.

• LT jglro nil ' s t and ' — •  ST jgo^i nillu

• LT ^CTT aal ' m a n ' — • ST ̂ ^  aalu

• LT <3b6iT kal ' t o d d y ' — •  ST <3&6TT(gfT) kallu

• LT J5IT5TT naal ' day ' —> ST  j5nr<jsiT) naalu or jsrr naa (in some dialects)

• LT j§P5i<s&6TT niingal 'you ( P L ) ' — • ST  \§h&> niinga

• LT 6ULU6\) vayal 'field' — •  ST ftjiugy vayalu

• LT surra^a) vaasal 'gate , door ' —> ST  6U(T<̂ gii vaasalu

The variability of deletion or non-deletion of final laterals is perhaps
greater than any other consonant-final situation in Tamil; no other final
consonants display this amount of variation. One other kind of change
seen in some dialects is that sirr / may simply be replaced by a) / across the
board. This model of neutralization is dispreferred in ST, so we will not
give examples of it. It is, however, a pedagogical problem wherever Tamil
literacy is taught, since some speakers simply have no contrast in their
dialects.

6 But many of these 'deleted' consonants then reappear if something is added, espe-
cially since 6TT / is often used in pronouns of various sorts and as a PNG marker on verbs;
cf. j>1.3 below.
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1.2.1.6 Rhotics, Final and Otherwise

The question of what is an r-like sound, and what is not, is a thorny ques-
tion in Tamil. Tamil possesses, besides the laterals a) / and STT /, some
other sounds that are phonetically related, but because of variability and
inconsistency in their pronunciation in some dialects, and because of some
across-the-board changes in ST as compared to LT, this area is fraught with
sociolinguistic complexity.7

In LT, there was originally a phonetic contrast between three r-like
consonants:

• rj r, a phonetically flapped or tapped r, more or less alveolar, phonet-
ically [r]. This sound could not occur in initial position in older forms
of LT, but in ST occurs initially, medially, and finally (but usually
finally is followed by epenthetic [«] before pause.) This sound does
not undergo gemination (doubling).

• rb r was originally an alveolar stop in Proto-Dravidian and in older
forms of Tamil. It did not occur initially or finally (just like retroflex
stops) and when geminated had the value of a voiceless alveolar stop:
rbffa was phonetically [tt] or [t] with r-like offset: [tr]. Intervocalically,
(b was trilled: [f], and in some dialects, mainly southern (Kanniyaku-
mari etc.) a real phonetic contrast between this sound and the previ-
ous one is maintained. However, in the speech of most Tamil speakers,
a phonetic contrast is not maintained, even if speakers claim that they
do so. This sound is orthographically maintained when writers depict
spoken Tamil in plays and novels, since it is the marker, among other
things, of the present tense. We therefore maintain it for spelling
contrast in our transcriptions, e.g. the two 'r's of ajfjCprrih varroom
are not phonetically distinct, but we write them as (jr and rb (in Tamil
script) because Tamil linguistic culture prefers this. This sound is
only found in native-Dravidian lexica.

• Another sound that is sociolinguistically complex is the retroflex fric-
tionless continuant yp r which, under ideal conditions, is phonetically
[j].8 In contemporary Tamil, many speakers replace this sound to-
tally with the retroflex lateral STT / and a plain lateral [1] has also been
the symbol used by most Europeans for the name of the language:
'Tamil' is îfî p tamir, the 'Chola' Kingdom is Ctf n\g coora, but there
is also the item 'Coromandel' (from Ctfn\pLDn5£>axjb cooramandalam)

71 have tried to deal with this in my 1980 paper, 'The Tamil Liquids.'
8 This was the symbol used by Firth (1934) in his appendix to Arden's grammar

(Arden 1934:xvi).
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for the coast south of Madras, with an / r / instead of an / I / . Because
of the 'mystique' surrounding this sound (Tamils seem to believe it is
'unique' in Tamil) it is learned only through literacy by many speak-
ers, and even then, some never master it. Therefore, if foreigners can
learn it, it gets them good karma, so we use yp r wherever it occurs
in LT, even though it is rare in ST. Tamil second-language learners
should note, however, that forms like Qair̂ pjfeQ^ korande 'child', 6unQ|£
u^gii vaare param 'banana, plantain' are more likely to be pronounced
[kolande] and [vailepalo] than with corresponding p̂ r.9

The \g r sound is never geminated (another reason to consider it to be
an r-sound) and does not undergo many of the morphophonemic rules
that apply to err /, e.g. it does not become replaced by nasals, or be-
come a stop the way en /ddes. Neither sound occurs in initial position,
both because rhotics and liquids did not in LT, and because retroflex
consonants never occur in initial position in native-Dravidian words.
In some cases, intervocalic p̂ r may be deleted, with compensatory
lengthening of the vowel: LT Qurr(ig ĵ porudu 'time' —• ST Gurr^j
poodu.

Our solution, therefore, is always to distinguish these three sounds, and
the two l's, in all our transcriptions, even though many of them may be
neutralized in many people's speech.

1.2.2 Nasal Consonants
LT script distinguishes six different nasal consonants, but ST only has three
phonemically distinct nasal sounds.10 LT also distinguishes a dental nasal
jfe from an alveolar nasal GOT, but even in LT these two are in complementary
distribution: the jfe occurs initially and before £> t, while the alveolar nasal
occurs finally and before rb r. Thus in our transcription, we only distinguish
between m, n and n; the palatal and velar nasals we simply write as n before
the appropriate consonant, and we transliterate both jfe and 6OT as n, since
no Tamil speakers (despite claims otherwise) distinguish between these two
sounds.

As noted above, if LT final em n occurs in final position, in ST an
epenthetic s_ u is added to the word (and the consonant is doubled if the

91 have heard, however, a hawker selling bananas on a railway station platform in
Trichy, with clear [i] in all the appropriate places, i.e. [vauepaio].

10In LT as well, the nasal I5J [rj] only occurs before velars, i.e. i k, and the palatal
nasal <£J> n generally only occurs before palatal & c. However, in a very few words, such
as <§T>nu3(r)| naayiru 'Sunday' and in some borrowed words like <5jrTtftff) naani 'sage' the
initial palatal nasal does occur without any conditioning.
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stem vowel is short), e.g. Quflror pen 'woman' —• QurrcuOTgip ponnu 'ibid'. 11

All other sequences of vowel plus nasal in final position undergo nasal-
ization of the vowel as described previously.

1.2.3 Glides
Glides, particularly ILI y are also generally deleted in final position except in
monosyllabic words, where they are instead doubled: LT QtfiLi cey 'do, make'
— • QtfiuiJ seyyi, ©unuj ruubaay 'rupee'—• [ruiba:]  (or [ru:wa:] 'ibid.').

1.2.4 Stop Consonants
In LT, as in Proto-Dravidian, it seems clear that there was a series of six
stop consonants:

• Velar:  s> k

• Palatal: & c or s

• Retroflex: i_L t

• Alveolar: rb t

• Dental: £> t

• Labial: u p

In initial position (except for LL and (b) and when geminated, the above
LT stops are phonetically voiceless (and unaspirated). When they occur
after a nasal, all are voiced, and somewhat more lax. Intervocalically, they
are laxed, and with the exception of a> and <j, voiced. This is shown in
Table 1.1.

In ST, some things have changed, as shown in Table 1.2. Alveolar
rb when geminated, i.e. (jofjo it, has now merged with £b̂ > it urbrfi) patti
is [patti], etc. Its other (more r-like) phonetic realizations have merged
phonetically with [j r, except in southern dialects. Initial <? which used to
be unambiguously c, i.e. [tj], now varies widely; some speakers have [s] in
initial position only, with the affricated pronunciation reserved for geminate
[cc]. Other speakers have [c]12 before certain vowels and [s] before others,
e.g. §\mm cinna [clnna] 'small' but âmnSl saavi [saivi] 'key.' Some speakers

11 Note that the vowel also undergoes rounding because it occurs between a labial and
a retroflex consonant.

12In all cases, the symbol [c] is an affricated stop [t|] similar to English 'ch' in 'cheese.'
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Table 1.1: Phonetics of LT Stop Consonants

Stops
Velar s> k

Palatal & c
Retroflex L_ t

Alveolar fjo t
Dental £> /
Labial u p

Initially

H
M

W
[P]

Medially and
Geminated
[kk]
[cc]
[tt]
[tt], [tr]
[tt]
[PP]

Between
Vowels
[h]
[s]
[d]
W
[3]
[b] (H)

After
Nasal
[g]
Li]
[d]
H
[d]
[b]

Table 1.2: Phonetics of ST Stop Consonants

Stops
Velar i k

Palatal <j c
Retroflex L_ t

Alveolar ip t_
Dental ^ t
Labial u p

Initially

M
[c] or [s]

W
[P]

Geminated
Medially
[kk]
[cc]
[tt]
[tt]
[tt]
[pp]

Between
Vowels
[h]or[ . . . ]
W
[d]
W
[5]
[b], [v] [w]

After
Nasal
[g]
D]
[d]w
[d]
[b]

have only [c] except intervocalically; for many speakers, other sounds are
also merged with & c, i.e. they have no contrasts such as c#> s or gg j .

Many speakers also have variation in their pronunciation of intervocalic
u b—sometimes we get [b], sometimes we get [v] or even [w]. This seems to
depend on the degree of indigenousness of certain borrowed words, as with
[ru:wa:] 'rupee' above.

1.2.4.1 Deletion of Intervocalic *u v and a> k

It must be noted that ST fairly systematically deletes intervocalic OJ v
and <i k (phonetically [h]) in certain environments. The rules are very
complicated, but for «u v one can state that if it is not the expression of a
future or causative marker of weak verbs, or the product of sandhi (cf. /1.3
below), eu v and the vowel that follows it will probably be deleted after the
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second syllable of a word: GurTd&CfljggpiLb poohaveenum —• [poihanu]. 13

In the case of intervocalic <i k (phonetically [h]) it is deleted regularly
when it is the present-tense marker of a weak verb: CurrSpDrau poohiraay —•
[poire] ŷou (SG) go.' In other circumstances, e.g. Currawumb poohalaam 'one
may go', in slower speech [h] is present, in more rapid colloquial speech,
it is absent: [poila]. Even across morpheme boundaries, e.g. with the
postposition SLLQL. kitte the i k first laxes to [h] or [g] and then may be
deleted: îajraj<g&©L_QL_ avangahitte —• [avarjgitte] 'with, near them.' The
same may happen with the durative aspectual marker ©LIU).© kittiru: â nu

saappittuhittirundaa —• [saiptutranda:] 'she was eating.'

1.2.4.2 Voiced Consonants

If Tamil had never borrowed any words from other languages, it could
continue to use the above system, where voiced consonants are always in
complementary distribution with voiceless consonants. Tamil, however, es-
pecially ST, has borrowed many words from Indo-Aryan languages, Arabic,
Portuguese, Telugu, and from English that have voiced consonants in initial
position. The Tamil writing system is currently unable to deal with this
situation, but since many feel that Tamil should not allow borrowed words
in its lexicon anyway, it can get away with this by keeping to a very puristic
lexicon. Modern writers, journalists, and others, borrow freely from other
languages, and ST, being subject to the rules of no academy, has many
words with initial voiced consonants, as well as medially voiced (but not
geminated) consonants. Thus the English words 'fence' and 'bench' can
be (and have been) used in works of fiction, to the confusion of all read-
ers, since all Tamil can do is spell them both Qucgjar which appears to be
pronounced penju, which is neither 'fence' nor 'bench.' Some writers have
called for a reform of orthography in order to allow for a way to write initial
voiced consonants, but Tamil linguistic culture seems unwilling to have this
happen.

For our purposes, we transliterate ST words with initial voiced con-
sonants (indeed with any voiced consonants) in a manner as close to the
phonetics as possible, so we also transliterate all instances of consonant
plus nasal, which are automatically voiced (but not written as so in LT) in
ST, with [b, d, g] etc.

1.2.5 Gemination
We have used the term 'gemination' to refer to the process whereby con-
sonants can be doubled in Tamil. All the consonants referred to so far can

13 For further details of this very complicated process, cf. Schiffman 1993.
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be geminated except for the r-like sounds rj r and \g r. That is, all lateral
sounds, nasal consonants, the glide uj y and all stops, including alveolar CD r
can occur doubled, and many do get doubled as a result of some morpholog-
ical or morphophonemic process. A sequence of two geminate consonants
is actually twice as long as its single analog after short vowels; after long
vowels, the sequence is not as long as after short vowels, but longer than
a single consonant. We often write certain things as doubled (in order to
preserve voicelessness, e.g.) when in actuality they are phonetically not
doubled. The example given above, i.e.

rT saappittuhittirundaa —• [saiptutrtmda:]
'She was eating'

shows doubled consonants of various sorts in the Tamil and its transliter-
ation, while the phonetic transcription does not show consonantal length
after long vowels, or in clusters with other consonants.

1.2.6 Vowel Length
Similarly, not all phonemically long vowels in Tamil are actually twice the
length of their short analogs. For one thing, all Tamil vowels in final posi-
tion tend to be shortened; we write them as long in our transcription, but
phonetically they may not be. As a speaker progresses through the pronun-
ciation of a word, tonic vowels or vowels near the beginning of a sentence
may be long, but towards the end of the word, short vowels get deleted and
long vowels shortened. There are even some cases of deletion of long vowels,
but only as part of the grammaticalization of certain morphemes, such as
Gurm) poola 'like' in certain constructions, or with the aspectual verb Cun©
poodu. Otherwise, long vowels are not deleted; they may be shortened by
certain, albeit rare, morphophonemic processes, but that is all.

1.2.6.1 Transliteration of LT and ST
The Roman transliteration chosen represents a fairly phonetic attempt at
rendering Tamil as it is spoken without getting into fine phonetic detail
that is actually predictable from a general knowledge of Tamil. Unlike
some Indian languages, Tamil does not have a single standard translitera-
tion system. Authoritative sources such as the Madras University English-
Tamil Dictionary (Chidambaranatha Chettiar 1965), the Madras University
Tamil Lexicon and Burrow and Emeneau's Dravidian Etymological Dictio-
nary use different transliterations, especially for some of the laterals and
rhotics, where true confusion reigns. To make matters worse, popular tran-
scriptions, such as those used in public signing, transliterations of personal
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names, etc. typically do not mark differences in vowel length, retroflexion,
or other distinctions. This is unfortunate, but scholars and others have
not been able or willing to agree on a standard transliteration, so we have
chosen one that can be used by laypersons as well as scholars, and provide
below a list showing the correspondences between some of these systems,
where their differences are significant.

1. Initial Stop Consonants The stop consonants u, £>, L_, a1 and a>
are usually represented in initial position as p, t, t, s and k. Where
words borrowed from Indo-Aryan, English, Arabic, Portuguese or
some other language preserve voiced stops in initial position, we use
the Roman letters b, d, d, j (but sometimes also s) and g. Actually
retroflex consonants almost never occur in initial position in Tamil
words, so they will never occur in LT (with the exception of the word
Lq.rrmn5)i_ draavida 'Dravidian'), and in ST only in borrowed words,
mostly from English.

2. Medial Voiceless Geminate Stops Medially, stops are voiceless
in LT only if geminate, i.e. doubled, and we follow this convention
as well, writing two consecutive consonants pp, it, it, cc and kk for
what LT writes as uu, ^ ^ , L_L_, a& and <3&<i. Geminate cc is to
be understood as being phonetically twice as long as a single [tj],
meaning essentially that the [t] is not released as quickly as for a
single [tj], i.e. pacce 'fresh, green' is phonetically [patitfe]. Geminate
LT <iyr) never occurs in ST as such, but is always realized as it, e.g.
urrxfi 'about' is patti in ST.14 After short vowels, the phonetic value of
geminate consonants is to be understood as longer in duration than a
single voiceless consonant; after long vowels, geminate consonants are
actually not as long as after a short vowel, but we represent them as
double and long, anyway, in order to avoid the confusion that results
when a single stop occurs intervocalically. That is, LT Curr® 'put,
place, serve' is poodu in ST, but Guml© 'having put, placed, served'
is poottu in our transcription, rather than *pootu.

3. Post-nasal Stops The stop consonants u, ^ , nb, il, tf, <i following
nasals are always voiced in both LT and ST. Except for -$y, which
does not occur in such clusters in ST, they are represented in this
transcription by the Roman letters b, d ([9]), d, j and g. Thus L̂bi_5)
'younger brother' is tambi, ^raCa 'there' is ange, QaxQ)6^ 'supplicate'
is kenju, etc.

14 The only exception to this is when LT words are 'borrowed' directly into ST, such
as QoifDj® 'victory, win, goal' (used in sports journalism) which is pronounced in ST in
the closest approximation to LT that can be mustered, i.e. vetri.
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4. Medial Stop Consonants Single stop consonants (i.e. not double
or geminated) in medial position (i.e. between two vowels) in Tamil
are typically laxed and fricativized. Thus the stop consonants u,
£>, try, il, a% a> in medial position are actually phonetically [v] (or
even [f3] but in loan words, sometimes [b], [S], [r], [D], [s] and [h],
respectively. That is, some of them are laxed and voiced, some are
flapped (e.g. the retroflex stop), but some (the palatal and velar) are
only laxed but not usually voiced (although the velar may in some
speech be voiced as well, i.e. pronounced [y]). In order to stick to a
Roman transcription that does not require elaborate phonetic symbols
that complicate our typography, we will use the voiced Roman letters
b (or v), d, r, d and the voiceless fricatives s and h for these lax
and sometimes fricativized intervocalic Tamil stops. As noted above,
Tamil, unlike some Indian languages, does not have a single standard
transliteration system. Our choice was one that could be used by
laypersons as well as scholars, hence the use of h for intervocalic - i -
rather than a morphophonemic / / k / / or a phonemic /g / . This does
not follow a purely linguistic (e.g. phonemic) convention, or those
used in most other grammars, but we have found through years of
teaching Tamil that most dictionary representations of Tamil are not
phonetic enough to permit non-Tamils to approximate usual spoken
pronunciations.

In all of our phonetic representations we give prefererence to those
that preserve morphological clarity, so that even though it may be
common for many speakers to convert LT intervocalic L to a flapped
rhotic alveolar r, we still represent these as d. Since the completive
marker (LT n5)@) may be realized in the speech of many people as
non-retroflex, i.e. ĵ5^^©§)CrD6irr 'I am definitely coming' may come
out in ST as [vandirrei], we prefer the transcription vandidreen, as
this shows more clearly that there is a completive aspect marker rfl©
present, even if it is realized phonologically only as d. Otherwise it
is hard to explain why the past of LT Gujk̂ jflSlL-Gi—rifT is always, in all
dialects vanditteen. This will help avoid confusion with perfect forms
also marked with (J)©, contrasting with completive -«3®.

5. Laterals and Rhotics The Tamil sonorants w, STT, |j and p̂ are repre-
sented in our transliteration as /, /, r and r respectively. Tamil (b is not
treated as a sonorant in its underlying form, but as a stop. Neither in
LT nor in ST can it occur in initial position; intervocalically it does
occur in ST, where in most dialects it is indistinguishable from [j, so
in this position it is simply transliterated by r. In ST, LT clusters
such as rifrrb are simplified in non-Brahman dialect to nn after short
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vowels (e.g. LT frTrirrp 'having said' becomes simply -nnu)\ after long
vowels in ST roTfb becomes simply n, i.e. G r̂rwrnpi 'seem, appear' is
toonu.

In many spoken dialects of Tamil the sonorant p̂ is merged with CTT,
and never occurs in ordinary speech. Because this sound is socio-
linguistically highly preferred, however, and foreigners who are able
to pronounce it are praised for their efforts, we give r as the usual
transliteration of (£, even though many speakers, even educated ones,
may be heard to use en. That is, we give mare for LT LDflny) 'rain',
even if many speakers say male or even male.

There are certain stem-final consonants in this group that tend to be
not realized at all in ST, while others occur but with an epenthetic
u vowel15 added. Thus it is typical for the final $TT in LT pronouns
ŜUCTT, f̂tjfjiSBfin, j£f5j<s&6TT ('she, they, you') to be deleted in final position

in ST: ava, avanga, niinga. The same is true of en that occurs as the
final segment in certain person-number-gender endings, as in §]([5<i
SrBfjdWTT 'you are located' which is realized phonetically as irukkriinga
if nothing follows it. If anything follows as a suffix, however, en is
not deleted in ST: jngr̂ swniT? 'you?' is realized in ST as niingalaa,
essentially phonetically the same as the spelling pronunciation of LT.
Final en of other words may be treated in different ways by different
ST dialects. Some dialects delete en in jgrreiT 'day' to give waa, but
most add an epenthetic s_ u: jBITQrfF) naalu. We give preference to the
dialects that do the latter, i.e. preserve morphological clarity.16

Monosyllabic words with short vowels ending in laterals (there are
none that end in rhotics) such as uw 'tooth', a>en 'toddy', Qâ rro) 'say',
etc. are realized in ST with doubled laterals and an added epenthetic
u vowel: pallu, kallu, sollu, etc.

6. Nasals LT has graphemes for a labial nasal ii, a dental nasal jfe,
an alveolar nasal eir, a retroflex nasal flror, a palatal nasal (6T> and a
velar nasal ra. ST does not need this many phonemic or phonetic
distinctions, requiring only m, n and n.17 Otherwise, monosyllabic

15 For its pronunciation, see below.
16In this sense we take bits and pieces of different dialects as 'standard', since this

is pedagogically sounder, even though there may be no speaker who actually replicates
each and every pronunciation we prefer.

17 But note the previously mentioned caveat for the palatal nasal in some positions.
We therefore transliterate LD as ra, both J5 and GOT as n (with the exception that clusters
flJTfD usually become nn, as already noted), flTOT as n, while <Q> and (5J which usually
occur only before a homorganic nasal (i.e. the palatal and velar nasal, respectively)
can be transcribed with nj and ng with the assumption that English speakers, at least,
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words with short vowels ending in alveolar nasals, which are in fact
mostly pronominal forms such as ntin 'my', QGW 'your' convert the
nasal segment into nasalization of the vowel: e, 6.

7. Glides The Tamil glides su and iu are usually transliterated as v and
y, respectively. In certain cases eu is closer phonetically to [w] or even
to the bilabial [j3], similar to Spanish 'v' in 'vaca', but we ignore this
degree of phonetic detail. Often OJ and LLJ in LT forms will not have any
phonetic representation at all in ST, since intervocalic OJ in particular
is deleted in weak positions, resulting in forms like ST kondaa from LT
Q(36n*TOT©fljnr. In such cases no representation of 6u will appear in ST.
Similarly, the presence of UJ in LT often conditions palatalization of
adjacent consonants in ST, with subsequent assimilation or deletion
of the iu in ST. Thus, LT^gjfe î 'five' is anju in ST—the  LLJ causes
palatalization of the dental jfê >, after which UJ disappears, leaving
only ST nj. In final position also, many LT IU'S are deleted, e.g. the
adverbial ending -^ILI is realized simply as aa in ST.
In contrast, Tamil words beginning with the mid-vowels e and its long
counterpart ee have an automatic [y] onset in Tamil (as in many South
Dravidian languages). Thus 6ronw 'what' is phonetically [yenna].
Since this is automatic and predictable, we do not supply this [y]
glide in our transcription, but transcribe 6T6OT6OT always as tuna. Sim-
ilarly, the rounded vowels o, 00, u and uu are preceded in initial
position with an automatic [w]-glide in Tamil, enrj 'town, city' is
phonetically [wu:r(«)], but again since these w-glides are predictable
(in fact hardly even salient to a Tamil speaker), we do not provide
them. In connected speech in non-sentence-initial position, these au-
tomatic glides are usually deleted: s\eu{j ©nrr frTftrnror? 'What is his
town?' is in ST avar-uur-enna rather than avaru wuuru yenna.

8. Oral Vowels The Tamil vowel system consisting of five cardinal vow-
els s\, @, £-, 6T, Q and their long counterparts ^ FT, ©m, £j, Q are
represented in our transliteration as a, i, u, e, 0 and aa, ii, uu, ee, 00,
respectively. The diphthong g) is usually simplified to e in ST; thus
the accusative s\6uy-6D 'him' is avare in ST. This is actually phoneti-
cally [e], but we represent it as e for simplicity. In monosyllables, or in

will pronounce these with palatal and velar articulations automatically. (6J occasionally
occurs in prevocalic position in ST, in which case we do transliterate it as n, e.g (5JIT60?)
'sage' naani.

Monosyllabic words with short vowels ending in CTT and retroflex 6VUT in LT, such as
Qunrrin" 'gold' QuflJOT 'girl' and <3>flf&T, 'eye', etc. follow the pattern of doubled laterals
with an added epenthetic u: ponnu, ponnu and kannu in ST. The form ponnu also
undergoes vowel rounding; for an explanation see below.
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the initial syllables of polysyllabic words, g) is not monophthongized,
but the [i] element is lengthened, or followed by a glide [y]. Thus the
verb men 'put, keep' becomes vayyi in isolation (e.g. as a verb stem or
imperative), but in more complex morphological constructions, e.g.
followed by tense-markers, will change to [e]: aneu&G&tm 'I put, kept'
will be vacceen or vecceen. Here the i element triggers palatalization
of the g,g> to produce cc. The LT form flnuujflJT payyan 'boy' is an-
other form that retains a phonetic [ai], but only because of the [y]
that follows it; we transliterate this as payyan rather than paiyan.
A special note must be made of the phonetic qualities of the short e_
vowel when it occurs after the first syllable of a word, and in partic-
ular in final position. Its pronunciation in initial syllables is [u], but
after the first syllable its phonetic quality is unrounded and somewhat
fronted, i.e. more like IPA [ui] or [«]. This is similar in quality to the
short 'oo' vowel in 'book' as pronounced in southern American En-
glish, to the Russian y (jery) or to the final [u] in Japanese. Since it is
again totally predictable when a Tamil e_ will be pronounced in this
way, we do not represent it as different from phonetically rounded [u].
This pronunciation is not different from the spelling pronunciation of
LT u, so anyone with this knowledge will have no trouble predicting
this.
This situation is complicated by the fact that in ST many short i
vowels (phonetically [i]) also merge with [»].  For example, the vowel of
the past-tense marker of Class III verbs spelled @6OT as in fiurrmiSC^OT^ir
'I bought, acquired, fetched' is pronounced like [»] in ST: [vairjgune:].
Some linguists who have worked on ST have regularly substituted [u]
in these positions, but since this pronunciation is predictable, and
differs from the spelling of LT, we do not give either [u] or [«] here,
but transcribe it as i, leaving it to the knowledge of the speaker to
provide the correct phonetic realization. The LT diphthong QM is
rare even in LT, and does not occur in our data except in loan words,
e.g. English 'pound', which we would represent as paundu or pavundu]
^qiSiLJLDrr saukkyamaal 'how are you?'
Another phonetic feature of the speech of many Tamils is the fronting
of the short vowel s\ a which we represent generally as [a] in tran-
scription and transliteration. For many speakers, short s\ a after the
first syllable is fronted to [ae], [9] or [e], i.e. s\J5& anda 'that' might
be phonetically [andae] or [anda]; similarly, many speakers pronounce
\§\5i3> niinga 'you (PL)' as [niirjgae]; the same phenomenon may oc-
cur with infinitives, where final s\ a may be fronted to [ae]: tfmJ)L_
saappida —> [saipidae] but we will not represent this level of phonetic
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detail in our normal transliteration of ST.

9. Long Vowels In final position in ST, LT long vowels are often short-
ened, so that what may be written with a long vowel may always
occur short in ST. Thus ^raiGa 'there' is always ange in ST, unless
followed by another vowel, as in ^raC^Ciu 'there (emph)' angeeyee.
Here the non-final $j remains long, but the final one is shortened.
Often, to keep morphological processes clear, however, we represent
long vowels in final position as long (in transcription), even though
they are phonetically short. In rapid speech, moreover, long vowels
anywhere in a word will be shorter than when the word is in isolation,
and short vowels may be completely deleted.

10. Nasal Vowels ST possesses a set of nasal vowels [a], [6], [e] and [u],
some of which also have long counterparts [ai], [6:] and [ei]. These
nasal vowels are not found in LT, but arise from the nasalization of
vowels followed by em or ii in final position. Thus, [a] arises from the
sequence spin in LT, e.g. ^6ueir 'he' becomes [avaj; in some dialects
cgjjfljfljT becomes [ave] instead, which accounts for some instances of [e].
[6] arises from the LT sequence -<£|UD, SO that LT LBrrih 'tree' becomes
[maro]; [u] arises from the LT sequence -e_ib, e.g. j£ra<3&(£2>Lb 'you, too'
becomes [niirjgalu] in ST.
Long nasal vowels [a:], [6i] and [ei] may have several sources in LT. [a:]
may result from the nasalization of both LT -^OTT and -c^ii, i.e. SUJB
£>rrcoT 'he came' becomes [vanda:], but §|([5<i<sw\X7ih 'it may be, let it be'
also has final [a:], i.e. [irukkala:]. Because of the shortening of long
vowels in final position, these long nasal vowels also are shortened
finally; but to preserve morphological clarity we usually represent
them as long in our transcription. The long vowel [6i] arises from
the nasalization of the sequence gi i , found typically as the marker
of second person plural, as in ttjjfeC^rnb 'we came' [vando:]. Because
of the shortening rule, however, it may be realized phonetically as
[vando], but we usually avoid this representation, again for morpho-
logical clarity. The long vowel [e:] usually arises from nasalization of
the LT sequence -SHOT, found most typically in the person-number-
gender ending for first person singular, as in &jn>Ĉ 6OT 'I came', i.e.
[vande:]. Again, by the shortening rule this usually becomes [vande],
but for clarity we avoid this representation. It does not become short
in monosyllabic environments, so LT pen 'why?' remains long: [ye:],
contrasting with citm 'my\ which is [ye].
Monosyllabic words with long vowels ending in LT en usually do not
nasalize, but instead an epenthetic e> u [«] is added, e.g LBnnrirr 'stag',
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becomes maanu. LT words ending in em also do not produce nasalized
vowels in ST, but if position-final, simply add u: e.g. §$am 'pillar'
becomes ST tuunu ([tuintt]).

11. Vowel Shifting A number of other differences between vowels in
LT and their realization in ST have to do with certain phonological
changes in the Tamil vowel system since Tamil orthography was fixed.

• Lowering LT words with short high vowels g) i and ©_ u in an
initial syllable followed by one consonant and the vowel ^ aor
g) ai lower these vowels to err e and Q O respectively in ST. Thus
LT forms like (&|flna) 'leaf and (g>y>j5fl*>0& 'child' become ele and
korande, respectively, whereas forms like glewmco'no, not', where
the vowel is followed by a double consonant, do not exhibit low-
ering. This change is totally regular, so that even some borrowed
words, such as English 'glass', borrowed usually as SsTTmsfu, may,
in some dialects, become kelaas or even kelasu.

• Rounding Another process that is less regular, and may there-
fore still be in progress as a sound change, is the rounding of
short and long front vowels g|, rr, 67 and £T ( i, ii, e and ee) to
their corresponding back vowels &_, sit, Q and Q (U, UU, O and
oo.) This occurs usually when the initial consonant is a labial
(m, v, p) and the following consonant is retroflex. Some forms
that have undergone this change are socially quite acceptable,
but others are considered to be somewhat substandard or casual
(or even 'vulgar') so many speakers avoid this kind of rounding,
or deny that they do it even when it is observed in their speech.
Thus, the rounding of the vowel in LT QÛITOT to ST ponnu is
quite normal, but the following are on a kind of sliding scale of
acceptability: porandadu for LT iJIfDjfê ĵ 'it was born' (this form
undergoes lowering first); pudifor LT L5)L̂  'like', vuudu for LT 6iT©
'house'; voonum for LT C*uflJur@Lb 'want, need, must', etc. Differ-
ent speakers would rank these differently in acceptability, but the
general scale of acceptability is as given. We try to avoid what
are considered the most egregious of these, but in an attempt to
remain colloquial, some may be present in our examples. Some-
times the conditioning factor does not even include a retroflex
consonant, as in the example of L5I(D, where the following con-
sonant is alveolar; in extreme cases no conditioning factor can
be ascertained, and an initial labial alone is sufficient to cause
rounding, as in LT ifl̂b<g&@ih midakkum 'it will float' becoming,
in some dialects, modakkum. This is obviously an example of
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a sound change in progress, and is therefore sociolinguistically
marked.

• Other Changes There are a few other changes in vowel qual-
ity from LT to ST that cannot be described under the previous
rubrics. These are mostly idiosyncratic, but may have to do with
what is often called vowel harmony, i.e. vowels changing in order
to agree with another vowel in height or rounding. Thus, for ex-
ample, LT Clan© 'give' has a high vowel in its first syllable in ST,
i.e. kudu rather than *kodu, which is the reading pronunciation
of LT. There is no good explanation for this change, except that
the two vowels agree in height; but there are many other coun-
terexamples. Since this grammar is neither an etymological nor
a historical grammar, its concern is not to explain such changes,
but merely to catalogue them.

1.3 Sandhi
When sounds come together across word or morpheme boundaries, certain
changes occur that are referred to as sandhi. LT has complicated sandhi
rules that do not apply in LT, mostly because the LT rules were elaborated
for poetic language, and they have never operated the same way in prose
Tamil. We have already mentioned in various places above the deletion
of final laterals, nasals and other sonorants, or the addition of epenthetic
vowels at the end of words before pause.

The main sandhi processes that ST exhibits occur when words or mor-
phemes ending in certain vowels are followed by morphemes beginning with
certain vowels. Glides (LU y and en v) are then inserted between these vowels
in order to 'smooth the transition' from one vowel to another.18 The choice
of whether the glide inserted will be LLJ y or OJ V in Tamil is determined
by whether the vowel preceding the glide is a front vowel (such as j<£) i, rr
n, ST e, 67 ee or g) ai) or a back vowel, such as ©_ u, QM. UU, Q O, Q OO,
J I aor ^ aa. These are the theoretical possibilities; in actuality, some of
these vowels (such as g) ai) do not occur in final position in ST. And in
the case of e_ u, unless it occurs in a small number of (usually borrowed)
words, or is found as the last segment in a nickname, it is usually added
word-finally (epenthetically) after other phonological rules have applied, so
will not cause sandhi phenomena (which in this case would be the insertion
of su v) to occur.

18In other languages of the world, when vowels conjoin, other things may happen, e.g.
[a] + [i] may be replaced by [e:], as in Sanskrit.
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1.3.1 Sandhi Following Front Vowels.
Examples of ordinary sandhi phenomena of this sort are as follows:

• Word- or morpheme-final ® i: j5rfl nari 'fox' + interrogative ^ aa
—• jsfflujiT nariyaa  'a fox?'

• Word- or morpheme-final FF ii: ££ Hi 'fire' + interrogative ^ aa — •
£&iurT tiiyaa 'fire?'

• Word- or morpheme-final 61 e: \unQen yaane 'elephant' + interrogative
cQ aa — •  ujnCl6OTUjrT yaaneyaa 'an elephant?'

• Word- or morpheme-final §j ee: <$\hG>a> angee 'there' + interrogative
^ aa — •  r̂aCcS&ujrr angeeyaa 'there?'

• Word- or morpheme-final g) at: does not occur in ST.

1.3.2 Sandhi Following Back Vowels
Examples of ordinary sandhi phenomena of this sort are as follows:

• Word- or morpheme-final e_ u: usually deleted, or added later after
sandhi rules have applied. A few exceptions: @(g guru 'guru, teacher'
+ interrogative ^ aa — •  (g^fljrr guruvaa 'a guru?'

• Word- or morpheme-final ©«L  UU: y, puu 'flower' + interrogative
aa — •  yjftjnr puuvaa 'a flower?'

• Word- or morpheme-final Q OO: does not occur in ST words, but
might occur in a loan word.

• Word- or morpheme-final Q OO: (<£|$Trr5iG(3&rT ilangoo '(a name)' + inter-
rogative cgjj aa — •  ĵ 6Tn5jG<35rmjrr ilangoovaa '(do you mean) Ilango?'

• Word- or morpheme-final s\ o,' ®Qji<3& irukka 'to be' + emphatic £T
ee — y ®©i<s&G6u((̂ (5<i(g)) irukkavee (irukku) 'it's there, all right!'

• Word- or morpheme-final ^ aa: n5)y)iT viraa 'a festival' + interroga-
tive ^ aa •  <nSl̂prTsurT viraavaa 'a festival?'

• Word- or morpheme-final Q6TT au: does not occur in ST.

As already mentioned, glides that are inserted by sandhi may them-
selves be deleted in rapid speech, especially in polysyllabic words:
lunqQaxsjk.S] indyaavulerundu 'from India' may become —•
^j indyaalerundu, which may then be further simplified to
indyaalendu 'ibid.'
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1.3.3 Deletion of Final Sonorants
We have already discussed above that words that in their underlying forms
contain final laterals, nasals or other sonorants may lose these in final po-
sition. We give these forms with these consonants in parentheses, in order
to indicate that they are only present when other suffixes follow them.

Typical examples of these 'parenthetical' consonants that are deleted
when in word-final position, are the final retroflex laterals en I of pronouns
and their PNG markers: ^^(^Cunton"^) ava pooraa 'she goes.' These
consonants are present if suffixes are added, e.g. ^ o j ^ i ® avalukku Ho
her' or sw CunTDrrerrrT? ava pooraalaa? 'Does she go?'

1.3.4 Sandhi and Noun Classes
There are nouns (cf. /2.1) that exhibit certain kinds of morphophonemic
changes (sandhi) before case; some grammarians deal with this as a mor-
phophonemic issue, and others deal with these stem-alternations as just
that: alternate forms of the stem that must be present before case.

1.4 Appendix
Summary of Phonological "Rules" that have Applied in SST

1. Palatalization: it, nt —>  [cc, nj] after high front vowels ([i, ai]) as in
paditieen —> [padicceen]. Found  in all dialects, perfectly regular.

2. Doubling of sonorants in CVC where V is short: kal — •  kallu etc.

3. CVC where V is long, add u\ (but not in all dialects: naalu — •  naa).

4. / in plurals, pronouns, verbs> deleted in final position, otherwise
present.

5. Nasalization of final [Vm, Vn] (but not [Vn]).

6. Lowering of [i, u] to [e, o] in sequence (C).. . Ca, as in idam — •  edam,
utkkaaru — •  ukkaaru ([ukkair**]).

7. Deletion of /, r, /before stops, internally: utkkaarndeen — •
ukkaandeen etc.

8. General cluster reduction: utkaaru — •  okkaaru; keetkireen — •
keekkreen.
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9. Monophthongization of ai to e: in accusatives, noun endings, inter-
nally. Exception: in monosyllables, vai — • vayyi or in initial syllables
of polysyllabic words.

10. Intervocalic v and k deletion. Complicated, but examples: paarkkavil-
lai —r paakkalle ([paikkale]; poohaveendum —• poohanum ([poihanu]);
poohireen —> pooreen; konduvaa —• kondaa, etc.

11. Intervocalic deletion of r, the retroflex frictionless continuant. This
sound often is merged with [1], but in some cases it is deleted in-
stead, resulting in compensatory lengthening: LT Qurr(y}^] porudu
' time' — • [po:d«]; LT 6T(jgjE@(r5j5̂ rTTT 'he has arisen' erundirundaar
—• [e:ndr»nda:r«].

12. Rounding: [i, e] — • [u, o] between labial ...retroflex consonant:
ponnu, potti, vuudu, pudi, but also: mida — • [moda] pirandeen — •
porandeen. Some of these may be more acceptable than others.

Optional or Stigmatized Developments

1. Already described: NC cluster reduction is variable, and somewhat
stigmatized: Csuflyar®ii) — • veenum is okay, but Cfldflnm—rnb — • *veenaan
is not; Q<sbrT̂ ri_rTj5Ĉ >riT kondaandeen (Q<s&raroT©fljj5Ĝ 6iT konduvandeen)
is okay, but *konnaandeen is not.

2. Rounding of vowels before retroflex [ 1 ] in Br. dialect: niingo, avango

3. Metathesis: Br. dialect: enakku — • [ne:ku]; unakku —• onakku — •
[no:k«] etc.

4. Other dialects: merge [ 1 ], [ 1 ], [ r ]; some merge [ n ] and [ n ].
Retroflexion is lost except in [ t ] (vs. [ t ]).

5. Unrounding of final epenthetic u, (which would ordinarily, when nasal-
ized, be [u]): Coimbatore: veenum — • [veinfi], etc.





Chapter 2

The Nominal System

2.1 Nouns and Noun Classes

Tamil nouns generally do not require classification into 'declensions' or form
classes of any sort, because the morphology of the noun, which consists of
the noun stem plus case suffixes, is quite regular. Even so, some nouns ex-
hibit stem-alternates which show certain kinds of morphophonemic changes
(sandhi) before case, however, and these are as follows.

2.1.1 Nouns Ending in ̂ \\b -am

Many nouns in Tamil end in s\\h -arfi; these can be items such as LD[XUD
maram 'tree', loans from Sanskrit like g$\j[b duuram 'distance', and loans
from English like cr9cfi)i_Lb sistam 'system.' In fact any English word that
phonetically ends in the sequence [am] ('system, problem, museum', etc.)
will be treated as belonging to this group. Sanskrit nouns that end in [-a]
are borrowed in their accusative form ([-am]) into Tamil.

All such s\ib -am ending nouns change this to s\£bg>i att(u) before adding
case: LDrjii maram —> Lopr^ ĵ marattu. This form has often been referred
to as the 'oblique' stem of the noun.

Note that the quantifier 6Tax\xub ellaam 'all, everything' has an oblique
form 5T6\x\)iT^̂ j ellaatt- which appears before case. In LT this form actu-
ally comes from an oblique stem 6"T«\xtfT6ijrbrr)| ellaavattu so it more properly
belongs with the nouns in the next section (2.1.2). Thus n6\x\XT̂ ĵ<s5@>Li)
ellaattukkum 'to everything', $7axons&Q̂ iL|i£> ellaatteyum 'everything (ACC) ' :

25
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(1)
avanukku ellaatteyum kudutteenee
him-to all-ACC-lNCL gave-I-EMPH
'But I gave him everything!'

2.1,2 Nouns Ending in gi -ru
A smaller number of nouns in Tamil end in npi -ru (LT alveolar r). All of
these nouns change this to nbngi in LT and ̂ ^ in ST tin before case, i.e. they
undergo gemination. Thus ^rpi aaru — • <Q&>3>1 aattu\ 'pertaining to the
river'; Ctatfrornpi kenaru 'well' — • GtaflKjrjî j kenattu 'pertaining to the well.'
Other examples are a&iiSrgi kayiru 'rope', cuiJnpi vayiru 'stomach', CdFirgi sooru
'cooked rice', and a few more.

Note: the LT forms of these words undergo gemination from rp to rbrp,
but in ST the np| ru forms are phonetically identical with dj ru, while rb(p
merges phonetically with ^ ^ j itu.

2.1.3 Nouns Ending in @ -du
A number of Tamil nouns that end in © -du undergo gemination (parallel
to the situation with nouns in rgi t_u) to il© ttu. The geminated sequences
are voiceless; the intervocalic non-geminate ® du is of course voiced and
flapped.

Native Dravidian words and borrowed English words like Cprr© roodu
alike undergo this process. (Some Tamil speakers feel that English loans
should not be subjected to this process, but native speakers tend to do this
anyway.)

Examples: un@ paadu 'lot, part' — • urnl© paaitu '(of the) lot, part';
flj© viidu — • alL® viittu 'of the house'; <3&n© kaadu — • ami© kaattu 'of
the forest, jungle.'

2.1.4 Syntactic Usage of Oblique Forms
These 'oblique' forms (stem alternates that occur before case endings) are
often used adjectivally in Tamil (without case-marking), or to indicate pos-
session:

kolattu tanni 'tank, pond water'

rbpsia&flnp") aatiankare 'river bank'
('bank of the river')
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ojuJfbngi) su& vayittu vali 'stomach ache'
('ache of the stomach')

• QjL@<i<3&rTTXttFr viittukaaran 'husband; landlord' ('man of the house')

• <3&rnL© €U0 kaattu vari 'a forest road' ('road of the forest')

2.1,5 Oblique and Genitive
Since the oblique form of the noun may be used to indicate possession, it
is often considered to be a case form (see below), i.e. equivalent to what is
called 'genitive' in other case systems. But in fact the oblique form can have
case markers added to it, or can stand alone. It thus presents a challenge
to analysts of the Tamil case system.

In LT there were a number of possible additional genitive markers such
as <g\m an (used primarily with pronouns, and now used in ST only as a
'frozen' form in ^^fljrnCkx) adanaale 'therefore'); @6OT in (not used in ST):
and e_tfr>i_iLi udaiya, obviously a postposition derived from the verb e_*mi_
udai 'possess.' e_floi_iLi udaiya could be attached to <g\m an or @6OT in, as in
^^^flnL-iu adanudaiya 'its.'

In ST, ©_tfni_iu udaiya has changed to gQi_ oode, and is used by many
speakers, in addition to the 'bare' oblique stem.

JT i_|<sfu£><35Lb en pustaham 'my book', along with
H<sfug><s&Li> ennoode pustaham'

avaru manevi 'his wife', along with
avaroode manevi

2.2 Number
Tamil nouns are unmarked in the singular, but may be marked for plurality.
Inanimate nouns are often not marked for plural:

L-|<sru£&<3&Lb rendu pustaham ' two books '

®& GLDQ<? anju meese 'five tables '

Typically, only animate nouns are marked for plural:

u)Qtfjrfl3r5]<3& rendu manevinga ' two wives'

£])5r Q<3&n\gj5Q̂ f5i<3& anju korandenga 'five children'
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2.2.1 Form of the Plural Marker
While LT is extremely regular in the formation of plurals1 ST has great
variability, and speakers disagree as to what is 'standard.'

The most common form of the plural in ST is ra<sb(5TT) nga(I). The final
retroflex lateral is not present in isolation, but when other suffixes are
added, it appears:

r? rendu manevingalad? 'two wives?'

Q(9&n\pj5Q̂>f5J<3b<§tT)Lb anju korandengalum 'all five children'

This plural marker also appears in pronouns (cf. Table 4.3), also with
final lateral: j£f5J<sb(6inr) niinga(l). We will consider the final retroflex lateral
to be part of the UNDERLYING FORM of the plural marker, which is deleted
(not pronounced) before pause.

In some dialects, the P5J<3&(STT) nga(l) form is only used following nouns
that end in a nasal, e.g. LDrnh maram — • UDrjraa maranga 'trees.' Otherwise
the plural marker is (3&(GTT) ha(l), e.g. L£>Qfljrfl5)<3& maneviha 'wives.' In the
speech of many, there are some 'irregular' plurals, involving changes of the
noun stem before plural:

JT payyan 'boy' — • utfrsia pasanga 'boys'

2.2.1.1 Use of Giaxunib ellaam 'all, everything' for plural

Many Tamil speakers substitute GTttxxxnb ellaam 'all, everything' as a post-
posed marker of plural, sometimes with other plural markers. English loan
words are often used with their English plurals, or perhaps even with both
English and Tamil plurals.

• q<sfu3>f5J<3E>Q5TTOx\XTi£) 67r5jQ<3& (J](!3<i(g) pusiahangalellaam enge irukku
'Where are the books?'

ih Cuff)«nrn5J<35 anda leedis-ellaam peesinaanga
'Those women spoke.'

u r̂adb CunujLi_rTmi<sb anda leedisunga pooyttaanga
'Those women left.'

1The LT plural marker is <S56TT, which may be pronounced differently depending on
whether it follows a vowel, a nasal or another stop: [hal], [gal] or [kal], respectively.
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2.2.1.2 Plurality and Case

The case markers given below can be added to nouns marked for plural,
in which case the final retroflex lateral 6TT / shows up. Nouns with final
morphophonemic changes (^ ^2.1.1-2.1.3) do not exhibit these changes be-
fore the plural, but nouns ending in ^UD am change this to ̂ rsi ang before
plural.2

onga viidungale paatteen
I saw your houses-ACC.'

2.3 The Case System
Tamil nouns consist of a noun stem (or root) plus a number of suffixes
known as case suffixes in other languages. The traditional analysis of the
Tamil case system delimits seven cases, as in Sanskrit, but in modern Tamil
this delimitation does not function very well, and one must admit that many
other suffixes, which in some analyses are known as postpositions, are not
different in function from the traditional cases.

2.3.1 Dative Case
This case marker is used when a verb has a noun toward which motion
is expressed; it is used to indicate possession (expressed in many other
languages by a verb meaning 'have'), and is also used to indicate which
thing or person is the indirect object or benefactor of some act. Finally it
is used with certain stative and/or defective verbs (i.e. verbs which cannot
be marked for PNG except third person neuter, cf. /3.15) to indicate who
or what is the subject.

Thus, to indicate possession, Tamil uses a dative case and the verb g)©
iru 'be (located)':

en-akku panam irukku
to-me money is
'I have money'

To indicate subject-hood of various stative verbs such as 'like' L5)U|. pidi,
'know' Q r̂fl teri, 'understand' Ljrfl puri, 'be available' Q<s&Ch_ kede, 'want'

2 In ST this is not as serious in transliteration as it is in Tamil script, i.e. in script we
must have LDIJf5J<3> rather than *LD(Jljb[51<3>, but in transliteration we will just have maranga
'trees', phonetically
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G<aj@Epii> veenum, etc. the dative case is attached to the subject and the
stative verb appears in the third person singular.

(3)
ongalukku avare teriyumaa?
to-you him known?
'Do you know him?'

This sentence may appear to be anomalous because of the lack of an
overt subject, and the object marked accusative, but not only is it quite
acceptable, any other case-marking would be ungrammatical.

(4) <£|6U(Q)(i@
avarukku tamir teriyaadu
to-him Tamil not-known
'He doesn't know Tamil.'

2.3.2 The Dative Case Marker
The dative case marker is ©_i(g) ukku except after front vowels, where it
takes the shape (iu)<s&§) (y)kki. After pronominal stems whose oblique form
consists of only (C)VC, the dative case has the form s\o>@ akku:

1. LDrjLb maram 'tree' + ukku — • iDtj&giab® marattukku 'to the tree'

2. cgyp aaru 'river' + ukku — • cg^^&ji® (LT cgyD£)l<i@) aattukku
'to the river'

3. fl?@ viidu 'house' + ukku — • flJLQi® viittukku 'to the house'

4. iD ĵQp" madure 'Madurai' + ykki — • LD ĵChjiuiS) madureykki
'to Madurai'

5. G<s&nu3«b kooyil 'temple'+ ukku — • CarruSgai® kooyilukku
'to the temple'

6. jgrfl nari 'fox' + ykki —> jsrfliffi narikki 'to the fox'

7. jgrreuT naan T + akku — • nwri® enakku 'to me'

As mentioned above, certain postpositions such as u<i<s6̂ >̂ jQa) pakkattule
'near, in the vicinity of govern the choice of the dative case (cf. ^2.4.3).
Syntactically, the dative is used to express possession, motion toward, bene-
faction to, and possession of states expressed by stative verbs (cf. ^3.1.2).
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2.3.3 Locative Case
The locative case is used to express 'location', 'lack of motion', 'containment
in', and sometimes 'means of transportation', e.g. uofuQw bas-le 'by bus.'
The locative marker is -le with inanimate nouns and -kitte with animates.
With animate nouns it means 'in the possession of, or in/on the person of.'

Note that in LT the locative case marker is (£)*\), and many traditional
grammarians prefer to think of le(e) as derived from (g|fl) with an additional
'emphatic' ee $j added. In actuality, if emphasis is desired in modern Tamil
another ee must be added (e.g. viittleyee 'right in the house'), so this can-
not be taken be a true occurrence of emphatic ee. Since most semantically
locative case markers, postpositions, points of the compass and deictic pro-
nouns (ange(e) 'there' etc.) show this ee in modern ST, it should probably
be taken as a marker of location, and not emphasis. (Note also that we
represent £j ee as phonemically (underlyingly) long, which it is when not
occurring in final position; in final position all long vowels tend to become
short, so there may be variation here.)

Examples of inanimate nouns:

1. LDcrih maram ' tree' + -le — • \£>\j$>$\Qtt> marattu-le 'in the tree'

2. ^npi aaru 'river' + -le — • ^^^jQft) aattu-le 'in the river'

3. flT© viidu 'house' + -le — • flJiL®Q«\> viitt(u)le 'in the house'

4. CanuSo) kooyil ' temple' + -le — • G<s&nu3tt)Q«\> kooyil-le 'in the temple'

madure 'Madurai' + -le — • LD Ĵ«J>P"Q«\) madure-y-le
'in Madurai'

Examples of animate nouns with kitte ©L_QL_:

1. ĵ rfl nan 'fox' + kitte — • j5rfl©L_Qi_ nari-kitte 'in the possession of the
fox'

2. pnm naan T + kitte — • ^T^OTSLIQL. en-kitte 'I have (on my person)'

2.3.3.1 Syntax of SLLQL. kitte

There are some complexities of syntax involved with the use of the animate
locative marker SLLQL kitte. In some dialects, and/or in rapid speech,
intervocalic © hi- is deleted, and the resulting form is L_QL_ -«C, e.g. f̂tjpr-
LLQi_ avarite 'with, on him'.

When the animate locative marker SI IQL. kitte is attached to a noun
in a sentence with certain kinds of stative verbs or the copula, there is a
semantic contrast of the following sort:
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1. ©LLQL_ kitte 'animate locative': 67GDT§)L_QL_ Û JOTLD §|(!5<s&@ en-kitte
panam irukku 'I have money (on my person)'

2. with 'dative': frKUTi® uflroni j&)(J5<i(g) enakku panam irukku 'I have
money (I am a rich person)'

That is, use of kitte implies temporary possession or actual real-time pos-
session, while use of the dative implies permanent, habitual or inalienable
possession. The dative would be used to express the actuality of having
siblings, a wife, children etc., and of being generally wealthy, rather than
temporarily in the possession of money.

With verbs such as @@ kudu 'give' the contrast in the use of kitte versus
the dative -ukku distinguishes between giving something back (restoring
possession) to a person who oiuginally owned it (kitte) versus transferring
the ownership irrevocably, i.e. changing ownership (dative ukku).

(5) ^urrSLClL. Qp>&>g)\ LDnClwQuj (gjQ&Qgbrin
avar-kitte muttu maaleye kudutteen
'I gave the pearl necklace b a c k to him. '

(6) S\GU®3>(g) QP^^J LDnClrcQlLI (g>(ĵ G£>6iT
avarukku muttu maaleye kudutteen
'I gave the pearl necklace to him (for good).'

With verbs meaning 'say' or 'ask', the use of kitte is more deferential,
while the use of -ukku is less so, i.e. more direct, blunt, brusque, 'no
uncertain terms.'

(7)
dairektar kitte en kaariyatte sonneen
'I laid my concern before the Director (i.e. I said it in a diplomatic
and deferential way).'

(8) ^Mftjr5j<3&SLQi_ Qarr^tfLb QfruroQQsuA^gnpiCLp
avanga-kitte konjam sollivekkanumee
'You should explain things to them nicely but firmly.'

(9) CurT^5GroSLQi_ nQ^ujrraj^j g6nrflQ$u<3E><g&nCg)
pooliiskitte edeyaavadu olari-vekkaadee
police-to something babble-FUTUTlL-NEG-lMP
'Don't go blabbing things to the police (to get yourself into even
more hot water later).'

( 1 0 ) <3&QL_£?)ILJQ€\) ^«U4P<3&(g) frT6\X\)TT^Q3>lL|Lb QtfraxQLLCl—GflJT
kadesiyle avanukku ellaatteyum sollitteenee
'Finally I just told him everything flat out (and didn't mince words).'
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2.3.4 Ablative Case

The ablative case is used to express motion away from an object or person.

2.3.4.1 Inanimate Nouns

(11) Lngjflnpuj + Giro + ©JB^J
madurey + le + rundu
'Madurai' + LOC + 'ablative'
— • madureylerundu 'from Madurai'

(12) axLiuCprrflLdlQaxujfesj
laybreeriylerundu 'from the library'

2.3.4.2 Animate Nouns

With animate nouns the postposition SilQi_ kitte 'near, on the person of
must be used as a locative base, with ©jfê J rundu added to it.

(13) prnrggn" + SI_QL_ +
raajaa + kitte + rundu
'king' + LOC + 'ablative'
— • raajaakkitteyrundu 'from the king'

(14) ntin + SL_QL_ + ©jfê J
en + kitte + rundu
'me' + LOC + 'ablative'
—* enkitteyrundu 'from me'

2.3.4.3 Semantically Locative Expressions

Adverbs that are already semantically locative, such as the deictic parti-
cles (e.g n̂sjQdb ange 'there'), are never marked for locative, since they are
already semantically locative, so the ablative, which is usually built on the
locative form, is affixed directly to them. The same applies to adverbial
expressions such as the points of the compass, positional markers involving
height above (such as CLDQO) meele 'above, on top of) or below, etc., which
are also never locatively marked, add the ablative marker directly to their
stems.

(15) cguraCta +
ange + rundu
'there' + 'ablative'
—y angeyrundu 'from there'
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(16) CLDQGO +

meele + rundu
'above' + 'from'
—• meeleyrundu 'from above'

There is a morphophonemic iu -y- following -e in most of these forms;
in rapid speech it may not be phonetically obvious. In rapid speech or
some dialects, lerundu may become lerndu or lendu ([lemdu]). In some
cases, both lerundu and kitierundu can be used with animate nouns, with
contrasting meanings, as is shown by the following example:3

(17)
mandirilerundu ellaarum lanjam vaangraanga
minister-LOC-from everyone bribe take
'Everyone takes bribes, from the Minister on down.'

(18) LDj5@rfl©LQi_([5<!6,g>j r̂ax̂ T(J5ii) cx^^ii eun\5\(^rorm3>
mandirikitterundu ellaarum lanjam vaangraanga
minister's-person-from everyone bribe take
'Everyone takes bribes from the Minister.'

The LT equivalent of animate locative SLLQI_ kitte is a totally different
form, (&)L_LD, not used in ST;

2.3.5 Associative/Instrumental Case
Because Tamil grammatical tradition was influenced from the beginning by
Sanskrit grammatical theory, Tamil, even in its earliest grammar (Tolkaap-
piyam), borrowed the idea that Tamil had to have seven cases plus vocative.
Because Sanskrit associative and instrumental cases are identical in form,
Tamil has both forms under one rubric, even though the earliest grammar-
ians were uncomfortable with this.

2.3.5.1 Associative Case

This case expresses social accompaniment, comparable to English 'with' or
'along with' in the sense 'I went with him' but not in the sense 'I cut it
with a knife', where the latter use is instrumental.

The form of this case marker is gQi_ oode or g© oodu. With animate
nouns this always means 'associative' but with inanimate nouns -oode can
be instrumental, e.g. rfl<s6q2>nCfljnQL_ riksaavoode 'by rikshaw' instead of rfla

riksaavle 'ibid. \ in other dialects.
3 This example is from Ramanujan and Annamalai, 1967.
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>fj sneydar 'friend' + gQi_ oode — • §)GflJT3>GrjrrQL_ sneydaroode
'with (a) friend'

• 6Tf5j<35 enga(l) 'our' + gCli— (We — • 6Tr5i<s&C5TTnQL- engafoode 'with us'

• jgrfl rzan 'fox' + gQi— oorfe — • j5rflCujnClL_ nari-y-oode 'with the fox'

2.3.5.2 Instrumental Case: Means by Which

Expressing the notion of 'means by which an action was done' corresponds
least to any one set of prepositions or other constructions in English, and
also varies widely dialectally in Tamil. Basically the form of the instrumen-
tal case marker is ^Qo) -aale (LT <QW) but some dialects use this only with
pronouns:

adan-aale 'because of him'

ongalaale 'because of you, by/through you; through your
intervention'

Other dialects use gQi_ -oode, the associative case marker, with inanimate
nouns to express instrumentality:

rfl<3b̂2>rrCojnQL_ riksaavoode 'by rikshaw'

Most dialects use the locative Cta) -/e to express 'by means of with modes
of transportation:

basle 'by bus'

reyille 'by train'

In some dialects no genuine instrumental case marker is found, and post-
positions such as (ipaxb muulam 'by means of or ĝ&flS) odavi 'help' are used
instead. Sometimes both are used:

depti rejtstraar odavi muulam
wunder the auspices of (with the help of, with the intervention
of) the deputy registrar'

In still other cases, verbal constructions involving a second verb meaning
'use, take, employ' substitute for a true instrumental case construction:

Q0&nQsu<i<sK\)ni£> soop eduttu iovekkalaam
'(one) may wash (it) with soap' ('taking soap, one may wash')
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Research on causatives and instrumental constructions in various lan-
guages has shown this semantic area to be rather complex, so definitive
statements about Tamil constructions of this sort must remain highly ten-
tative. (Cf. /2.4 on postpositions for the equivalents of other English
prepositions.) Note that ^Qa) -aale alternates with the dative when used
with the modal verb (Tpuj-iLjLb mudiyum 'be able':

(19) frTGOTfljmQro CuiT<3&(Lpu|_u_|Lb
enn-aale pooha-mudiyum
by-me go-able
'I can go (I'm willing and able to go).'

(20) 67flJT(i(g) CuiT<Sb(lpli).LL|Lb
en-akku pooha-mudiyum
me-to go-able
'I can go (I'm able, but not necessarily willing).'

As we shall see later, there is often a difference of meaning: the instru-
mental implies that a person is not only physically able but also willing
to make an effort, whereas the dative implies only physical capability, not
necessarily willingness.

2.3.6 Accusative Case
The accusative case marks a noun as the 'object' or 'patient' of some action;
it is the thing to which the action of the verb is applied or subjected. The
marker for accusative is 67 e (LT g)). Inanimate nouns are not normally
marked for accusative unless the speaker wishes to indicate a SPECIFIC
or DEFINITE thing; this is similar to the function of the definite article in
English (which Tamil otherwise lacks). Animate nouns, however, are always
marked accusative when they are the objects of verbs.

Examples of the accusative:

1. LDCTLD maram 'tree' + 67 -e —• LDIJ£>Q£> maratte
(e.g.) Lorĵ Q )̂ urr̂ G r̂iFT maratte paatteen 'I saw the tree.'

2. flj® viidu 'house' + 67 -e — • an_Qi_ viitte
(e.g.) «JL_QI_ unr^C^^ir viitte paatteen 'I saw the house.'

3. cgHftJ© avaru 'he' + -e —> ̂ ajQrj avare 'him'
(e.g.) ^fljQfj UIT^C^WT avare paatteen 'I saw him.'

4. cgtP aaru 'river' + 67 -e —* ^ ^ Q ^ aattee
(e.g.) cgj^Q^ urr̂ C 5̂6OT aatte paatteen 'I saw the river.'
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Often mass nouns are not marked for the accusative because accusative
marking makes these nouns particular. Thus, we get sentences like: 0&flf&rflnffi
tanni 'water' + ©u^Ca1^ kudicceen 'I drank' —• 3>̂ ror«jrffi ©u^Ca^r tanni
kudicceen 'I drank (some) water.' However, mass nouns may be used with
the accusative marker to indicate particular or specific things:

tanniye kudicceen would mean 'I drank THE water.'

(21)
avane anuppuccudu
him send-CAUS-COMPL-IMP
'Send him away; get rid of him. '

(22) cgnQg> <?rnJiJ)L_®LCL_wT
ade saappittutteen
it-ACC eat-COMPL-PAST-PNG
'I ate it all up . '

(23) 6T6vx\xT̂ Q£>mLb urT&G&on
ellaatteyum paatteen
all-ACC-INCL saw-PNG
'I saw the whole thing.'

Note that in dative-stative constructions (^3.15.1) animate objects are
marked for accusative, the subject is marked dative, and no nominative-
marked noun may appear in the sentence. (Despite the apparent ungram-
maticality of such a construction, this is not ungrammatical.)

(24)
avane enakku teriyum
him me-to known
'I know him'

2.4 Postpositions
For certain notions expressed in English by prepositions, Tamil case endings
are not sufficient. Instead, additional 'postpositions' are affixed after the
case marker. For all practical purposes, these are not suffixes, but separate
free forms.

kooyil 'temple' + £_<i(g) -ukku 'dative case marker' +
pakkattle 'near' —

kooyilukku pakkattle 'near the temple'
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Different postpositions take different case markers and do not seem to be
very predictable (some even take more than one case marker, with different
meanings; some even follow the nominative). The reason for this may be
that many postpositions seem to be derived historically from verbs, so that
the case marker which occurs with them is governed by some semantic or
syntactic properties of the original verb. Others are derived from nouns,
and have an 'adjectival' relationship with the rest of the clause (cf. ^2.1.4).

2.4.1 Postpositions Occurring with the
Nominative

2.4.1.1 Gtfjfê j seendn ' together'

seendu is derived from the past participle of the verb Gtf© seeru
meaning 'join (INTR)' or 'come together.' It is used when the main verb
of the sentence is intransitive. (For usage with transitive verbs, cf. Ca^^^j
seeitu 'together' §2.4.4.1.)

^siiraa Q[Tflror@ Cu^ii Câ jfê j fljjfe^&rnsia
avanga rendu peerum seendu vandaanga
they two persons together came

'The two of them arrived simultaneously.'

2.4.1.2 CLpaxb muulam 'with; by means of; through (the agency of);
under the auspices o f

(ip€\)i£) muulam is a noun meaning 'means, method, auspices' and is often
used as a postposition, with the nominative.

Qi_uiL|Llijq_ QugSlcruLLrjrnJ Q^flS) ctpttxb
depyuti rejistraar odavi muulam

'under the auspices of (with the help of) the deputy registrar'

2.4.1.3 ftjQp-<i@Lb varekkum, GIJQIJ vare, ftjQijiLiQ«\> vareyle ' u p t o , unt i l '

Following nominative case:

*ijQrj"<3&<g)L£> eeru mani varekkum 'up to, until 7:00'

Note that since oiQij vare and its case-marked variants (suQpr<3&(g)L£> varekkum,
vareyle) are nouns, they may be preceded by the AJP form (cf.

.3) of verbs to express time when an action occurs:
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• <jLbu$TTL£> fiunrmj(g)(D *uQu<i(g>Lb sambalam vaangra varekkum 'until (one)
draws (one's) pay '

• ĉ Jftj© $W(D ftjQrr(i(g)ii avaru varra varekkum 'until he comes; up to the
point when he comes'

2.4.2 Postpositions Occurring with the Oblique
(Genitive)

Note that nouns that do not have an oblique form distinct from the nom-
inative form look like they have the postpositions in this section attached
to the nominative, since the nominative and the genitive are not distinct.

2.4.2.1 av,Qi_ kuude 'along with9

This postposition has the same meaning and operates syntactically the
same way as 'sociative' -gQi_ -oode.

<5VvQi__ en kuude 'with me'

£«.QL_ attaan kuude 'with brother-in-law'
Note that <3FkQi_ kuude or svvi_ kuuda also means 'also, too' as in

(^iairr-s_Lb) CurriprT© avaru kuude (avar-um) pooraaru 'He's going,
too. Thus it can also be synonymous with the clitic e_ii> -um in the sense
of 'also, too.'

2.4.2.2 CLDQO) meele 'above, on top of, after'
This postposition is used with both location and with time expressions.

1. With genitive/oblique: on top of the upper surface of, in contact with
the upper surface of.

• LDU^^I CLDQW marattu meele 'on top of the tree'
• Cn>QaF GIDQW meese meele 'on the table'

2. With dative, cf. f 2.4.3.4.

2.4.2.3 u<i<3bih pakkam 'near, in the vicinity of, by'

• 6T6OT u<i<s5ib en pakkam 'near me, in my vicinity'

• J5LDLD ggffiTfljTO) u i a i i namma jannal pakkam 'near our window'

Gru u<i<sbLb medraas pakkam 'near Madras, in the Madras area,
'Madras-side'
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2.4.2.4 Q r̂rQflnnujQa) toneyle 'in the company of, with'

enga toneyle 'with us'

2.4.2.5 a_<3Fff)iLiQa) ucciyle 'top, at , on the top o f

marattu ucciyle 'at, on the top of the tree'

2.4.2.6 SQ p̂ kiire 'below, under'

1. With genitive/oblique: underneath and in contact with the underside
of a thing.

• «JL_® Q>Q\g viittu^kiire 'under the house'

2. With dative: cf.f 2.4.3.4.

(In some dialects &Qy) kiire is pronounced SQ^ kiile)

2 . 4 . 2 . 7 -flnjrQi_, <=gM r̂orQi -nde, ande 'near'

This item is found primarily in Brahman dialect.

avar-ande 'near him'

sovar-ande 'near the wall'

2.4.3 Postpositions Occurring with the Dative
2.4.3.1 ^ a aaha 'for the sake of, on behalf of'

ongalukkaaha 'for you, for your benefit'

sarkaarukkaaka 'for the government'

2.4.3.2 ĉ m-iuCkx) adiyle 'at the base, foot o f

• LDcr̂ ]̂<i@ cg>m.iuQa) marattukku adiyle 'at the foot, base of the tree'

2.4.3.3 6T@Qpr edire 'opposite, across from; contrary to, facing,
against'

6T@QIJ viittukku edire 'across from, opposite the house'
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In some dialects, $7@Qp" edire combines with £>rajr+GunCk\) taan + poole
'as if (just)' to form 67@iĵ nfLjQw ediitaaple 'just opposite, facing, right
across.'4 In some dialects, the final ^ a of Cunrc\) poola may be phoneti-
cally more fronted, i.e. [ae] or even [e]. We represent it therefore as uQc\)
pie but U6X) pla can also occur.5

( 2 5 ) 6T@fjg)rTLjGko §|©<i<g>QD <SL-L_L-LD 676OTflfT?
edi(r)taaple irukkra kattadam enna?
as-if-opposite being building what?
'What's that building across from us?'

2.4.3.4 CUDQCX) meele 'above, on top of, after'

This item may be used both with location (LXP) and with time expressions
(TXP) .

• With dative: located above but not touching: iDp̂ & ĵ<i(g) CLDQO) marai-
tukku meele 'above the tree'

• After (with time expressions) ^ g j Lfjflnfl<s&© GLDQO) aaru manikki meele
'after 6:00'

• With oblique: cf. ^2.4.2.2 for location above, with contact.

2.4.3.5 ud&c^^Qo) pakkattule 'near, in the vicinity o f
viittukku pakkattule 'near the house'

2.4.3.6 2_6TTC)5TT ulle 'by, within; into the inside o f

1. Time expressions (TXP)

• ^ 2 ) 1 LD̂ iyrfrl<i(g)6TTQ6TT aaru manikkulle

'by 6:00, within the period ending at 6:00'

adukkulle 'by then, already then'

idukkulle 'by this time, by now, already'

2. Locative expressions (LXP)
4The LT form of S7@P"^rnJuQa) edi(r)iaaple would be CT@|j-3>nCTT-Gurrc\) eiir taan

poola but the historical derivation of the ST form from the LT is not without problems.
5 This follows the general rule that the ^ | a of infinitives (or words that are derived

from infinitives) is often fronted to [ae], while other pre-pausal ^ | a vowels, such as those
marking adjectives, may remain phonetically lower and more central.
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kooyilukkulle 'into the interior (inner sanctum)
of the temple'

viittukkulle pooha-kuudaadunga
'Please don't go into the interior of the house.'

2.4.3.7 u@rorr badilaa 'instead o f

<35@ U@€\XT idukku badilaa 'instead of this'

2.4.3.8 LMrtfjmCkx) pinnaale 'after'

idukku pinnaale 'after this'

2.4.3.9 (Lp6OT6UTnQo) munnaale 'before'

saappidradukku munnaale 'before eating'

2.4.4 Postpositions Occurring with the Accusative

Note that in LT, when case-marked nouns ending in a vowel, such as the
accusative, are followed by words (usually verbs or postpositions) that begin
with hard consonants, those consonants are doubled. Thus ŜÛ DCTTLJ urnj
§bG$>m 'I saw him', s\suev)6mu urrp̂ & ĵ fflrfl^C^rirr 'I laughed at him', etc.
This doubling rule is followed by some writers when writing ST, but we will
not use it in this grammar, since the LT rule is essentially a spelling rule,
and no such rules exist for ST.

2.4.4.1 Ga^gj seettu 'together'

Historically, Gs^^j seettu is the past participle of the transitive verb
seeru 'join, cause to come together, bring together.' C<J^^J seettu occurs
only with transitive verbs.

6iT pustahangale
seettu kudutteen 'I gave the books together.'

w rendu kadidangale seettu
anuppineen 'I sent the two letters together.'

For Gtfjfê J seendu 'together' with intransitive verbs, cf. ^2.4.1.1.
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2.4.4.2 u^@ patti 'about, concerning the topic of, regarding'

'About' here does not mean 'approximately' or 'around', for which
sumaaru or â LDrnjiT sumaaraa is more appropriate.

ui_nC)£> ade patti gavale padaade
'Don't worry about that.'

ii GuffWrTTjrr? ide pattiyum peesinaaraa
wDid he talk about this, too?'

6iT avarukku panam
ille-ngrade patti maranditteen 'I forgot about the fact that he doesn't
have any money.'

2.4.4.3 un&gi paattu 'at, to, towards'

paattu is derived from the past participle of the verb umj paar 'see'
and literally means 'having seen', but used with certain verbs, notably
verbs such as fflrfl, siri, 'laugh', C<S&<§TF> keelu 'ask', CtarrQro kole 'bark' and
other 'psychological' verbs involving the senses, locution, and perception,
it means 'direct the attention toward', i.e. 'laugh, bark, etc. AT someone.'

G<35LLi_rrcTTrT avane paattu keettaalaa?
'Did she ask him?'

<3biT(i<3brTQuj UIT^^J QanQaxgrav ĵ naayi kaakkaaye paattu koleccudu
'The dog barked AT the crow.'

• (g>(jT)L_tfJT @(i$L_QtfJT urr^^j ©rflâ rrcinr kurudan tirudane paattu ciriccaan
'The blind man laughed at the thief (rather than 'The blind man
looked at the thief and laughed.')6

2.4.4.4 £>fi5)rr tavira 'besides, except (for)'

• 67<»irQfljr ^nSu enne tavira 'besides me'

arasaangattu odaviye tavira
'besides the government assistance'

6It is clear that LJIT^^J paattu does not mean 'see' literally in such examples since
the subject of the verb can even be (̂ (TJI—fln" kurudan 'blind man' which semantically
cannot occur with LJITQJ paaru 'see.'
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2.5 NP-gl_ NP-^ : 'within a particular time
or context'

2.5.1 NP-gi_ ooda N P - ^ aa
The construction NP-ooda NP-aa is one that limits something to a time
or a place. If the NP is a 'time expression', the meaning indicates within a
particular time, as in:

• rrrr̂ @rflCujrn_ prrT̂ @rfliurT raaitriyooda raattriyaa 'within one night, be-
fore the night was over, overnight'

GurriLJL_i_rTrei<g& raattri-
yooda raattriyaa viitte kaali pannittu pooyttaanga 'They vacated the
house overnight (they flew the coop in the middle of the night).'

2.5.2 NP-ooda NP-aa with Non-Time Expressions
However, with non-time expressions the meaning 'along with X' or 'accom-
panying X' or 'mixed in with X' is expressed.

roT kuuttattooda kuuttamaa
marenjittaan 'he disappeared into the crowd'

&nwn&5m saamaanooda saamaanaa 'along with
(interspersed with) the baggage'

kastattooda kastamaa
'along with these troubles'

2.5.2.1 Mass Nouns

Note that only mass nouns can be used in this non-temporal type of con-
struction. When the noun denotes a single unit, accompaniment is ex-
pressed with -ooda only, as in HGrô <s&3>Ĝ rn_ pustahattooda 'with the book,
along with the book'



Chapter 3

The Tamil Verb Phrase

3.1 The Verb Stem
In a simple sentence, Tamil verbs are usually found in one of two forms—
FINITE or NON-FINITE. Finite verbs are complete as they stand; non-finite
forms require some additional suffix, another clause, or another syntactic
construction to make the sentence they occur in complete and grammatical.
Finite verbs usually end a sentence; non-finite verbs never do.

The simplest form of the verb is called the stem, and verbs are listed in
most dictionaries in the stem form. It is identical to the simple imperative
in almost all cases.

3.2 Imperatives and Infinitives

3.2.1 The Imperative

Tamil verbs exhibit a number of forms which express commands or exhorta-
tions. These are the imperative singular non-polite, the imperative singular
polite and the imperative plural polite. There is also the 'hortative' form
which is actually the modal 'may', but which can also be interpreted as a
first person plural imperative 'let's (do something).' Verbs are ordinarily
listed in the dictionary in the stem form, which is (with two exceptions)
identical to the imperative singular non-polite form. Suffixes are then added
directly to this stem. This is the formally least complex of all verb forms.
The singular polite forms, though given in LT grammars, are rare in most
modern dialects, but may be used between high status equals, or in cases
of social uncertainty. This is illustrated in Table 3.1.

45
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Table 3.1: Sample Imperative Forms, Three Verbs

stem
sun vaa
g<3E><5&rnj okkaar
U14 padi

SG Non-polite
[zero]
sun vaa 'come'
g<i<3brT(i5 okkaaru 'sit '
UU). padi ' read '

SG polite
-SLID um -Q5LD n/m
$urr(!3Lb vaarum
Qa>&>n(&\h okkaarum
ui4.u_|LJb padiyum

Plural/polite
ra<3&(6Tr) nga(l)

6urn5i<35 vaanga
gi(3brT(ijr5i<35 okkaarunga
LJL̂_Li_jn5J<3b padiyunga

3.2.2 Negative Imperative
The Negative Imperative, expressing 'do not do such-and-such', is formed
by adding the suffix - ^ Q ^ aade or - ^ Q ^ r a a -aadenga (POL) to the infinitive
(see ^3.7.5 below) of the verb.

varaade 'don't come'

• Gurr<3&nCl̂ r5i<3& poohaadenga 'please don't go'

kavale padaade 'don't worry'

inge tuungaadenga 'please don't sleep here'

Occasionally, the prohibitive (5ki_(T ĵ kuudaadu 'one must not, should
not' (the negative of the modals amb laam and G6ijgspiuD veenum) is used to
express the same notion as the negative imperative:

uu<36 0kL_rr^j! tuppa kuudaadul 'Do not spit!'

3.2.3 Imperative plus pan een 'why5

To soften the force of an imperative, or to make it more deferential,
een 'why' can be affixed to the imperative. The meaning is 'why don't you
(VERB) ' or 'why not (VERB) ' or 'how would it be if you (VERB). ' When
the imperative is negative, the English might be 'Don't bother/trouble
(yourself) to (VERB). ' When $j$ir een is added to a polite imperative, the
final 6Tr / is present.

(26) ir>(puu).U-|Lb "
marubadiyum paareen
again look-why
'Why don't you have another look?'
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(27)
avanukku panatte taayeen
him-to money-ACC give-why
'How about you give him the money?'

(28) j5rK36iT(i© GutjnQ&m&Qmtm
naalekki varaadengaleen
tomorrow come-NEG-lMP-why
'Don't bother to come tomorrow'

3.3 Forms of Address
In Tamil there are a number of suffixes found in a sentence which indicate
the amount of respect the speaker accords the addressee (or some other
person). In South Asian society the choice is determined by the relative
social status of the interlocutors. Westerners are generally accorded high
status, and addressed with high-status respect suffixes.

3.3.1 Use of Singular Polite S_LD um
This form is rarely used, except in some dialects, perhaps for ambiguous so-
cial relationships, such as with tradesmen of low status, fairly good friends
of equal status, and in general where one would not want to be either partic-
ularly respectful or disrespectful. Westerners may find it more comfortable
to use this form where Tamilians would use the non-polite form, but it is
rare. Formally, this category is realized as a suffix -e_ib um added to the
verb stem (SG non-pol form). Examples: Cunr®ih poodum 'give, serve'; fljima
©iGa&rTqjLb vaangikkoorum 'take along.' If the verb stem ends in a vowel,
as in the previous form, a morphophonemic -ij- r is inserted between the
vowel and the -s_ih um suffix.

3.3.2 Plural (Honorific) Polite (^)ma>(dn) (u)nga(l)
3.3.2.1 Polite (Honorific) Plural

This form is used when addressing people of equal or higher status, older
relatives (father, mother, older siblings), and (traditionally) by women to
their husband. Westerners will probably almost always be safe using this
form, except to children or servants. The form of this suffix is -(gL)ra<sb(6inr)
(u)nga(l). This is added to the verb stem or to any other sentence-final
word. Examples: Cum5J<s& poonga 'please go'; Qa'iLiLLjfiidb seyyunga 'please do';

vaanga 'please come.'
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3.3.3 Honorific 2_!5I<95(GTT) (u)nga(l)
3.3.3.1 Other Uses
In sentence-final position the honorific suffix s_ra<s&(6n) (u)nga(l) is often
added to non-verbs: @6\£ta)ra<s6 illenga 'no, Sir/Ma'am'; ^LDrnsja aamaanga
'yes, Ma'am/Sir; u^^ j LD̂rffiiLjra<g& paitu maniyunga 'It's 10:00, Sir/Ma'am.'
(This is particularly true of the western dialects (Coimbatore, Salem). The
morphophonemic -s_- u may be deleted after a vowel. The morphophonemic
6TT / is present if a question marker ^ 7 aa? or other clitic beginning with
a vowel is present: ^©dfr LDflnffliqiiiasiTrT? anju maniyungalaal '(Do you
mean/is it) 5 o'clock, Ma'am/Sir?'

3.3.4 Singular Non-Polite
3.3.4.1 Singular Informal Non-Polite

The form is the same as that listed as the verb stem in most dictionaries.
Examples: (g>© kudu 'give', urr© paaru 'see', ttjmsjgla&CtarT vaangikko 'take
along (for oneself).' This form is used with one's younger relatives, small
children, servants, good friends and one's wife.1 Used with other people it
conveys disrespect.

3.3.5 Hortative n>n\b laam 'let's (VERB); 'shall we (VERB)?'
3.3.5.1 Hortat ive

The suffix €\X7ib laam2 is added to the INFINITIVE (cf. /3.7.5 below) of
the verb. Examples: GurTd&rornb poohalaam 'let's go', unridbwrni) paakkalaam
'let's see.' This form is homophonous with the modal romi laam 'one may
(do something).' The semantic difference becomes obvious when an answer
is given—the affirmative answer  to the hortative is â rfl sari 'all right, okay',
while the affirmative answer to the modal is ^ m m i aamaam 'yes.'

Q: Cums&ftniDiT? poohalaamaal 'Shall we go?'

A: tfrfl sari 'Okay, let's.'

Q: Gum3&rornDiT? poohalaamad? 'May (I) go?'
1 Typically, traditional women do not use this with their husbands; the formal form

is more usual.
21 treat this suffix as if it were one unit; historically it is probably derived from the

verbal noun forms that end in <̂ |fl) al plus ^(gjLD aakum 'it will become', i.e. CLHT<SE>6X)
-f cgj^LD pookal + aakum 'going will become.' Since ĉ >@LD aakum is now reduced to

aam and the verbal noun forms in <J>|fl) are rare in ST, I prefer the unitary analysis.
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A: ^LDmh Curra&romb aamaam, poohalaam 'Yes, you may.'

In the hortative, the addressee is understood as included in the exhorta-
tion. Therefore, if used without deleted pronoun, the inclusive first person
plural jgrriD naama must be chosen. If used with the exclusive jBrnsî  naanga
it cannot mean 'let's' but only 'one may.' Thus:

Q: JBIHD GurTaaanDfT? naama poohalaamaal 'Shall we (including you)
go?'

A: tfrfl sari 'Okay, let's.'

Q: J5rn5j<9& CurrdbaxnDiT? naanga poohalaamaal 'Is it all right for us (not
including you) to go, may we go?'

A: ^Lorni aamaam 'Yes, you may.'

3.3.6 Other Address Forms
The forms discussed below are used differently from situation to situation,
family to family, dialect area to dialect area. Examples are given to provide
some insight into the general use of these suffixes, rather than to legislate
usage. Essentially they are kinship terms but may be used with non-kin or
'fictive kin', i.e. Tamils (and Indians in general) prefer social relationships
that are kin-like, since the expectations having to do with kin relationships
are known. Indians therefore often try to fit everyone into a kind of kinship
system, addressing non-kin as if they were (fictive) kin. When foreigners
are included in this system, they also have to deal with the expectations
pertaining to kin, i.e. sharing property, money, food, etc., accepting advice
about one's life, marriage prospects, sexual behaviour, etc.

3.3.6.1 (cgM)L_rr (a)daa and (cg>i)LC. (a)dii (non-polite)

i rr daa is usually used in addressing small male children and close male
friends that are younger than the speaker. When the word to which it is
affixed ends in a vowel, the ^ a is deleted. For addressing female children
and close female friends -LC. dii may be used.

• Cura__rT poodaa 'run along, get lost, kid!'

lqjLc summaa irudii 'be quiet, girl'
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3.3.6.2 (^)i_rr (a)daa with Female Child

-i IT daa may also be used to address a female child, usually affectionately.
Less commonly, i_c may be used with a very small male child, one that
has not yet reached 'the age of reason', i.e. the point of toilet training or
when other expectations about purity and pollution are made of the child's
behaviour. Use of this form assumes great familiarity with the child; usually
only parents or relatives use this form of address.

3.3.6.3 Use of (^L-rr (a)daa and (<3\)UL (a)dii with Non-Kin

These forms are generally used when addressing non-kin of much lower
social status than the speaker, often pejoratively, and/or in anger, with
impatience.

• Gurn_rr! poodaal 'get lost, kid!'

3.3.6.4 (^uunr appaa 'father, older man' and (^limiT ammaa
'mother, older woman (POL)'

(cgM)uunr (a)ppaa and (^LDLDIT (a)mmaa can be used when addressing per-
sons younger than the speaker or persons older than the speaker, but per-
haps of lower professional or social status, or between friends and equals.

• |J|n5jQ<g& sumJurT inge vaappaa 'Come here, man'

*unB]<s&uunr inge vaangappaa 'please come here, Father'

6urn5J<s&uDLDrr inge vaangammaa 'please come here, Mother'

inge vaammaa 'Come here, girl (AFFECT).'

3.3.6.5 Imperative Honorifics

Both (C9i)uurr (a)ppaa and (^UDLDIT (a)mmaa may be also used in the im-
perative when addressing mother and father; when used in this way, these
forms are honorific.

3.3.6.6 (̂ )iijujrT (a)yyaa and (jM)iiLDnr (a)mmaa

3.3.6.7 (^ILJOJIT (a)yyaa (masculine) and (<£i)Lbu>rT (a)mmaa (femi-
nine)

These forms differ from those in ^3.4.6.4 since they may be added to both
the polite and non-polite imperatives. They are usually used to address
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elders or another person considered to be the speaker's equal. When used
with forms other than imperative, the polite distinctions are not apparent.

§|raQ<S6 ftjrnLiujrT inge vaa-yaa 'come here, man'

3.3.6.8 f̂lyOTflrormyff) annaacci; f̂lrorflnrrn" annaa; ^ i ^ r r akkaa; ^liiJl tampi;
tangacci

The address forms, f̂lroranmTtfff), annaacci, f̂lrorflnnrr annaa\ (^icSbiT akkaa;
£>LDLS) iambi and £>f5j<g&£g) tangacci are essentially kinship terms: elder brother,
elder sister, younger brother and younger sister, respectively. When used
with non-kin, they combine politeness and familiarity, for example, when
exaggerated politeness {m& -ngka), etc. would be inappropriate because
of age similarities (as with f̂lroranmT annaa and ̂ id&rr akkaa, or when a
low status older speaker addresses a higher status younger speaker (̂ >UDL51
iambi)3

3.4 Finite Verbs
One of the commonest types of finite verbs is the verb marked for tense and
for person, number and gender (PNG) . Verbs which are marked for PNG are
always marked for tense, although some tense-marked verbs are not marked
for PNG.4 Such PNG-less, tense-marked verbs are called 'non-finite verbs.'

Verbs marked for tense and PNG have the structure shown in Table 3.2,
that is, they consist of the verb stem (usually identical with the non-polite
imperative stem), plus a tense marker and finally a PNG marker.

As is obvious from the examples in Table 3.2, not all verbs have the
same present tense marker. In fact, Tamil verbs must be divided into
several classes, depending on which tense-markers they require.5

Depending on one's linguistic bias, Tamil verbs can be arranged into as
few as three or as many as thirteen classes, according to the consonantal

3In the play CfSrSjSsTT L£ (Schiffman 1971: Reader for Advanced Spoken Tamils Part
I: Radio Plays), the 'tea-master' Sundaram addresses the robbers with g\ftP5T6VUindi§\
for 'solidarity with politeness' while in the play ^ ( p LDflttffld>(g)5TT, the various delivery
men address <3&6ffOT6BOT6UT Kannan with &̂LDL3) iambi because they are older but of lower
social status.

4 In Old Tamil, verbs may consist of a stem plus PNG markers, and the absence of a
tense marker implies negation; but this is not a productive process in LT or in ST. A few
relic forms, such as <3>rTCflKJTmb kaanoom 'I don't see (anything)' (lit. 'we do not see')
remain in the language as idiomatic phrases.

5 Because of Tamil spelling conventions, certain consonant clusters are usually avoided
by adding epenthetic fi_ u between consonants; one such convention is that the LT present
tense marker <SbS(b is usually written i@(D whenever ST is written (in novels etc.) even
though phonetically it is [kkr], and our transliteration is kkr.
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Table 3.2: Structure of Finite Verbs

Stem
£l<s iru

'be located'

Tense Marker
3><&?0 kur
'present'

PNG

$}m een
'1st SG'

®©i<g>QDtfOT irukkreen
surj var
'come'

e_(b r
'present'

^(jj aan/
'3 hon'

fljfjfDrr(!5 varraaru

Gloss

'I am located'

'He comes'

Table 3.3: Strong Verbs

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Stem

edu
f5l_

nada

kada

kala
LDfD

mara

Gloss
'take'

'walk'

'cross'

'mix'

'forget'

Infinitive
GT@<S6<36
edukka

nadakka
<S5L_<i<3b
kadakka
<3bOX3&<Sb
kalakka
LDpD<i<36
marakka

Present

edukkr-

nadakkr-
<3>l_<3>(g)fD-

kadakkr-
<s6O)i(g)fb-
kalakkr-
LDp3db(g)fD-

marakkr-

Past

edutt-
J5i—  J 5 ^ ~
nadand-
< 3 6 L _ j i 5 ^ -
kadand-

kaland-
LD(DJ5£&-

marand-

Future
67®LJU-

edupp-
J5L_UU-

nadapp-
<35l_UU-
kadapp-
<36O)UU-

kalapp-
LD(DLJU-

marapp-

alternations which occur when tense markers are added to the stem. It
has been a traditional analysis to set up seven classes of the Tamil verb
(known as the 'Graul' classification, and used in Arden 1942, Fabricius'
various dictionaries, etc.) and to handle verbs that do not fit into the seven
classes by applying certain rules to them. Verbs are listed in Table 3.3 and
Table 3.4 by stems (identical in most cases to the imperative) followed by
the English gloss, then the infinitive, the present, the past and the future.

3,4.1 'Strong Verbs' with Tense Markers <3

Verbs with final £) i, CT e and UJ y in the stem, change 3>̂> it to aa cc and
J5$> nd to pa nj automatically (Graul's Class VI).
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Table 3.4: Weak Verbs, Graul's Class III, with Tense Markers

Stem

sollu

peesu
Gun

poo
6iirn5j(g)

vaangu

Gloss
'say'

'speak'

'go'

'buy, get,
'fetch'

Infinitive

solla
Gua1

peesa
Gurra
pooha
eurms>
vaanga

Present

sol(lu)reen

peesureen
GunGnDttn"
pooreen
6iirn5j(g)Gfr)6aT

vaangureen

Past
Qa'nrcirG^JKnJT
sonneen
GufflGflJTGBT
peesineen
GunGflyrrin"
pooneen
$UI7T5J(g)G6flT6OT
vaanguneen

Future
Qtfrrag2iG<r
solluveen
GuarCfrlGUT

peesuveen
GunGeutm
pooveen
ajnmi(g)Gflji
vaanguvet

3.4.2 'Weak' Verbs, with Tense Markers
The so-called weak verbs are Graul's Classes I, II and III, which have tense
markers s_rb r for the present, £& d, J5& nd or g|rirr in for the past, and eu v
for the future. The J§|ftrr in past may be phonetically [an] or [»n]. (Graul's
Class II has the same tense markers in the present and future, but in the
past, the marker is j5g> (in LT) and j5£> nd and (gja1 nj in spoken.) Examples
of Class III verbs are shown in Table 3.4.6

The verb Qtfirogy sollu is exceptional in that the a) / assimilates in the
past to GOT GOT nn\ QaTrcxxQGflrrdiT — • Q<3Fnrrin'G6OT6tn' sonneen. The verbs GterTffirffr
(pGunr kondupoo 'take (s.t.) and akL_u).©L_©uGurT kuuttikiitupoo 'take (s.o.)'
are conjugated exactly like Gun poo 'go.' They have a different past neuter
form (cf. ^3.7.3) Gurra^ pooccu instead of the expected *GuiT6UT̂ j *poonadu.
^(g) aahu is also similar, with past neuter ^tfar aaccu. Note also that
neuter future forms are different for all verbs: they are formed by adding

um to the infinitive (after deleting the s\ «•)

3.4.3 Graul's Class II: Weak Present/Future, JB& Past
As mentioned earlier, the Graul classification II has weak present and future
markers, but j5̂ > nd and (6j<3F nj in the past. There are a number of different
kinds of verbs in this class.

6 Graul's Class I is almost non-existent in ST; many of the verbs of that class (which is
very small already in LT) change class, e.g. to II in ST, or are not used in ST as lexical
verbs; a few remain, such as <J*|(L{} aru 'weep, cry' so this class can not be subsumed
under anv other.
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1. Verbs whose imperative forms have long vowels, but have alternant
stem forms with short vowels when tense is marked. Essentially there
are only two members of this subclass:

OJIT vaa 'come': Weak present/future, past: sujfeC^̂ iT vandeen

taa 'give': Weak present/future, past: £>J5C^GOT tandeen7

2. Verbs formed on the base of sun vaa 'come':

• Q<3&rosm(fjkurT konduvaa 'bring s.t.': conjugated like SUIT.

Q<s&rarim_rT kondaa (variant of Q<s&roroOT®fljrr konduvaa 'bring
s.t.'): conjugated like eun but vowel remains long throughout:
Q<s&raf&ri_nC(D<nir kondaareen, etc.

• (5VLil.Lq.ffiL_@ftjrT kuuttikiituvaa 'bring a person'

3. Intransitive verbs that have transitive analogs are numerous in this
class. Many of these verbs end in vowels other than e_ u, e.g. LT g),
ST 67 e, (&) i\ their transitive analogs are members of Class VI.

• <aj6TT([5 valaru 'grow ( I N T R ) ' : eu6u\jJ5frg)\ vala(r)ndadu 'it grew'

• &>Qn>kale 'beseparate, be excluded, dispersed': (SbQa^a^ kalen-
jadu 'it was dispersed'

4. Verbs that end in LT g) at and g) i (and ST n e(y)), causing palatal-
ization in the past marker; in our classification these are Illb:

ode 'break (of its own accord)': gClL-cgja^ odenjadu

teri 'be known': Q^rflcgja1^] terinjadu 'it was known'

5. Verbs with final rhotics (r sounds), which are deleted or otherwise
changed before the past marker:

okkaaru 'sit': giamfê rTWT okkaandaan 'he sat'
aaV.u 'be deep': cQ[gJ5&>&\ aa(r)ndadu or aalndadu 'it was

deep'
7In some dialects, this verb is only used with first and second person subjects.
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Table 3.5: Strong Verbs, Graul's Class IV

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Stem
tfrnJiJ)®
saappidu
Gun<J)
poodu
GurTL@<iC<s&n"
poottukko

Stem
tfrnJiJ)®
saappidu
CuntSl
poodu
CurTL_®(iCa&rT
poottukko

Gloss
'eat'

'place, put,'
'serve (food)'

'put on,
wear'

Gloss
'eat'

'place, put,'
'serve (food)'

'put on,
wear'

Infinitive

saappida
Cum_
pooda
Curnl®<i<3&
poottukka

Past
ffrTLUJlllGL-ftFT

saappitteen
GumlGL-ercT
pootteen
Gu iTL_©<i©LlGi_<>ir
poottukkitteen

Present
(jrTUL5t©GfD6OT
saappidureen
Gurr®CfD6ir
poodreen
Gu rnl©<i(g)GfDriFr
poottukkreen

Future
<^ITLJIJ1(51GSIJ6OT

saappiduveen

pooduveen
Gu ITL_® a>(g)Gaj6OT

poottukkuveen

viru 'fall': virundadu or vilndadu 'it fell'

6. Verbs belonging to Class I in LT, but showing nasal palatalization in
the past in ST:

• Q<3HLJ seyyi 'do, make': Qa^gjsp^i senjadu 'it made'

• QULLJ peyyi 'rain': Qi_i(6j<3l
lgi] penjadu 'it rained'

3.4.4 Verbs with Weak Present/Future but Past with
Doubled Retroflex Consonant

This class (cf. Table 3.5) is intermediate between the weak and strong
verbs; in Graul's classification it is Class IV. Stems usually have L_ d as
their last consonant, but not all verbs with L_ belong to this class, e.g. urr©
paadu 'sing' belongs to Class III.

In some dialects, the infinitive of CurrL_©<iG(S&rT poottukko put on, wear'
is a back formation from the past: Cur7il®<iffii_ poottukkida.8

8 The LT verb Q<5&rT$TT koj is involved in the formation of this compound, but has lost
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3.4.5 Verbs of the Problematical Class V
The Class V of the Graul classification, shown in Table 3.6, is a problem-
atical one, containing a number of verbs that are weak in the present but
strong in the future, or 'stronger' in the past than the weak classes but not
quite as 'strong' as Classes VI and VII.9

Class V verbs usually contain sonorants (laterals, nasals, rhotics) in
stem-final position, and both in LTTamil and in ST unpredictable things
happen to these sonorants. In ST some of these verbs are not in use, or
are used only with an aspectual auxiliary. For example <s&a) kallu 'learn',
with LT past <3&rbrb- karr- usually occurs in ST only with aspectual g]© iru
or aspectual Q<3&IT6TT kollu, e.g. katiiru or kattu-kkoo, as in 3>LB̂ P 6~rr5jQd& 5>$b
^©(iSrsja tamir engee kattirukkiinga? 'Where (in the world) did you learn
Tamil?'10

Other LT Class V verbs are not used at all, or only in certain idioms.
The LT verb <3&raror 'see' is not common in ST as a main verb, only in certain
collocations or idioms such as a>ann armror kanaa kaanu 'have (i.e. see) a
dream', or in the archaic frozen negative form <S6nCflnnmi> kaanoom '(I) don't
see (a thing, etc.).' Other class V verbs are shifted to Class III, e.g. @m
'eat' which has the LT Tamil past @mQ>^m 'I ate' is realized as tinnineen
(with usual shortening of the cluster nnin to Tin) and the LT future @tfjr
Gurin- would be tinnuveen. But not all speakers do this, and some retention
of this class, even at a minimal level, must be recognized. For example,
the quotative verb cian en, phonologically reduced as it is, usually to just
[-n-], is in standard ST more or less a predictably Class V verb, with past
in flrcrgp nn-^ present i5i(g)fb ngr- and future ihu raft-, although the future
may also occur as roT^pflj nnuv-, e.g. ^uuL r̂a f̂DmroT appadi-ngraan ' that's
what he says' or ^uui^ihurreir appadi-mbaan 'that's what he'll say.' The
pervasive use of this verb as a quotative marker and embedding marker in
Tamil guarantees that it will appear very often in conversation and spoken

ko

Qc

its morphophonemic value. The LT verb Q<3>rT5TT is not normally used in ST, except with
the meaning 'contain ' , i.e. f^ljfcgx?1 <!Fmj|_ 6~T$lJSU6Trft| Q(S&rT6TT(gJT)Lb inda jaadi evvajavu
kollum 'How much will this j a r contain? ' Q<3>IT6TT is also used in the compounds Qd&rTCffOT
f u C u n r kondupoo ' take (s.t.) and <3FVvLLq.©L_®uCunr kuuttikiUupoo ' take (s.o.) ' and

rcjrQflJIT konduvaa 'bring s.t.' and (5n.L_U).SL_(j)kurT kuuttikittuvaa 'bring a person' ;
and Q<g&rT5TT is also an aspect marker (cf. ^3.12.16) .

9 The not ion of 's t rong' and 'weak' as a classifying system for verbs is borrowed from
the t radi t ion used in Germanic languages, where verbs are so classified; here 's trong'
seems to mean possessing doubled (stop) consonants and 'weak' seems to mean possessing
single consonants as tense markers.

1 0 N o t e t ha t this is not a very complementary s ta tement ; in fact the illocutionary force
is 'You don ' t know Tamil. ' If someone really wants to know where a foreigner learned
Tamil, s /he would ask ^ifl^p 6Tf5jQa& <3&^̂ ]<35®L_L£[5J<S&? tamir engee kaUukittiinga?
using aspectual Q<SblT5TT kojfu.
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Table 3.6: Graul's Class V, LT and ST

Subclass
1

2

3

4

5

Verb Stem
j§n> 'stand5

nillu
©_flror ' e a t '
unnu
6T«FT  ' q u o t e '
-(e)n(u)

Gd&tfT ' a s k '
keelu
<3E>™ror  ' s e e '
kaanu

Present

nikkreen
fi_flror©G(DtfBT
unnureen
frT6irSGrr)tfir
(e)n green

GailffiCfDrin"
keekkureen

kaanureen

Past

ninneen
C_^OTGL_6OT

undeen

(e)nneen

C<S&L_Gl_ttfT
keetteen

kandeen

Future
jSfbClJ6OT
nippeen
e_^roTGu6OT
unnuveen

(e)nnuveen
(e)mbeen
C<g&L_Cu6ir
keeppeen

kaanuveen

texts, so despite the fact that 6T6OT may be almost the only verb that retains
features of Class V morphology, its functional load is high in the language.

3.4.5.1 The Verb: Person-Number-Gender (PNG) Agreement

Most Tamil finite verbs are marked for 'agreement' in person, number and
gender (PNG) with their subjects. ('Finite' verbs are verbs which can stand
alone in a sentence without needing another verb, auxiliary verb or what-
ever, to make the sentence complete and grammatical.) This means that
a suffix, called a PNG marker, is added to the verb; it follows the tense
marker and is the same for all tenses, except for the neuter present and
future, which does not have the same form as the neuter PNG marker in the
past, for example. Furthermore, some verbs have unpredictable neuter PNG
forms in the past, as well. Non-neuter PNG markers, however, are regular.

Tables 3.7 to 3.15 give complete paradigms, in all persons, of the verbs
airr vaa 'come', Curr poo 'go', urr© paaru 'see', j&jqj iru 'be located', tfmjij)®
saappidu 'eat', 6urn5j<g> vaangu 'buy, fetch, get, take', OJJB^© vandidu 'come
for sure'; uuq. padi 'study.' Note a number of anomalies: the neuter future
is based on the infinitive, rather than on the future marker; the neuter
plural is not distinguished (unlike in LT); the feminine polite form is the
same as the plural non-polite; and the first person plural pronoun(s) are
distinguished for 'exclusive' and 'inclusive.'
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Table 3.7: Paradigm of SUIT vaa 'come', all PNG

PNG

1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL EXCL

1 PL INCL

2 PL(POL)

3 PL (POL)

3 PL NON-POL
F POL

Present

naan varreen
j§ ftjprCrD
nil varree

avan varraan
^\€n(ew) fljprrDrr
ava varraa

adu varradu
j5rma> ojijCnDrnjb
naanga varroom
J5I7LD SUfjCfDIUjb

naama varroom
j§\5\S> 6U[Tf6f5J<35

niinga varriinga
^ s u © 6urjfDrr(i5
avaru varraaru

avanga varraanga

Past
J5IT6UT SUjfeC^frtftfT
naan vandeen

nit vandee

avan vandaan
S\su (STT) 6uj5^n"(6rr)
ava vandaa

adu vandadu
J5ITf5J<36 ftJjfeC^nib
naanga vandoom

naama vandoom

niinga vandiinga

avaru vandaaru

avanga vandaanga

Future

naan varuveen

nn varuvee
^inj^iT aJd5sunwT
avan varuvaan

ava varuvaa
S\S>1 <JU(5ii)
arfw varum
jBrrraidb aj^Cfiurni
naanga varuvoom

naama varuvoom
\£ma> ftj(T56imiJ<s&

niinga varuviinga
S\GU(& aj(ij6UfT(r5

avaru varuvaaru

avanga varuvaanga

3.4.5.2 sunr i;aa 'come'

surr vaa 'come' infinitive: sup" vara Ho come'; AVP: ajjfe ĵ vandu 'having
come.' The complete paradigm of this verb is shown in Table 3.7.

3.4.5.3 Curr poo 'go'

poo 'go' infinitive: Gums pooha; AVP: CunuS pooyi 'having gone.' The com-
plete paradigm of this verb is shown in Table 3.8.

3.5 Transitivity and Verb Classes
As noted earlier, non-Tamils cannot reliably form grammatically correct
forms of the Tamil verb without knowledge of the verb class and transitivity
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Table 3.8: Paradigm of Cun poo 'go', all PNG

PNG

1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL EXCL

1 PL INCL

2 PL(POL)

3 PL(POL) PL(POL)

3 PL NON-POL

F POL

Presen t
jgrreir GunGrDsir
naan pooreen
jS GunGno
nil pooree
^ojtfJT GunTDrTOT

avan pooraan
S\GU GurrnDnr
ava pooraa
^ ^ j GurrpD^j
adu pooradu
jBmsjdb GunGfonnb
naanga pooroom
j5rriD GunGfornh
naama pooroom
jSi5j<s& GurrrBraa

niinga pooriinga
^su© CurrrDrr©

avaru pooraaru
^ a j r a a GurrrDnT5]<s&
avanga pooraanga
S\6U15\G> CurnpD(TI5J<Sb
avanga pooraanga

Past
GunG6OT6tn"

pooneen
GunGfljT
poonee
GurT6OT(T6OT
poonaan
GurrcOTrr

poonaa
(GunrfiUT^j) Gun&or
(poonadu) pooccu
GunGflnrnb
poonoom
GuirG^OTrTib

poonoom
CufT6rffl5J<5&
pooniinga
GurreorrT©
poonaaru
GurT6OTm5J<35
poonaanga
Gunmrmeb
poonaanga

Future
GunGoj
pooveen
CunGflj
poovee
GurTojiTsiT
poovaan
Gurrcurr
poovaa
GurT@ii
poohum
CunGfiumi)
poovoom
GunGsumb
poovoom
Gurr^Jraa
pooviinga
Gurmjrr(!5
poovaaru
GurTsijrTmja

poovaanga
CuiTftjnn5j<gb

poovaanga
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specification of a given verb.11

3.5.1 Overview: Classification of the Tamil Verb
Tamil verbs have been classified in a number of different ways, depending on
the shape of the morphemes used to mark tense. The Tamil Lexicon uses
a schema involving thirteen separate classes; other scholars have proposed
smaller numbers of classes but each involve subclasses and there are always
exceptional forms that do not fit neatly into any kind of scheme. We use
a modification of the seven-class scheme given in Arden (1942:148-9) and
Fabricius (1972:vi-vii), which is known in the literature as 'Dr. Graul's
classification'.

This classificatory scheme does not work perfectly for ST, however, so
we have proposed additional subclassifications for certain of Graul's Classes,
notably verbs in Classes II and VI, where stem-final front vowels trigger
palatalization of the past tense markers J5g> and ^ ^ to nj and cc, respec-
tively. Verbs of Classes II and VI whose stems do not meet these conditions
are not specially marked, but those that do are marked lib and VIb, re-
spectively. Thus the verb Q̂&rfl teri, II INTR, with stem-final (§) i triggering
palatalization of the past marker jj>̂  to wj in spoken is classified as lib, and
<5FflnLD (in ST same, VI TR, which has a palatalized past tense marker cc in
ST, is classified as VIb.

In addition, in Classes II, III and V there are a number of irregular
verbs that do not follow the regular rules in one or another tense form, so
we have marked certain verbs as members of subclass He, or Illb, or Vc, to
try to fit them into the class they most closely resemble. Most irregularities
or complexities of the Tamil verb are to be found in the past tense; were it
not for these past tense problems, most verbs could be classified simply as
"strong" or "weak", depending on whether they have doubled consonants
in the present (<i©rb-) and future (uu) tense marker, or single consonants
(@fb) and (eu/u). This strong-weak scheme is used by some scholars and
in some pedagogical materials for Tamil as a general description of the
verb, but it is not adequate to predict the details of the past tense. It is
useful if the discussion centres on the formation of infinitives or of neuter
futures, and the strong-weak distinction also correlates in some ways with
transitivity and intransitivity. But this correlation is not perfectly regular
and can only serve as a mnemonic device when the exact classification is

11 There are a few patterns that can be guessed at: any verb that ends in ^ a, such as
J5L_ nada, is a member of Graul's Class VII; most verbs with the structure CVCVCCV,
VCVVNC-u, (61im5l(g) vaangu, Q^m_<Sb@ todakku, @(J5l£)L| tirumbu, etc.) can probably
be placed in Graul's Class III. But many others may belong to more than one class, with
intransitive and transitive possibilities.
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not known.
In ST, sub classifying Classes II, III, V, and VI into palatalizing, non-

palatalizing, and otherwise irregular helps to take care of most areas where
ST forms are different from LT, but it does not take care of all. In some
cases, ST verbs are members of totally distinct classes from their LT coun-
terparts, and this is particularly true of members of LT Classes I and V—LT
Class I is a very small class, i.e. has very few members, and given that some
of these LT verbs are never used in ST, while other members shift to an-
other class, Class I as a spoken class is an almost empty set. There are,
however, a few members that retain and duplicate the morphology of the
LT set, so it must be retained. The LT verb QtfiLj, I TR 'do, make' changes
to Class II in ST: its past is senj- rather than the LT Q<JUJ^- seyd- (the
verb QUILJ 'rain' also shifts to II in ST). But verbs like s\QS 'weep' and e_(ig
'plow' remain in Class I in spoken, with pasts in d analogous to LT single
£b pasts: (̂LpĈ fOT arudeen 'I wept.'

3.5.1.1 GrauPs Verb Classes

As the verb classifications are dependent on the form of the tense markers
used with different stems, we give in Table 3.9 a chart showing the shape of
these tense markers in the different classes (both LT and ST), followed by a
table (3.10) showing illustrations of typical members of the various classes,
in LT and ST. (Exceptionally for these tables (but cf. also Table 3.6), only
the LT forms are in Tamil script, while the ST forms are in transliteration
only.)

3.5,2 Transitivity
Most grammars of Tamil have discussed the transitivity status of Tamil
verbs as being essentially binary, i.e. either transitive or intransitive, i.e.
as if this distinction were exactly parallel to that of English or some other
western language. Actually any cursory examination of the Tamil verb will
reveal that the semantic distinction so clearly marked in the morphology,
i.e. the distinction between pairs like g© oodu and gil© oottu, which is usu-
ally glossed as 'run' vs. 'cause to run' or 'run of one's own volition' vs. 'run
something' is not as simple when all the verbs of the language have been
taken into account.12 Some researchers on Tamil, such as Paramasivam
1979, have rejected the dichotomy between transitivity and intransitivity

12 This is not just the case with Tamil, but with many other languages of the world,
as has been shown very clearly by the research of Hopper and Thompson (1980), for
example.
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Table 3.9: Graul's Verb Classification System
with LT and ST Tense Markers

Class
LT 1
ST 1
LT2
ST2
ST2b
LT3
ST3
ST3b
ST3c
LT4
ST4
LT 5
ST 5
LT 5b
ST5b
LT5c
ST5c
LT6
ST6
ST6b
LT7
ST7

Present
-Sjb-
[-H
-©rb-
[-r-]
[-r-]
-®rb-
[-H

[-r-]
-Srb-
[-H
-Sjb-
[-gr-]
-®rb-
[-kr-]
-©rb-
[-kkr-]
-iSrb-
[-kkr-]
[-kkr-]

[-kkr-]

Past
-fb-
[-d-]
- J 5 ^ -
[-nd-]
[-nj-]

[-in-]
[-n-]w
-L_L_-

[-«-]
-6OTfj>

[-W-]
-rbrb-
[-tt-]
-LLL-
Ht-]

t-tt-]
[-CC-]

[-nd-]

Future
-su-
[-V-]

[-V-]
[-V-]
-611-

[-V-]
[-V-]
[-V-]
-ftj-
[-V-]
-u-
[-b-]
- L J -

[-PP-]
-u-
[-PP-]
-LJLJ-

[-PP-]
[-PP-]
-LJLJ-

[-PP-]
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Table 3.10: Tamil Verb Classes, LT and ST

Class
I

II

lib

lie

III

Illb

IIIc

IV

V

Vb

Vc

VI

VIb

VII

Verb stem
S\QS 'weep'
[aru]
SLLlanrj 'sit'
[okkaaru]
e_flni_ 'break'
[ode] (INTR)
6urr 'come'
[vaa]
6urTCJ(g) ' b u y '
[vaangu]
Curr 'go'
[poo]
QcSFrrcx) ' s a y '
[sollu]
Gun© 'put'
[poodu]
Q-Cvm ' ea t '
[unnu]
6T6OT ' q u o t e '
[-(e)n(u)]

G<3&6TT ' a s k '
[keelu]
<3&ramr 'see'
[kaanu]
unrrjr 'see'
[paaru]
tftfniD 'cook'
[same]
J5L- 'walk'
[nada]

Present

[arureen]
S_ L_<5brT(T5©CrDWT
[okkaarreen]
s_^ni_©(D^]
[odeyradu]

[varreen]

[vaangureen]
GunQCfD îr
[pooreen]

[sol(lu)reen]

[poodureen]

[unnureen]
6T60T®CnDriT
[(e)ngreen]

C<3bL_©Cp36ir
[keekkureen]
<S&rTCUOT©G[Dtf5T
[kaanureen]
urnjabSCforin"
[paakkreen]
tf^LD<3E>@Grr)CTT
[samekkreen]
j5L~.db©GfD(>ir

[nadakkreen]

Past

[arudeen]
c_ L-cSbrnjjisG r̂inr

[okkaandeen]

[odenjadu]

[vandadu]ftjmsjSG^jT^ir
[vaangineen]
GunGflnw
[pooneen]
Q^fTfiirGsOTiiOT

[sonneen]
GumlCi—eir
[pootteen]

[undeen]

[(e)nneen]

C<3bL_GL_WT
[keetteen]
<SWITDTGL_6UT
[kandeen]

[paatteen]

[samecceen]

[nadandeen]

Future
^(igGaifiOT
[aruveen]
e-ildbrT^GajtrOT
[okkaaruveen]
©_^ni_U_|L£)

[odeyum]
ftJOCojftn"
[varuveen]
6iirn5J(g)G6ii6irr

[vaanguveen]
GunGftjdrr
[pooveen]
QtfrrogaGaifljT
[solluveen]
Gun<JlG6ij«n"
[pooduveen]
gLflK5TGuG0T

[unnuveen]
67«FTGu6iT
[(e)nnuveen]
[(e)mbeen]
Gd&ilGurifT
[keeppeen]
<g5iTfmr)iGgii(>tn"
[kaanuveen]
umjuCu^T
[paappeen]
tfflnLDLjGuffJT
[sameppeen]
J5L~LJGUWT
[nadapeen]
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as inadequate for Tamil, and have opted for a distinction known as 'affec-
tive' vs. 'effective', which Paramasivam feels more adequately captures the
distinction between the two.

3.5.2.1 Dative Subjects

Another issue that enters into the discussion of this area is that of verbs
that take 'dative subjects'. These are stative verbs whose semantic sub-
ject is marked with the dative case, and the verb itself marked with a
neuter person-number-gender marker. The object (or target of the action)
is marked accusative if animate; otherwise it is unmarked, i.e. nomina-
tive. In Tamil these verbs are all stative, i.e. they describe psychological
states, rather than actions. Such Tamil verbs as i_5)i_q_ pidi 'like5, Q r̂fl teri
'know', Cftĵ n-®ih veenum 'want, need', Curr^jih poodum 'suffice' §)flj)i_ kede
'be available' which all describe states, take the subject in the dative and
if the object (or target, i.e. that which is known, liked, wanted, etc.) is
animate, it is marked accusative. For example, srguTi® f̂lĵ nrj"^ Q̂ rflu_|Lb
enakku avare teriyum 'I know him' has the subject in the dative and the
object in the accusative, with no nominative case-marking possible.

On a scale of transitivity, such verbs are obviously very low, and in nor-
mal usage either the dative-marked subject or the object, or both, may be
missing, i.e. a well-formed sentence can consist simply of Qg»rf)iL|LDrT teriyu-
maa 'Do you know?' or C*uflrori_rnb veendaam '(I) don't want (it).' In our
analysis, these are called 'dative-stative' verbs which means that they are
stative verbs that are always marked for third person with dative subject.
These verbs are either low on the transitivity scale or in some cases def-
initely intransitive, as with Cuu ĵLb poodum 'suffice' and Sflj>i_ kede 'be
available'. Some Tamil verbs can be used dative-statively, but also with
first and second person subjects, so when this happens, this is marked.

Our solution to this problem is to issue caveats but not to attempt a
wholesale reclassification or scaling of transitivity for the Tamil verbs. We
continue to use the (probably archaic) bipolar scale of transitivity, with the
two e..flni_'s shown in Tables 3.17 and 3.18 given the traditional 'intransi-
tive/transitive' labels, often with information about restrictions on person
and number of 'subject'. Were it not for the fact that Tamil usually marks
the distinction between intransitive and transitive morphological differences
in the tense-marking of the two types, it would not be obvious to most non-
Tamils that distinctions must be kept separate. English, for example, has
only a small set of verbs that are paired in this way, one being transitive
and the other intransitive. Even these (sit/set, lie/lay, fall/fell, rise/raise,
and perhaps some others) are not grammatically salient for many speakers.
In Tamil either the stem itself is different (such as the (C)VC/(C)VCC-
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Table 3.11: Examples of Strong Verbs (Graul's Class VI and VII)
Stem I Gloss | Infinitive | Present | Past | Future

'be located'
iru irukka irukkr- irund- irupp-
u©
padu

'lie'
padukka padukkr- padutt-

u®uu-
padupp-

kudu
'give'

kudukka kudukkr- kudutt- kudupp-
'put, keep'

vayyi vekka vekkr-
Q6UUU-
vepp-

'study, read'
padi padikka padikkr- padicc-

ULi).UU-
padipp-

'cook'

same samekka samekkr- samecc- samepp-

type exemplified by g®/gi l® oodu/oottu), 'run' vs. 'drive') or there is an
alternation (C)VNC- / (C)VCC- (as with @(T5i_bL_|/@(J5uL_| tirumpu/tiruppu
'return'), or the differences are marked in the tense markers, usually with
weak types for intransitive and strong types for transitive.

3.6 Sample Paradigms of Common Verbs

3.6.1 Examples of Strong Verbs (Graul's Class VII)
3.6.1.1 un© paaru ' see ' : INF: unri<35 paakka AVP: urr^^j paattu 'having

seen '

The complete paradigm of this verb is shown in Table 3.12. Note that
any verb compounded with urr© paaru 'see' as the final element will be
conjugated in the same way, such as GftjCta) un© veele paaru 'work';

meelpaaru 'supervise.'

irundu3.6.1.2 gl® iru 'be located' INF: j&]([5<36<s& irukka AVP:
'having b e e n '

The present tense markers of J&|(j3 iru 'be located' are given in Table 3.13
with <3&@rb kkr\ this is a possible standard pronunciation, but in actuality
most speakers have a different form of the present tense marker with gj©
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Table 3.12: Paradigms of urr© paaru, 'see', all Tenses and PNG

PNG

1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL
& POL
3 PL (POL)

3 PL NON-POL
&F POL

Present
uni(g>CfD«rr
paakkreen
ums&(g)GfD
paakkuree
UIT<35(g)(DrnraT
paakkuraan
urr<i(g)nDrr
paakkraa
urr<i(g)fD^j
paakkradu
urT<s&(g>GrDrnb
paakkuroom
urr<i(g)f6i5i(S5
paakkriinga
unr<i(g)nDrTT5J<35
paakkraanga
uni(g>pDnT5i<9&
paakkraanga

Past
unr^C^6OT
paatieen

paattee

paattaan
UIT^£&IT
paattaa

paattadu
unr^C^mb
paattoom
urr3>££fij<3&
paattiinga
uiT^^m5J(35
paattaanga

paattaanga

Future
urTuCueir
paappeen
urruCu
paappee
urTLJurreuT
paappaan
urnJurT
paappaa
UfT(3b(g)Li)

paakkum
urTuCurni)
paappoom
urruiir5J<36
paappiinga
unijurn5j<35
paappaanga
urruurn5j<sb
paappaanga
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Table 3.13: Paradigms of ®Q5 iru 'be located', all Tenses and PNG

PNG Present Past Future
1 SG

irukk(r)een irundeen iruppeen
2 SG

irukk(r)ee irundee iruppee
3 SG M

irukk(r)aan irundaan iruppaan
3 SG F

irukk(r)aa irundaa iruppaa
3 SG N

irukku (irukkudu) irundadu irukkum
1 PL

irukk(r)oom irundoom iruppoom
2 PL
& POL irukk(r)iinga irundiinga iruppiinga
3 PL (& HON)

irukk(r)aaru irundaaru iruppaaru
3 PL
(NON-POL) irukk(r)aanga irundaanga iruppaanga
F POL

irukk(r)aanga irundaanga iruppaanga
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Table 3.14: Paradigms of <SFmJiJ)@, all Tenses and PNG

PNG Present Past Future
1 SG

saappidreen saappitteen saappiduveen
2 SG

saappidree saappittee saappiduvee
3 SG M

saappidraan saappittaan saappiduvaan
3 SG F

saappidraa saappittaa saappiduvaa
3 SG N

saappidradu saappittadu saappidum
1 PL <3F rnl i L

saappidroom saappitioom saappiduvoom
2 PL
& Pol. saappidriinga saappittiinga saappiduviinga
3 PL

HON) saappidraaru saappittaaru saappiduvaaru
3 PL
(NON-POL) saappidraanga saappittaanga saappiduvaanga
F POL

saappidraanga saappittaanga saappiduvaanga

iru, i.e. simply s>s> kk without any fb r. We therefore list both, by marking
the r as optional, i.e. we give the tense marker as kk(r)-. The neuter form
is also 'irregular' with this verb.

Note that any verbs formed of a compound with (&](5 iru are conjugated
in the same way, e.g. ^(LJJJB^© erundiru 'arise, get up.' (But note that

may be simplified to SJjfê © eendiru by deletion of y> r.)

3.6.1.3 (SPmJLJl® saappidu ' e a t ' INF: ^ITULSL- saappida AVP:
saappittu 'having eaten'

The complete paradigm of this verb is shown in Table 3.14.13

13 Note that for neuter subjects, usually a different verb, §ttingj£} tinnu, is used with
inanimates.
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Table 3.15: Paradigms of sumsi® vaangu 'buy, fetch, get', all Tenses and
PNG

PNG

1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL
& Pol.
3 PL
(& HON)
3 PL
(NON-POL)
F POL

Present
6U rTT5J(g)GfDtfBT
vaangureen
ojm5j@)Cn3
vaanguree
€U rn5J(g)(DIT6l3T
vaanguraan
6ii mi^non
vaanguraa
6um5J(g)rD^j
vaanguradu
ajrrmi(§>GrDnib

vaanguroom
6iirn5j(g)r6f5J<3b

vaanguriinga
6iinrn5j(g)fDrT(r5
vaanguraaru
€\\ rn5i@)fDrri5j<s5

vaanguraanga
6umij(g)fDrTrejd&

vaanguraanga

Past
ajrrmj©C6OT«n"
vaangineen

6urrraj©GfljT

vaanginee
6Urn5jS6OTIT6iT

vaanginaan
ajrn5J©6OTiT

vaanginaa

vaanginadu
fljmsiSGfljrrnb

vaanginoom
Ojrn5J©6rfff5l(3b

vaanginiinga
6ur™©6OTrT([5

vaanginaaru
6urn5j©«jrrn5i<35

vaanginaanga
fij frciffi^OTrn^Jdb

vaanginaanga

Future

vaanguuveen
6urn5j(g)Caj

vaanguvee

vaanguvaan
$urrm](g)6ijrT

vaanguvaa
6UITOJ@Lb

vaangum

vaanguvoom
6UrTT5J(g)«If5J(3&

vaanguviinga

vaanguvaaru
*urni](g)ajrTmj<3&

vaanguvaanga
ojm5j(g)ajnrej<s6
vaanguvaanga

3.6 .1 .4 6urTT5J(g) vaangu ' b u y . ' INF: ajiroj<sb vaanga; AVP: OJITOJ© vaangi
'having bought'

The complete paradigm of this verb is shown in Table 3.15. With verbs of
this class, the past j£)$ir in may be pronounced gLsir [»n],  i.e. surTmiSGeoTeiT
vaangineen may be phonetically closer to vaanguneen, or there may be a
very reduced vowel in this position.

3.6.1.5 vandidu 'definitely come ' INF:
© vandittu 'having definitely come'

vandida; AVP:

This verb is conjugated like <5FITLJLS1© saappidu, as in Table 3.14. Note that
in some dialects, the present and future forms sometimes have -p" instead
of L_, e.g. they have forms such as 6uj5@IJC(D«n" vandirreen  'I am coming for
sure' and duj5@([5C*iJ«nr vandiruveen  Til definitely come.
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Table 3.16: Paradigms of ULJ. padi, all Tenses and PNG

PNG

1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL (&; POL)

3 PL &; HON

3 PL
(NON-POL)

Present

padikkreen
uLq.i(g)CfD
padikkuree
UlI).<i(g)fDrTWT

padikkuraan
UU}.<S&(g)(DrT

padikkraa
UU)-<i(g)fD^j
padikkradu
uLq.i(g)CfDrnh

padikkuroom
ui4.i(g)r6r5J<s&
padikkriinga
ui^i(g)n3rTmj<s&
padikkraanga
uî i(§>rDrTrai<sb
padikkraanga

Past

padicceen
UU).<3PC<3F
padiccee
Uli|.<3Fa"IT6OT
padiccaan
UL^dP^IT
padiccaa

padiccadu
uiij.ijCfiFrTib
padiccoom
ULq.<3F@I5J<3b
padicciinga

padiccaanga

padiccaanga

Future
ULq.uCu«iT
padippeen
uin.uCu
padippee
uLq.uunr^T
padippaan
ULq.uun
padippaa
UL^<i(g)UD
padikkum
uii|.uCuni£)
padippoom
UU}.ULJ[5]<5&

padippiinga
Ul^LJUm5J(35
padippaanga
uL%uurn5j<sb
padippaanga

But all dialects have the past with LL, it as in Table 3.14.

3.6.1.6 u\s\. padi ; s t u d y ' INF: uuq.<id5 padikka AVP:
padiccu 'having s tud ied '

The complete paradigm of this verb is shown in Table 3.16.
Note that all verbs with stems that end in 67, g| or UJ of the strong

type (with i@fb kkr present and uu pp future) will have the past in £<?.
Otherwise, they are just like verbs with ^ ^ it pasts.

There is also a verb QQI_ ode that is intransitive, and belongs to Class lib
(the complete paradigm of which is shown in Table 3.18). Intransitive verbs
of this sort take only neuter subjects, i.e. gQuLirD^J odeyradu 'it breaks (of
its own accord, volition'. Such verbs thus only display the present, past
and future neuter singular.
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Table 3.17: Paradigms of Transitive gQi_ ode 'break (s.t.)'

PNG
1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL k Pol.

3 PL
(& HON)

F POL

Present
gQi_<3&(g)C(T)rinr

odekkreen
QQ\ <S5(g)GfD
odekkree
QQi_<i(g)fDrnrin"

odekkraan
gQi_<i(g>fDrT
odekkraa

odekkradu

gQi_(i(g)CfDni£>
odekkroom
gQl_<i(g)f6f5i<55
odekkriinga
Q Q L _ i(g>nDrTT5j<s&
odekkraanga
Q Q l _ <i(g)fDrTT5]<35
odekkraanga

Past

odecceen
gQi_<jGtf
odeccee

odeccaan

odeccaa

odeccadu

odeccoom

odecciinga
gOL-cJa^nrnja
odeccaanga

odeccaanga

Future
QQI_UCU6OT

odeppeen
gQi_uCu
odeppee
gOL-LJurrwr
odeppaan
gQl_UUIT
odeppaa
gQi_<i(g)i£)
odekkum
gQi_uCurnb
odeppoom
gQL.ULJf5J<3b
odeppiinga
QQi_uurn5j(35
odeppaanga
QQi—uurmsidb
odeppaanga

Table 3.18: Neuter Paradigm of QQI_ orfe 'break (INTR)'

PNG
3 SG N

Present
gQl_lLJ(D^J

odeyradu

Past

odenjadu

Future
gQL.LL|UD
odeyum
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3.6.2 Neuter Past

Some verbs also have an irregular neuter past, i.e. a PNG marker or verb
stem different from that of other verbs is used for the neuter past of these
verbs.

The verbs Curr poo 'go' and c^® aahu 'become' have the past neuter
forms Cunra^ and cgj^^, respectively. The expected forms *GUIT6OT^J poonadu
and *C^J)6OT^J aanadu do not occur.

In some dialects, the neuter past marker && ecu or &@\ is used with
verbs other than Curr poo and ^(g) aahu, i.e. one also encounters forms like
^luQcjg) aayducci or ^ILKQ^© aayrucci, CumLi©tfff) pooyducci or Cumu^S)
pooyrucci, etc. For some speakers, the <jffl form is used only with the verbs
CUIT poo and ^(g , aahu, either plain or when aspectually marked, i.e. as in
these examples where the completive aspect marker (n5))@ vidu is present.

With verbs that are aspectually marked with («51)® (v)idu, some speak-
ers eliminate any overt PNG marker of the neuter past, that is, neither &§)
cci nor s\g>] adu is present; thus instead of ftjj5@L_©^j vandittudu or sujfegSQa1

&\ vandiducci 'it definitely came' one hears simply GUJ^SLL® vandittu for 'it
definitely came.'

3.6.3 Use of a§\ cci with Class III Verbs

For still other speakers, however, the <jar/<3fff) past neuter is used with many
other verbs as well, so that one encounters forms like Q^raxQ^ff) so Hi cci 'it
said' instead of the expected Q&ntineing} sonnadu, $uj5@0^ vanducci instead
of suj5£> ĵ vandadu 'it came', etc. We will consider the use of <J<3T/<3F£) to be
'standard' only with Curr poo and cg*>(g) aaku, although its use with other
verbs is not wrong. It is helpful, however, to remember that in LT, the
LT equivalent of <̂ <̂  occurs usually only with Cunr poo and ^(g) aahu, and
all other verbs have the 'regular' neuter past. A minor exception to this
statement is that the use of £<9r as a neuter past is optional with the so-
called Class III verbs (those in ^3.5.2) in LT, but not required. Thus, LT
Class III verbs like 6urrmi(g) vaangu may have neuter past 6urn5J©nbnr)|. Thus, the
spoken equivalent ojrniSa^ffl vaangicci is not as unusual as is the occurrence
of o-§\ cci with, e.g. J&)(J5 iru 'be' as in j&lojfe^ia^ irunducci (LT Sl(5i53>^j).
The use of this latter is strongly identified with the dialects of the Kaveri
delta area (Trichy and Tanjore areas), and is also a marker of Malaysian
and Singaporean Tamil, whose ancestors emigrated in large numbers from
those parts of Tamilnadu.
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3.6.4 Neuter Future
The neuter future is exceptional also in that the regular future tense makers
uu, u or 6u pp-, p-, v- do not occur. Instead, the neuter future is formed by
the addition of the suffix e_Li> to the infinitive of the verb, with s\ a deleted.

3.6.5 The Infinitive
The infinitive is a form of the verb that is not complete, i.e. it cannot occur
alone in a sentence, but must be accompanied by some other verb, such as
an auxiliary (modal) verb (cf. /3.9). In many languages of the world, the
infinitive is the form listed in the dictionary as the basic form, but this
is not the case for Tamil; the imperative serves this purpose, as the most
unmarked, general form.

3.6.6 Infinitives of Strong Verbs
The suffix s>3> is affixed to strong verb stems to form the infinitive. If the
root of the strong verb ends in ©, gji, ftgH or <§£> -ru, -/«, -llu  or -lu, these
endings are dropped before &>

• j5i— nada: j5i_<s&<3& nadakka  'to walk'

keelu: Qs>s>a> keekka Ho ask, hear '

nillu: jgliaE, nikka 'to stand'

3.6.7 Infinitives of Other Verbs
Most other (weak) verbs use ^ a a s the infinitive morpheme; this ending
is added directly to the verb stem. The final vowel of the root is always
deleted.

of

sollw. Q n̂roxx) solla 'to tell'

saappidu: tfrnJiJ)i_ saappida 'to eat'

seyyi: Q^ILIUJ seyya 'to do' (Note deletion of id yi before addition

3.6.8 Exceptions
The infinitives of the following verbs are unpredictable:

• Gurr poo: Curr<3& pooha 'to go'
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•  Q<35mnnm_iT kondaa: Q<3&rrttKm_rTp' kondaara ' t o b r i n g '

• sun vaa: su\j vara 'to come'

taa: $b\j tara 'to serve, give, bring'

3.7 Transitivity, Causation and Verb Classes
In Tamil there is a syntactic (and semantic) distinction between verbs which
corresponds in most languages to what is called intransitive/transitive, or
causative/non-causative. This has to do with whether an action has an
object (either animate or inanimate) or whether it takes place without
affecting some other person or thing.

Some native speakers of Tamil intuitively feel that the distinction in
their language is not one of cause and effect but one of volition (Paramaci-
vam 1979). That is, the important thing is whether an action is performed
with the free will of the agent, as contrasted with his/her will being con-
troverted or somehow impeded in its function, or controlled by something
exterior to the person.

3.7.1 Phonological Correlates of Transitive/Intransitive
Distinction

Whatever this distinction is in Tamil, it is not only a semantic/syntactic
one, but also in some cases a phonological one, i.e. a transitive verb is
distinguishable from an intransitive one, in some cases, by its phonological
characteristics.

In English we also have pairs like 'rise' and 'raise' ('cause to rise'), 'sit'
and 'set1 ('cause to sit'), 'fall' and 'fell' ('cause to fall'), 'lie' and 'lay' ('cause
to lie'), 'drink' and 'drench' ('cause to drink'), but aside from this small
list, there are few others. Many English verbs can be either transitive
or intransitive, e.g. 'hang' ('be suspended') and 'hang' ('suspend' some-
thing), though, like Tamil, some distinctions show up in the past tense,
with 'hanged' meaning 'execute (a person) by hanging' ('He was hanged by
the neck until dead) while 'hung' means 'suspend (an inanimate object)' ('I
hung the pictures on the walls').

In Tamil there are many more sets like these English pairs, and it ap-
pears that historically this distinction may have been pervasive and all-
inclusive, at least from the evidence in Proto-(South) Dravidian. However,
in the development of the language some of the phonological characteristics
have become lost or obliterated. Some, nevertheless, do remain and still
function.
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3.7.2 Strong/Weak vs. Transitive/Intransitive
The most obvious phonological characteristic that distinguishes transitive
from intransitive verbs is that which has been called the distinction be-
tween strong verbs (those with present tense marker 3><&(jo kkr, past marker
€b£b/&3- tt/cc, and future marker uu pp) and weak verbs (present tense
marker &_<jo ur, past (§]6OT in, etc., and future eu v-. Strong verbs are usually
transitive/causative and weak verbs are usually intransitive/non-causative.

Examples of strong transitive verbs are numerous, and need not be
listed, as is also the case for weak intransitive verbs.

3.7.3 Exceptions
The exceptions to the statement (in /3.7), however, are more problematical:

• Strong intransitive:
iru 'be ' : {&|(!5<i(g)Grr)ttn- irukkreen, ĵ lqjjfeC t̂fiT irundeen,

ri iruppeen
\5\—  nada 'walk': jgi—<s&(g>C[Dftnr nadakkreen,  JBL-JBC^GOT nadandeen,

dnr nadappeen

• Weak transitive:
QtfiijiJ seyyi 'do ' : QaFiijCnD6UT seyreen, Q&<Q)(la6OT senjeen

seyveen
Gun<p poodu ' pu t ' : CurT®CfD6ir poodreen, CunnlCi_(»irr pootteen,

dun^Qeuem pooduveen

3.7.4 Other Patterns Distinguishing Transitive and
Intransitive

Aside from the usual situation described in ^3.8.2, there are some other
phonological characteristics of verbs which follow various sorts of patterns.

3.7.5 Stems with NC Versus CC
Other pairs are distinguished by a contrast between stems with a nasal
consonant plus homorganic stop in the intransitive versus no nasal but
double consonant stop in the transitive/causative.

tirumbu (INTR): 'return, come back'

tiruppu (TR) 'return (s.t.), bring back'
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Sometimes there are verbs where the semantic relationship is obscured
historically, as in:

gdrraicg) tuungu 'sleep' vs. ^jri® tuukku 'lift'

The semantic relationship here may have originally been ^jrra® tuungu
'hang, be suspended' (e.g. in a hammock) vs. ^jri@ tuukku 'hang, suspend
something' (e.g. hang up a hammock).

3.7.6 Causative Pairs with Doubled Stem-Final
Consonant

Some intransitive verbs have transitive analogs formed by doubling the final
consonant of the intransitive member:

• Q® oodu (INTR) 'run'
Q\—Q  oottu 'cause to run; drive'

uudu (INTR) 'blow'
£«!£&££] uuttu 'pour, cause  to flow'

uuru 'ooze, flow'
S«L^^J  (LT eufbnpi) 'pour, squeeze'

aahu 'become'
^ ( i ® aakku 'cause to become, make (s.t. become s.t.)'

Such pairs are usually both Class III verbs.

3.7.7 Causative Marking with an Added Suffix <a51 or u
• Q r̂fl teri 'know'

terivi 'cause to know, make known, teach, inform'

anuppu 'send'
anuppuvi 'cause to send, dispatch'

Weak verbs (with futures in ai v) form the causative this way. Strong verbs,
with future markers in uu pp, have a causative formative UL5I ppi. Both
then become members of Class VI.

• uii|_ padi 'study'

• UI4.UL5) padippi 'cause to study, teach'

For some speakers, these kinds of derived causatives are appropriate
only for a LT style of Tamil; others use them in ST, too.
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3.7.8 Derived Causatives
In modern ST a newer causative stem formation process is becoming more
common. Under this process a new stem is derived from the past stem of
another verb, e.g.

nadattu 'cause to run, go; manage' (from j5i_ nada)

paduttu 'cause to feel' (from u@ padu 'feel, experience')

Note that although the past stem of u© padu 'feel' is UL_L_ patt rather
than u@^^ padutt-, the causative is formed on the past stem of u® padu
'lie', a Class VI verb, but used as the causative of u© padu 'feel' also.

3.8 Modal Auxiliaries
The English so-called modal auxiliaries 'may, can, must, might, should,
ought, could', etc., have their Tamil equivalents in auxiliary verbs that are
attached to the infinitive of the verb. If that verb happens to be aspectually
marked (cf. ^3.10) the modal is attached to the infinitive of the aspect
marker. The negative forms of the modals differ from the positive forms,
often strikingly, but behave syntactically the same. The Tamil modal verbs
are invariant for PNG, but some exhibit a basic distinction between habitual
and non-habitual action, and some can be distinguished for tense, especially
in the negative. Pragmatic considerations enter in, because the speech act
may result in the giving (or denying) of permission, or prohibition of certain
actions.

The Table in 3.19 oversimplifies things to a great extent, because nega-
tion with modality tends to be skewed, i.e. the SCOPE of the negation can
vary: one can be negating the need to do something, or emphasizing the
need not to do something. This results in different negative forms for the
same positive modal verb. Modal verbs also often involve a semantic com-
ponent of HABITUALITY so there can be a contrast between simple one-time
negation, and habitual negation.

Tamil tends to omit pronouns (cf. /4.2) when it is clear to speaker and
hearer who the actors are, for example, when verbs are clearly marked for
person-number-gender. But in sentences where pronouns have been deleted,
and the verbs are themselves negated, there can be other (perhaps serious)
pragmatic considerations. Modal verbs are good candidates for these prag-
matic ambiguities, since they are not marked for person-number-gender; if
the situation is compounded by pronoun deletion, speakers and hearers may
not communicate clearly. For example, ^LHJILD attum is normally used with
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Table 3.19: Tamil Modal Verbs

English
can; be able

may; let's

must, should, ought

let; may

Tamil

mudi

laam
(Csu)ggpiLb
(vee)num

attum

Negative

mudiyalle

Cftj «rorLq.uj^j roCta)
(vee)ndiyadulle

kuudaadu

Other negatives
(Lpi^UJIT^J

mudiyaadu
<3*.i—  rr^j 'should not '
kuudaadu
Gfljflrim_mb 'need not '
veendaam
G6II^TOTI m b
veendaam

third persons in mind, e.g. ŝufln" surrLQuD avan varattum 'let him come',
§l(I5(i<sbL_®Lb irukkattum 'let it be' in declarative sentences. But in interrog-
atives, the implicature is that the speaker is asking to be given permission,
not asking whether someone else has (or is granted) permission:

Q: QjrrL_@LDiT? varattumaa? 'May I go (i.e. go and come), may I take
leave?'

A: sunrra<s& vaanga 'please go (and come).'

Q: s\susis\ ftjp"L-©LDiT? avan varattumaa? 'May he come?'

A: g <UP"LL@GLD OO, varattumee 'Oh, certainly he may'

In Table 3.20 are more examples of the complexities of the use of modals.
Note that since modals are never marked for PNG, the same forms are used
regardless of the person-number-gender of the subject. Note also that the
modal CftjggpiLb veenum has the form g p i i num after a verb, but the full
form Gfljgpib veenum when it stands alone. This deletion of Csu vee- does
not occur with Gfljflr&Ti_rni) veendaam.14

3.8.1 Homonymy with Lexical Verbs
It may be noticed that some of the modals in ^3.9.1 as well as some of the
aspect markers in §3.12 ff. seem to resemble certain 'lexical' or 'main' verbs.

14 The deletion of intervocalic 611 v is complicated, and while some regular principles of
its application may be noted, there are some irregularities that are difficult to explain.
I have dealt with this extensively in Schiffman 1993.
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Table 3.20: Complexities of Tamil Modal Verbs

English
'be able'

'may'
('be permitted')

'let's go'
(hortative)

'(s.o.) must eat '
should, ought
need to, have to
'let (s.o.) go'

Tamil
(furrdpuq-LULb

varamudiyum
'X can come'
Gums&ftxnb
poohalaam
'(s.o.) may go'
Gums&flxnh
poohalaam
' let's go'
(9FrTULJ)L_@pLb
saappidanum
'want to eat '
Curr<36L-®ih
poohaattum
'let (s.o.) go'

Negative

varamudiyalle
'X couldn't come'
C u ms&Gfl]flnjTL_rnb
poohaveendaam
'(s.o.) doesn't have to go'
Gums&GttjflfOTL-rTLb
poohaveendaam
' let's not go'
tf rru LJIi_Cfl]flKmj).iij,$j roClo)
saappidaveendiyaduUe
'didn't want to eat '
Gurra&itfki-iTgj
poohakuudaadu
'don't let (s.o.) go'

Negative Habitual
aj[T(ipu|-iurTg>j
varamudiyaadu
'X is never able to come'
Cunaa&a^LjT^j
poohakuudaadu
'shouldn't go'
GurTcSbiavLi—iT^j
poohakuudaadu
'don't let's go'
tfrTULJL_G6u$mL_rni
saappidaveendaam
' isn't supposed to eat '
G u UdbCftj ̂ ITOTL-rnb
poohaveendaam
'doesn't need to go'

1
CD
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An example above is (Lpî  mudi (IIINTR) 'be finished.' It is best to consider
these modals and aspect markers to be totally different and separate from
the lexical verbs they resemble, as their meanings and their use are quite
different. Historically, the may be derived from or metaphorically related
to lexical verbs, but in the modern language, equating them causes more
problems than it solves.

3.8.2 Use of Aspect Marker ^ @ aahu with Modal @puD
num

The aspect marker c^® aahu (cf. ^3.12.8) is often used to indicate that
the action of the main verb to which it is attached is the 'expected result.'
Thus, a sentence like GurrcfuLl sujfê rnjar poost vandaaccu means 'the mail
has come, as was expected', or 'the mail finally came.'

When the modal gEpub num 'must' is affixed to a verb marked with
the aspect marker ^(g) aahu, the construction means 'X MUST happen
because Y expects it' and thus indicates that a great deal of certainty or
definiteness is involved. This is perhaps equivalent to the English adverb
'absolutely' rather than 'definitely', i.e. 'You absolutely have to come'
(for many speakers) is more definite than 'You definitely have to come.'
Compare:

uD niinga varanum 'You must come'

flj[kffii_gnr)iL£) niinga vandidanum 'You definitely must come'

LJb niinga vandaahanum 'You ABSOLUTELY MUST come'

Since ^(g) aahu is an aspect marker, it is added to the PAST stem (the
AVP) of the verb.

3*9 Verbal Aspect
Tamil has a number of verbs, sometimes referred to as 'aspectual verbs'15

that are added to a main or lexical verb to provide semantic distinctions
such as duration, completion, habituality, regularity, continuity, simultane-
ity, definiteness, expectation of result, remainder of result, current rele-
vance, benefaction, antipathy, and certain other notions.

Researchers have generally found these aspectual verbs difficult to de-
scribe in a categorical way, and not until Annamalai 1981 has any attempt

15They have been referred to by various names: aspectual verbs, aspect markers,
aspectual auxiliaries, verbal extensions, post-verbs, intensive verbs, etc.
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been made to treat aspect in Tamil (or for that matter, any Dravidian lan-
guage) as a variable component of the grammar. This makes it difficult to
give hard and fast statements about aspect in Tamil; we must recognize
both the variability of usage, and that aspect is a category that is in the
process of grammaticalization, that is, certain verbs are still in the process
of becoming grammaticalized in Tamil.

Tamil aspect is a category that is on the road to grammaticalization.
Some aspectual verbs are already fully aspectualized, others are partly as-
pectualized, but some are just getting started. Furthermore aspect is a
variable category within the grammar of a given speaker, but is also vari-
able across dialects and idiolects, and between LT and ST.16

3.9.1 Aspect and Commentary
Tamil aspectual verbs provide commentary about the manner in which an
action occurred, especially how it began or ended, whether it was intentional
or unintentional, whether it had an effect on the speaker or on someone else,
whether it continued, was interrupted, is habitual, and so on. Some of these
notions are what have been considered ASPECTUAL17 in other languages
(having to do with the completion or non-completion, the continuity or
duration, the manner of inception or completion) but some have little or
no relation semantically to classical notions of aspect. These 'extended'
uses of aspectual verbs sometimes therefore involve value judgments by the
speaker about the actions of others, i.e. they indicate what the speaker's
attitude about the verbal action in question is; their aspectual 'meaning'
is a metaphorical extension of their literal meaning.

3.9.2 Where Do Aspectual Verbs Come From?
Most aspectual verbs are derived historically and metaphorically18 from
some lexical verb that is still in use in Tamil but has its own lexical mean-
ing. The 'meaning' of aspectual verbs is arrived at by a metaphoric exten-
sion of the literal meaning of the original lexical verb, which then becomes

16 Most examples given here are from ST rather than LT, but many are quoted from
their LT versions given elsewhere.

17This term comes from Russian vid which means 'point of view'; in Tamil the term
Cj5IT(3b@ nookku or oS)tfJ)6ffr Gj5IT<3>@ vinai nookku is quite apt here.

18 One can either treat the notion of being 'derived' from something else as historical
or as a process of derivational morphology, using the rhetorical device of the metaphor.
Typically, native and missionary grammarians have dealt with aspectual verbs as if they
were special or idiosyncratic usages of lexical verbs, rather than being semantically and
synchronically different. Arden, for example, refers to them as intensifying the meaning
of the lexical verb (Arden 1942:282-3).
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primarily grammatical or syntactic in its 'meaning', and can then usually
only be related to the lexical meaning of the verb from which it is derived
by considering what kinds of metaphoric extensions of meanings might have
been involved.

3.9.3 Syntax of Aspectual Verbs
Syntactically, aspectual verbs are added to the adverbial participle (AVP)19

of the lexical ('main') verb. Aspectual verbs then are marked for tense and
PNG, since the AVP preceding them cannot be so marked. Morphologically
they then act identically to the lexical verb from which they are derived,
i.e. take the tense markers etc. of the class of lexical verb they are identical
to.

3.10 Aspect and Markedness
Since in Tamil aspect is an optional rather than an obligatory category,
aspect must be seen as a polarity of marked versus unmarked. The lack
of occurrence of an aspectual verb indicates that the aspectual notion that
is not present is unmarked, or neutral, rather than absent. That is, a
sentence that contains a completive marker, such as nS© (v)idu, certainly
marks completive aspect, but its absence is not a 'zero' marker for non-
completion, the way absence of a plural marker in English is a 'zero' marker
of singularity. Absence of a completive aspectual verb does not indicate that
there was no completion, but simply that it is unmarked, and therefore
vague, for completion.20

19 This is a form of the verb that is essentially its past stem minus person-number-
gender (PNG) markers; it expresses in ordinary syntax the notion that some verbal action
preceded another verbal action, that expressed by the next verb in the sentence. A
sentence may have only one finite verb; all other verbs must be non-finite, such as
the adverbial participle (AVP), the infinitive, or some other. The AVP is essentially the
past stem of the verb, and has various morphological and syntactic functions. We give
examples of the AVP forms when we list paradigms of verbs; the function of the AVP is
explained in Chapter 6, Syntax (£6.8.3)

20Tamil (and other Dravidian languages) differ from, e.g. English in this respect,
since it seems to be the case that English speakers share the presupposition that an
action is completed unless otherwise stated, whereas Tamil speakers seem to share the
presupposition that an action is not completed unless stated as definitely complete. Thus
a sentence like 'I went to the library yesterday' seems odd if followed by 'but I never
got there.7 Rather, the first sentence would have to be replaced by something like 'I
started out for the library yesterday7 if it is to be followed by 'but I never got there.'
In Tamil, in contrast, the analogous sentence JBrTCTFT GjF>3>̂ £J €\XLJI-5tQrjrfl<i© G C
naan neettu laybrerikki pooneen is not strange if followed by (̂finTT CuFTUJ
aanaa, pooy seeralle ('I never arrived') since GurTCflJTflJT pooneen 'I went' is unmarked for
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3.11 Primarily Aspectual Verbs
The aspectual verbs that are primarily aspectual (and minimally attitudinal
or metaphorical) are riSI® (v)idu 'completive', SLiq.® kittiru 'durative', D̂OJUS
vayyi 'future utility', c^® aahu 'finality, expected result', ojn vaa 'iterative',
dun poo 'change of state', §)(jj iru1 'perfect', §|(5 iru2 'result remains', and
§1(5 iru3 'epistemic.'21

The aspectual verbs that are primarily attitudinal (but nonetheless as-
pectual) are g>G[\<gh> tallu 'distributive', 'exdeictic',22 Q r̂rQfl) tole 'riddance',
Gun® poodu 'malicious intent', and some others that vary from dialect to
dialect.23 Finally, there is Can koo 'self-benefactive', that displays more
versatility than almost any other AM except possibly (&|([5 iru 'be; perfect;
epistemic; suppositional.' It displays both aspectual and attitudinal se-
mantics, and is perhaps the most radically different in phonology from its
lexical analog of all the AM'S.

3.11.1 Inventory of Aspect Markers
An inventory of aspectual verbs is given in Table 3.21.

3.11.2 Morphophonemics of Aspectual Verbs
In fact, one of the signs that lexical material is being grammaticalized is
that the phonology of the item begins to act differently from its lexical
analogs. This is particularly true of Can koo and «51(p vidu.

3.11.3 Primarily Aspectual Verbs

3.11.4 <nS1@ (v)idu 'completive9

This aspectual verb adds a notion that an action was, is, or will be complete
or definite. It is similar to aspectual verbs in other languages (Russian,

completion—it declares simply that motion away from the addressee occurred. However,
if GurrCflflW pooneen were changed to add aspectual flSI® (v)idu, i.e. CumUL-Cl—GOT
pooytteen then adding ,-̂ flJTn CumLj GtflJfiuQeo aanaa, pooy seeralle is odd.

211 have dealt with the details of the three (&)(5s iru's in my 1969 dissertation.
22 That is, away from the speaker.
23The attitudinal aspectual verbs are not a closed set, and different dialects may use

different verbs as markers of aspectual and metaphoric nuance. The non-attitudinal
aspectual verbs are a closed set and show less variation from dialect to dialect. But
there are some differences between LT and ST, even in this set. Annamalai 1981 also
lists Q<3>ny)l kodu 'benefactive.' I am indebted to Annamalai for his many cogent examples
of Tamil aspectual verbs.
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Table 3.21: Inventory of Aspectual Verbs, with Examples

AM Meaning Example Gloss
idu 'Definitely,

for sure' vand-idu-nga
'be sure to come'

(LTi COMPLETIVE
pooyidalaam

'one may go along'

paaitutteen
'I definitely saw'

Liru PERFECT tense
CURRENT
RELEVANCE

vandirukkreen
Gurm3([5j5^uu
pooyirundappa

'I have come
(and am still here)'
'when (x)
went and stayed'

iru STATIVE u rr^g>l(r5<s&<s6@p ih
paattirukkanum

'(x) must
have seen

iru SUPPOSITIONAL
mare penjirukku

'it seems
to have rained'

kittiru
DURATIVE C u £ ) © Lu}.((5<3&C<3&nib

peesikittirukkoom
'we have been
speaking'

vandukittiruppeen
'I will be
coming'

G<s&rr koo REFLEXIVE
SELF-BENEFACTIVE vaangikoonga

'buy for yourselF

SIMULTANEOUS CuiTL_®©L_@
poottukittu

'while wearing'

FINALITY
EXPECTED RESULT vandaaccu

'it finally came'

Gun® poodu COMPLETIVE
erudipoottaan

'he wrote it ofF

MALICIOUS INTENT GunL_i_nrra<3&
konnupoottaanga

'they killed (s.o.)
in cold blood'

tallu COMPLETIVE
DISTRIBUTIVE

(x) @®ii^
kuduttu talnaaru

'he gave (s.t.)
away'

tole COMPLETIVE
IMPATIENCE, DISGUST

Curnu
pooy tole!

'go get lost!'

vayyi FUTURE UTILITY
('in reserve')

QoiuCurrib
kudicciveppoom

'we'll tank up
on (s.t.)'

Gun poo COMPLETIVE
CHANGE OF STATE

g l J IT(g)Lb

odenjipoohum
'it'll get broken'
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Hindi, etc.) that impart the notion of 'PERFECTIVE' (not PERFECT). Its
lexical correlate is oil© vidu 'leave, let.'24

Examples:

(29)
avan pooyttaan
he went-COMPL-PNG
'He went away; he's definitely gone.'

(30)
naan vand-idreen
I come-COMPL-PRES-PNG

'I am definitely coming; I'll come for sure. '

(31) ^OJQGUT cgn^jpuna^®
avane anuppuccudu
him send-CAUS-COMPL-lMP

'Send him away; get rid of him. '

(32) <3\Q& <̂ rTLJL5lL_®L_CL_«Fr
ade saappittutteen
it-acc eat-COMPL-PAST-PNG
'I ate it all up.'

3.11.5 <ra>aju51 vayyi 'future utility, put away, put
somewhere for safekeeping'

The aspectual verb flnomSI vayyi25 has a lexical analog n̂ojuS vayyi 'take,
put s.t. somewhere for safekeeping.' It is usually used with transitive
main verbs only (since the main verb flmuuS vayyi is definitely transitive),
but may occur with some intransitive verbs, such as fflrfl siri 'laugh' (see
example below). Other aspectual verbs (e.g. n3l© (v)idu ) may follow flwuiJ
vayyi , but when present flj>suu3 vayyi always follows immediately after the
AVP of the main verb. The aspectual notion conveyed by vayyi is the notion
that some action is performed because it will have future consequences, use
or benefit; it is often translatable as 'in reserve' or 'up', e.g. 'stock up
(on)', 'read up (on) something, 'study up on something', 'lay in (or up) a

24 Note the phonological differences between flSI© (v)idu 'completive' and flSI© vidu
' leave, let ' : the completive AM has a deletable $U v, while the initial €U v of the lexical
verb is never deleted. The question of whether the completive AM actually requires an
initial v in i ts underlying form (which is then deleted), and the whole issue of intervocalic
v-deletion is one I have tried to deal with elsewhere (Schiffman 1993).

2 5 Annamala i (1981) calls this the 'verb of ant icipated consequence. '
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stock of (something)', and implies that an action is done with an eye to
future consequences, or preemptively. In the examples below, the glossed
portion within parentheses is not literally present in the Tamil sentence,
but is given as one or more of the semantic consequences that the use of

vayyi implies.

(33) f̂l̂ flnffiQiu @U\.&5T Q6uuCurnh
tanniye kudiccu veppoom
water-ACC drink FUTUTIL-FUT-IPL

'We will tank up on water (We will drink our fill of water so as to
avoid future thirst).'

(34)
talevar kuuttatte^ talli-veccaar
head-person assemblage-ACc push-FUTUTlL-PAST-3 SG-EPIC

'The chairman postponed the meeting. '

(35) ^LDLDIT iJ6ffQ6nra<3&<g[T)<i(g) G£>nQ# a^LQQajaF^nr
ammaa pillengalukku doose suttu-veccaa
mother children-DAT pancake heat-FUTUTlL-PAST-3 SG-FM

'The mother cooked up some dosas (to have ready) for the children.'

(36) aflxurreror flTL_©Q«\) ^jihifl ©ihifl Cta]<JS)i_nC$>
kalyaana viitile tummi kimmi veccidaadee
marriage house-LOC sneeze ECHOREDUP FUTUTIL-NEG-IMP

'Don't do anything stupid like sneeze or anything during the wed-
ding ceremony (and bring bad omens).'

(37) Gun6$ofo©L_QL_ r̂Q îufTfiiĵ j gsnrflCtaji^nC^
pooliiskitte edeyaavadu olari-vekkaadee
police-to something-or-other babble-FUTUTlL-NEG-lMP

'Don't go blabbing to the police (and make more trouble).'

(38) J5IT6OT JBITQUJ <96Lu}.Qaj<i<3E>roQ$\)
naan naaye katti-vekkalle
I dog-ACC bind-FUTUTIL-NEG

'I neglected to tie up the dog (and prevent a nuisance, e tc . ) ' . '

(39) <3vj5̂ >rrii) &&n LD<s&<grF><i@ JBOXV) 6TL_^^JQC\) <s&*uu™nmb
sundaram tan mahalukku nalla edaitle kalyaanam
Sundaram his daughter-DAT nice place-LOC marriage

senju-veccaar
did-FUTUTIL
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'Sundaram got his daughter married off well (i.e. nicely set up for
the future).'

(40) ^nL_Qrr<ii_pr g ® Gggmi
dairektar oru jook sonnaar; naan summaa siriccu
Director a joke said; I just laugh
Qai <? Ga1 GUT

vecceen
FUTUTIL-PAST-1 SG
wThe Director told a joke, and I laughed (dutifully, just in case.)'

3.11.6 <rc><aju51 vayyi 'future utility.' and Tense Marking

The AM SKDOJIIS vayyi can occur with other aspect markers, but flrauu5l vayyi
always immediately follows the main verb, with other AM'S following flnojuJ
vayyi. It is used only with TRANSITIVE verbs. The idea underlying the
use of *u>aiu5) vayyi is that the action of the main verb is performed with
the intent of its having some 'future benefit' or 'future utility.' Ordinary
tense forms may be affixed to flmuid) vayyi so that flnttju3 vayyi does not
replace tense markers, i.e. flmuiLS vayyi is not a substitute for future tense,
for example. flmuuS vayyi as an AM is translated in English in many different
ways, but one common way is verb + 'up', e.g. stock up, buy up, lay up,
do in advance, in reserve, etc.

That is, we can get the following contrasts:

(41) spcfu ajmli_Qrr
ais vaattare kudicci veppoom
'We will drink ice water for future use.'

(42) g)<sr
ais vaattare kudicci veccoom
'We drank (tanked up on) ice water.'

(43)
a is vaattare kudicci vekkroom
'We drink (tank up on) ice water.'

3.11 .7 (SlrnR iru

iru, which is identical in morphology to the copula, gives a number of
aspectual nuances to a sentence. One is the nuance that we have in English
with the 'perfect' tense, i.e. that something has happened, but the result of
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the action continues, or is still relevant, ĵ rreir ajjfe^oi^Cporin' vandirukkreen
'I have come (and I'm still here).' It must not be confused with (ftj)jg]® vidu
although it is easy to do so in dialects where it is realized phonetically in
the non-past, at least, as ĵ ]© iru. However, the tense markers of the two
are quite different.26 Tamil uses ĵ )© iru often for verbal actions directed
away from the speaker, since the results of such actions are not so obvious
to the speaker. If a person says

(44)
naan vandirukkreen
'I have come (and I'm still here).'

it is obvious that the person is present; what the speaker is emphasizing is
perhaps the relevance of his/her arrival to the present. But if a person says

() ^
naan indyaavukku pooyirukkreen
'I have (gone) been to India.'

what is being emphasized is not that the person is still there (in India) but
that at some point in the past the result of the action remained for some
time, that is, s/he not only started to go to India, but actually got there.

Another nuance is 'stative' or 'epistemic', i.e. 'it must be the case that
such and such', e.g.

(46) s\€U6in @j5@u-irreuQa) Curau
avan indyaavle pooy seendirukkanum
'He must have arrived in India (he must be there by now; it must
be the case that he is there now).'27

A third use of Ĵ )© iru is 'suppositional' as in LDQ̂ P Qu<in)§)(g>3><g) mare
penjirukku 'it seems that it rained' (lit. it will have rained).

3.11.8 ^Q) aahu 'expected result; finality'
This aspectual verb has the lexical analog ^(g) aahu 'become'. It is usually
found only in the neuter past, i.e. ^&^ aaccu. Suffixed to a main verb it

26C611)®© (v)idu has the tense marker (&]®rb idur or j$|fjrb irr for present; (&|L1L_ itt
for past, and j§)@$U iduv or J§)g)|6U iruv for future. (&)(!5 iru has the tense markers <3>(g>fb
kkr for present, JJ>£E> nd for past, and ULJ pp for future.

27This is similar to sentences like English 'he must like peanut butter' which does not
mean 'he is required to like peanut butter, but 'It must be the case that he likes peanut
butter, because he eats it a lot e tc '
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expresses the notion that the action was expected, or occurred after a long
wait, or as a regularly expected occurrence.

(47) GumsfuL. ajji^m^ar
poost vand-aaccu
mail came-XPRESLT

'The mail has come (as it usually does by this t ime of day) . '

(48) ®[J5&> <3b̂ ror<i(g)<3bQCTTaxornr) u r r ^ ^ r r a ^
inda kanakkukal-ellaam paatt-aaccu
this bills-all seen-XPRESLT
'These bills have all been checked (as they were supposed to be).'

(49) airnJL5)i_L_(Taiairr?
saappiit-aaccaa?
eat-XPRESLT-Q

'Have you eaten? (as you ought to have, given the time of day)'

3.11.9 °>k(gj aahu 'expected result'
The AM ^5k@ aahu is completive, but also adds a nuance of finality, i.e. that
the result was expected, or is customary.

(50)
tabaal vand-aaccu
'The mail came (as usual) ' or 'The mail finally came. '

(51) i&lJ5£> <3&tfror<i@) frroxunib urr^gjnra^
inda kanakku ellaam paattaaccu
'These bills have all been checked'

Because of the non-agreement of the apparent subject with ^tffr aaccu,
sentences with this AM often translate best in English by passive construc-
tions, where the 'agent' of the action is not specified. This is apparent in
the example immediately above; the literal translation might be 'the seeing
of these bills is finally completed' but the looser, better translation is the
'passive' one shown above. Since Tamil has no real passive, however, the
passive translations in English must be attributed to the 'agent-less' nature
of the Tamil sentence.

3.11.10 Cun@ poodu 'malicious intent'
This verb has an analogous lexical verb Gun® poodu which means 'put,
drop; plunk down; serve (food)' or 'put on (clothes)'. There is a semantic
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notion of some lack of care with this verb, so if deliberate careful placing or
setting is intended, flmuu3 vayyi is used instead. This verb is appropriate as
used for serving food, since in order to avoid contact (and ritual pollution),
food is often 'dropped' on the plate, rather than placed carefully. The AM
Gun© poodu varies semantically more than some AM'S; for many the notion
conveyed is that of bad faith, bad motives or even malicious intent.28 For
others the main notion implied by the use of Gun® poodu is that speakers
think of other speakers' motives as involving careless disregard for the likes
and desires of others, malice aforethought, etc. When bad motives are being
attributed, the most felicitious English translations for these AM'S are with
expletives or pejorative adjectives, etc. Phonologically, the AM Gun(£) poodu
may be reduced to u® ptu by a by-no-means regular rule that deletes long
vowels in morphemes that are involved in the grammaticalization process.29

(52) neettu varakkuudaadunnu sonneenee aanaa neettu paattu
vanduptaanga
yesterday come-NEG-NECESS-QT said-EMPH but yesterday FOCUS
came-MALICE-TENSE-PNG
CI told them not to come yesterday, but they deliberately came
anyway (the jerks!)'

(53) @(!5i ra<3& 6TCTT jBrrQuj Q<5&rT^jEpCuiTilL_rn5i<s&
tirudanga en naaye konnupttaanga
thieves my dog-ACC kill-MALiCE-TENSE-PNG

'(Those dirty rotten) thieves (deliberately and in cold blood) went
and killed my dog.'

(54) Qarr̂ pjfeQ^ £>nCl6n © ^ e r GUITLIL^I
korande taale kiriccu poottadu
child paper-ACC tear MALICE-TENSE-PNG

'The child (carelessly) tore the paper.'

(55) s\eutin ̂ gmi©!jQ$ujrr <$0&QsiJ @(DJ5̂ J Curnl©il®
avan ajaakkradeyaa kadave terandu poottuttu
he carelessly door-ACC opened MALICE

pooyirukkaan
gO-PERF-PNG

'He has gone out, inconsiderately leaving the door ajar.'
28Annamalai (1985) calls this AM the verb of casualness; for him the main notion is

that speakers attribute motives of 'lack of care, inconsiderateness' etc. to others when
using this AM.

29This also happens with GufTft) poola as noted earlier.
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3.11.11 ojnr vaa 'iterative; connected continuity'

The aspectual verb ojrr vaa has a lexical analog fljrr vaa which of course
means 'come.' The notion conveyed by aspectual vaa is that an occurrence
is or was of long-standing duration, but more as a series of connected events
(or waves of occurrences) rather than as uninterrupted continuity. (The
latter is expressed by ©LL^O kittiru.) suu vaa may often express a kind of
'narrative' or 'historical' (or perhaps even 'mythological') past, describing
an action that was common practice in a past time. (Since it is rarely used
in ST, the example below is in LT rather than ST.)30

(56)
anta kaalattil intiyaavil aneeka aracarkal aantu
those times-in India-in many kings rule

vantaarkal
ITER-PAST-3 PL

'In those times, many kings were ruling in India.'

3.11.12 Gun poo 'change of state5

The aspectual verb Gurr poo resembles the lexical verb Gun poo 'go' in its
morphology. It is used to express the notion that a change of state has
definitely taken place (or will definitely occur). As such it is aspectually
completive but the main verbs to which it is attached always themselves
have some semantic notion of change; the addition of Gurr poo shows that the
change is complete. Usually the net result is also judged to be unfortunate
or undesirable.

(57)
avan settu poonaan
he died CHGOFST

Tie died. (He is definitely dead, alas.)'
(58) s\3>} Gtaii.® GuiTaFav

adu kettu pooccu
it spoiled CHGOFST

'It got spoiled.'
30This aspectual verb is often erroneously translated as English 'used to', e.g. 'Many

kings used to rule at that time,' whereas 'used to' probably ought to be reserved for
translating habitual actions, which SUIT vaa does not express.
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(59) f̂ljtffiQiuaxvrnb <s&n<£j)<5fr Gun@ib
tuniyellaam kaanju pookum
clothes-all dry CHGOFST-NTR-FUT

'The clothes will all get dry.'

GLUT poo as an aspect marker 'change of state' is often used with verbs
that themselves indicate a 'change of state', such as Qdb® kedu 'spoil' and
^ngi aaru 'cool.' The use of Gun poo for change of state usually implies that
the change of state in question was undesirable, or unforeseen.

CUIT mutti poo 'go to seed'

Gun peruhi poo 'get big(ger)'

Gun aari poo 'cool off'

• (Lp(L£© Gurr muruhi poo 'sink; get ruined'

• d5iT(63<̂  Gun kaanju poo 'dry up, wither, fade'

• Q<S&L_® Gun kettu poo 'get spoiled, rotten'

• 67gi)UL_® Gun eerpattu poo 'get so that, develop'

S) Gun odenji poo 'get broken'

Gun settu poo 'die'

Gun aruhi poo 'rot, get overripe'

3.11.13 Primarily Attitudinal Aspectual Verbs
The aspectual verbs that express, in addition to various aspectual notions,
notions about the speaker's a t t i tude toward actions or other speakers, are,
as mentioned, £>GTT<§TT) tallu 'distributive', Q^nQa) tole 'riddance', Guntp poodu
'malicious intent', and others that we will mention only in passing.

3.11.14 <̂m(gTF) tallu 'distributive', 'riddance', 'exdeixis'
The main verb that this AM is derived from is ĈTKJSTI) tallu 'push, shove.' In
addition to its basic aspectual notion implying completion, 6̂TT<§TT> tallu also
gives the notion that an action 'got rid of something; this may range from
the satisfaction of having cleaned up some sort of mess to that of giving all
one's wealth to the poor. There is also the notion that the recipients of this
distribution are unspecified. That is, a sentence like
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>̂6TT6Tf)eOTnr6OT raaman pustahangale koduttu talnaan 'Raman gave
away his books' will not have a dative-marked recipient. Verbs marked
with £)6iT<£[F) tallu, though in themselves completive, may have completive

(v)idu attached, for good measure, especially in the past tense.

(60)
pustaham pusiahamaa padiccu talriyeel
book book-ADV reading RIDDANCE-PNG
'You're reading book after book (and tossing them aside)!'

(61) JBIT6OT S\J5&> &>U\-$>&Q@> Ul4<j<^ ^>6TT6if)L_Gl 6OT
naan anda kadidatte padiccu tallitteen
I that letter-ACC read EXDEIC

'I read that letter (and got the task out of the way, over with).'

( 6 2 ) s\toion S\®&&> «?L_@<3brnj6OT SUITCJS^OT <S&L_Q«JT  6T(ig@ «̂TT6BTnrwr
avan adutta viittukkaaran vaangna kadane erudi talnaan
he next house-person taken loan-ACC wrote EXDEIC

'He wrote off (as a bad debt) the loan (taken, i.e.) owed (him)
by his next-door neighbour. '

(63) rrrrggnr gbrin utfrorg)Qg> (g>®£> Ĵ £>6TT6if)L_i_nr6OT
raajaa tan panatte kuduttu tallittaan.
king his money-ACC give EXDEIC-TNS-PNG
'The king gave away all his money.'

3.11.15 Q r̂rQsx) tole ' impatience, disgust'
This verb is related to the lexical verbs Q^nQro tole 2 intr 'come to an end,
die, be ruined' and Q n̂rQa) tole 6b tr, 'finish, exhaust, destroy, kill, rout.'
There is a nominalization of this verb Q^rrajQ^ tolle , which means 'trou-
ble, care, vexation, perplexity.' The use of the AM Q n̂Cku tole expresses
the speaker's impatience or even diSGust with another person's actions,
and in some cases, even their general personal attributes. In English this
would also often be translated by some expletive, or pejorative adjective
('the dumb kid', 'the rotten bastard').31 Even though this AM expresses
impatience and diSGust and must be used with caution, it does not neces-
sarily express lack of respect, since it may be used by wives to husbands,
with politeness markers. When so used, the antipathy is toward the event
rather than the person.

31 The intransitive Q^nQcu tole is usually used with intransitive verbs, and probably
originally the transitive was used only with transitive main verbs. But now transitive
QQ tole may occur with intransitive main verbs as well; there is variability according
to dialect.
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(64)
eravu tiisase innum mudiccu-iolekkalleyaa?
worthless thesis-ACC still finish-lMPAT-NEG-Q

'Haven't you finished that troublesome thesis yet (slowpoke)?'

(65) GunujQ^rrQa), sTraOdbiLHTsû j CurnijQ^nOeo
pooy-tole, engeyaavadu pooy-iole
go-iMPAT-lMP, somewhere go-lMPAT-lMP

'Oh all right go on, go, go somewhere, (what the hell).'

(66) s\Q& ^mJLJlLQL® GumuQ n̂Qax5j<sE>/
ade saappittuttu pooy-tolenga\
it-ACC eat-COMPL gO-IMPAT-POL-IMP

'(please) eat it and go! (or there'll be even more botheration)'

(67) an© Q$nrj5$p>a| Q&n(i)g>g>\®[Lis\.(&J5&g)\; s\Q& (nS^^j
kaaru tondaravu kodutiu-kittirundadu; ade vittu
car trouble give-DURATlVE; it-ACC sell

toleccutteen.
IMPAT-COMPL-PAST-PNG

'My car was giving me trouble; I sold the (dumb) thing off (and was
finished with i t) . '

(68) ^surin- Q&[jJ5g)a>a>n\j€m[T CajfD ®OJ5^i Q^nQ«oi@(Dnwr
avan sondakkaaranaa veera irundu tolekkraan
he kinsman-ADV moreover be IMPAT-PRES-PNG

'He happens to be a relative of mine (so I have obligations).'

(69) noxunqjuD Jfj (g)i4.<3E><s& ggpuo r̂or̂ jOTnrrsjdb; jBiTgpLb ©Lq.a1^
ellaarum biir kudikka num -nnaanga; naanum kudiccu
everyone beer drink must they-said. I-also drink

tolecceen
IMPAT-PAST-PNG

'Everyone was (expected to be) drinking beer (which I don't like),
(but) I drank some too (to get it over and done with). '

(70) ^sudn- J5LBLD flSk$>uj^Q^ ^Di_rr<ii_!J©
avan namma visayaite dairaktarkitte
he our matter-ACC director-to

solli-toleccittaan
Say-IMPAT-COMPL
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'(Mr. Bigmouth) has blabbed (let the cat out of the bag) about our
(little) matter to the Director (and now we're in for it). '

(71) £\Q&> SHOT (ipriFrsOTnClâ Cuj QaprmxQ Q^nQaxi<sb akL_rr^j?
ade een munnaaleyee solli tolekka kuudaadu ?
'Why couldn't you say that beforehand, damn it?'

3.11.16 The Aspectual Verb Can koo
One of the most complex of the Tamil aspectual verbs is Ga&nr koo, derived
from the lexical verb Q(3>rT6TT kol- which means 'hold, contain.' In LT lexical
Q(5>(T6TT kol is quite rare, occurring usually only with neuter subjects, i.e.
sentences in which something holds or contains something, not someone.
Lexical Q<36™T  koo does occur as an AVP with verbs of motion Gun poo
'go' and ain vaa 'come', and the combination Q<3&iTflnjr®GurT kondupoo and
Q<s&raroT@a]nr konduvaa mean 'take (s.t.)' (i.e. 'hold and go') and 'bring
(s.t.)' (i.e. 'hold and come') respectively. Since lexical Q<3&IT5TT kol is a
Class I verb, with present Q<9&™TG(X«FT  kolreen32 past ©L_Gi_fln- kitteen, and
future Q<5&nGnj6ir koveen, these are also the forms for aspectual Can koo. Its
AVP is SLL© kittu. The phonology of the spoken form of this AM is much
more different from its LT counterpart than could be predicted by regular
historical or morphophonemic rules, and moreover varies tremendously from
dialect to dialect; in some dialects there is a present form ©®Grr)flh" kidreen
and infinitive Si_ kida that are back-formations from the past §)L_© kittu.33

3.11.17 Aspectual Distinctions
The aspectual verb Can koo can provide a number of aspectual distinctions
to a sentence. Traditionally (Arden 1942:282ff.) LT Q<$rT6TT kol is referred
to as a 'reflexive' verb, but this is hardly the best analysis of its meaning.
Some of the notions provided by aspectual Can koo are:

1. Self-affective or self-benefactive action.34

2. Simultaneous action: one action occurring together with another ac-
tion; sometimes these actions are wholly coterminous, but at other

3 2 T h e short / o / in many forms of this morpheme is actually phonetically [9], i.e.
Q<S&nG(J<>flT koreen is [kare], etc.

3 3 The extreme variability of the phonology of this AM bespeaks a radical depar ture of
some sort t h a t is one of the symptoms of the process of grammaticalization.

3 4 E. Anriamalai refers to this verb as 'ego-benefactive'. Many of the examples of aspect
(which he refers to as verbal extension), are taken from his 1985 book on the subject,
bu t converted from LT to ST.
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times it merely states that some portion of the time of the two actions
overlapped.

3. Completive aspect: indicates that an action is, has been, or will be
definite and complete(d).

4. Inchoative vs. Punctual. C<35rr koo is used with a number of stative
verbs to indicate that a state has begun or been entered into.

5. Purposeful vs. accidental. The action was purposeful and volitional;
or, (paradoxically) the action was accidental. This can only be judged
by what would be considered culturally appropriate under the given
circumstances.

6. Lexicalization. Sometimes C<s&rr koo has only marginal lexical or aspec-
tual value of its own, and is attached to verb stems which no longer
occur alone as bare stems. It is thus only a verbalizing suffix.

3.11.18 Self-affective or Self-benefactive Action
Self-affective or self-benefactive action is an action or state that affects
the subject of the sentence in some way, usually to his/her benefit, but
sometimes not in any clearly beneficial way. (This is what has been called
'reflexive' by other grammarians, but this is not an adequate description of
many of its uses.) Sometimes the benefaction is clearly for someone else, as
in (78) below. Beyond the benefaction, Ca&rr koo is essentially a comple-
tive aspect marker as well, since whatever else happens, the implication is
that the action was definitely accomplished. Compare sentences with and
without G<3&rr koo such as

(72) (gjLornj
kumaar veele teedinaan, aanaa kedekkalle
'Kumar looked for a job, but didn't find one.'

(73)
kumaar veele teedikkittaan
'Kumar looked for a job and found one'

The latter implies completion or attainment of the goal, so cannot be
followed by

aanaa kedekkalle

'. . .but didn't find one'
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without contradition. Other examples35 of uses of the AM koo are

(74)
payyan taunt adiccu-kittaan
boy self-ACC beat-BENEF-PAST-PNG

'The boy hit himself.'

(75) fjnwein <SFL_QL_ Gurnl®i(g>fDrTfliT
raaman satte poottu-kraan
R a m a n shirt-ACC put-BENEF-PRES-PNG
' R a m a n dresses himself.'

(76) J5IT6UT uemrgbQg) 67©^^]<i©ilCL_6iT
naan panatte eduttu-kitteen
I money-ACC take-BENEF-PAST-PNG
'I took the money for myself.'

(77) j£r5j<g& unr^^]<s&G<g&nrej<s&
niinga paattu-koonga!
y o u see-BENEF-lMP
c W a t c h o u t (for yourse l f ) ! '

(78) jE Qd&rr̂ pjfeQ̂ &racSbQeTT ufT<j>gsia><g5gmiL£>
nil korandengale paattu-kanum
you children-ACC see-BENEF-must

'You need to take care of (watch) the children.'

(79) (gjUDfflj j5a3WTT J5L_J5^J<i©llL.rT«IT
kumaar nallaa nadandu-kittaan
Kumar well conduct-BENEF-PAST-PNG
'Kumar behaved well.'

(80) ijrriDtfniB (Lpu^Quj Q6inlix|.(i©ili_rTWT
raamasaami mudiye vetti-kittaan
Ramasamy hair-ACC cut-BENEF-PAST-PNG

'Ramasamy cut his hair (on purpose). '

(81) prniDtfrnB <S&IUQILJ Q«vjL_uq.<55®L_i_rT6iT
raamasaami kayye vetti-kittaan
Ramasamy hand-ACC cut-BENEF-PAST-PNG
'Ramasamy cut his hand (by accident).'

If the example in (76) did not have aspectual G<3&rr koo, i.e. were simply
naan panatte edutteen, the meaning would be

35Annamalai 1981.
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'I took the money (but not for myself, i.e. I transported it somewhere
for someone else).' The accidental and volitional meanings of Can koo are
somewhat problematical, since the last two examples above can also be
reversed, i.e. R. cut his hair by accident and R. cut his hand on purpose,
but since this is not what one usually expects of people, the expected result
is the preferred interpretation.36 The decision as to whether an action was
deliberate or accidental depends on how society valorizes the effect. In this
case, South Asian society places a positive value on deliberate hair-cutting
and negatively values deliberate mutilation of one's body, unless it is done
for religious or ritual reasons.

3.11.19 Simultaneity
C<9&rr koo is often used as an AVP (®L_© kittu) attached to one or more non-
finite verbs (AVP'S) to indicate that those actions are simultaneous with
(either completely, or just partly) another action. Often English 'while' can
be used to translate this. Sometimes simultaneity is explicitly emphasized
by adding emphatic £j ee, as in the first example below.

(82) JBITOFT tfnuLJ)L©(iSL_CL_
naan saappittu-kittee vandeen
I eat-ing-EMPH came
'I was eating while I came.'

(83) Qa^uQu CUITL_©<35©L
seruppe poottu-kittu, kooyilukkullee pooha-kuudaadu
shoe-ACC wear-slMUL temple-DAT-POSTP go-MUST-NEG-iMP
'Do not go into a temple while wearing shoes.'

(84) g© QabrTCTTiaQrruilQa) g© LJCQ &>6mQam (ipi^iSlLl®
oru kolakkareyle oru puli kanne muudikkittu
a tank-bank-LOC a tiger eye-ACC closed-slMUL

okkaand-irundadu
sitting-was
'(While) its eyes (were) closed, a tiger was lying by the side of a
tank.'

36 One might find a parallel to this in the English 'aspectual commentary' verbal ex-
pressions 'manage to VB' and 'go and VB', e.g. 'Ramasamy managed to cut himself in
the hand' and 'Ramasamy went and cut himself in the hand.' In both of these the
implication is that Ramasamy is not very competent or not very much in control of
his life, whereas 'Ramasamy managed to get his hair cut' implies that the incompetent
Ramasamy finally got his act together and got his hair cut.
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(85) LT Q(TF) J5IT6TT Q(
(LT) oru naal oru vyaabaari oru kaaituvariyee muutiaiyai

one day a merchant a forest-path-LOC bundle-ACC

eduttu-kondu poonaan
take-slMUL went
'One day a merchant was going along a forest path, carrying a
bundle.'

Because of the multiple semantic interpretations of lexical and aspectual
Can koo, it is sometimes possible to interpret it in various ways. Sometimes
'simultaneous' Ga&rr koo may be interpreted as 'self-affective', i.e. in example
(79) above, Cuml®G<3&rr poottu koo could also mean 'having put on' rather
than 'while wearing', since Ccs&rr poottu-koo does mean 'wear' (this is one
of those examples mentioned above where C<3&rr koo has become part of the
stem of the lexical entry). The sentence in example (85) could be either
interpreted as the lexical verb Q<$rarOT@GurT kondupoo 'take (s.t.)', as simul-
taneous G<S6iT koo 'while taking, was carrying', or self-affective G<3E>nr koo 'was
carrying along with him' (for his own benefit). In sentence (82), however,
emphatic £T ee serves to block this interpretation. But the ambiguity in
such circumstances, if any, is usually trivial.

3.11.19.1 Durative or Continuous Action

Durative or continuous action similar to the English 'progressive' construc-
tion VERB+ING, is expressed in Tamil by combining Can koo in its AVP
form ©LLq.© kittu with the 'stative' aspectual verb gl© iru, i.e.
kittiru, and affixing this to the AVP of a main verb: OJJB^I +
jfeG t̂fir vandu+kitt-irundeen 'I was com-ing.' The expression of durative
CONTINUOUS action (a semantically separate kind of aspectual contrast)
will be dealt with in more detail in a later section, but a few examples are
given here.

(86)
ellaarum peesi-kittiru-ndaanga
all speak-DURATlVE-were
'Everyone was talking. '

(87) urTLDsir a:nruL51L©<iSLlLi).(r5<3&<35rT(r5
raaman saappittu-laittiru-kkaaru
Raman eat-DURATlVE-PERF-PNG
'Raman is eating.'
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(88)
kamalaa vandappa, naan padiccu-kittiru-ndeen
K a m a l a came-when, I read-DURATlVE-TENSE-PNG
' W h e n K a m a l a arrived, I was reading. '

(89) Gten^gJBQ^) 6JQg LD̂jrffi<3&(g)6TTC6TT ^JFf5J®<i©LLi).(I5(i(g)lh
korande eeru manikkullee tuungi-kittiru-kkum
child 7:00 within sleep-DURATlVE-will-be

'By 7:00, the child will be sleeping.'

(90) 6if5jC<sb Cumu<i©L.Lq.(r5<iSf5J<s&?
engee pooy-kittiru-kkiinga ?
Where gO-DURATIVE-PRES-PNG
'Where are you going?'

3.11.19.2 Inchoative and Punctual Notions

We have already introduced the notion that Can koo can serve as a marker
of the beginning of a new state or action. This emphasizes the POINT of
beginning, rather than the duration of the state. With stative verbs that
require the dative (e.g. Q r̂fl teri 'know', i_|rfl puri 'understand'), the ad-
dition of Can koo emphasizes the point (hence PUNCTUAL) of beginning
to understand or know. Hitherto dative-stative verb stems with C<36(T koo
affixed become nominative-subject action verbs. Examples of contrast be-
tween verbs without G<3&rr koo are labelled a below, and examples with koo
are labelled b below:

(91) a.
adu enakku teriyum
that to-me known
'I know that.'

b.
naan ade terinjukitteen
I that-ACC knoW-INCHOAT-PAST-PNG
'I realized (came to know; found out) that.'

( 9 2 ) a . <j>|flJ[T Qtfrrcui)£&j gra<s&<£3)<i(g) qrflu_|iDrT?
avar solradu ongalukku puriyumaa
he says-thing to-you understand-q
'Do you understand what he says?'

b. s\wy QtfrrrofDgi] L|rfl(6i)<̂ ©L-Ln[5Jd&6TTrT?
avar solradu purinju-Vittiingalaa?
he says-thing understand-lNCHOAT-PAST-PNG-Q
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'Did you (finally) understand what he is talking about? (Do
you get i t?) '

(93) a. g<i<s&rT(r5[5i<3&
okkaarunga
sit-lMP-POL
'Please remain seated.'

okkaandukoonga
sit-INCHOAT-POL
'Please be/remain seated; please sit down' (Please enter the
state of being seated.)

3.11.20 Curr® poodu 'malicious intent9

For dialects where Gun© poodu is not just a variant of nS© (v)idu 'comple-
tive', we place it here among the primarily attitudinal aspect markers. Note
that phonologically, Cuml© poottu the AVP form, is often reduced to L_|L_©
puttu or u© pin as in flS)L_©u© vittuptu 'having definitely (mischievously)
left' and <jrnJiJLl©LJL|L_© saappittupiu 'having eaten.'

3.11.21 Lexical Problems
In modern Tamil, especially in ST, there are lexical verbs that no longer
occur without what appears to be an aspectual verb, i.e. they have been
relexicalized with the 'aspectual' verb incorporated, as it were, onto the
stem. Since these combinations take place according to the usual com-
pounding or verbal concatenation process, the first element has to be in
the form of the AVP, and the second receives tense-marking and PNG.

LT verbs such as 5>n kaa 'wait' now occur almost exclusively with ('as-
pectual') Cabir koo or 'aspectual' ^55 iru attached, i.e a>n^bg^a>da>n kaaitukkoo
or (g&nr̂ )̂ © kaattiru. In such cases, the aspectual value of Gd&rr koo is weak-
ened (or even nullified, or at least minimized)37 and the compound simply
represents the relexicalized form of the verb. Thus there can be a sort of
'sliding scale' from lexical to grammatical, with some combinations of main
verb and Cs>n koo being primarily lexical, with very little aspectual 'mean-
ing', but at the other end of the scale the occurrence of Can koo will be
minimally lexical but maximally aspectual.

This is also the case with the LT verb a>io kal 'learn' which now in ST
occurs only with G<s&rr koo or (̂ l© iru attached: <3&£&̂jC<sbnT5J<s& kattukoonga

371 would prefer a better term than this but if we see aspect as a still-variable category
in Tamil, we have to place it on a continuum with two poles, and variation in between.
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'(please) learn (it).' This contrasts semantically with <g&o) kal with ĵ )© iru
attached: (Sb̂ @(5 kattiru 'be learning'; the illocutionary force of this com-
bination is sarcastic or ironic, since îJByp srrsiCta <S63>@((5<i&f5j<s& tamir enge
katt-irukkitnga (which on the face of it appears to mean 'Where did you
learn Tamil?)' can only have the illocutionary force of'Where (in the world)
did you learn Tamil?' (i.e. 'you don't know Tamil!'). Use of G<3E>rr koo with
some other verbs, as noted above, also contrasts with non-use in an al-
most purely lexical way: Gun© poodu 'put, drop' means 'put on' clothing,
but Curnl®C<g&rT pooiiu-koo implies the result of putting something on, i.e.
'wearing.'

3.12 Summary
Let us summarize some of what is known about Tamil aspect as follows:

• There seems to be a category of aspect that must be recognized for
Tamil that involves a continuum of grammaticalization from none
(i.e. pure lexical or syntactic concatenation) to aspect as a full-fledged
category. In such cases, aspect can no longer be considered a syntactic
process, but must be considered a morphological category of the Tamil
verb (Schiffman 1993).

• Most dialects (and LT) recognize a subset of aspectual markers that
are clearly aspectual, and have little or no overlap with their lexical
analogs. Indeed, the lexical verb can often be followed by the cor-
responding aspectual verb. Furthermore, the aspectual marker is in
these instances often phonologically different from its lexical analog.

• Most dialects also show a set of aspectual verbs that involve a com-
ponent of aspect, but also an attitudinal (or metaphoric) notion of
some sort. This set varies more from dialect to dialect, but never-
theless language-wide and even family-wide features are shared. For
example, Tamil Gun© poodu 'malicious intent' (lexically 'put') has as
its analog in Kannada the verb haaku, which has the same aspectual
and lexical meanings in Kannada that Gun® poodu does in Tamil, even
though the two verbs are quite different phonologically. This seems
to be a feature of the Indian linguistic area that has been noted for
many languages, i.e. the lexical-aspectual-attitudinal polarity will be
found in languages as different as Tamil and Bengali; one even notes
some carry-over into Indian English.

• Theories of syntax that require categorical rules, or fixed grammati-
cality, cannot capture generalizations about aspect in these languages.
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• In the case of the aspectual auxiliaries that are unambiguously aspec-
tual, we often find that they are phonologically different from their
lexical analogs, undergoing certain phonological rules that do not ap-
ply to lexical verbs because the conditions for their application are
not met there. That is, these unambiguously aspectual verbs act like
grammatical morphemes, rather than separate verbs, and phonolog-
ical rules that operate across morpheme boundaries of concatenated
verbs do not have the same application when what is concatenated is
a verb and a separate quasi-aspectual verb.

3.12.1 Pragmatic Considerations

Another variable feature of Tamil aspectual verbs is that there are prag-
matic considerations that are involved in the choice of whether to mark
aspect or not. Since aspect is not an obligatory category, it may or may
not be present. However, there is a tendency not to mark aspectual distinc-
tions in certain constructions, even if they might be technically grammati-
cal. The reasons for this are pragmatic ones, having to do with politeness,
shared perceptions, the nature of truth propositions, etc. There is also
a tendency to use aspectual marking to add speaker commentary to the
sentence, even with the 'purely' aspectual markers, but especially with the
attitudinal ones.

• Aspect marking is an optional category; unlike tense or some other
obligatory categories, it is not required. There is a polarity in no-
tions such as going/coming, known/unknown, what is culturally 'cor-
rect/incorrect'.

• Aspect marking occurs most often in positive declarative sentences,
rarely in negative, with the exception that it is common in both pos-
itive and negative imperatives.

• Even in non-attitudinal aspect-marking, use of aspectual verbs seems
to be expressive, i.e. is used to comment, to deprecate, etc. We
have already noted (^3.12.21) the form <s&£>@([5 (LT d&fbffi)© karriru 'be
learning'), whose illocutionary force is sarcastic or ironic.

• Aspect may be bi-polar and paradoxical, meaning 'intentional' in one
context and 'accidental' in another, as in sentences (80) and (81)
('Ramasamy cut his hair/hand')
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3.12.2 Grammaticalization
The Tamil aspectual system is an incompletely grammaticalized system,
in that it is open-ended, with new verbs acquiring aspectual nuances as
they move from being expressive or attitudinal.38 Most recent syntactic
studies of verbal aspect in Tamil (e.g. Steever 1983, Annamalai 1978, Dale
1975) have relied on data from LT, rather than ST. Had these studies used
the spoken language for data, they would, I believe, be forced to draw
other conclusions, namely, that the system is in a state of variability, and
categorical statements about it cannot be made.

The indicators of grammaticalization that the Tamil aspectual system
exhibits many of are seen in the following:

1. The system shows great variability in syntax, morphology, and phonol-
ogy. No one kind or set of rules (e.g. phonological) can account for
all of the kinds of variability.

2. There are more aspectual verbs in modern ST than in LT, and they
are used more frequently.

3. Aspectual verbs all have lexical analogs, but those that are more
grammaticalized such as flSI® vidu and Cs&rr koo exhibit more phono-
logical deviance from the lexical form.

4. There is dialectal and pragmatic variation.

5. The most grammaticalized of the AM'S are quite uniform and have no
attitudinal or metaphoric nuances; less fully grammaticalized AM'S
retain semantic notions that are commentarial and judgmental, and
hence highly variable. They tend to be metaphoric in their adaptation
of the meaning of lexical verbs, e.g. the 'riddance' metaphor in Ê>6TT<̂TF>
tallu is derived from the literal meaning of the lexical verb £F>6TT(£5) iallu
meaning 'push, displace' or 'shove.'

6. What can easily be explained as a syntactic system in LT can now
best be explained as a more morphologized one in ST.

3.13 Negatives
For an outline of the negative forms of the various verb forms discussed in
these sections, cf. Chapter 6.

38 See the growing body of literature on grammaticalization (e.g. Harper and Traugott
1993) for insights on how the verbal category of aspect can be dealt with.
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3-14 Defective Verb Forms
Tamil has a number of verbs that are known as 'defective' verbs; this means
that they lack certain parts of the paradigm of a 'normal' verb.

3.14.1 Dative-Statives
Many defective verbs are syntactically different from verbs with complete
paradigms; often, their subjects are in the dative case, because they cannot
agree in PNG with first and second person subjects or third person animate
subjects. However, they have some forms that regular verbs do not have,
such as habitual vs. non-habitual forms. In form they resemble some of the
modals, such as opiq. mudi 'be able.' We refer to them as 'dative-stative'
verbs because they are semantically STATIVE—they refer  to states (liking,
wanting, sufficing, being painful, hungry, etc.) rather than actions—and
because syntactically they require that their subjects be marked with the
dative case. The most common defective verbs are i_jrfl 'understand', Csugnnitr)
veenum 'need, want', Q r̂fl teri 'know', Q<S&QL_ kede 'be available, have', and

pidi 'like', shown in Table 3.22.

3.14.2 Syntax of Dative-Stative Verbs
When the subject of dative-stative verbs is animate (i.e. first or second
person, or third person animate), it is in the dative case. Examples:

(94)
adu enakku pidikkum
tha t to-me like
'I like t ha t . '

(95) rrnrg@uDrTTfl<ig) LBITQCX)

raajakumaarikki maale kedeccadu
princess-to necklace be-gotten
'The princess got her necklace (back)'

(96) <^|flJ4jp<i(g) QLDH\§I i_|rflujrnlL_rrgauD

avanukku mori puriyaattaalum pooyiduvaan
him-to language even-if-not-understood go-DEF-FUT-PNG
'Even if he doesn't understand the language, he'll go.'

(97) 6itfJT £)Lbi_5)(3E>@) d&mJiJ) Gftj tfKm_mb
en tambikki kaappi veendaam
my ygr-brother-to coffee not-wanted
'My younger brother doesn't want coffee.'
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It may seem in the examples in Table 3.22 that the dative subject nouns
are not actually subjects, since the other nouns (which would be objects
in English) are in the nominative. However, this is shown not to be the
case by the following examples: If the 'object' noun is animate, it must
as always be marked accusative. Thus some sentences may seem to have
no subject, since one noun is the dative and the other is the accusative.
It is easier, therefore, to consider the dative case noun to be the semantic
subject:

( 9 8 ) cgHttjQrj 6T6OT<i(g)
avar-e enakku teriyalle
'him to-me not-known
'I didn't know him'

No-one would consider s\6U(& avaru 'he' to be the subject, since it is
marked accusative. The nouns in the other examples are merely neuter
nouns unmarked for accusative, rather than subject-nominatives.

3.14.3 Modality and Dative-Stative Verbs
Dative-stative verbs can have modals affixed to them, like other verbs, and
as always, they are attached to the infinitive. Examples:

(99)
anda kadeyle kaappi kedekkalaam
that shop-in coffee available-may-be
'Coffee may be available in that shop (You may be able to get/find
a cup of coffee in that shop).'

(100) \£ha> C<35L_i_nr, Q̂ rflujoxTLb
niinga keettaa teriyalaam
'If you ask, you might find out.'

3.14.4 Complex Morphology and Dative-Statives
Some other derived verbal forms, such as verbal nouns, verbal participles
(particularly negative), and conditional, are possible with these dative-
stative verbs.

(101) <^^j Q r̂fl(6j<3V(g)fD <̂i<g); &HL(&a>(g) CumijLGi_^r
adu terinjukradukku uurukku pooytteen

'In order to know that, I went to (my home)town.'
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Table 3.22:
STEM

pidi
'like'

puri
'understand'

ten
'know'
QC3>QL_

kede
'be available'

veendu
'want, need'

Paradigms of Dative-Stative Verbs, all Tenses and
INFINITIVE

pidikka
'to like'

puriya
'to understand'

Q^rfliu
tenya
'to know'
Q<3bQL_(i(3b

kedekka
'to be available'

veendiya
'to be wanted'

HABITUAL

pidikkum
'is liked'

puriyum
'understood'

Q^rfitqib
teriyum
'is known'
Q<s&Qi_<i(g>Lb

kedekkum
'is available'

veendum
'is wanted'

NEGATIVE
NABITUAL

pidikkaadu
'not liked'

puriyaadu
'isn't
understood'

Q^rfliurrgj
teriyaadu
'is not known'
Q«sbQi_<i(36rT^j

kedekkaadu
'isn't
available'

veendaam
'isn't wanted'

PNG

PAST, NON-
BABITUAL:

pidiccadu
'was liked'

purinjadu
'understood'

terinjadu
'knew'

kedeccade
'was
'available'

veendiyadu
'was needed'

NEG PAST,
NON-HABITUAL

pidikkalle
'wasn't liked'

puriyalle
'wasn't
understood'
Q^ffllLKNQa)

teriyalle
'wasn't known'

kedekkalle
'wasn't
available'

veendiyadille
'wasn't wanted'

(102)

(103)

kedekkaattaalum avan keeppaan
'Even if it's not available, he'll ask.'

mori ieriyaama indyaavukku vandeen
language knowing-not India-to came-I
I came to India without knowing the language.'

3.15 Verbalizers and Compound Verbs

Tamil can combine nouns with verbs and make 'compound verbs', that is,
compounded expressions that are equivalent to a verb in another language.
The nominal part of this compound is not marked for case though it may
in fact be the semantic object of the verbal action. These compound verbs
are on the borderline between being independent verbs, and being phrases
containing a noun and a verb.
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3.15.1 Transitive Absolutes
An example of these phrasal or compound verbs is the verb u@a) Q<JTO)
padil sollu 'answer', (i.e. lit. tell the answer) which combines a nominal
object with a verb stem in a kind of compound, equivalent to the English
verb 'to reply.' The noun, though functioning as the object of the verb, is
not marked with the expected accusative marker. Though no accusative
is marked, no other noun in the sentence may be marked as the object of
that verb either, so that the structure of English 'he answered his sister
(when she asked a question)', with 'sister' as the object of the verb 'reply',
cannot be exactly replicated in Tamil. In Tamil the object of the verb u@o)
Q<jra) badil sollu must be marked with some other case; one possibility
would be the 'dative' or locative-human, as in (104):39 Such structures,
with an incorporated object but HO object marking, are referred to by some
grammarians as TRANSITIVE ABSOLUTES.

(104)
avan tan tangecci-kitie avalooda keelvi-kki badil sonnaan
he his sister-LOC her-GEN question-DAT answer said
'He answered his sister (in reply to her question).'

This matter is somewhat confused by the fact that in English one can
say either 'He answered his sister (in reply to her question)', or 'He answered
his sister's question', or 'He replied to the question his sister asked' which
are all more or less equivalent, but which have 'different' objects, whereas
in Tamil u@€\) Q^ITO badil sollu requires various case markers, but never the
accusative.

It should be obvious that verbs like these 'incorporated-object transi-
tives' or transitive 'absolutes' are problematical, and really need a case-
frame to indicate who or what is the semantic target, if not the syntactic
target, of the action. In fact many researchers feel that verbs must be scaled
for degree of transitivity, since 'blaming' or 'seeing' is in some sense less
transitive than 'breaking' or 'killing', actions which have a definite effect
on an object, whereas to be blamed or seen does not affect the 'target' of
the action in the same physical way.

Thus to refer to e_ttjx_ II INTR as an intransitive kind of breaking since
the process or person who caused the breaking is not known is also not as
neat a distinction as one would like, even though the morphology of Tamil
gives us two ©_flnL_'s, one 'intransitive', i.e. without known agent, as in a ^ r
tfKmn^. fiLflw_j50&^j kannaadi odenjadu 'the glass broke', the other 'transi-
tive', as in ̂ ttJGiT <s&flrorafOTnu|-srcuj £_flni_̂ 0&rrctFT avan kannaadiye odeccaan 'He

3 9 The LT version of this sentence would be with ®L_lb, i.e. ^fiJ^F! £&flJT
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broke the glass.' These 'intransitives' are also usually possible only with a
third person, often neuter, 'subject', i.e. 'glass'. Yet to think of glass as the
'subject' of 'intransitive' breaking but as the object or target of transitive
breaking (when the agent of the action is known), is problematical.40

3.15.2 Common Verbalizers
Tamil uses a number of ordinary verbs that combine with other words,
usually nouns, to make new verbs. Tamil cannot otherwise borrow verbs
from other languages, so this process borrows verbs, nouns and other forms
as if they were nouns and then makes compound verbs out of them. The
commonest verbs involved in this process are ^L^. arfi, 67® edu, uflfargsp
pannu, Qâ iuiiJ seyyi, un© paaru, u® padu, LJI14., pidi, and Q^rragji sollu,
though we have also seen that Can koo and J^qj iru can also be used to
verbalize or reverbalize another verb (see ^3.12.21).

3.15.3 uflr&Tggpi pannu 'make, do'

The commonest and most general of these verbs is uflrorgp pannu 'make,
do.' It can be added to a noun to make a verb, and is the most common
way of making verbs out of borrowed English words. Sometimes Tamil even
borrows words for lexical items it already has.

draiv pannu 'Drive (a car)' (lit. 'make drive')

vaakktng pannu 'take a walk, go walking'

• <3E>rnJiJl utfrorgEpi kaappi pannu 'copy, make a copy'

• Cunrj uflrorgspi boor pannu 'bore, make a hole'

• fljfji uflrorgsp vark pannu 'work, do work' (GsuQft) urr© cf. veele paaru
'work')

uflJOTggp pannu can be attached to both nouns and verbs (usually bor-
rowed from English), but always with the net effect of having been added to
nouns; that is, what precedes uflrorgp pannu is an NP in Tamil, regardless
of whether it is an NP or a VP in English. Thus, L_flnrjflj draiv in the above
example, though a verb in English ('drive') is treated as if it is a noun in
Tamil.

40 But as anyone who has dealt with young children knows, an argument is often likely
to ensue between the parent and the child over who the agent of the breaking was, with
the parent claiming that the action was transitive and that there had to be an agent,
while the child argues that the action had no cause and no agent—'it just  broke1. Parents
typically contend this is not the case, and that responsibility or blame has to be assigned;
children, even when found with rocks in their hands, attempt to deny this contention.
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3.15.4 s\u\- adi 'pejorative action'
The main verb s\u\. adi 'beat, strike' may be used as a verbalizer to create
verbs whose actions are metaphors for pejorative, inappropriate, or un-
pleasant states or activities, i.e. the speaker disapproves of the action in
some way.

(105) Gunrr ̂ i ^
boor adi
'be boring '

(106) jBrrcoT ^ r a Q a Gums&LDrnLGL-rinv Qprnhu Gunrj s\u\.G>(g)g)i
naan ange poohamaaiteen; romba boor adikkudu
'I won't be going there; it's really boring.'

(107) L_axuq_
dall adi
'be dull, morose; be depressed'

(108) errinw Grunrrr, Orrnibu i_*\x\)Lq.<i(g>r6r5j<3&
enna saar, rompa dalladikkriinga

'What's the matter, man? You seem really depressed.'

Other examples are:

veretii adi 'drive out'

s\u\- kaappi adi 'cheat, copy (illegally)'

tanni adi 'drink excessively; abuse alcohol ('beat water')'

Note the contrast between ^Lq. adi and uflf&rgp pannu as a regular ver-
balizer for 'ordinary' (non-pejorative) actions in the constructions above,
where Gunrj ^ i ^ boor-adi and a&rruij) ^Lq. kaappi adi using the English bor-
rowed verbs 'to bore' and 'to copy' (as if they were nouns) means 'to do
something unpleasant or wrong', whereas Cumj uflf&rgsp boor-pannu and
d&rnJiJ) utff&rgip kaappi pannu mean 'to make legitimate and proper holes,
copies, e t c '

In some other combinations, however, the use of ^iq. adi is not to be
construed as particularly pejorative or unpleasant.

tandi adi 'send a telegram' (lit. 'beat wire')

taip adi 'type' (i.e. 'operate a typewriter')

^ cg>m-<i@,g>] veyil adikkudu 'The sun is beating down.'
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^14. adi is normal in these phrases because of the action of tapping the
telegraph key or typewriter keys, and because in South India standing in
the direct heat of the sun can be routinely uncomfortable during most of
the year.

3.15.5 6~r@ edu 'inchoative'
£7@ edu is used as a verbalizer to express the notion 'inchoative' or the
beginning of an action. They are 'dative-stative' in syntax.

1. uff) ST© pasi edu 'begin to get hungry' (lit. 'take hunger')

6~TflJT<i(g) uff) 6T©<i@ ĵ enakku pasi edukkudu

'I 'm beginning to get hungry'

2. suS 67® vali edu 'begin to feel pain, hurt'

6-T6ST<i(g) OJC9 ^r©<i(g) ĵ enakku vali edukkudu

'It's beginning to feel painful'

3. g>rr<3&Lb frr@ daaham edu 'begin to get thirsty'

^flj^apjicg) 3>rr<35Lb n ® ^ ^  ̂avanukku daaham eduttadu

'He was beginning to get thirsty'

Note that 'getting sleepy', however, is expressed with SUIT vaa 'come:'

enakku tuukkam varadu
Tm getting sleepy'

3.15.6 u@ padu 'experience emotions' and 'passive'
3.15.6.1 u® padu 'experience emotions'

u® padu is used with nouns expressing the notion of feeling and experienc-
ing emotions:

1. <3&<r£L_uu® kastap-padu 'experience difficulty'

j5rretn" Qrrmbu njnsrnT <s&6$LuuLlGi_fliT

naan romba naalaa kasiap-paiteen

'For a while there I was having a lot of trouble.'
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2. tfjjjG^rrc^uu© sandoosap-padu 'feel pleasure'
^ Q ^ i C<3bL_i_iT, Qfjrniu tfjs.G^rrc^u
ade keettaa, romba sandoosappatteen
'When I heard that, I was really happy.'

3. (SbQjQaxJu® gavale-padu 'worry, be troubled'

ade patti gavalep-padaadenga
'Don't worry about that. '

4. QUOQLDUU® perume-padu 'feel pride'

5. c^Qtfuu© aasep-padu 'desire'

6. Q6u<i<S5LJU© vekkap-padu 'feel shame'

3.15.7 u® padu with Other Verbs: 'passive'
When u® padu follows the infinitive of another verb, the notion is similar
to the English 'passive':

(109)
raaman avanaale kollap-pattaan
Raman him-by kill-experience
'Raman was killed by him.'

As in English, the subject (semantic subject) is in the nominative, with
the agent marked by ^Qo) aale 'instrumental.' There is some debate among
grammarians as to whether this construction is a 'true passive' in the sense
of the passive in Indo-European languages. There is some evidence that
the construction is somehow borrowed, since it does not occur in most
colloquial speech, but is found usually only in more LT usage. If found in
ST, it represents the influence of the LT dialect.

3.15.8 iJlLq. pidi 'increase, augment'
i_5)Lq_ pidi 'seize, hold, grasp' is used with certain nouns to indicate an increase
or augmentation of something.

i_5)ix|.(gb(g)̂ j mare pidikkudu 'The rain is picking up (falling harder,
beginning to really come down).'

• @Lflrj L5)ii).<i(g)̂ j timir pidikkudu 'get smart, get wise'
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3.15.9 Q<9FrTtt)gi] sollu as a Performative Verb
When QtfiTOga sollu 'say' is used with certain nouns, a number of performa-
tive verbs are formed.41

1. Qurnij Qcjrroga poy sollu 'tell a lie'

2. u@a) Qa r̂raga badil sollu 'answer, retort, reply'

3. surra1 Q^rraga vara sollu 'order (s.o.) to come; summon'

J5IT6UT ^ojQfl j r Guv&QansmGGMm

naan avane vara sonneen
'I ordered him to come, I summoned him.'

4. (g>̂ £>Lb Qtfirogu kuttam sollu 'blame, accuse'

niinga enn-e kuttam solriingalaa?
'Are you putting the blame on me?'

41 Performative verbs are verbs that, once uttered, 'do' something, such as confer a
status or commit the speaker to some action, expectation, or outcome. English verbs
like 'pronounce (someone) married)', 'promise', 'swear, take an oath', 'order' etc. are
performative in that they have legal, ritual, ceremonial, and other consequences. Espe-
cially when preceded by 'hereby', they are irrevocable in the sense that they commit the
speaker to some outcome.





Chapter 4

Pronouns and Pro-Forms

4.1 Pronouns and Agreement
Tamil sentences that contain finite verbs are marked with person-number-
gender (PNG) suffixes to agree with the person, number and gender of the
noun or pronoun that is the subject of the verb. PNG markers are the same
for all tenses, except for the neuters, which are somewhat idiosyncratic (see
below). The finite verb consists of a verb stem (usually the same as the
imperative singular) a tense-marker, and PNG.

Note that the third singular honorific form ^ftj© avaru, though it is not
specifically 'marked' as masculine (and could therefore be interpreted as
possibly singular feminine honorific also), is in actuality not used for the
latter. Instead, ŝuradb avanga a form identical to the third plural animate
is used for honorific feminine singular.

4.1.1 Inclusive and Exclusive

The first person plural may be either inclusive (the addressee is included
in the reference) or exclusive (speaker excludes the addressee, referring to
him/herself and others, but not the addressee). But the PNG marker on the
verb is the same for inclusive and exclusive: &\b oom.

4.1.2 Neuter Forms

Neuter PNG markers are somewhat idiosyncratic; there are different forms
for some neuter pasts (cf. ^3.7.2-3) and the neuter future form is g_ti> um
and is attached to the infinitive, rather than the future tense marker.
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Table 4.1: Structure of Finite Verbs

Stem
filffi iru

'be located'

Tense Marker
<i(g)(b fcur
'present'

PNG
5J«FT  een
'1st person S G '

jBnretFT ĵ ([5<i(g)GrD«n"  naan irukkreen
fljrj var
'come'

j5£»  nrf
cpast' '3 hon'

^Iflj© ajjfe^rTO avaru vandaaru
Gunr poo
'go' 'future' '2nd PLpol'

J§n5i<s6 CurT6iIi5J<3b niinga pooviinga

Gloss

'I am located'

'He came'

'You will go'

Table 4.2: Pronouns and PNG-markers

Person
I
II
III

Person
I

II
III

Singular

(NON-POL)
M
F
M HON
F HON
N

Plural
PL EXCL
PL INCL

Pronoun
jgrTWT naan

j£ nil
^6U6OT avan

^SIJ(«TT)  ava(l)

^ojf5J<S6(«TT)  avanga(l)

gl^j/^^i idu/adu
Pronoun
j5rn5J<3&(6TT) naanga(l)
jBmo naama
j£ra<$(5tT) niinga(l)
j)|6iJiii<sb(«TT)  avanga(l)

English
T
'you'
'he'
'she'
'he, she*' (POL)
'she' (POL)
'it'
English
'we (EXCL)'
'we (INCL)'
'you (POL)'
'they' (ANIM)

PNG
£T6ST -een

$j -ee
^tin -aan
^(STT) -aa(l)
^ ( 5 -aaru
^ [ ^ ( C T T ) -aanka(l)
^ ^ j ac/w*

PNG

gib -oom
gib -oom
FFI5J<3&(6TT) -iinga(l)
cQh&fo) -aanka(l)
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4.1.3 Sandhi

The consonants in parentheses are deleted when in word-final position, e.g.
Gunrnorr ava pooraa 'she goes', but are present if suffixes are added, e.g.

avalukku 'to her' or ^su CunTDrrsrTnr? ava pooraalaal 'Does she
go?' Inanimate nouns are never marked for plural, but always take the
neuter singular—there  is no way of referring to more than one such noun
without numerals or (optional) plural marker, e.g. s\J5& Qtrflror© uchxsnT
r̂aQ<5b Gurnja^ anda rendu bassum ange pooccu 'Both of those buses went

that way.' Note that the verb '(to) be' j^l© iru has a different PNG form
than other verbs in the neuter present, i.e. the expected form |̂([5<i@(D ĵ
*irukkradu is usually replaced by irukku 'it is' or by ^©id&^j irukkadu. (In
the past the expected form ^ © J B ^ ^ I irundadu 'it was' is unproblematical.)

4.2 Pronoun Deletion
Pronouns in the NOMINATIVE case may often be deleted from a sentence
since their semantic information is repeated by the PNG marker of the verb.
When there is ambiguity, as in the first person plural (both nsmsja naanga
'exclusive' and jsmD naama 'inclusive' take the same PNG marker Q\h -
oorn), deletion is rarer. However, it may still occur, even with modals and
negatives, where there is no PNG marking on the verb. Thus in a sentence
like j5rroT QuiiQrom naan pooreen 'I am going' the jsmrirr naan can be deleted
to get just QunGtprin pooreen, which is still unambiguously 'I go.' But a
sentence like JBTOFT Gums&flmDrr? naan poohalaamaa 'May I go?' or j5n«iT
GurrftrfuQa) naan poohalle T didn't go' may also have the pronoun deleted,
with the resulting Gurns&rornDrT? poohalaamaa 'May (someone) go?' and
Gurr<3E>6̂ Qa) poohalle '(Someone) didn't go' ambiguous as to person; mother-
tongue speakers know from the context what or who is meant.

As a rule of thumb, non-native speakers are wise to delete only when
no ambiguity will result. For emphasis, the pronoun is left in, e.g.

riFT naan pooreen 'I will go.'

4.3 Genitive and Oblique Forms
The possessive forms of the pronouns, and the oblique forms (with addition
of case) differ from the nominatives in the first and second persons, but not
in the third person. (See ^2.1.5, Chapter 2, for a discussion of case and
oblique forms.)

Things to note: dative forms for the first and second persons singu-
lar, have the shape cgn<i(g) -akku instead of &_&>(g)-ukku, which is normal
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Table 4.3: Pronouns and Oblique forms

Person
1 SG

2 SG

3 M

3 F

3 M HON

3 F HON

3 N .

1 PL EXCL

1 PL INCL

2 PL

3 PL

Pronoun
J5IT6OT naan

\S nit

S\6Utin avan

S\su(6u) ava(l)

cgHsu© avaru

avanga(l)

idu/adu

naanga(l)
J5I7LD

naama

niinga(l)
<-g>Jftjr5]<3&(5TT)

avangal

Gloss
T

'you (SG)'

'he'

'she'

'he (POL)'

'she (POL)'

'it'

'we (excl.)'

'we (incl.)'

'you (POL)'

'they' (ANIM)

Gen./Oblique
frTttfT en

Qtin on

^sutfcrr avan

^|6U(6TT) ava(l)

^sufj avar

avanga(l)

idu/adu
6Tr5J<5b(5TT)

enga(l)
J5LDLD

navfima
gf5J<35(6TT)

onga(l)

avangal

Dative
676UT(3&(g)

enakku

onakku

avanukku
^lajc^i®)
avalukku

avarukku

avangalukku

idukku/adukku
67f5]<S&<£[T)(3E>(g)

engalukku

namakku
gf5J<3>(§Tf><3)(g)

ongalukku

avangalukku
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with nouns and third person pronouns. The third neuter may have the
genitive/oblique form s\g>€in adan- before some case forms, e.g. ^^romCta)
adanaale, originally the instrumental form, but now a lexical item meaning
'therefore.' Otherwise the 'genitive' of s\g\ adu is ̂ G^nQi—  adoode, as in

£&Q*\) adoode tale 'its head'.1

4.4 Demonstrative Pronouns

Table 4.4: Structure of Demonstrative Pronoun Sets
Proximate (g) i
gl^j idu
'this thing'
gisij© ivaru

'this person'
(§)61J(6TT) iva(l)
'this (F) '
(g)ftjttnr ivan
'this male'
J£]$uf5i<g& ivanga
' these persons'
g]ojf5J<3& ivanga
' this woman ( P O L ) '

Distant s\ a
<9\g>\ adu
'that thing'
S\n\i& avaru

'that person'
^|OJ(5TT) ava(l)
'that (F) '
S\sum avan
'that male'
^ajria avanga
'those persons'
^suraab avanga
'that woman (POL)'

Interrogative si e
6i&\ edu
'which thing?'
ILJIT© yaaru
(6TOJ(!3) (evaru)
'which person? who?'
6T«U(5TT)  eva(l)*
'which (F) ' '
6TOJ(»OT  evan*

'which male'
6Tojf5i<3& evanga*
'which persons?'
6TOjrej<s& evanga*
'which woman (POL)?'

All Tamil third person pronouns contain a prefixed phonetic element
that indicates whether one is referring to something proximate, distant, or
whether a question is being asked about someone or something. This is
similar to sets in English like 'here, there' and 'where', or 'this, that,' and
'what.' In English the only portion of these sets that replicates itself reliably
is the wh- element, so in English these are referred to as wh-interrogatives
by linguists. In Tamil, the first vowel of the adjective or pronoun, @ i, <$\
a and ST e, represent the meanings 'proximate' (this, here), 'distant' (that,
there) and 'interrogative' (what, where). These sets (shown in Table 4.4)
are quite regular (more so than in English), with only a few deviations from

1Some dialects even have a forms that resemble the dative, i.e.
c£|,g)J<i<3& adukka; thus c9]̂ Jdb(g) 3>Qo) adukku tale 'its head' or
tale, 'ibid.' for LT S\$)ttSt

(g) adukku or
3>Cl€\) adukka
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this vowel pattern.2 Some grammarians refer to these kinds of pronouns
etc. as 'deictic' pronouns (from the Greek deixis meaning 'pointing'). Cf.
also /5.2 (Demonstrative Adjectives).

Note that in the cases of 6TOJ(GTT) eva(l) 'which (female)?', 6TOJ6UT evan
'which (male)?', srai© evaru 'which (HON) person?' and 67*un5j<s& evanga
'which people?' these forms are only used when it is known that the per-
son(s) in question is/are (a) (low-status) male(s) or female(s), or something
particular is known about the person/people. Otherwise, ILIIT© yaaru 'who'
is used in place of all these forms. Furthermore, 67^ edu is also used only
when something is known about a thing; if nothing is known, 67tfJTtfJT enna
is used.

(110)
evan vandaan
which-man came
'Which fellow was it that came? ('We know that somebody came;
we just don't know anything about him.)'

(111) ujnr© sujk^rr©?
yaaru vandaaru?
'Who came?'

( 1 1 2 ) l_|<5TU (̂35lb 67 ̂ J

pustaham edu?
book which-thing
'Which (of those things) is a book?
('We know that one of the things is a book, but not which one.)'

(113)
pustaham enna?
book what
'What (in the world) is a book?'

4.4.1 Pronouns and Case
Case markers (cf. /2.3) are the same for pronouns as for nouns. But
pronouns in most instances refer to animate beings, so rules about co-
occurrence of certain postpositions (e.g. the locative) with animates, apply.

2In older LT, there was a further distinction, 'yonder, out of sight' provided by the
vocalic element S_ u, but this is no longer in use, even in modern LT.
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4.4.2 The Reflexive Pronoun
LT has a reflexive pronoun ^rrwr taan which refers to the subject of the
sentence, and often is used pragmatically for emphasis:

(114)
naan taan vandeen
I self came
'I myself came; only I came.'

Many dialects of ST do not use this pronoun (except as an emphatic
marker), substituting third person pronouns in its place. For those that do
use £>rraT, it may be marked for case; it has an oblique form fbff&r tan- which
can function as a genitive/possessive form, and then other case markers may
be added. It behaves like other short-vowel (CVC) patterning pronouns,
with doubling of rin" n before case: 3>rin"Qfljr tanne 'itself-ACC' Like STOFT en
and other similar pronouns, it has the dative form s\&>(g) akku instead of
©_i@ ukku.3

One common usage of this pronoun, even in dialects which do not
use any other parts of the paradigm elsewhere, is the dative form
@ tanakku 'to oneself, as in

( 1 1 5 ) ^6OT<S&@6TTQ5IT £&$> L£>n@rfl
tanakkulle adee maadiri neneccukittirundeen
self-to same way think-DUR-PAST-PNG
'I was thinking the very same thing (to) myself.'

3 In LT there is a non-polite plural of this pronoun £>mi taam as well as a polite
plural £>rTT5J<3>6TT taankal; the latter is used in LT as a very polite pronoun equivalent to
English 'your honour' or 'your grace.' These forms are declinable in LT; they are not
used in ST.





Chapter 5

Adjectives

With a very few exceptions, Tamil does not have what are considered to be
'true' adjectives, i.e. there are very few lexical items that one would enter
into a dictionary under the rubric 'adjective'; there are lexical items that
act like adjectives in other languages, but most are derived from verbs or
from nouns (cf. ^5.4 and /6.3). The few adjectives that are not derivable
from something else form a very small list, as follows:

• Qurfliu penya 'big'

• gteinw cinna 'small'

• j56u\) nalla 'good'

• Q(3bL_i_ ketta 'bad' 1

pudu 'new'

paraya 'old'

pacce 'green; fresh, cool (as water)'

• <s&nr)|ULj karuppu 'black'

vella 'white'

Most adjectives (though not all), whether 'basic' (as above) or derived
from nouns or verbs, have a final ^ a. Other color terms such as j£flxi>
nnlam 'blue' and Qapibi_| cembu 'red' are nouns and must be converted into

1 Qdbl I ketta although included above, is not a ' t rue ' adjective, since it is derivable
from the verb kedu 'spoil, go bad. '
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adjectives by derivational suffixing (see below). Some color names are bor-
rowed (from English, Sanskrit, Hindi, etc.), or the color concept is bor-
rowed, and are formed by addition of <s&o)TT kalar 'color' to the word: uDcgja^
<$a)[jr manjal kalar 'turmeric color' (yellow); <3&rrui_5) <sw\)jj kaappi kalar 'coffee
color' (brown); UijQa1 pacce 'green' is an indigenous color term that covers
some greenish-yellow tints that speakers of other languages would classify
as yellow. u^Qtf pacce also means 'fresh' as in utfQtf f̂lroTflnffl pacce tanni
'fresh (unboiled/cool/raw) water, drinking water.'

5.1 Use in the Sentence and with Nouns
Adjectives immediately precede the noun: fftainOT UILILLKOT cinna payyan 'small
boy'; LJ^J <nj@ pudu viidu 'new house'; u^Qtf £>flKjrajtfR pacce tanni 'fresh,
cool water'; etc. Adjectives are indeclinable and invariable for PNG; Qpr^r
© i_|̂ j flJL_®<i(g) rendu pudu viittukku 'to the two new houses'; CLPgsp J5®xu
QunibLS)Q6TTP5J<36 muunu nalla pombulenga 'three good women.'

5.1.1 Predicate Adjectives: §$ tu and a cu Suffixes
If the adjective is in the predicate and not preceding any noun, as in English
'this house is new', it must be nominalized in Tamil by the addition of g>\
du or in some cases, <̂  su. Example: (&|j5^ flJ(J) i_|̂ jâ  inda viidu pudusu
'this house is (a) new (one).' In some cases, the consonants of the stem also
undergo morphophonemic alternation when nominalized: ©eirwT cinna — •

sirisu. The following is a list of nominalized forms of 'true' adjectives:

Qurfta perusu 'big one/thing'

sirusu 'small thing/one'

nalladu 'good thing'

kettadu 'bad one/thing'

pudusu 'new one/thing'

parayadu 'old thing/one'

Nominalizations of the sort in English 'good man' are also possible, by
suffixing the third person pronouns directly to the adjectival stem: Qurflujoj
periyava 'big woman', fflwiwrsudn" cinnavan 'small man', j5«\x\xu([5 nallavaru
'good man', Q<3bili_ajf5J<55 kettavanga 'bad people', etc.2

2Arden (1942) refers to these as 'participial nouns.'
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Table 5.1: Structure of Demonstrative Adjective Sets

Proximate (§| i
j&|j5£> inda 'this'

Distant s\ a
S\J5& anda ' that '

Interrogative 67 e
67ji>3> enda 'which?'

5.2 Demonstrative Adjectives

Tamil has demonstrative adjectives, pronouns and other pro-forms which
form sets of three, differing only in the initial vowel, which indicates whether
one is referring to something proximate from the speaker, something dis-
tant, or whether a question is being asked about someone or something.
In these sets in Tamil, the first vowel of the adjective or pronoun, (<£| i
represents the meaning 'proximate' (this, here), s\ a represents the mean-
ing 'distant' (that, there), and 6T e represents the meaning 'interrogative'
(what?, where?). These sets are quite regular (more so than in English),
with only a few deviations from this vowel pattern.3 Some grammarians
refer to these kinds of pronouns etc. as 'deictic' pronouns (from the Greek
deizis meaning 'pointing.')

Thus gl^j idu 'this thing', s\§$ adu 'that thing', n^j edu? 'which
thing?' This contrasts with purely 'adjectival' j&)j5g> inda 'this', <3\J5@> anda
cthat' and STJ^ enda 'which?' The latter forms must always be followed
by some kind of nominal element, or be nominalized; the former (®^J idu
etc.) cannot be followed by a nominal element, unless in a NOUN-NOUN
construction (cf. /6.1). Example: g\g\ njaxo flf@ adu nalla viidu 'That is
a good house' vs. s\J5& «I® J5*\X\XT @(!5<i(g> anda viidu nallaa irukku 'That
house is (looks) good.' In the first example, one must assume that it is an
equational sentence with a deleted element 'be' or else the statement that
adu cannot be followed by a noun is contradictory.

5.2.1 Other Variations, Other Deictic Sets
In Table 5.2. we list (g|uu ippa etc. for 'now' etc. but the form of this
set varies widely in ST. The older LT form gluQunr(jg^j ipporutu does not
occur in ST, but a more modern form J£]uCurTgj ippoodu 'now' is used by
some in ST. Other speakers use ^uQurr ippo 'now' (^uQunr appo 'then',
and siuQurr eppo 'when'?); some others have the forms ^LJULD ippam ^ u u i i
appam, and STLJUUD eppam 'when'?

3 In older LT, there was a further distinction, 'yonder, out of sight' provided by the
prefixed vocalic element 2L ti, but this is no longer in use, even in modern LT.
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Table 5.2: Structure of Other Deictic Sets

Proximate g) i | Distant g\ a | Interrogative si e

® u u ippa 'now'
§)6usij6nq ivvalavu

'this much'
jglf*LiQ<3& inge 'here'
*̂rcnQflror<s&S innekki

' today'
§l6U(J5 ivaru
'this person'

S§]ajra<36 ivanga
'these persons'
§)3>̂ Ck&T Mane

'this many'

c^iuu appa 'then'
<*)l$ijaj6TTq avvalavu

'that much'
|̂f5jQ<36 an^e ' there '
$̂TOrQflJOT<i§) annekki

' tha t day'
^oj(5 avaru
' tha t person'

^6Uf5i<35 avanga
'those persons'
^^^QflJT attane

' that many'

6TUU eppa 'when'?
6"mj6U6TTflLj? evvalavu?

'how much ' ?
6iraQ<36? engel 'where'
6T̂ nyTQ«ror<gb©? ennekki?

'which day? '
LurT(jj yaaru
'which person? who?'

6ieuhs> evanga*
'which persons?'
G7£>0&GkaT? ettanel

'how many?'

LT is capable of making other sets of words by prefixing §1 i, <£| a and
67 e to nouns of various sorts (and doubling the first consonant): j&ljfejBrrcrT
innaal 'this day', ®<i<s&rrcui> ikkaalam 'this time; the contemporary period',
etc. This is rare in ST, but some dialects may occasionally produce such
forms.

5.3 Comparison of Adjectives
Adjectives in Tamil do not have morphological forms for the 'comparative'
and 'superlative' degrees like English and many other European languages
(-er, -est, etc.). Adjectives can be compared, however, with the use of
<n5)i_ vida (the infinitive of the verb o51@ vidu 'leave, let'). The rule for this
construction on the model of English 'A is bigger than B' would be

'B ACC <n5)i_ vida A NOUN + -aa irukkv?

The noun in this construction is adject ivalized and made comparative
by the addition of the so-called ADVERBIAL suffix ^ aa (from LT ^(SB/^LLJ
aaha/aay), which are both reduced to aa in ST. This, in combination with
the copula, makes a 'temporary-state' adjective.4

4 Note that ^(35 aaha is the INFINITIVE of ,
AVP (past participle) of the same.

aahu 'become', and is the
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(116)
anda viitte vida inda viidu perusaa irukku
that house-ACC than this house big-ADV be
'This house is bigger than that house.'

Note that in the Tamil the order of the two items compared is B: A,
while in English the order is A: B.

5.3.1 Superlatives of Adjectives: Locative plus
Emphatic

In Tamil, superlatives may be formed by use of the locative case plus em-
phatic 67 ee. For example, English 'This is the biggest house in (all of)
Madurai' is expressed in Tamil, 'This in-all-Madurai-EMPH big house.'

(117) (J|^j uD^QrriuQroGiLj Qurfluj «J®
idu madurey-le-yee periya viidu
this-thing Madurai-in-EMPH big house
'This is the biggest house in (all of) Madurai.'

Note that in English the realm or domain of the superlative degree can
be omitted, i.e. 'This is the biggest house.' In Tamil the realm cannot
be omitted because the locative and emphatic are attached to the word
defining the realm, i.e. in all of Madurai, in this school, in America, etc.

5.4 Adjectives Derived from Other
Constituents

Since Tamil lacks large sets of true adjectives, it must form adjectives by
deriving them from other constituents. This is done in various ways.

5.4.1 Denominal Adjectives
Tamil can make adjectives from nouns by various processes. One is to take
the OBLIQUE form of nouns (those that have them) and prepose it to the
noun being modified:

ih kolam 'pond, tank' — • Qa&nr6TT̂ ĵ kolattu 'fresh-water'  +
miinu 'fish' — • CterrcrT^^ i£@j kolattu miinu 'fresh-water fish'

viidu 'house' —* siul© viittu  + 5>n\jm kaaran 'one who does s.t.'
«JL_©<i<5brnjwT viittukaaran 'landlord; husband'
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Other nouns can be prefixed to nouns to form new nouns:

Qurarorggpi ponnu 'girl' + LJlshQcn pillai 'child' —
pombulle 'female, woman; girl'

i_|<sfû<3bL£) pustaham 'book' + j£ktD€UjJLb nilayam 'place'
tahanilayam 'library'

kannaadi 'glass' + ggrru). jaadi — ^
kannaadi jaadi 'glass jar'

5.4.2 Deverbal Adjectives
Another way to form adjectives is to derive them from verbs. This can be
done very simply by taking the tense-marked form of a verb, removing the
PNG, add g\ a, and preposing it before the noun. This form of the verb is
known as the adjectival participle, or AJP. Only the past and present forms
of the AJP are available in ST; in LT, future forms are also used.

(118) C J B ^ ^ J $urTmj(g)6OT
neettu vaanguna panam
yesterday taken money
'The money ( tha t was) taken (borrowed) yesterday.'

(119) GLJTOJT *urnjLb
poona vaaram
gone week
'The week ( that ) went; last week'

(120) j5nK3«TT<iS $u(jnDfljra<s&<§n)<i@  @([5UL51 (g>@<i<s&gspiLb
naalekki varravangalukku tiruppi kudukkanum
tomorrow coming-people-DAT back give-must
'(We'll) have to give (it) back to the people who will come
tomorrow.'

Many of these AJP'S translate better in English as relative clauses, since
English cannot generally prepose long adjectival phrases before nouns like
Tamil can. However English does have certain 'phrasal' adjectives, such as
'rat-infested (house)', 'moth-eaten (coat)', 'newly constructed (building)'
etc. that are more likely to occur than the simpler forms 'infested (house)'
or 'eaten (coat)', etc.

Note that the Tamil equivalents of English adjectives 'next' and 'last' are
only derivable from AJP's: s\(i)@>g> adutta 'next', from s\® <*>du 'approach,
be close'; CurT6OT poona 'last' from Cuu poo 'go.'
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5.4.3 Adjectives Derived from Nouns with ^*m aana
Yet another way to form adjectives from nouns is to take ^GH aana, the
past AJP of ^(g) aahu 'become', and suffix it to a noun in order to form an
adjective.

arahu 'beauty' + ^flJT aana — •  s\\gG>nem arahaana 'beautiful'

•  J£6TTLD niilam 'length' + c^ror aana — •  jSsrriDrajT niilamaana 'long'

• J£$\)LD niilam 'blue color' + ^en aana — •  j£fi\X£>rajT niilamaana 'blue'

• ©_rflQi_D urime 'right' + ^tm aana — • ©_rflQLDiurreOT urimeyaana 'rightful'

In LT, another suffix, e_5TT$iT ulla, a form derived from a verb S_«TT  ul
'be inherent, be within' is also used to form derived adjectives; for some
speakers these two forms are equivalent, but for others there may be a
contrast in meaning.

5.5 Quantifiers and Numerals
5.5.1 Quantifiers
Words that express quantities of things, such as English 'many, much, few,
a lot' as well as interrogative quantifiers such as 'how many, how much'
have equivalents in Tamil that in general resemble the adjectives we have
seen in previous sections of this chapter. That is, they in general end in
the vowel ^ a and precede nouns or noun phrases. Examples:

nereya 'many, lots of, much'

F konja '(a) few, some'

• Q<9F6\) sela '(a) few, some'

• U6\) pala 'many, several'

evvalavu 'how much?'

avvalavu 'that much'
ivvalavu 'this much'

ettane 'how many?'
attane 'that many'
ittane 'this many'
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• Qrjrnbu romba 'many, lots of; very'

adiha 'much, lots of

ovvoru 'each'

• 6~rax\)rT . . . a_ii ellaa . . . um 'all, every'

There are many lexical differences between LT and ST, with forms used
in LT that are rarely or never used in ST. When it comes to quantifiers,
many of the above list are not used by all speakers in ST, especially the
forms Qtffl) (LT ffla)) sela '(a) few, some' and uw pala 'many, several' or
are only used in certain frozen phrases, such as Glâ ro ^irnuih sela samayam
'sometimes, many times'. LT quantifiers such as ifl<35 miha 'many, much' and
ĉ Cj5<3b aneeha 'several, some' are not used in ST at all, whereas some of the
other quantifiers have LT forms that are phonologically more conservative
but are essentially the same item. As with many adjectives, some of these
forms are derived from nouns or verbs; CteiTcQjtf konja '(a) few, some' and
S@&> adiha 'much, lots of are derived from the nouns QarrcgjtfLb konjam
'little' and <«>i@<s&Lb adiham 'much, plenty' respectively. The forms Qj5QfDUJ
nereya 'many, lots of, much' and Qprnbu romba 'many, lots of; very' are
ST infinitive forms of the LT verbs ĵ flnro nirai 'fill; be full' and \§\JIDL\
nirampu 'fill, complete, satisfy,' respectively. And there are forms that
express amounts, especially regarding prices, that are not used attributively
(i.e. pre-nominally) but are used in predicates, such as g>rr<oru@ jaasii '(too)
much; high (in price)' and its opposite, <SE>LI>LB kammi 'cheap, (too) low', such
as:

Qijrnhu «grTGfu@ ange velevaasi romba jaasti
'The cost of living is very high there'

Qprnbu (S&UDLB avanga sonna vele romba kammi
'The price they quoted was very cheap'

The use of attributive quantifiers in sentences is illustrated by the fol-
lowing:

(121) Q^Qpu Qurfluj
nereya periya viidu anda viidiyle irukku
many big house that street-in is
'There are many big houses in that street'

(122) GT̂ Q̂tfjT © Q
ettane cinna korandenga onga kudumbattule irukkraanga
how-many small children your family-in are
'How many little children are there in your family?'
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(123) C G
avvalavu neeram veendaam
that-much time non-needed
'That much time is not necessary'

( 1 2 4 ) 6TOXUT «Ill®Q6UL|Lb G£>Lq.GflJT6OT
ellaa viittleyum teedineen
all house-in searched-I
'I searched (in) every house'

Since Tamil inanimate nouns are usually not marked for number, it is
only the quantifier Qj^Qpij nereya 'many' that marks plurality in the first
sentence, and 67€\X\XT (. . .SLID) ellaa . . .um in the third. Note that quanti-
fiers PRECEDE the (other) adjectives in the sentences; note also that 6~rax\XT
(. . . SLUD) ellaa . . .um is disjunctive; ©_LD um is suffixed to the noun that
precedes it; if a noun is not present, STOXXXT (. . . gLih) ellaa . . . um becomes
nfofomb ellaam call (things); the whole (thing); everything' and the meaning
is then singular:

6TfixurTLb C^i^Cfljiw viittlevellaam teedineen
'I searched all over the whole house.'

In referring to humans, 6~rax\xnb ellaam is replaced, in some dialects, with
the form STftxxxTOLb ellaarum 'everybody, all (people)'

ellaarum gavaniccukitteeyirundaanga
'Everybody was staring'

If the focus is on individuals, rather than on an undifferentiated group,
the form gsuGtajiTqj ...SLUD ovvoru ...um 'each; each and every' can be
pronominalized, to get gGuQsurTfTT^̂ jpLb ovvoruttanum 'each male', QSU
QSU[J(^^)@\L\ID ovvoruttiyum 'each woman" and gsuQajrr^^^^Li) ovvoruttarum
'each person (HON)' .

anda viittule, ovvoruttarukkum oru tani kaar irukku
'Every person (irrespective of gender) in that household has his
or her own (individual) car'
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Table 5.3: Basic Tamil Cardinal Numerical Morphemes

QrrtffaT®

J5ITg>|

<$*>&

<TTL_©
gLDU^J

onnu
rendu
muunu
naalu
anju
aaru
eeru
ettu
ombadu
pattu

'one'
'two'
'three'
'four'
'five'
'six'
'seven'
'eight'
'nine'
'ten'

iP2Q!

Carnq.

nuuru
aayiram
laksam
koodi

'hundred'
'thousand'
'lakh'
'crore'

5.5.2 Cardinal Numerals
The Tamil numerical system has terms for the numerals 1 to 10, 100, 1000,
100,000 (the 'lakh') and 10,000,000 (the 'crore'). These are combined in
various ways to get teens, multiples of 10 and all the other possibilities a
numerical system would need. The basic numerals are as shown in Table
5.3.

The numerals from one to ten are unproblematical; like adjectives, they
are invariable (are not marked for PNG); syntactically, they occur at the
beginning of noun phrases, before any adjectives (with one or two exceptions
to this rule, see below) but following deictic adjectives such as §]j53>, c2NJ5£>,
6iJ5£b inda, anda, enda (cf. ^5.2).

When the basic numerals are combined, however, to get larger integers
such as '12 ' '42 ' '542' '1963' , there are a number of complexities to be
observed.

The first complexity is tha t the basic Tamil numerals seem to have,
in their form, similarities to Tamil NOUNS, rather than adjectives. When
combined with other numerals, any form tha t precedes another takes on
what we might consider to be an A D J E C T I V A L F O R M ; we could also refer
to this as an O B L I Q U E form (cf. ^2.1 .5) . The numeral ' t en ' u ^ ^ j pattu
also has various allomorphs, depending whether it is combining with basic
numbers to form ' teens ' , in which case its form is u@ padi- (or sometimes

pada- or urifT pan-), or to form multiples of ten, where it has the form
padu (or in some dialects OJ^J vadu). Other numerals also have oblique

or adjectival forms, as seen in Table 5.4.
Such a table does not explain the complexities of the system. W h a t

we can observe is tha t the ADJECTIVAL or OBLIQUE form seems to be a
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Table 5.4: Oblique or Adjectival Forms of Numerals

Basic form of
gtfKJTgyp onnu
QijtfnjT® rendu
rLDgnni muunu
j5ngji naalu
S\4i>5< anju
^rpi aaru
$j(U} eera

gLbu^j ombadu
LJ^i^j pattu
^jlgl nuuru
^uSrjLD aayiram
a>3b6̂ Lb laksam
Carnq. koodi

numeral
'one'
'two'
'three'
'four'
'five'
'six'
'seven'
'eight'
'nine'
'ten'
'hundred'
'thousand'
iakh'
'crore'

Oblique or adjectival form
g(5 oru
g]p" ira-, @([5 iru-, rrrj n>-
dp muu-j Qp mu-
J5IT waa-
g ai-, ^ii> am-
^2U arw-
siQg eru
asm en-, si\h em-
(no special form; cf. below)
u@ padi-, ug) pada-
,p^>@ nuutti
^uilrr^^ aayiratti
(no special form; cf. below)
(no special form; cf. below)

truncated form of the basic cardinal number, minus what in some cases
appears to be a 'nominal' suffix.5 The oblique form, however, undergoes
various sandhi phenomena in combining with the other morphemes, and the
output of these is not very predictable. Essentially, the system is irregular
enough that we must specify all the permutations, as shown in Table 5.5.

The generalizations that can be made about the data in Table 5.5 are
the following:

• Long vowels in the basic numerals become shortened in combinations
that give multiples of tens; ^rpi aaru 'six' —•  ^JJJ aru-, as in < |̂j)|u ĵ
aru+badu 'six+ty'; in other cases the form is so truncated that it
is difficult to see its relationship to the basic numeral, as in ^l iu^j
ambadu 'fif+ty' and 67iiu^j embadu 'eighty'.6

• In the combinations with higher numerals, such as with hundreds and
thousands, other sandhi forms appear, which seem even less regular.

• The forms for 'nine', ninety' and 'nine hundred' are extremely irregu-
lar; a hitherto unmentioned morpheme Q ÎTOT tol- appears in combi-
nation with the next-highest decimal place in the case of 'ninety' and

5 This is clearer in LT than in ST; cf. Schiffman 1968 for more details.
6 Some dialects retain a more LT-like form for 'eighty': SlGRSTUgtf enbadu; others have

an unpredictable form 6TLDU51T̂ J embladu.
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'nine hundred' while the form for 'nine' appears to be a combination
of 'one' and 'ten.'7

It should also be noted that some alternatives to the forms in Table 5.6
occur:

• For STrrjapjinpi eranuuru '200' some speakers say j&lrr̂ tpirp iranuuru

• For «g42pnnr)l amuuru '500' some speakers  say ggcQgdTjp ainnuuru

• For ̂ Q^rnJrruD anjaayiram '5,000' some speakers have g
aiyaayiram

• For QrjtfKm_nu3l!jLb rendaayiram '2,000' some speakers say
iiraayiram

Some of these forms are forms closer to LT forms; Tamil numerals are
rarely written out; the 'international' forms of the numerals8 are in standard
usage in Tamilnadu (though Tamil forms of the numerals may still be found
in old manuscripts), so most speakers never see other speakers' 'spellings'
of numerals, and never notice the differences. Indeed, among educated
speakers, English names of numerals are in such common usage, especially
for dates, that instead of using the Tamil form of the date, many speakers
use the English.

aayirattu tollaayirattu tonnuuttettaam varusattule ange irundeen
'I was there in 1998.'

ttn- naintiyeytle ange irundeen
'I was there in (19)98.'

5.5.3 Numbers of Persons
The numerals can be used to refer to quantities of people, but if pronomi-
nalized, the following forms are used for a single person.

oruttan, go^gj orutti, g(53> (̂!5 oruttaru
'one male, one female, one person (hon)'

1 The system gives the appearance of having originally been an 'octenary' (eight-base)
system, with no words for 'nine', ninety' and 'nine hundred' so that when the system
became decimalized, something ad hoc had to be invented for these integers.

8 What we call in English the 'Arabic' numerals.
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For numbers higher than one, the regular number plus the word
peeru 'name' is used:9

anda vnttule, rendu peerukku taan inglis ieriyum
cIn that house, only two persons know English'

These forms may also be postposed to a noun, in which case they mean
a certain (one); one of (a set)':

en sneydar-oruttaru madureylerundu vandirukkaaru
'A (certain) friend of mine has come from Madurai (one of my
friends has come . . . ) . '

5.5.3.1 Indeterminate Quantities

To express indeterminacy of quantities, a number of syntactic devices are
possible, such as g© oru plus another number:

Q Cu©
oru pattu peeru ange irundaanga
'Around ten people were there; ten people or so were there'

The expression jgngy Cufj naalu peer, though it literally means 'four
people1, is often used to mean 'an indeterminate number of people; a bunch
of people; a group' much the way English 'a couple' does not always re-
fer to exactly 'two.' Indeterminate or approximate quantities can also be
expressed by combining numerals, e.g. j5rrc\*6j<sfr naalanju 'four or five' etc.:

Qrj£obT@(tpgEjp $u(j56}2>Lb cg*|f5jG<3> (^)([5<3>(3>gBpiLb
rendumuunu varusam ange irukkanum
'(I'll) have to stay there two or three years or so'

If the focus is on the inclusivity of something, the clitic s_ih um (cf.
^7.8.3) is added to the noun: Qfĵ ror© Gu^ib rendu peerum 'both (of the
people)'; jerrgji Cu^ii naalu peerum 'all four of the people'; u^gj GU^ID
pattu peerum 'all ten of them.' If Curj peer is omitted, the numeral plus
clitic means 'both things' but then the verb will be marked for neuter (and
perforce singular) as in

9In LT, there are pronominalized forms for persons up to five, i.e §]d3$W iruvar 'two
persons', (TpOJfj muuvar 'three people', JBITfiXXUP" naalvar 'four people', and gKUjj aivar
'five persons' but ST does not usually use these forms.
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rendum vandadu 'Both (things) came'

LDUJLDIT

paattaalum, naalu peeru enga sovaitu-kitte ninna mayamaa
taane irukkaanga

'Whenever you look, there's a bunch of people hanging around
our wall, gawking (as if in a trance)'

5.5.4 Ordinal Numbers
The above cardinal numerals can be made into 'ordinal' numerals by the
addition of suffixes, either ^LD -aam or ^su^j -aavadu though these two
suffices do not always 'mean' the same thing, nor is their use interchange-
able. c^«J^J aavadu may also  be suffixed to ci&gyQsm ettane to mean 'how
many-eth':

idu ettanaavadu tadave? 'This is the
how-many-eth time? (How many times has this been?)'

For dates, ^ i b aam is usually the preferred usage:

idu anjaam (anjaavadu) teedi
'This is the fifth (day) of the month'

-aavadu together with jsihup" nambar 'number' usually means 'that
which is designated with that number' whereas ^LD aam means 'that num-
ber in a series'. Compare:

• i§]3iJ <̂ (O<?rT5iĴ j J5ii>uij flJ® idu anjaavadu nambar viidu 'This is house
No. 5'

• ®^J JltQ^mb jBiiup- flT© idu anjaan nambar viidu 'This is the fifth
house (in a series)'

Most numerals take these two suffixes without problems, but the number
'one' has other forms:

€\) modal, as in QIDIT3>€\) QiDiT^axT modal-modalaa 'a t first, from
the very beginning'

QLDIT£&€\) ftj(g>un modal vahuppu 'first class'

(Jlgd ClLDrr3>€\xmi£&] 3>L_Qflj idu modalaavadu tadave

'This is the first t ime '
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onnaam as in onnaan teedi 'the first of
the month'

For further details about the idiosyncracies of numerals, see Asher (1982:191).

Table 5.5: Regular and Irregular Combined Forms of Numerals

'Teen' Forms
u fo Q JT> rrcrorflftni padinonnu
u GOTQfljTflHjr® pannendu
u@(ipgEp padimuunu
ug)flnTTg2i padanaalu
Li£)tfJT(6j3r padananju
û frfljTrnp padanaaru
ugjGfljTQj} padaneeru
U3>Q^JTI_® padanettu
u^Q^mhu^j pattombadu

Multiples of Ten
gld5u^j/(^l(T5aj^j) irubadu, (iruvadu)
(Lpuu^j muppadu
jBrTuu ĵ naappadu
^ l i u ^ j ambadu
^^^^/(^gjfiij^j) arubadu, (aruvadu)
6T(Lgu^]/(^T(ig6ijgj) erubadu, (eruvadu)
67^roru^j/(^TLbu^j) enbadu, (embadu)
Qas rTCTOrgĝ fTff)! tonnuuru

'eleven'
'twelve'
'thirteen'
'fourteen'
'fifteen'
'sixteen'
'seventeen'
'eighteen'
'nineteen'

'twenty'
'thirty'
'forty'
'fifty'
'sixty'
'seventy'
'eighty'
'ninety'
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Table 5.6: Multiples of Hundreds and Thousands

srrTjjnnnpi

jEiTgnnnpi

Q^IT6TT61TrTu3

CLp^unuSijih

6j^rni3prLh
nLLrru3[rir
gihu^rTuSrj

Hundreds

munnuuru
naanuuru
ainuuru
arunuuru
erunuuru
ennuuru

ijii tollaayiram
Thousands

Fib rendaayiram
muuvaayiram
naalaayiram

D anjaayiram
aaraayiram
eeraayiram
ettaayiram

ih ombadaayiram

'200'
'300'
'400'
'500'
'600'
'700'
'800'
'900'

'2,000'
'3,000'
'4,000'
'5,000'
'6,000'
'7,000'
'8,000
'9,000



Chapter 6

Syntax: Introduction

The basic order of constituents in a simple Tamil sentence is subject-object-
verb (SOV). Other orders can be found, but they range from simple stylistic
variation to unusual 'afterthought' word order, where the speaker has not
formed the sentence well and adds things after the basic order has been
established (usually after the verb has been made finite). Compared to
English, Tamil syntax is often the mirror-image of the order in an English
sentence, particularly when there are relative clauses, quotations, adjectival
and adverbial clauses, conjoined verbal constructions, aspectual and modal
auxiliaries, and other complexities.

6.1 Nouns
The simplest sentence can consist of two noun phrases, with no verb present
in the surface s t ruc ture . This is known as an equational sentence and
functions to make identity s ta tements :

g |^ j n<sfu0&<s&Lb idu pustaham 'This (is a) book. '

Such NOUN-NOUN constructions can also be very complex, with embed-
ded verbal constructions, adjectival participles and what-not :
(125) n>rn5J<3& ££QGUL_IH_ Q<s&msTT6ifl̂ @rfl(D«ijraa& (J|roCk\)

naanga tiivetti kollittiriravanga ille
We torch prowlers not
'We are not night-prowlers'

Nouns that are the subject of a sentence are usually in the nomina-
tive case, except in certain constructions involving stative and/or defective
verbs, and in constructions involving ĵ l© iru when it means 'have.'

139
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Noun phrases which are the subject of a sentence are generally the
first constituent in the sentence. Adjectives and other members of the
NOUN PHRASE precede the noun. Case markers, plural markers, and certain
quantifiers follow the Noun, as in:

avan-ukku 'to him'

korandenga 'children'

) 6Tftx\mb paal-ellaam 'all the milk'

6.2 Verbal Syntax
As mentioned above, verb phrases containing finite verbs are generally the
last constituent in the surface structure of a Tamil sentence. The order of
various constituents of the verb phrase is basically as follows.

_ / VBSTEM TNS (INF) (ASP) (MODAL) PNG \
~ { (COND) (NEG) J

This can be expanded somewhat as follows:

{ TNS (ASP) (MODAL)

(INF) (MODAL) (NEG)
(COND)

That is, a verb phrase (VP) consists of a verb stem (VBSTEM) plus
tense, plus optional infinitive (INF) plus optional aspect (ASP) and optional
modal (MODAL) and person-number-gender. If a conditional mode (COND)
is chosen, it is attached to tense; negation (NEG) must be attached to an
infinitive, in which case there is no PNG. When aspect (ASP) is present,
the AVP or past-marked verb stem must be used; aspectual verbs have their
own tense markers as well, or modal/negative; PNG is present if modal
and negative are not. (Cf. individual sections on these categories for a
discussion of the syntax of various categories.)

In general, the order of constituents in a Tamil verb phrase is the mirror
image of English order. Compare:
(126) «ijj5,gJ ©L_i4.(T5j5̂  j&loitt ggpub

vandu kittirund irukka num
come -ing be-lNF must
'Must have been com-ing'
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Table 6.1: Nominalized and Adverbial Adjectives

Nominalized adjectives Adverbial Phrases

inda viidu pudusu
'This house is new'

inda viidu pudusaa irukku
'This house is quite new'

idu sari
'This is fine'

idu sariyaa irukku
'This is okay now'

idu nalladu
'This is (a) good (thing)'

idu nallaa irukku
'Now it's good; it looks good'

@ (S&rrcxxb Qpmbu
inda kaalam romba moosam
'This weather is very bad'
(or: 'Times are bad')

b Chjmbu
inda kaalam romba moosamaa irukku
'This weather is bad right now'

6.3 Adjectival Syntax
Within the NOUN PHRASE, adjectives always precede a noun. If there is
no nominal form present, there can be no adjective. That is, a sentence
like English 'this is good' is not possible in Tamil; rather a Tamil sentence
must have the form 'this thing is a good thing' or 'this one is a good one.'

j5«xx\>SJ idu nalladu 'This thing  is (a) good thing.'

(For the formation of adjectival clauses, cf. ^5.1.)

6.4 Adverbs
There are no true adverbs in Tamil, i.e. none that one would list as such in
the dictionary. All adverbs are formed by the addition of ̂ ( i i ) -aa(y) to
nouns or NOMINALIZED adjectives, with one exception: j5€\x\) nalla 'good' +
^ aa —y nallaa 'well' (although j5*\x\̂ rr  nalladaa also occurs).1

Adverbial forms of adjectives occur in identity statements with copula
iru. The contrast between the two forms is given in Table 6.1.

1 In Brahmin dialect this item is regular, i.e. nallaa does not occur, but the nominal-
ization of nalla is nannaa; nalladaa also occurs.
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The two columns in Table 6.1. differ in meaning; the sentences with
nominalized adjectives mean 'habitually (so-and-so)' while the sentences
with adverbial phrases ^ gj© -aa iru- mean 'temporarily, at the moment
(so-and-so).' Or, it can mean that something has recently become or at-
tained the state in question: g)^j <jffl idu sari 'This is all right, this is
permanently all right' versus (&)̂ j tfrfliurr (^©i® idu sariyaa irukku 'This
is all right NOW, at the moment (but it wasn't before).'

With certain noun phrases marked with ^ gl© aa iru the meaning may
be 'temporarily serving as, functioning as', e.g. g|^j ttJ(g>UL| â nClo), ^fljrnr
g)uu ^ULJcrurr j&loi® idu vahuppu saale, aanaa ippa aaffiisaa irukku 'This
is (usually) a classroom, but now it's (serving as) an office.'

6.5 Negative Forms
Negation in Tamil is a rather complex phenomenon, and not simply a mat-
ter of taking some negative element (such as English 'not') and adding it
to a sentence. In some ways the Tamil system is skewed, with distinctions
found in affirmative sentences not found in the 'equivalent' negative sen-
tences, and vice-versa. There is, of course, a simple negative particle
Me which occurs in equational sentences

(127) § l^
idu en viidu Me
this my house not
'This is not my house.'

(128)
naanga tiivetti kollitiriravanga Me
We torch prowlers not
'We are not night prowlers.'

6.5.1 Ordinary Verbal Negation (Non-Future,
Non-Habitual)

The simplest kind of Tamil verbal negative is formed by adding euQo) -He
to the infinitive of the verb. This form means, in general, non-future and
non-habitual, i.e. beginning in the past and extending into the present.2

2 The LT form §|«\X0>€\) Mai when added to the infinitive requires a morphophonemic
611 v but this is deleted in ST, under complicated conditions (cf. Schiffman 1993). The
resultant ftQft) lie may in many cases be phonetically non-geminate, i.e. GurTflbftAelffO
poohalle is phonetically really [poihale] but to avoid confusion with other morphology we
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poohalle 'didn't go, isn't going'

varalle 'didn't come, isn't coming'

In the case of the verb gl© iru 'be located, stay, reside', the negative is
simply gl̂ bQo) tile. The form involving the infinitive, i.e. irukkalle, is found
only when (gj© iru is suffixed to another verb, e.g. as an aspect marker
(cf.f3.9).

• J5(T6TJT 6uj5@(S<i<3&wQtt) naan vand-irukkalle 'I didn't, haven't come; it's
not that I've come (it's that I've done something else).'

flJr â r7LJL5lLl(5)(i®L_ii).(j5<i(35wQa) avan saappittu-kitt-irukkalle 'he hasn't
been eating; it's not that he's been eating.'

6.5.2 Habitual Negative
The Habitual Negative is the only productive negative form in Tamil that is
not formed by affixing some negative morpheme to the INFINITIVE. Rather,
it is a SENTENTIAL negative, formed by adding -He to the present verbal
noun.

(129)
avan poduvaa padattukku pooradulle
he generally picture-DAT going-NEG
'He doesn't usually go the movies. '

(130) j5rraJT <9rn"£>rTrrflKJTLDiT LDmBtfib a1 mjL
naan saadaaranamaa maamsam saappidradulle
I usually meat eating-NEG
'I don't usually eat meat.'

Note that this form only means habitual negative when there is a time
adverb like Qurr^jajiT poduvaa 'generally' or artfrnveminn saadaaranamaa
'usually' in the sentence. Without these adverbs, the sentence is interpreted
to mean IMMEDIATE FUTURE NEGATIVE:3

(131)
naan innekki sinimaavukku pooradulle
'I 'm not going to the movie today.'

hold to the doubled form.
3 For some speakers, an immediate future negative interpretation is only possible if

the form is embedded, e.g. in JErTflJT ĵ flHJTQflJOT<!5© ff)6rfflLDrRlJ<35@ Cui7nrifflax3co-6POTflftr)l
(LpLJ)_61| UflKJTtfjtfF)L_GL_6iT naan innekki sinimaavukku pooradulle-nuu mudivu pannitteen
'I have decided that I'm not going to the movie today.'
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6.5.2.1 Past Habitual Negative

It is also possible to form a past habitual negative by embedding the ha-
bitual negative form before flrorgp -nnu irund-PNG. We gloss this as 'never
intended to (do s.t.)', meaning that it was their habit not to do such-and-
such, but now circumstances have changed.

(132)
muru skaalarsip kudukkradullennu irundaanga
'They never intended to give full scholarships.'

(133)
idu varekkum naan hindi padattukku pooradullennu

irundeen
'Up until recently I made a habit of never going to Hindi movies.'

6.5.2.2 Alternative Form of Negative Past Habitual

Another form, contrasting with that in ^6.5.2.1, and used perhaps in dif-
ferent dialects, is a form where the modal an.i_rr̂ j kuudaadu 'should not,
must not' is affixed to the verb and embedded before flroTgp (&)(njj5£> nnu
irund + PNG.

( 1 3 4 ) GurajT 6ii(T5̂ 2>i£) jBrnror gioSljfe^ uL_^>^j<iG<s&
poona varusam naan hindi padattukkee poohakuudaadunnu

irundeen
'Last year I managed to totally avoid seeing any Hindi movies.'

This form indicates a slightly higher degree of intentionality, and an
emphatic §j ee is suffixed to UL^gji® padattukku 'to the movies' to signal
this.

6.5.3 Future Negative
Unlike most other negative forms, the future negative is marked for person,
number and gender (PNG). Being a negative, the formation involves the
use of the infinitive of the verb, plus the future negative morpheme LDrnlil
maatt to which are attached regular PNG markers which agree with the
subject. When the subject is neuter, c^^J aadu is used instead of
maatt.

6urrLDmLi_rTttfT avan varamaattaan 'he will-not come'
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ĵrn5j<3& LDimLLnrsja niinga tuunga maattiinga 'you will-not sleep'

The morpheme ^ ^ j -aadu is a 'portmanteau morph' that functions both
as a neuter and the future negative and, like IDITL_L_ maait-, is attached to
the infinitive.

<2\&} 6urjTT̂ j adu varaadu 'it won't come'

The j -a of the infinitive is deleted before *Q&1 -aadu. Note that
this negative is not a HABITUAL negative; since the future positive form is
identical with the habitual form (e.g. ^su Currcurr ava poovaa means both
'she will go' or 'she would habitually go', 'she used to go'), it is important
to note that the negative of the habitual is formed by a different process.
(Cf. /6.5.2 for the form used to express habitual negative action.)

6.5.4 Negative Result Clauses: Verbal Noun +
anaale

Negative result clauses are formed by taking the verbal noun, e.g.
peesinadu and adding the instrumental ^romCta) anaale which translates as
'since, because, as a result.' The positive forms occur with either the past
or non-past verbal nouns.

Ci_i(£F)<5F£>6tfrnQa), jBntin SWrlLDrmji® Cums&roGlo) mare peen-
jadanaale, naan sinimaavukku poohalle 'Because it rained, I
didn't go to the movies'

The negative result clause is formed the same way, except that the
NEGATIVE verbal noun is used:

njrrrTjb ĵ + s\<sis\ + ĉ Ckx) varaadadu + an + aale — •
varaadadanaale 'since (it) did not come'

The negative verbal noun is tenseless, like all good negatives in Tamil; it is
formed by taking the infinitive and adding ^ ^ -aad- + ^ ^ j -adu:

aipr var(a) 'come' + ^ ^ aad- (NEG) + ^ ^ J -adu
varaad-adu 'that which does not come'

This is true for all verbs except ^1(5 iru which has j§]ox\) ill- as the stem
instead, i.e. glaxxyT^^j illaad-adu 'That which is not.' The negative result
form of g lo iru is thus ĵ ftx\XT0&£>fljrnC)ft) illaad-ad-anaale 'as a result of not
being' or 'since there wasn't (s.t.).' Note that this negative, like all other
negatives, is formed with the infinitive base, with deletion of ^ a before

aadu.
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var-aadu 'not coming'

pooh-aadu 'not going'

• <9FrnliL3i_nrgj saappid-aadu 'not eating'

Therefore, the formation of the negative result clause involves taking
the infinitive, adding <Q&\ aadu, then deleting one e_ u\ then adding
adu and deleting ©_ u; then adding 6̂urnQw anaale.

vara + aadu + arf«  + an + aa/e
varaadadanaale 'since (s.o.) didn't/wasn't

coming'

6.5.5 Negative Simultaneity: VB1 ^QLD -aame VB2

To express the notion that two actions are simultaneous but one is negated
(i.e. they are mutually exclusive), a construction that we call the simulta-
neous negative is used. The simultaneous negative is formed by adding the
suffix ^QLD -aame 'without' to the infinitive forming the so-called 'nega-
tive adverbial participle.' It simply means 'without verb-ing.'4 Used with
another finite verb, the notion is 'do VB1 without doing VB2.

• <SFrnJiJi_nQLD sujfeĈ flnr saappidaame vandeen 'I came without eating'
(or 'without having eaten.')

T peesaame okkaandeen 'I sat without speaking'

As these examples above, the subject of the two verbs is the the same.
However, when the subject is not the same, a causal relationship is implied:

cg>jftj(i5 oiprrQi-D jsneisi QunGensin avaru varaame, naan pooneen
'Since he didn't come, I left'

In this example there are two different subjects, cgjjflj© avaru and
avan] consequently, there is a cause-and-effect relationship implied: 'A do-
ing VB1 resulted in B doing VB2.' When ^QLD -aame is used with two
non-coreferential subjects (the two subjects are NOT identical), ^QLG -aame
forms are synonymous with ^^^wrnQa) -aadadanaale forms. That is, the
following is synonymous with the immediately previous example:

j5nwr GunCfljHir avaru varaadadanaale, naan
pooneen 'Since he didn't come, I left'

4LT has two forms, ^LDft) aamal and ^flJXD aamai, which, by various changes and
deletions, come out the same in ST, pronounced [a:me].
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Since the negative habitual form often translates as 'not VERB-ing', in-
stead of VERB-ing, without VERB-ing', with certain lexical items the mean-
ing can be equivalent to English adverbs, e.g. n^p-unnnQiD edirpaaraame
can mean 'unexpectedly':

(135)
yaaruvn edirpaaraame puttu nooylerundu
everybody not-expecting cancer disease-from

gonamadenjuttaan
recovered-he

'Against all expectations, he recovered from cancer.'

The form 6T@ijurnjnOLD edirpaaraame is the negative AVP of an intransitive5

form of the verb urr© paaru, meaning 'unexpectedly, against all odds, un-
foreseen', etc.

6.5.5.1 Simultaneous Negative + g)© iru: Durative Negative

The negative adverbial participle (VB + C^QLD aame ) when followed by
the verb @(TF, iru in its 'stative' meaning, is equivalent to the English 'to
persist in not doing (something)' or 'to continue' or 'keep on not doing
such-and-such':

• c9JftJ(!5 <9TTLJL5)i_nClLD ®©i@pT([5 avaru saappidaame irukkraaru
'He is fasting (he is going without eating'.)

een panam anuppaame
irukkriinga 'Why do you continue to not send money?'

This semantic complex is the negative equivalent of positive verbs with
kittiru 'durative':

b cg)ĵ juL51©L_Lq.(!5<i(g)f6f5k35 panam anuppikittirukkringa
'You continue to send money. '

5 Dictionaries list both a transitive and intransitive form of UfTir paar but only the
transitive form is common in ST; this form seems to have been lexicalized from the
intransitive stem.
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6,5.6 Obstinate Negative: VB + iDmlCi—OT-raâ j
maatteen-ngadu

The future negative first person singular, when followed by the quotative
verb 6Twr (e)n in its finite form, i.e. iii<s&̂ j -ngadu, i5i@fDrrcoT ngraan,
nnaaru, etc., gives the meaning 'refuse to VB.'6

<35niuLDrnlCL6iT-i5J<3&̂ j tuni kaaya-maatteen-ngadu 'The clothes
refuse to dry.' (lit. 'The clothes say, "I won't dry."')

korande saappida-maatteen-ngadu
'The child refuses to eat.' (lit. 'The child says, "I won't eat."')

CuiT<3&iJDmlCL_6OT-r5i@(DrreiT payyan skuulukku pooha-
maatieen-ngraan 'the boy refuses to go to school'

Since it is possible for inanimate objects to be the subject of these sentences,
it is not feasible to call this a quotative form, i.e. the literal meaning, 'the
x says it won't y' is not a possible semantic interpretation here. Rather,
the metaphoric meaning 'x refuses to y' is to be preferred. Note that the
PNG marker attached to maait- is always first person singular in form, i.e.
îeir -ten. It never agrees with the subject—only  the PNG of the 'quotative'

verb agrees with the subject.

uppu varamaatteen-ngadu
'The salt refuses to come out (of the shaker).'

Note that the tense of the verb 6T«FT  -n- can be past or present (but future
intent does not occur):

• ^fljtfir CurT<sbLDrnlCi_6iT-̂ OTfljOTrr6ir avan poohamaaiteen-nnaan
'He refused to go; he said he wouldn't go.'

6iT avan tuungamaatteen-ngraan
'He refuses to sleep.'

This tendency for the LT quotative verb 6"r«nr  en to function as a marker
of various morphological and syntactic processes indicates that it is in the
process of being grammaticalized in various ways, and is usually not to be
treated as a lexical verb in ST.7

6Though we transliterate f5l<S5̂ J as -ngadu, the first vowel is usually closer to [«•],  i.e.
-ngadu is phonetically [rjg«9»].

7The LT form is 6T6OT en and the AVP form is STGOTfTJI enru, so the change to retroflex flfffT
flJOT nn is predictable. What is not predictable is the loss of the initial vowel 6T e, which
gives credence to the claim that this verb is being grammaticalized. Like aspectual verbs
that have been grammaticalized from lexical verbs, the phonological rules governing their
derivation has changed.
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6.5.6.1 The Obstinate Negative Embedded

For a discussion of 'obstinate negative' forms embedded before other verbs,
cf Chapter 7, f7.3.3.1.

6.5.7 The Archaic Tenseless Negative

ST retains in modern usage the relic of an archaic tenseless Old Tamil
negative form where PNG markers are added directly to the stem with no
tense marker intervening. This formation is preserved mainly in certain
idiomatic expressions, e.g.:

(136) ĉ QetTCuj <s&nrG*TOrmi>
aaleyed kaanoom
man-ACC-EMPH see-1-PL-PNG
'Where is everybody?' (lit. 'We do not see the man at all')

( 1 3 7 ) u_irTQ[ju_|UD
yaareyum kaanoom
whom-lNCL see-1 PL PNG
'I don't see a soul.' (lit. 'everybody not-seen')

Here the PNG marker Q\b -oom 'first person plural' is added directly to
the stem of the verb d&raf&r kaan 'see', a verb not generally in use in ST.
This expression is used idiomatically to mean something like 'I don't see
a soul; there's nobody around, nobody in sight.' This negative cannot be
generated indiscriminately, since it is unproductive.8 Remnants of this pro-
cess are preserved also in the future negative animate, where PNG markers
are affixed directly to the stem LDITL_L_ maati (cf. ^6.5.3).

6.6 Interrogation

Interrogatives, or question sentences, are formed in Tamil in a number of
ways, the most common being by the addition of clitic suffixes or prefixes,
rather than by subject-verb inversion as in some languages. (For a discus-
sion of clitics, cf. /7.8.)

8The practice of affixing PNG markers directly to the stem is common in Old Tamil,
where it was a productive negativizing process—the  absence of a tense marker indicated
negation, and complete negative paradigms of verbs could be generated.
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6.6.1 The yes-no Question Marker Suffix ^ -aa
The type of question where the speaker simply requests information (usually
the 'truth value') about some event is formed by the addition of the suffix
^ aa to the LAST element in the sentence. This kind of question is known
as a YES-NO question. Questions of other sorts, such as WHICH of several
alternatives are valid, are formed with a different prefix.9

^ aa is usually added to the last element in a sentence, but it can
occur elsewhere, to focus attention on a particular element other than the
general truth value of the sentence. When other clitics are present, such as
cQ\h aam (/6.7), interrogative ^ aa may occur somewhere other than in
sentence-final position.

n^rr© raaman vandaaru 'Raman came' + ^ a —
? raaman vandaar-aa? 'Did Raman come?

g© LD<3WTrnib avarukku oru mahalaam 'They say he had
a daughter' + ^ aa —•  s\^(S>^>@ Qd5 LDd&srTraDiT? avarukku oru
mahalaam-ad? 'Do they say he had a daughter? (is it true that
he is supposed to have had a daughter?)'

raaman vandaaru 'Raman came' + ^ a —>  \jnwGs\rr
raamansLS. vandaaru? 'Did Raman come? (is it Raman

that came?)'

The usual rules about retention and deletion of final vowels and conso-
nants apply with the use of ^ -aa. That is, final e_ -u is deleted from all
nouns (for exceptions, see the sections /1.3 and /2.1.) before the addition
of ^ -aa, as in the first sentence above. Other vowels are retained and
glides LLJ y and su v are inserted according to the usual rules: LLJ y after i and
e; ai v after em uuy g o and ^ aa (other vowel sequences do not occur).

mare 'rain' — •  LDQ ÎLHT? mare-y-aa? 'rain?'

jgrfl nari 'fox' — • jBrfliurr? nari-y-ad? 'a fox?'

y> puu 'flower' — • y>ajnr? puu-v-aa? 'a flower?'

viraa 'festival' — • fl%nsurT? viraa-v-aa? 'a festival?'

• g|5TTr5iC<s&iT ilangoo ' (a n a m e ) ' — • g)$nn5]G<g&n«ijrT? ilangoovaa? 'Do you
mean Ilango?'

9Cf. ^5.2 and ^6.3.
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6.6.2 The Question Marker Prefix $r e-
Question markers similar to English 'wh-' question words ('which, when,
why, where, who,' etc.) have their Tamil equivalent in words which begin
usually with sr -e, e.g. srraCta enge 'where', n^Ctar eiiane 'how many',

evvalavu 'how much.' For a detailed explanation of -e forms, see
A and 5.2.

Note, however, that the question marker -aa and the question words
can never occur in the same sentence, unless one of them is referring to
something someone had said elsewhere:

avaru enge-nnu sonnaarul

avaru enge-nnu sonnaaraa?

'He said "where?"'

'Did he say "where"?'

6.7 The Reportive Marker ^LD -aarn
In Tamil a 'reportive' suffix ^ l i aam can be added to various constituents
to indicate that the speaker does not claim responsibility for the veracity
of the statement, but merely reports something. It translates into English
as 'they say' or 'apparently' or 'allegedly' or 'it seems that' or 'supposedly',
etc. It is usually added to the last constituent of the sentence (i.e. the verb),
but will be followed by interrogative ^ -aa if the sentence is a question:

CunrDrnjrnJD avaru pooraar-aam 'Apparently he'll go' + ^
aa —•  ĉ ftJ© CunrfDrnjrRBrT? avaru pooraaraamaa? 'Do they say
he'll go?'

But it can also occur somewhat idiomatically (or ironically) in other
places in a sentence, e.g. with reduplicated noun phrases:

(138) Qurfliu
periya ivar aam ivaru
big this-man-HON REPORT this-man-HON
'Well la-de-da, get a load of him.' (i.e. 'he thinks he's hot stuff')

6.8 Quotative Sentences
In Tamil we find many sentences with an AVP form of the 'quotative' LT
verb 6W en following a quoted phrase or sentence: S flrorggp -nnu VB. They
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cannot all be considered to have the semantic value of direct quotation.
Some instances of *ror@p -nnu are used to indicate indirect speech while
others indicate direct quotations. Still other uses express intent while others
indicate thought, hope, conjecture or other psychological states. When the
verb is finite, as in [5J(g>rDrTrej<s& -ngraanga, the semantic value is equivalent to
English 'they say' or 'people say' or 'it's rumored that . . . ' 'it's supposed
to be true that . . .', 'it's supposedly the case that . . . '

6.8.1 Direct and Indirect Speech
To generate sentences such as English 'John said that he would come' or
'Harry asked what time it was' or 'Mary thinks the weather will be nice',
one uses flroTggp nnu plus verbs such as Q r̂rcbga sollu 'say', C a ^ keelu 'ask,
hear', QJBQ ĴT nene 'think.' One simply takes the sentence which is being
indirectly quoted and embeds it in the matrix sentence 'NOUN .
-nnu VERB.'

(139) ggrrcir /iurjpDrnj/ flnnrgp
jaan [varraar\ nnu sonnaaru
John will-come QT said
'John said he would come.'

(140) rrrriDtfnifl /ixî nffl Giantism&i&] flrorgp G<3&L_i_rT©
raamasaami [mani ennaaccu] nnu keettaaru
Ramasamy [time what] QT asked
'Ramasamy asked what time it was.'

(141) Grrrrggn^ [&nwih J5$\X\)TT §|©<i@7 flroTgp QjBQfljra r̂mja
roojaapuu [kaalam nallaa irukkum] nnu neneccaanga
Roojaapuu [weather nice will-be] QT thought
'Rojaapuu thought the weather would be nice.'

When this is done in some languages (such as English), the verb of the
quoted sentence is changed to conform in tense to the other verb, i.e. WILL
becomes WOULD; IS becomes WAS, etc. In Tamil, this does not happen. The
embedded sentences have verbs with the same tense as they would have if
directly quoted, e.g. in English, 'Rojaapuu said, "The weather WILL be
nice."' What does change in Tamil is the pronoun, e.g. in the first sentence
John is being indirectly quoted. If we were quoting him directly in Tamil, as
in English, we would say ggnwr jBnwT fljijC(Dm-flyOTgip Qtf nwrroriT© jaan [naan
varreen]-nnu sonnaaru 'John said, "I will come."' Thus the only difference
in Tamil between direct and indirect speech is in the pronoun concord.10

10 See Asher 1982 for a further discussion of this.
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Thus, in Tamil, surface structure is simpler for asking questions or quot-
ing statements about other questions than it is in English. Suppose we have
the following situation in English:

• Bob asks, 'Did the train come?'

• John, to Harry: 'Did Bob ask WHETHER the train HAD come?'

In English, two changes must be made in Bob's question by John. In
Tamil the situation is simpler:

• Pillai asks: QjjuM) ajjfe^m^^rT? reyil vandaaccaa? 'Did the train
come?'

• Raja asks Sundaram: LSICTTQCTT Q[m3«\) ^jB^na^mfmyrgp C<s&L_L_rn5i<s&6TTiT?
pille reyil vandaaccaa-nu keettaangalaa? 'Did Pillai ask whether the
train had come?'

In Tamil, Raja is not obliged to change the form of Pillai's question,
only to embed it in another sentence before the quotative verb.

6.8.2 Intent
Often, the semantic notion of INTENT, i.e. 'x intends to do y' is expressed
in Tamil by a construction involving the verb (of the intended action) in
the form of the modal rorrib -laam, followed by 'quotative' flrorgp -nnu and
the verb (^(g iru or QJBQOTT nene 'think' in a finite form with PNG agreeing
with the subject.

or
avaru male pakkam poohalaam-nnu irukkaaru or nenekkraaru
'He intends to go to the mountains.'

In some dialects, particularly western dialects (Coimbatore and Salem dis-
tricts) near the Kannada-speaking area, as well as in the Tamil spoken
in Karnataka State, the modal used is ggpib -num 'must' instead of romb
-laam 'may.' There is, however, no difference in meaning and furthermore,
there is no notion of obligation intended. The meaning is still 'intend to do
such-and-such.' The above sentence in these dialects would thus be:

LDQCO ui<gbLi) Gurra^ibflrorgP gloiarr© or
avaru male pakkam poohanum-nnu irukkaaru or nenekkraaru
'He intends to go to the mountains.'
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6.8.3 Adverbial Participles (AVP)
6.8.3.1 Consecutive Action, Positive

Two sentences, the action of one of which is subsequent to the action of
the other, can be conjoined to produce one sentence of the English type,
(1) 'After coming to India, (2) I studied Tamil. When two Tamil sentences
are conjoined, the verb of the first is given past tense marking, and PNG is
deleted. If there is no vowel following the past marker, e_ u is added.

(142)
naan indyaavukku vandeen + tamir padicceen
I India-to came + Tamil studied
'I came to India' + 'I studied Tamil'

Since the tense of ajjjjC f̂tFr vandeen is already past, PNG is deleted:

(143)
naan indyaavukku vandu tamir padicceen
I India-to having-come Tamil studied
'After coming to India, I studied Tamil.'

This form of the verb without PNG is often called the PAST ADVERBIAL
PARTICIPLE, or AVP for short. With most verbs there is no problem in its
formation, but verbs which have past markers (&]riu -in-, we find, instead of
the expected participle, e.g. * fljrnsjgJjapj *vaanginu, that they have the form
sijr™® vaangi 'having bought, after buying' without ,*p nu. Furthermore,
a few verbs, namely cJt@ aaku 'become' and CurT poo 'go' have the AVP
forms ^ U J aay and Cunu_i(g|) pooy(i). These sentences translate as 'after
VERB-ing' in English but there is no 'word' meaning 'after' in the Tamil
sentences because this notion is given by the construction. The two actions
are understood to be CONSECUTIVE.

6.8.3.2 Consecutive Action, Negative -aame, aama(l)

The negative ('past') participle is attached to the infinitive, and has the
form -aame (LT aamai ) or -aama(l). Its meaning is 'not having VERB-
ed' or 'without VERB-ing' or 'instead of VERB-ing' or 'rather than VERB-
ing.' The negative adverbial participle of the copula iru is formed with the
negative stem ill-:

illaame 'not being', 'without (being)', 'instead of (being)'

Gums&rrQLD pooh-aame 'without going, instead of going'
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var-aame 'without coming, rather than coming'

samekk-aame 'without cooking, instead of cooking'

When two clauses are conjoined and the first NP is not identical to the
second, there is a RESULT implied between the two clauses.

(144)
avan varaame, naan pooytieen
he come-not-having, I go-DEF-PAST-PNG

'Since he didn't come, I left.'

For other NEGATIVE RESULT CLAUSES cf. ^6.5.4.

6.8.4 Adjectival Participles

The subject of adjectival clauses in Tamil has been dealt with extensively
in a recent work by Annamalai (1997).

6.8.4.1 Positive Adjectival Participles: Past or Present Tense
Marker + s\ -a

The adjectival participle (or AJP) is formed by deleting PNG from the past
or present tense marker and replacing them with adjectival s\ -a.

Embedded before a noun phrase only, the adjectival participle is used in
relative clause constructions in situations where English often uses lexical
adjectives.11

ir naan paa-tt-a payyan 'the boy I saw'

fln<s& ii>ng> ]̂ ennh^en uflnmi neettu kay maattu vaangna panam
'the money borrowed yesterday'

• 6~r,g)d£i>£>rTuuQ6\) (&)(Q)<3&(g>fD flJ© edutiaaple irukkra viidu 'the house which
is opposite'

Note that the s\ -a of the adjectival participle is syntactically equivalent
to the RELATIVE PRONOUNS 'which, that' of the relative clause in languages
that have postposed relative clauses, such as English. The s\ -a in Tamil is
always present, although the English equivalent may sometimes be deleted.

Adjectival participles can also be embedded before third person pro-
nouns S\&\, ^ttJwr, ^^(CTT), ^ojrsks^siT), <^^55 adu, avan, ava(l), avanga(l),
avaru with the meaning 's/he (etc.) who VERB-s/-ed'.

11 See Chapter 5.
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naan neettu paatt-avan
'he whom I saw yesterday' (lit. 'I yesterday saw-man')

LDU^^J CLDQW Sl(5<3&@PD̂ i marattu meele irukkradu
'that-which is at-the-top of-the-tree'

SL_QL_ CurmS kanakku tiitt-avanga-kitte pooyi
'Going to the people (with) whom we paid-off the account'
(lit. 'account cleared-people-to going')

Often these third person pronouns are best translated with phrases like
'the people who', 'the thing which', 'the man/woman who' rather than
literally. Since they are noun phrases, they can take case and postpositions,
other adjectives, and can be subjected to all the normal rules governing
noun phrases.

Note that relative clauses formed with AJP's are embedded before other
elements such as possessive pronouns, not after:

6T6OT 0&ibiJI neettu vanda en tambi
'My younger brother who came yesterday'

instead of *srriFT CJB^^J <UJB^ ^LDL5) *en neettu vanda tambi.

6.8.4.2 Negative Adjectival Participle: ^ ^ -aada

A negative adjectival participle (NAJP) can be formed by affixing <Q$> aada
to the infinitive of the verb. As with most other negative constructions,
there are no tense distinctions in the negative adjectival participle.

• 6TuuqLD (J)ax\)rT^ @C5J5nr(grj> eppavum illaada tirunaalu
'a holiday not (being) like always' ('an unusual day')

vi© «upTT̂ ajf5i<36 innekki varaadavanga 'the people who didn't/
don't come today'

l(J) kadavul illaada edatte enakku
kaattu 'Show me the place where there is no God.'

As with the positive adjectival participle, the negative participle can be
affixed with pronouns, as in the example above. The negative stem Ĵ |flx\)
ill is used instead of gl© iru. Just as gjwwndiD illaame often translates
in English as 'without (vERB)ing' (J|«\x\n^ illaada often translates as 'that
which lacks (s.t.), (that which is) without (s.t.) (s.t.)-less', e.g. <s&i_q5TT

6TL.LD kadavul illaada edam 'a godless place.'
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6.8.4.3 Verbal Nouns

Verbal nouns (also called participial nouns) can be formed by suffixing third
person pronouns <^|^i, cgHOJflrr, <JHOJ(5TT), <«>|«IJ[5J<S&(6TT),  S\€U(& adu, avan, ava(l),
avanga(l), avaru to adjectival participles.

paatta -/- adu — •  un̂ &^&gd paattadu
'that which saw, was seen; the act of seeing'

vanda + avanga — •  sujfe^siiraia vandavanga
'the people who came'

poohaada + adu Cums&n^^j — •  poohaadadu
'that which did not go; the act of not going'

illaada + avan — •  g(a)wn3>«u6OT illaadavan
'he who is/was not'

Verbal nouns can thus be either past or present, if positive, or they can be
negative, but without tense. Since they are nouns, they can also take case.

(145)
illaad-ad-anaale

'as a result of not being, since it was not '

(146) <swTOT<i<g> £££&$«ur5j<s&©L_Qi_ CunuS
kanakku tiitiavanga-kitte pooyi
going to the people (with) whom we cleared the account'

Note that when ^ ^ j adu is affixed, the meaning can be either relative
or factive. That is, ®(5<i(g>rD̂ ] irukkradu can either mean 'that which is'
or 'the act of being'. The verbal noun of the quotative verb *ror -n (see
/7.3.3.) is regularly used in factive constructions.

(147)
avarukku tamir teriyaadu -ngrade paiti marandutieen
him-to Tamil not-known FACTIVE, about I-forgot-coMPL
'I completely forgot about the fact that he doesn't know Tamil.'

6,9 WH-Interrogatives and Clitic Suffixes
Wh-interrogatives can combine with various clitic suffixes such as aLib -
Q -oo, <Q6u§} aavadu, and with negatives and conditionals, with interesting
semantic results.
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6 . 9 . 1 WH-INTERROGATIVES + 2_Lb -um

The clitic e_ib when affixed to noun phrases generally means 'and, even,
too.' When affixed to WH-interrogatives, the meaning is all-inclusive, or
universal.

• GTLJU eppa 'when' + fi_ih um — • ^ruuqih eppa-v-um
'always, every time, all the time'

yaaru 'who' + e_ib um — • Lunroib yaar-um 'everyone, everybody'

enge 'where' + fi-ii> um — • 6Tr5iQ<S6u_|ih enge-y-um 'everywhere'

Not all 67 -e words can be combined with e_ih um, however. *
enda + um 'which' and * edum 'which thing' do not occur. Instead, where
one would expect tfT^j edu + sub um, we get sr^jqii) eduvum or 67€\xurnb
ellaam 'all, everything.' Since STJS^ enda has to be followed by a noun, the
expected enda + NOUN + um is replaced by sittxxrr ellaa + NOUN + e_ih um.
E.g.:

$TOX\XT QJL@Q6UI_|L£) ellaa viiti~le-y-um 'in all houses'

When 6"TOX\XT . . . g_Lb ellaa . . . um modifies a 'count' noun, that noun must
be in the plural (or at least be an unmarked plural, as above), as in English.
When STaxxxT . . . gLii ellaa . . . um modifies a mass noun, it follows the noun
and is then realized as 6T€\x\XTib ellaam, e.g. paal-ellaam 'all the milk', ©«LQp"a)
rornb uur-ellaam 'the whole town.' 67OX\XT CISLOUD ellaa uur-um also occurs,
but means 'all the towns.' 6"Tfi\x\XT(r5Lb ellaarum is used with animates and
means 'all people.' 'Every' as an adjective is otherwise realised as gfljQfljnr©
ovvoru 'each, every', e.g. gftjCkurr© <gFUDU_i(ipib ovvoru samayamum 'every
time, sometimes.' 'Everyday' Cl^roni denam or gsuCkurr© jBrr^ih ovvoru
naalum.

Some of the other 6T -e + e_ib um types do not occur at all, e.g.
*eppadiyum and *evvalavum.

6 . 9 . 2 WH-INTERROGATIVES + Q -OO

The clitic suffix Q OO when added to verbs expresses doubt about the like-
lihood of an occurrence. When this suffix is added to WH-mterrogatives,
we get what have been referred to as 'indeterminate' pro-forms.

enge-y-oo 'somewhere (I don't know where)'

eppadiyoo 'somehow (I don't know how)'
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• 67uuC(5unr eppavoo 'sometime, at some point; whenever'

• ujnCrrrr yaaroo 'somebody'

edoo 'some, something'

ettaneyoo 'several (I don't know how many)'

evvalavoo 'a lot (I don't know how much)'

Sometimes 6T^^Q«JTCLUIT  ettaneyoo is reduplicated eig>
ettaneyettaneyoo to mean 'unbelievable amounts; unfathomable quantities;
lots and lots.' srG^rr edoo may be used adjectivally to mean 'some(thing).'

edoo konjam panam kuduttaa...
'If you give (me) a little something . . . '

We do not find 67n5̂ C$urr *endavoo of course, since 6Tj5g> enda must be
followed by a noun, which then could be affixed with Q OO, as in GTJB L̂J
uflKSTGuDrr enda panamoo 'whatever money.'

6 .9 ,3 WH-INTERROGATIVES -f ^(JU^J aavadu

This suffix makes things less doubtful than Q OO\ it implies that whatever it
is that is not clear will eventually be clear, or that specificity is not required
at this point—the details are known but not relevant, or not important, but
are retrievable.

engeyaavadu 'somewhere or other (I don't know right
now, or don't care, but it is somewhere)'

yaaraavadu 'somebody or other (I don't know who but we
could find out)'

edaavadu 'some kind or other (it doesn't matter what)'

eppadiyaavadu 'somehow or other (we'll find a way)'

edaavadu also can function as a kind of indeterminate adjective:
5 cgjjC® edaavadu oru aalu 'some guy or other (it doesn't matter

who).' This contrasts with ujnCrrrr g© c^® yaaroo oru aalu 'some guy, I
don't know anything about him'.
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6.9.4 WH-INTERROGATIVES + cih um + NEGATIVE

If ©_ih um + negative is added to *T -e forms, we get 'no-WH' type expres-
sions. The same construction, involving a negative verb, can also occur:

• 67f5jQ<s&iL|UD glwQo) engtyum ille 'nowhere'

eppavum ille 'never'

yaarum poohalle 'nobody went'

onnum irukkaadu 'there won't be anything'

• ujnQrriL|ib ttnCflrormi) yaareyum kaanoom  'I don't see anybody'

G"rraCl<3&iL|Lb Curra&roQft) avaru engeyum poohalle 'he didn't go any-
where'

b <g>@<i<s&rcQ«\) onnum kudukkalle  '(he) didn't give a thing'

ujnQrru_jib Q r̂fliuroClfl) enakku ange yaarum teriyalle 'I
don't know anyone there'

eduvum ille means something different from
but I can't put my finger on it.

Note that for 'nothing' we get QflyorgpLi j&]ttQc\) onnum ille 'nothing'
(cnot even one thing'). The literal meaning of SBLIB g)a£la) -urn ille is 'not
even' and used with NOUNS instead of 67 e- forms, it has this meaning:

• Q(5 flnutfrrqib (<£|roQ*\) oru paysaav-um ille 'not even a paysaa'

• g© <SE>U anuLSliLjii) Cum_Q€\) oru kap kaappi-y-um poodalle
'(They) didn't even offer (me) a cup of coffee'

6.10 Conditional
Conditional sentences ('If'-type sentences in English) are formed by adding,
in the place where PNG would normally occur, the suffix cg}>(̂ ) -aa(l). This
is added to the PAST stem of the verb only, and thus tense and PNG are
neutralized, i.e. the conditional of a verb gives us no information about
tense or PNG.

paattaa . . . 'if (some)one sees . . . '

avaru vandaa 'if he/she came/comes'
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• j§ tfniJiJhLLjT nit saappittaa 'if you eat/ate '

If the verb is aspectually marked, such as with g|© iru or («S1® (v)idu,
the suffix ^ -aa is added to the AM in the past:

s «IJjBgJojB^rr  avan vandirundaa 'if he had come. . . '

• GumsfuiL «uj5@L_L>nr poost vandiiiaa 'if the mail definitely came. . . '

\E CunuS^jB^rr ^ Q ^ uu^@([5uCu nil pooyirundaa ade paattiruppee
'if you had gone, you would have seen that. '

In some dialects, a variant (̂SExS&rr -aakkaa occurs instead of ^(ro) -aa(l):

fljj5^rr<i<s&nr avaru vandaakka 'If he comes.. . '

Since tense is neutralized in the conditional, the tense of the verb in
conditional clauses is determined (interpreted semantically) by the tense of
the verb in the larger context, usually the verb in the next clause:

(148) ĉ iflJ© nJjB^rr n>rrctn"
avaru vandaa, naan pooreen
'If he/she COMES, I'll go'

(149) STC^IT Qd&rrcQ̂ Lb u
edoo konjam panam kuduttaa, uur-ellaam sutti kaattreen
some little money give-coND town-all around show
'If you GIVE me a little money, I'll show you the whole town' (or
'If you GAVE me a little money, I'd show you the whole town')

(150) ^JBSS) ^^©©jfe^nr JBTOJT CurTuS^uCuwT
tandi vand-irundaa, naan pooy-iruppeen
'If a telegram HAD COME, I would have gone'

Since the conditional marker is added to the past of the verb it is also not
possible to have conditionals of certain modals and other categories, except
by periphrastic constructions (cf. ^6.10.1 below). Note that the conditional
suffix contains a final c\) -/ which does not appear unless something is suffixed
to it (cf. the Concessive ^6.10.4 below).

6.10.1 Syntactic Conditional: flnnggp -nnu + ^G\) aa(l)
The quotative verb (sr )^ (e)n may be conditionalized; the form is then
T̂OT̂rorn" nnaa. When a sentence precedes asmesmr -naa we can get a kind of

sentence-conditional meaning 'if it is the case (that x) ' Nouns alone may
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be followed by tfrorannrT nnaa, which then functions as a kind of TOPICAL-
IZER or a marker of FOCUS. Its meaning is somewhat difficult to translate
idiomatically in English; (lit. 'if one SAYS X . . . ' ) , but the loose translation
is generally something like, 'as far as X is concerned' or 'regarding X . . . '
or 'since you mentioned X . . . ' or 'speaking of X . . . '

uu3^@iuih sinimaa-nnaa, avanukku payttyam
'As FAR AS movies are CONCERNED, he's just crazy (about them).'

Qprnhu g|a£i_ii> miin kari-nnaa, enakku rompa
istam 'Now fish curries, that's something I really like.'

When a sentence precedes the rimasmrr -nnaa, the construction is equiv-
alent to the ordinary conditional, semantically. That is, the following sen-
tence pairs mean the same thing:

avan vandaan-nnaa 'if he comes . . . '

avan vandaa 'if he comes . . . '

The -nnaa type of conditional is somewhat more common in ST than
in LT; it is however REQUIRED when the verb that precedes it cannot be
conditionalized the ordinary way, i.e. it has no past stem. Modals or
habitual negatives are of this type:

jBnrrirr eur^Crosin adu veenumnnaa, naan
varreen 'If that is needed, I'll come.'

The meaning of flrorflrorrT -nnaa is often epistemic, i.e. it can often be
translated 'if it is true that . . . ' or 'if it is such that . . . ' or 'If it turns out
that . . . ' , etc.

6.10.2 Negative Conditional ^i lLn -aattaa
The negatives of the conditional are formed by the addition of a negative
morpheme ^ i l i l -aatt- to the INFINITIVE (the usual rule) followed by the
conditional morpheme ^(nfy-aafl). In some dialects, the form is
aaiti instead of ^LLL-IT -aattaa

vara-aatt-aa 'if (s.o.) doesn't come.'

<3FrTLiiJ)L_rnlL_rT saappidaattaa 'if (s.o.) doesn't eat'

j£ Qtfmx\rrilu|. ĵ nwr Q^nr^Cpwr nil sollaatti naan solreen
'If you're not going to say it, 77/say it.'
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A morphophonemic rule reduces vowel sequences -aa to a, i.e. sup" +
C^LILJT vara + aattaa becomes varaattaa. Modals and defective verbs can
also have negative conditionals.

Curr<3b(ipu).iurTL_i_rr pooha-mudiyaattaa 'if (one) can not go'

The syntactic version of the negative conditional is more common in ST
than the morphological, however. This consists of embedding a negatively
marked verb before flrorannrr nnaa, rather than 'negativizing' flrorgp nnu:

j5rreir CunCproT nii poohamudiyallennaa naan
pooreen 'If you can't go, I'll go.'

<5Fifl veendaamnnaa sari
'If you don't want (s.t.) it'spkay.'

6.10.2.1 Negative Conditional of ^1(5 iru

The verb 'be' gl® iru, which is irregular in its negative (j&lrcCko Me instead of
the expected (&)([3<3&€\£k\) irukkalle), also has a negative conditional which uses
the i&laxv ill- morph as the verb stem to which the negative and conditional
morphemes are added:

J&j*\x\)nilL_rT illaattaa cif it is not. . . '

This often is equivalent semantically to English 'otherwise' as in:

Curr@>ii alamaariyle poodu
illaattaa kaanju poohum 'Put it in the cupboard. Otherwise, it'll
get dried out.'

illaatttaa may also function as a marker of 'disjunction', i.e.
'(either) this or that' or to mean 'or if not' or 'otherwise.'

j§ j5rrQ6TT<s&© Gumswurnb; J&lax\rriLi_rT jBmEnQsni® GumsbggpiLb nii
naalekki poohalaam; illaattaa naanaalekki poohanum 'You may
go tomorrow; or, you will have to go the next day.'

6.10.3 The Conditional + £>rTGfln -taanee
The conditional plus ^nC^T -taanee 'emphatic' often occurs without a result
clause, meaning 'if you'd only VERB-ed' (with the illocutionary force of 'I
told you so!').

C<55L_i_rr frndtm . . . keettaa-taanee . . . 'If you (had/would) only
ask(ed) (me, I would have told you].'
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6.10.4 Concessive

By the addition of the clitic gLib -um to the ^ o ) aal- suffix, we get a con-
struction known as 'concessive', i.e. 'even if . . . ' , 'it doesn't matter if . . . . '
'Even conceding (x) . . . '

g
avaru panam kuduttaalum naan pookamaatteen
'Even if he pays (me) money, I won't go.'

g
panam vandirundaalum neeram irundirukkaadu
'Even if the money had come there wouldn't be enough time.'

Lb niinga poohalaam-nu irundaalum
. . . 'Even if you intend(ed) to go . . . '

6.10.5 Concessive + *r e-words
If a 67 e-word (WH-interrogative) is followed by a verb in the concessive, we
get clauses which translate in English as 'no matter wh-' or 'wh-ever' or
'any old wh-':

67LJU UrT^&^ITgaLb ggSOTflJTO) U<5b<3&lb JBITgfl C u © &*U\. jgtffflTflKJT LJDUJLDrT

3>rrC«yr (̂[jiî nDrmaicSb eppa paattaalum jannal pakkam naalu peeru
kuudi ninna mayamaa-iaanee irukkraanga. 'Whenever you look,
a bunch of people are crowded around the window, gawking.'

The phrase eruu u(T3>̂ rrgiiii> eppa paattaalum^ though it can be interpreted
lit. ('whenever seen') has assumed the illocutionary force of 'always' or
'every time you look' or 'every time you turn around' or simply 'often.'

rfl yaaru vandaalum, sari 'Whoever comes, it's okay'
('It doesn't matter/doesn't make any difference who comes', etc.)

6Tr5iQ<3& GurrorrTgaLb S\Q&> €urma>wn\h enge poonaalum ade vaangalaam
'Wherever you go, you can buy it.'

G<s&L_L_rrg2iLb |̂«u6iT ©©uurrwr evvalavu keettaalum avan
kuduppaan 'He'll pay whatever (they) ask.'

ettane tadave sonnaalum avan keekkamaattaan
'No matter how many times (you) say (it), he won't get it.'
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6.10.6 Syntactic Concessive
In addition to the 'morphological' concessive form discussed in ^6.10.4.
above, there is another form called the syntactic concessive, formed by the
use of the quotative verb flrorggp nnu in its conditional form flf&rflnnrr(a)) -
nnaa(l). By the addition of e_ib um or <3Vvi_ kuuda to fljtfrflnmT(6\)) -nnaa(l),
we get the syntactic concessive. What is embedded before flrorgp nnu is,
of course, a complete sentence with a finite verb (if there is any verb), in
contrast to the morphological concessive, where c^gaii* -aalum or ^ aa +
avvi— kuuda  is added to the past stem of the verb. Thus we get sentences
like:

veenum-nnaalum, naan poohamaatieen
'Even if required to, I won't go.'

ongalukku tamir puriyum-nnaalum avan aangilam peesuvaan
'Even if (you) understand Tamil, he'll speak English.'

6.10.7 Negative Concessives
The negative concessive forms are formed by the addition of the negative
(conditional) morpheme C&LLIL -aait- to the INFINITIVE followed by the con-
ditional morpheme ^ ( ^ -aa(l) and the concessive e_ii> -um or <̂ .i_ kuuda.

b pooha-aatt-aalum 'Even-if (one) doesn't g o . . . '

A morphophonemic rule reduces vowel sequence -aaa to ^ aa, i.e.
varaaattaa becomes varaattaa.12

A negative syntactic concessive can be formed by embedding a negative
sentence before the ordinary -nnaalum of the syntactic concessive.

tfffl puriyalle-nnaalum, sari
'Even if (you) don't understand, it's okay.'

6.10.8 WH-Interrogatives + Dubitative Q OO
WH- interrogatives plus a verb plus dubitative Q OO gives a structure which
means 'it doesn't matter wh-' or 'no matter wh-' or 'wh-ever (VERB)' .

12The LT form of ^^LLI FT -aattaa is formed by suffixing an archaic negative ^ aa
to the infinitive, followed by the conditional of the verb flS)© vidu: Gun<SbrTfl5)L_L_rTC\)
poohaavittaal, followed by S_LD um for concessive, etc. The intervocalic €U v is deleted
by a process that is complicated but fairly regular in ST. Cf. $1-3, Sandhi.
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miittar evvalavu kaattradoo avvalavu taan kuduppeen
'I will pay whatever amount the meter shows and no more ('No
matter what amount the meter shows, I will pay that amount
only').'

This differs in meaning from wh-words plus concessive, e.g.
<3brnJ_Lq_6OTngaLD f̂ljftjsimj (g>©uGuttrr meetar evvalavu kaattnaalum

avvalavu kuduppeen would mean 'I will pay whatever the meter indicates,
no matter how high it goes' whereas with Q OO it means 'whatever the
correct amount is, as indicated by what the meter shows'. (This might be
in the context of a taxi driver demanding supplements and extras ('night-
rate') in excess of charges registered on the meter.)

6.11 Consecutive Action
Tamil has a number of ways to express one action following another. Most
of these constructions differ slightly in how they express the IMMEDIACY
of the action that follows. That is, one can express whether the action
is almost simultaneous, follows on the heels of another action, or merely
follows it some time afterward.

6.11.1 Simultaneity
When simultaneity or co-occurrence of two actions is what is expressed,
especially if the subjects of the two verb phrases are different, AJP + JILJU
appa 'time-when' usually occurs.

jBrrcoT fiUfjpDuu s\€U(& CarruSgjidb® GuranTT© naan varrappa, avaru
kooyilukku poonaaru 'When I came, he went to the temple.'

The phrase sup-fDuu varrappa is formed by the addition of ppa 'when'
to the ADJECTIVAL PARTICIPLE.13 This expresses the notion that the two
actions described are, for all practical purposes, simultaneous, or the first
is triggered by the onset of the other action: 'When I came, he went to the
temple.'

The structure of the syntax of these phrases is basically:

VERB1-SC AJP c l̂UU appa, . . .VERB2

1 3See ^5.2.1. for a discussion of different ways to form this expression. ULJ ppa is a
reduced form of LT CuiT^i poodu 'time.1
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The AJP form can be either past or present. For future, many speakers
use a more LT-like phrase GU L̂D Currgj varum poodu which uses the future
neuter as an AJP before the LT Cun^j poodu 'time.'

6.11.2 Immediate Consecutive Action
Immediate consecutive action may be expressed by suffixing a_ih -um (or
gi_GkjT odane 'immediately') to the PAST VERBAL NOUN, as in:

riSlL_L_^jii) tfnrLJL5)L_ Cums&flXTUMT siuimaa viitadum, saappida pooha-
laamaa? 'Shall we go somewhere to eat after the movie (lets out)?'

naan ade sonnadum
avarukku koobam vandadu 'As soon as I said that he got mad.'

itg) Currajrrr© avaru saappiitadum, tavunukku
poonaaru 'As soon as he had eaten, he went to town.'

For an explanation of formation of verbal nouns, see ^6.8.4.3.

6.11.3 Immediate Consecutive with gi_Gkn odane
Another way of forming the immediate consecutive is by adding the post-
position Qi_QflJT otane 'immediately' to the PAST ADJECTIVAL PARTICIPLE
(AJP).

naan madureykki poona-odane, avare paatteen.
'I saw him right after I got to Madurai.'

6,11.4 Verbal Noun and Dative
Relative consecutive action can also be expressed with verbal nouns (in the
dative) followed by postpositions that mean 'before' or 'after.' (Cf. ^2.4.3
on postpositions with the dative.)

The VERBAL NOUN is in the PRESENT and marked for the DATIVE CASE,
followed by iJrirr̂ JTrrQcx) pinnaale or ]̂ui_|fDih appram; both mean 'after.'14

saappidradukku pinnaale 'after eating'

GurTTD<gjj(i(g> ^uLipoLb pooradukk-appram 'after going'
14 The ST reflexes of LT L5)6tfT pin and Qp^isi mun vary tremendously from dialect to

dialect; cf. ^2.4.3.9.
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h poonadukk-appram 'after (s.o.) went'

If the intention is to state an action that followed another action in the
past, the past verbal noun is needed; the present may be used to describe
actions that have not happened yet, but will be in a certain sequence when
they happen. No immediacy is expressed with these forms.

6.11.5 Infinitive for Simultaneity
In some cases, the infinitive can be used to express simultaneity. This is
very common in LT and less so in spoken.

avan vara, naan saappittukittirundeen
'I was eating as he came.'

naama onnu nenekka, nadandadu veere onnaa pooccu
'All the time (that) we were thinking one thing, something completely
different (and unexpected) was happening.'

This use of the infinitive can be replaced by adjectival participle plus
-appa in most cases:

avan varrappa, naan saappittukittirundeen.
'When he came, I was eating.'



Chapter 7

Complex Syntax and
Related Topics

7.1 Syntactic Modality: Probability,
Possibility and Chance

7.1.1 Syntactic Possibility

In addition to the 'morphological' modals romb laam 'may', gpLi) -Num
'must' and (\p\s\. mudi 'can', there are syntactic constructions which give
various degrees of probability and/or possibility. One of these, a form
which generally can be translated '(it) might just be possible that (x)' or
perhaps (x) will (y)', takes the form of a verb appearing in the concessive
(cf. ^6.10.4) followed by the same verb with the modal laam affixed to it.
Examples:

b mart vandaalum varalaam
'Rain might just possibly come.'

ajrrC«ijdOTLq.u3([5ji5^rTgaii
angeyrundu tirumbi varaveendiyirundaalum irukkalaam
'It might just turn out to be necessary to come back from there.'

In terms of chance and probability, the degree of certainty underlying
the semantics of this form could be said to be approximately 40%, i.e. the
chances are LESS THAN EVEN that the event in question will occur.

169
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7.1.2 60% or more Certainty

When the degree of certainty or probability that an event will occur is
greater than chance, i.e. more than 50%, a different construction from that
in /7.1.1 is used, namely, one where the verb in the concessive is followed
by the same verb in the future/indefinite, instead of with the modal
laam.

wr irundaalum iruppaan
'He will probably be (there).'

nb naama munnaaleeye
saappittaalum saappituvoom 'We'll probably eat beforehand.'

Note that the reduplicated verbs with concessive and either laam or
future indefinite can be affixed to other verbs to get more complex con-
structions, as in /7.1.1 above.

7.1.3 Negative Probability

The negative of the forms in /7.1.1 is formed by affixing the 'negative
participle' ^QLL aame to the verb in question and following it by ^©jfe

irundaalum irukkalaam, e.g.

avan varamaaiteennnu sonnaalum sollalaam
'He might say that he won't come.'

Similarly, the negative of /7.1.2 is formed by affixing ^QLD -aame to
the verb, and following it by Slojb^rrgaib (£)((5LJurrcOT irundaalum iruppaan,
e.g.

avar viiitle samekkaame irundaalum iruppaan
'He probably won't be (doing his own) cooking at home.'

The 'expected' negative forms, i.e. something like *poohaaitaalum pooha-
maattaan, while perhaps acceptable grammatically to a native speaker,
would not be assigned the meaning a speaker of English would expect and
would not be used by a native speaker.
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7.2 Reduplication
7.2.1 Reduplication, Positive-Negative: VB1 POS-AVP +

VB1 NEG-AVP

Tamil has various ways of indicating that two actions are almost simul-
taneous, or so immediate that absolutely no time elapsed between them.
Essentially this involves taking a positive form of a verb and reduplicating
it in the negative. One way is to reduplicate a verb where the first term
is in the form of the positive past participle (AVP) plus optional e_ii -um
followed by the same verb stem in the form of the negative past participle
(AVP) means 'before (even) VERB-ing.' Another way is to take a verbal
noun and follow it by the negative form of the verbal noun; both are suf-
fixed with e_ii> um as a kind of conjunction. Sometimes the immediacy is
perceived as so quick that the one following almost precedes the other.

• GujBgtiiD surrnQiD vandum varaame 'before even coming;
(or) as soon as (he) arrived'

• <9FnuL5lL_©Lb <3FiTLJiJli_nQiD saappittum saappidaame 'before eating;
before even getting a chance to eat; as soon as (s.o.) ate'

vandum varaadadumaa 'before coming, even be-
fore coming; (or) the minute (he) walked in'

rT eendiruccadum eendirukkaadadumaa
'before (I) even had a chance to get out of bed'

paattum paakkaadadumaa 'without seeing,
before seeing, pretending not to see (i.e. blindly, ignorantly)'

D Q̂ rfliLinQLD ierinjum teriyaame 'without knowing,
unwittingly, whether knowingly or not, i.e. ignorantly'

DrT kuliccadum kulikkaadadumaa
'before bathing was finished; before (I) could do anything else, i.e.
(very) early in the morning'

While the first instance of the verb is usually the simple past participle
(positive) plus SLLD -urn, the second member can be various forms of the neg-
ative participle, either adjectival or adverbial, and often with an adverbial
^(ILI) -aa(y) attached, as in un^^iii ums& r̂r̂ îLDnr paattum paakkaadadu-
maa 'unseeingly, blindly, ignorantly (lit. 'seeing and yet not seeing') which
of course translates best as an English adverb.1

1Note that 67J5@(Qj eendiru 'to arise, get out of bed1 is derived from LT 67(Lj}J!>@(r5
eruntiru by deletion of intervocalic y) r and compensatory lengthening of the vowel.
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7.2.2 'Echo-word' Reduplication
In Tamil, as in other South Asian languages, there is a kind of reduplication
process which consists of taking a lexical item, e.g. puli 'tiger' and following
it with the same item reduplicated, except that the first CONSONANT AND
VOWEL are replaced by the CV sequence © ki-, e.g. L_|S9 S«9 puli ki-li. The
meaning of this construction is '(Item) and other things like it.'

• L\S QS puli kili 'tigers and other beasts'

• up"ilQi_ ©P"I1QL_ paratte kiratte '(a) disheveled and unkempt (person)'

• (S&rnJLS) SULS kaappi kiippi 'coffee and other beverages'

• CUITUJLL® &L_© pooyttu kiittu 'going, and other activities'

• umbi_| Sii)L| paambu kiimbu 'snakes and other reptiles/pests'

©[jLb maram kiram 'trees and other growing things'

Sihifl tummi kimmi 'sneezing and other inauspicious noises'

Note that if the vowel of the first item is long, the vowel in © ki becomes
& kii; note also that verbs can also be the 'item' involved in the process, as
in Gumi-iiL© SL_© pooyitu kiittu and ĵibifl ©ibiB tummi kimmi above.

7.2.3 Emphatic Reduplication of Infinitive and
Finite Verb

The last verb of an utterance (usually a modal verb) can be reduplicated
for emphasis by taking the infinitive of the finite verb and adding emphatic
£j -ee to it while placing it before the finite verb, i.e. VB1 + INF + ee +
VB1 FINITE. There can be various possible configurations: reduplicate the
infinitive of the main verb (plus §j ee), reduplicate the auxiliary verb, etc.

LDrriLCL_flJT vaanga maatta-v-ee maatteen
'I just won't buy (it), that's all.'

CurT<s5LDrrilCL_riT poohavee poohamaatteen 'I won't go at all.'

mudiya-v-ee mudiyaadu
'(I) just can't possibly (do it).'

• ®(!5<i<9&C«iJ Sl©<i@ irukka-v-ee irukku . . .
'It's there, no doubt about it . . . '

Asher (1982:168) gives examples of many combinations of this pattern.
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7.2.4 Distributive Reduplication
Reduplication of interrogative pronouns (and some non-interrogative pro-
nouns) has a DISTRIBUTIVE function, i.e. it specifies different kinds of
things, or links different things in a certain relationship, or distributes qual-
ities among various members of a set of things.

sieintm + STWTfljr enna + enna — •  ^lenQemeinm enn-enna
'what (all) kinds of (things are there)?'

+ frTiiCta enge + enge — •  srraCteraCte engenge
'where-all; in what different places?'

+ ujnr© yaaryaaru 'who-all?'

avangavanga 'all kinds of different people'

ettaneyettaneyoo '(I) don't know how many
(different things)'

• S\Sfl + S\Sfi ddu + adu — •  S\&§$ adadu 'each and every thing'

(151)
engenge pooyirukkiinga
where-where go-PERFECT
'Where-all did you go?'

(152) STtfBTQfljTflnw u^pih *urn5j<3&gBpiLb
enn-enna param vaanganum?
what-what fruit buy-MUST
'What-all kinds of fruit should (I) buy?'

(153) ^ftjradwiiraa Q<S6rr\pjfeQ^br5J<
avang-avanga korandenga avang-avangalukku arakaa-iaan
different-people's children different-people-DAT, beauty-only

teriyum
appears
'To each (different) person, their own children are beautiful.'

(154) c£i£>Si<i@> CjBCTii) arrexxb airj^iih
ad-adukku neeram kaalam varanum
it-it-DAT time season come-MUST
'For each and every thing there is a time and place.'
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7.2.5 Reduplicated Onomatopoeic Expressions
For a discussion of onomatopoeic expressions, cf. /7.5.

7.3 The Quotative Verb 6ffOT<jgg)l -nnu in
Complex Sentences

(Cf. /6.4 for a discussion of flrorgspi -nnu in simple sentences.)

7.3.1 flHJTgBp -nnu: Relative Clause/Embedded
Sentence Marker

In LT there is a verb STWT era- which historically meant 'say, think, mean'
and occurred in all finite and non-finite forms. In ST the stem of this verb
has the form GOT -ra- but not all the finite forms occur. Furthermore, it is not
clear that syntactically it is a lexical verb in all of these structures, though
it is usual in Tamil grammatical tradition always to treat it thus. The most
frequent form of it is the 'past participle' which in spoken BT is 6OT,§p -nnu
and in NBT flrorgp -nnu. If we take this item to be a lexical verb, it would
mean literally, 'having said, thought, meant'; but since it is used in many
different ways, not all of which can be assumed to overtly represent explicit
oral or mental activity, it is more convenient to consider flr&rgp -nnu and
its finite forms to represent a number of different things in Tamil grammar.
Primarily, we see it as a form that is being GRAMMATICALIZED to function
as a syntactic marker of various sorts, not as a lexical verb.2

The commonest use of flrorggpi -nnu is as a marker of relative or comple-
ment clauses, which in English are usually marked with THAT, as in:

ir $u(5C*u6OTflrorggpi QtfrrcirCfljTflfT naan varuveen-nnu sonneen
'I said that I would come.'

The English relative/complement clause marker, THAT, is often deleted,
as in 'I said (that) I would come' but in Tamil the flroTggpi -nnu is always
present in surface structure. Many kinds of other embedded sentences and
clauses are followed by flfbrggpi -nnu in Tamil, and we will consider ttF&rgp
-nnu in these to be simply a marker that something is embedded, i.e. origi-
nates in another clause or sentence but is brought into the MATRIX sentence
by some process. Usually what precedes flrorgjp -nnu is a complete sentence,
i.e. it could stand alone without that which follows flrorgp -nnu. When

2This is evident also from its reduced phonological form, i.e. lacking the original
initial vowel.
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non-sentences precede it, flr&Tgspi nnu it must take a different form; these are
discussed in §1A and /7.5 below.

7.3.2 flnjTgEpi nnu in Intent Constructions

In addition to the 'intent' constructions described in ^6.8.2, there are some
alternative constructions and other problems connected with INTENT.

7.3.2.1 Intent

The commonest intent construction has the structure VB-wmb
nnu + gl© iru.

@©<i(g>C{Dfljr naan poohalaamnnu irukkreen
'I intend to go; I'm planning to go; I'm thinking of going.'

In most of these constructions the copula (Jl© iru can be replaced by
the verb QjgQfljr nene 'think, hope' without semantic change, except that
the constructions with QJBQWT nene seem to be somewhat more DEFINITE in
intent.

It should be also noted that the semantic range of these constructions in
English involves not only intent, but DECISION, FEELING LIKE, WANTING
TO, as in:

naan male pakkam pookalaam-nnu irundeen
'I was thinking of going/decided to go to the mountains.'

Kamala sinimaavukku poohalaam-nnu irukkaa
'Kamala feels like going to the movies.'

7.3.2.2 Tense

The tense of gl© iru 'be (located)' and QJBQOTT nene 'think' can only be past
or present; future cannot occur.3

3 Just as in English, **I will intend to go' is unacceptable for some speakers and strange
for most others.
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7.3.2.3 Variants

As mentioned in ^6.8.2, there is a form with the modal gspiLD num instead
of the modal laam. This form occurs mostly in western dialects and means
the same as the common laam form. Both j&l© iru and QJSQCOT nene occur
with the ggpiii) num modal with meanings as described in ^7.3.2.1.

7.3.2.4 Intent Constructions with Nouns

Another form of intent construction also occurs, where the verbs g)© iru 'be
(located)' and QJBQ̂ OT nene 'think' are replaced by nouns QJBQWTLJLI neneppu
and 6"r*TOT*TOTLb ennam 'thought' and c^C^a^Lb utteesam 'intent.'4

naan/enakku poohalaam-nnu utteesam ~ neneppu
Tm leaning towards going (I intend to go; my intent is to go).'

enakku ange rendu maasam irukkalaam-nnu neneppu
'I plan (my thought is) to stay there two months

(but it's negotiable).'

The noun eL^C^tfib utteesam replaces g)© iru and QjEQrorun neneppu
replaces the verb QJBQWT nene.

7.3.2.5 Verbal Noun + Adverbial -aa(y) + glo/QjEQwr/QaTT^
iru/nene/sollu

Another kind of intent construction involves the use of the verbal noun (cf.
^6.5) plus the adverbial marker ^(LLJ) -aa(y) plus the verbs glqj/QjsQ^/
QtfiTOga iru/nene/sollu, and some others. There is no quotative flrorggpi -nnu
in these constructions. This type of intent construction, it should be noted,
is more definite than those in ^7.3.2.4.

naan pooradaa irukkreen
'I intend to go (I'm all set to go).'

4For some speakers, fi_£f)G@>dFLb utteesam is more definite than Qj5Q6WTLJLj neneppu.
It should also be noted that in Tamil linguistic culture it may be inauspicious to make
firm declarations of intent to do various things, especially if it involves travel; travel in
certain directions is inauspicious on certain days, so the degree of intent, feeling, decision,
etc. here must be taken with many grains of salt.
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panam tarradaa sonniingalee
'But you said you would give the money!'

Since this construction is equivalent syntactically to the SENTENCE +
nnu constructions, sometimes the meaning of VERBAL NOUN + aa + VERB
is not INTENT but simply an embedding construction, such as the following,
where QUITUJQUJ ^jr<iS Gun® poyye tuukki poodu means 'fabricate a lie (that
S)' followed by the phrase that represents the falsehood.

( 1 5 5 ) ^^jQcx) QftjG$LD (3w\M5@([5<i(^pD^rT g © Qurfluj QurnuQuj

adult vesam kalandirukkradaa oru periya poyye
in-it poison having-mixed-ADV one big lie
LSrriDrTs&LDrr ^jri© Curnl®
pramaadamaa tuukki poottu
splendidly having-lifted having-put
'Having fabricated a magnificent lie that poison had been mixed in
it . . . '

7.3.2.6 Noun + Dative + strorgp nnu: 'intended for'

A noun in the dative followed by flrorgp nnu means 'for the special use of
NOUN', 'intended especially for NOUN'.

(156) Q
avarukkunnu oru tani kaaru irukku avanga viittle
him-DAT-QTV a separate car is their house-in
'In their house there is a separate car intended for his exclusive use.'

It should be noted that the e_ u vowel immediately preceding
nnu in ^^(^(g^irargp avar-ukkunnu is phonetically longer ([»:]) than the
usual fleeting vowel, i.e.

7.3.3 Quotative flrorgp -nnu Embedded

A sentence containing the embedding marker flnflrggpi -nnu and a finite verb
cannot be embedded with flrorgspi -nnu before another finite verb, if the
subjects of the two verbs is the same. That is, the Tamil equivalent of
an English sentence like 'I said THAT I said THAT I would go' cannot have
two flrorgga's -nnw's because the subject of the two verbs is identical. If
the subject is different, as in 'I said that he said he would go', two in-
stances of flrorgp -nnw's occur. That is, the first of the following examples
is ungrammatical; the second is grammatical.
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(157)
naan varuveen nnu sonneen nnu sonneen.
I will-come QTV said-I QTV said-I
'I said that I said that I would come.'

(158) jBrrwr Gû GttjftFT rimqwrA Q&nrnanntm flrorgnpi Q&nGnQemtisf
naan varuveen nnu sonnaan nnu sonneen.
I will-come QTV said-he QTV said-he
'I said that he said "I will come."'

For sentence (157) above to be grammatical, one verb phrase with
Q&nmZanan nnu sonneen must be deleted or the verb changed to perfect
tense:

( 1 5 9 ) J51T6OT ftJoGftjtfir flrorggpi Q<jnrevx9ii5l([5<3&C<3wiT o r
naan varuveen nnu solli-yirukkeen or solli-yirundeen
I will-come QTV I-have-said ~ I-had-said
'I have/had told someone that I would come'

7.3.3.1 Obst inate Negative Embedded

Since the obstinate negative (^6.5.6) has the structure of an embedded
sentence before the 'quotative verb', it is not possible to embed it before
another *rorggpi nnu + VERB when the subject of the second verb is first
person, which would make the subjects the same and would violate the re-
quirement of non-identity of subject NP's discussed in the previous section.
Thus, an obstinate negative sentence like:

6ii[riDnL_Ci_6iT flnnCtfTOnrar naan varamaatteen-nneen
'I refused to come.'

cannot be embedded before tftrorgp Q&ntinQantin -nnu sonneen 'I said that',
i.e. quotations cannot be infinitely embedded if their subjects are the same.
However, the previous example sentence can be embedded before flrorgspi
Q&nmtmnm -nnu sonnaan 'he said' because the subjects of the two verbs
are different:

j 6up"LDrnlGi_flJT flrorgp Q&ntis\6mrT€m naan varamaatteen-nnu
sonnaan 'He said that I refused to come.'5

One can have embeddings of obstinate negative constructions before
other quotative verbs, however, but in order to be grammatical, the first
e6v\Qam€M nneen must be deleted, as in:

5This sentence can also be glossed as 'He said that he refused to come.'
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naan varamaatteen-nnu sonneen
'I said that I refused to come.'

Since Tamil direct and indirect quotations are structurally the same, the
above sentence could also be glossed as a direct quote: 'I said, "I will not
come."' Note that Tamil future-negatives sometimes have the illocutionary
force of an obstinate negative, i.e. the sentence

naan innekki saayangaalam inge saappidamaatteen
'I will not eat here this evening.'

could have the illocutionary force of 'I refuse to eat here this evening'; the
obstinacy can be attenuated by changing the verb to tf r7Lji_S)i_ suijuDrTL_CL_*OT
saappida varamaatteen 'I won't be coming to eat here ...'

7.4 Factive Constructions
Tamil does not use lexical equivalents of English 'fact' to make factive
sentences of the sort 'The fact that X=Y' etc. Instead, the quotative verb
in its adjectival participle (AJP) form €m@ro (ngra) or as a verbal noun m
@D\g>J ngradu or as a participial noun ^©roflj® ngravaru are used. The
participial noun is marked for PNG and means 'the person X' or 'the person
named/referred to/called X.'

venkadaacalam-ngravaru
'a/the person named Venkatacalam'

7.4,1 Factive Complement Clauses
In English, factive clauses are introduced by 'the fact that' preceded by
verbs like 'know, forget, remember', etc.

• I forgot about the fact that Ram doesn't speak Tamil.

• The fact that he doesn't speak English surprises me.

• The fact that he failed his B.A. is not known to many.

These contrast with non-factive sentences such as:
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• I forgot about Ram's not speaking Tamil.

• His not speaking English surprises me.

• His failing his B.A. is not known to many.

The latter examples sentences contrast with the previous three in that
they refer to specific instances of some event, rather than general facts
about someone or something; it is possible that Ram in the second example
actually speaks Tamil, but didn't happen to speak it during the incident
referred to, while in the factive sentence it is clear that the speaker thinks
that it is a fact that Ram doesn't know Tamil. The second set, in other
words, refer to specific events or acts, rather than what are (at least thought
to be) facts, i.e. 'true knowledge.'

In Tamil, factive sentences consist of a sentence followed by ern^co ngra +
NP or 6OT@pD̂j -ngradu (nominalizations of the quotative verb) plus psycho-
logical verbs like Q r̂fl teri 'know', LD(D mara 'forget', Qurnu Qtfrrogy poy sollu
'lie', etc. That is, in Tamil, lies are also dealt with in factive constructions.

(160)
raam-ukku tamir varaadu ngrade patti maranditteen
Ram-to Tamil not-come FACTIVE-ACC about forgot-coMPL-I
'I totally forgot about the fact that Ram doesn't know Tamil.'

(161) pmb jfcifltg Cutfrr^Q^ u ^ @ L£>(Dji>@L_CL_rin"
raam tamir peesaadade patti maranditteen
Ram Tamil speaking-not about forgot-coMPL-I

'I totally forgot about (this particular incident of)
Ram's not speaking Tamil.'

(162) uM5@rfl rc^jtfib «u(TT5i(g)fDrT(Q) ra@fD QumuQuj
mandiri lanjam vaangraaru ngra poyye patti
minister bribe takes FACTIVE lie about

maranditteen
forgot-I

'I forgot about the lie (which is masquerading as a fact)
that the minister takes bribes.'
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(163) i_rrc\x!5<i@ (tpuu^i gjurr (5J@TD Q J L ® QUITIUIUFT
daalarukku muppadu ruupaa ngra reettu poyyaa pooccu
to-the-dollar thirty rupee saying rate lie-like went
'The rate of thirty rupees to the dollar is deceptive.'6

Often, as in the last sentence above, the factive nâ ro ngra is used more
as a verbalizer than as a fact-establishing construction due to the lack of
any other verb in the construction daalarukku muppadu ruupaa '(There
are) thirty rupees to the dollar.' Often ra^po ngra corresponds in English
to prepositions or prepositional phrases like 'of, as, which is, according to
which, as in', i.e. 'the rate OF eight rupees to the dollar.'

In sentence (163) above there is a translation problem, i.e. literally
(163) says 'I forgot about the lie that it is a fact that the minister takes
bribes' which may seem strange to some English speakers. However, per-
haps 'contend falsely that it is a fact' as a translation for 'X ngra poy sollu'
might help overcome this problem in English.7

7.4.1.1 X f5J(g)fDftJ(T5 ngravaru: '(someone) called X9

The present animate verbal noun of the quotative verb m n, which has the
form [5J(g>fD6U(!5 ngravaru, is translated in English as 'someone called X' or 'X
by name', 'known as X.'

venkadaacalam
ngravaru viidu idu-iaan-ngal-een? Might this be the house of
the man called Venkadacalam (if you don't mind my asking)?

Note that this sentence uses deferential $jein ten (which we translate as
wif you don't mind my asking') instead of interrogative ^ aa. Cf. ^7.8.1.2.

7.5 Onomatopoeic Expressions with <rimmrji nnu
Onomatopoeic expressions, similar to words in English like 'bang, crash,
thud, whiz, zap, zonk, crunch', etc., are formed in Tamil by prefixing the
onomatopoeic item before flrorggpi -nnu. The structure of these emulates a
'quotative' construction, i.e. it is as if there is a sound of some sort being
quoted.

6 Or, is no longer true, owing to inflation and constant fluctuation of currency exchange
rates.

71 am indebted to E. Annamalai for this example. One might also note that there
has recently appeared a movie with the title 'True Lies'. This may seem a contradiction
in terms unless the emphasis is on the notion that 'it is true that it is a lie.'
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tone tone-nnu 'natter, nag, bitch at'

(g>u$trorgp kup-nnu 'sound of sucking'

tidiir-nnu 'suddenly'

sadak-sadak-nnu 'chopping sound'

takku-nnu 'knocking sound; regularity'

vala-vala-nnu 'chattering, babbling'

sotte-sotte-nnu 'dripping wet'

sala-sala-nnu 'chattering, babbling'

^ jill-nnu 'chilly'

• i_LDrnj i_LDiT[x*TOrgEp damaar-damaar-nnu 'bumping, thumping'

• UL_nrij ui_rnĵ 0T@ î padaar-nnu 'crashing'

mada-mada-nnu 'gushing'

madaar-nnu 'thump, bonk'

d&i—<s&i_flroT@p kada-kada-nnu 'clickety-clack; rattling'

umm-nnu 'seriously; like a bump on a log'

bussu-nnu 'woosh; puffed up arrogantly'

tahaar-nnu 'suddenly'

surukka-nnu 'quickly (anger)'

gidu-gidu-nnu 'running quickly'

sadak-nnu 'spontaneously'

sada-sada-nnu 'rain drumming'

Many more examples of such expressions can be found; what is interest-
ing about these expressions is that they are often phonologically aberrant.
That is, the phonological structure of some of these expressions violates the
usual rules about morpheme structure in Tamil—retroflex consonants can
occur in initial position, some consonants are voiced initially, consonants
occur finally without automatic vowels, and in general, the usual phono-
logical constraints about what are possible words in Tamil are suspended.
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Often these expressions are used where adverbs would be more common
in English, as in gSflxyiflrorgnni §)([5<S5@ jill-nnu irukku for 'it's chilly' or e_ib

umm-nnu for 'seriously, quietly, like a bump on a log.'

avaru summaa umm-nnu okkaandukittrundaaru
'He just sat there with his mouth clamped shut (not saying
anything).'

Some expressions, when reduplicated, have slightly different meaning,
i.e. L(i(g)*TOT@p takku-nnu can mean 'knock, knock' but i_i@L_<i@flKrr@p
takku-takku-nnu means 'regularly, like clockwork, with mechanical efficiency.'8

7.6 GufTfO poola a n d LDrr@[f1 maadiri

7.6.1 Sentence + Currsu g|($<i@ poola irukku
As a postposition meaning 'like', Gurrco poola follows the accusative case.
When a sentence precedes and $<& iru follows, the construction has the
meaning 'it seems as if X' or 'it seems to be the case that X', or 'it's like
X.'

(164) Q<35rr\pj5Q^ grfmtgrfogi Cunrcv) ^ l o i ®
korande tuungradu poola irukku
Child sleeps like is

'The child seems to be sleeping.'

(165) cgufljQrj 67f5jQ<3E>Gujrr u r r ^ ^ ^ j Currc\) j&lojfê ^&J
avare engeyoo paattadu poola irundadu
him somewhere saw-I like it-was

'It was as if (like) I had seen him somewhere before; (I had the
feeling I'd seen him somewhere before).'

7.6.2 GurTcv) poola Contracted: Counterfactual?
Gurm) poola also has a contracted form uQw pie or ucu pla. This is added
to what seems to be a conditional ending ^ w -aal attached to the present
stem; or, it is an ambiguously-marked PNG ending, but the net result is
that what precedes uCk\) pie is ^ aa:

8 There is one published work on reduplication in LT, Malt en 1989; Kausalya Hart
(ms.) also has hundreds of examples of these in ST.
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^jra@{Drnj(?) avaru tuungraar + Curm) Q^rfluj^j p(oo)la
teriyadu — •  <JHflJ(S ĵrairDrTLJO) Q^rfluj^j avaru tuungraapla teriyadu
'He seems to be sleeping (but it's not clear).'

The verb (JlQj iru after contracted uw p(oo)la agrees in PNG with the noun
phrase subject rather than being neuter to agree with a sentential sub-
ject. For some speakers, the meaning of this contracted construction is
slightly different from S + Currc\) §)©<$© poola irukku constructions, i.e. it
is COUNTERFACTUAL or at least more vague than the uncontracted form.

^ O J © UL̂ i(g)(DrTUft) gl([5<i(g)(DrT(r5 avaru padikkraapla irukkraaru
'It appears as if he's reading (but it's not clear).'

When contracted uw pla follows QtfrTftgji sollu, 'say' the meaning is '(just)
as, like (s.o.) says' as in

î5i<s&LbiDrr Qtfrâ gHfDnua) ĉ ifflisks&LDiT (^©i® angammaa solraapla,
asingamaa irukku 'As Angamma says, the place is filthy.'

7.6.2.1 Contracted uco pla in Other Expressions

Contracted ucu pla also occurs in some other constructions, most particu-
larly in the expression $7@£> r̂nJft) eduiiaaple 'right opposite, right in front.'
This apparently derives from the LT form 6T@pr etir 'opposite' + ^rrcir taan
'emphatic' + Curo) poola 'as if.'9

7.6.3 inn^rfl maadiri

LDn@rfl maadiri is a noun meaning 'way, fashion, manner, likeness.' It can
therefore be preceded by adjectival forms, and if sentences are embedded
before it, the verbs in the sentences are in the form of adjectival participles
(AJP 'S) .

enakku ongale engeyoo paatteen + maadiri irukku

enakku ongale engeyoo paatta + maadiri irukku
'It's like I saw you somewhere or other (I have the feeling I've
seen you somewhere before).'

9 The fact that this form loses a long vowel g oo, whicn is otherwise not to be expected
in changes from LT to ST is evidence for the grammaticalization of this form from a
postposition to another grammatical category.
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Table 7.1: CLEFT SENTENCES

Non-cleft sentences
Is he going to the market?

What is he doing?
Raman is going to the market.

I am calling you

What shall I do?

Cleft sentences
Is it that he is going to the market?
Is it the market that he is going to?
Is he going to the market?
What is it that he's doing?
What Raman is doing is going to the market.
Where Raman is going is to the market.
It's the market Raman's going to.
It's I who am calling you.
I'm the one calling you.
What is it that I should do?
What's to be done?

In LT uuq. padi would also be used in such sentences where LDn@rfl maadiri
occurs, but is rare in SST. iDn@rfl maadiri may be shortened to iDrnfl maari
in rapid speech.

anda maari seyyaadee!
'Don't do (it) like that!

7.7 Cleft Sentences
In Tamil, as in other languages, there exists a kind of sentence called the
'cleft sentence.'10 They differ slightly in form and meaning from ordinary
declarative sentences in that the 'focus' or 'emphasis' is on a special part
of the sentence not ordinarily emphasized. Their form is different in that
the subject of the sentence does not seem to agree with the verb, whereas
actually the subject of the verb is sentential or clausal, so the verb is marked
for neuter PNG. The difference (in English cleft sentences) is illustrated by
Table 7.1.

In the English examples of Table 7.1, the cleft and pseudo-cleft sentences
have 'it', 'what' or other WH-interrogatives as part of the surface output,
while the non-cleft sentences have 'he' or 'Raman' as the subjects. In
English as in Tamil, the subject of the cleft sentence seems to be a whole

10 The distinction some linguists make between cleft and pseudo-cleft sentences does
not seem to be salient in Tamil.
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Table 7.2: N O N - C L E F T SENTENCES - C L E F T SENTENCES

NON-CLEFT SENTENCES
ĵ rrrinr LDrrrjrQdbLUpi® CunCrDwrn?
naan maarkettukku pooreenaa?
'Am I going to the market?'

^tfjtfflQuj Q<s&rrcw©$uj5Q^iurT?
tuniye konduvandeyaa?
'Did you bring the laundry?'

j5rr«FT  STQ^) QaFujCforinr?
naan ede ceyreen?
< What will I do?'

LDnr$>flS) untSlfDiT
maadavi paadraa
'Madavi is singing'
jgrrwr CuarCfDrifr
naan peesureen
'I am speaking'

^ C L E F T S E N T E N C E S

j5m»iT LDnTJQ<g&iL®<i(g> CurrrD^rr?
naan markettukku pooradad?
'Is it that I am going to the market?'
'Am I supposed to go to the market?'
^jfln/flQiu Q<$iT<nOT®ftj[jfT)£>rT?
tuniye konduvarradaal
'Is it that you have brought the laundry?'
'Is it the laundry you've brought?'
jBnwT 6iQfb QtfiijfD^J?
naan ede seyradu?
' What is it that I will do?'
' What am I supposed to do?'
'What's to be done?'
(&)uu urrQrD î LDnj&flS)
ippa paadradu maadavi
'The person who's singing now is Madavi'
(£)uu CuarfD^y Cftjĝ i
ippa peesuradu veelu
'Now (it's) Veelu (who) is speaking'
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clause or phrase, i.e. the subject of 'what Raman is doing is going to the
market' is 'what Raman is doing.'

In Tamil, the cleft sentences differ from the non-cleft in that the verb
is conspicuously marked only for neuter PNG; this can also be analyzed as
an occurrence of the verbal noun in predicate position, as in Table 7.2.

In Tamil the illocutionary force of the cleft sentence, especially in ques-
tions, is often similar to that of modals, i.e. 'supposed to' instead of 'will',
as in the third example in Table 7.2. That is, pragmatically, cleft con-
structions are used instead of modal constructions when asking about who
needs to do what, etc. Otherwise, the cleft sentence is used to focus on or
emphasize a particular element not otherwise emphasized. Asher (1982:96)
gives more examples of these constructions.

7,8 Clitics g>, §J, ^ 5
oo, ee, aa, um, een

In Tamil there is a class of constituents known as clitics, so-called be-
cause they can be suffixed to many different kinds of constituents but can
never occur alone. They are therefore neither verbal nor nominal suffixes
exclusively.11

7.8.1 Doubt Markers Q OO and vast -een
7.8.1.1 Clitic Q -oo plus Varia

The clitic Q -oo is added to different kinds of constituents to indicate vague-
ness, ambiguity or doubt in the speaker's mind about the certainty, veracity
or truth value of some event or circumstance. Sometimes Q OO substitutes
for an interrogative ^ aa, but with an expression of 'doubt' or uncertainty.
Sometimes, also, Q OO is pragmatically 'softer' than an outright interroga-
tive.

Since a sequence of two noun phrases or whole sentences, both marked
with ^ aa is one way Tamil makes disjunctive phrases ('either X or Y'),
a sequence of noun phrases or whole sentences, both marked instead with
Q oo, gives a disjunctive pair with extra doubt, as in the last example in
Table 7.3. This can often be translated 'whether or not' or, if both verbs
are negative, 'neither .. .nor':

saappidaamaloo tuungaamaloo irukkaadiinga
11 The best study of Tamil clitics can be found in Arokianathan 1981.
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Table 7.3: Ordinary and Doubt-Marked Sentences

ORDINARY SENTENCES

ammaa irukkaangalaa?
'Is (your) Mother there?'
^JflRfflQlU Q<3&mflJOT0«UJ5Q^lLJIT?
tuniye konduvandeyaa?
'Did you bring the laundry?'
6U(T5*ijrnjrT aiprLDrn__L.nTrrT?
varuvaaraa varamaattaaraa
'He'll either come or he won't.'
('Will he come or won't he?')

DOUBT-MARKED SENTENCES
L̂DLDrr gloiamiiaCCTTiT?
ammaa irukkangaloo?
'I wonder if maybe (your) Mother is there? '
ĵ̂ jrffiQiu QarreTOr^ftjjfeQ^CturT?

tuniye konduvandeyoo?
'Have you perhaps brought the laundry?'
flj^fljnCpTr ftJcrLDmli—nCprr  (Q^rflujnr^j)
varuvaaroo varamaattaaroo (teriyaadu)
'He might come, or he might not.;
('I don't know.)'

'Don't go without eating or sleeping.'

avanukku baase puriyadoo, puriyalleyoo avan sinimaavukku poovaan
'Whether or not he knows the language, he'll go to the movies.'

When Q oo is added to WH-interrogatives, the meaning is as in ^6.10.8.

• sri5jQ<s6 enge 'where' —•  6Ti5iQ<9&GiurT engeyoo 'somewhere (or other)'

yaaru 'who' —•  lunCjjrr yaaroo 'someone (or other)'

ettaneyettane 'however many'
ettaneyeitaneyoo 'I don't know how many.'

7.8.1.2 The Ultra-Polite/Deferential Doubt Marker 6j<raT -een

When SJGOT -een (lit. 'why') is suffixed to a sentence in final position, the
meaning is politeness with doubt and deference, and perhaps with a nu-
ance of servility and/or obsequiousness. This is, of course, often used with
caution or when great respect is being attempted. Compare:

venkadaacalam-ngravaru viidu idu-taan-ngal-aa!
'Is this the house of the man called Venkadacalam, please?'
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venkadaacalam-ngravaru viidu idu-taan-ngal-een?
'Might this be the house of the man called Venkadacalam, if you
don't mind my asking?'

Note that prin -een occupies the place of the clitics so if the question is
interrogative, it replaces the normal clitic ^ -aa.

(166) <36L_l_niLILDrT O>@^>@@CB)rai<36G6TT6UT
kattaayamaa kuduttidringaleenl
certainly give-COMPL-PNG-DEFER
CI t rust you'll be so kind as to give it to h im? '

(167) C^IILHUITSLICL. Q © Qa>nvo&&iaxTtin fljrTL_Q<s&iLiQtt) g © eSQ u u i a
ayyaa-kittee oru koraccalaana vaadaheyle oru viidu paakka
master-LOC a cheap rent-LOC a house to-find

sollungal-een
say-lMP-DEFER
'Would you be so kind as to ask the master to please find me a
cheap place to live?'

7.8.1.3 ;Whether-or-not' in Interrogative Constructions

When an English yes-no interrogative sentence containing 'whether or not'
is translated into Tamil, Q -OO . . .g -oo is not used. Rather, ^ -a .. . ^
~aa is required. These usually are simply requests for information, not
expressions of doubt.

(168)
avaru varraaraa varalleyaa nnu keeiteen
he come-FUT Q comeNEG-Q QTV ask-I
'I asked whether he was coming or not . '

(169) ĵ̂ jrffiQuj ^rjfDnwnT (&l*\)Qft) CunTDrTCTrrr flrorggp
tuniye tarraanaa ille pooraanaa nnu keelu
clothing give-FUT-Q not go-FUT-Q QT ask
'Ask whether he's going to deliver the clothes or just go away.'

7.8.2 Wh-interrogative + VB + Q OO, S\ a-word VB
When a WH-interrogative word (beginning with ST e) is followed by a verb
+ oo, followed by the equivalent ^| a-word plus a verb, the meaning is 'A
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is equal to B' or 'B is neither more nor less than A.' It therefore functions
as a COMPARATIVE system between two sentences or phrases.

CunwrnCflnrrr, îsjQcSbiLiLb njrrcir
avan enge poonaanoo, angeyum naan pooneen
'Wherever he went, I also went (I went wherever he went).'

ava evvalavu kuduttaaloo, naan avvalavu kuduppeen
'I will give as much as she gave (whatever amount she gave, I also
will give).'

miittar evvalavu kaattradoo avvalavu taan kuduppeen
'I will pay whatever amount the meter shows and no more.' ('No
matter what amount the meter shows, I will pay that amount only.')

7.8.3 The Clitic sub -urn
The clitic e.ih -um has many functions in Tamil. When one e_LD -um is
added to a noun or noun phrase, the meaning is 'also, too' or 'even.'

wr naanum tamir aasiriyaru taan
'I'm a Tamil teacher, tooV

When gLii um follows a noun phrase that includes a quantifier (cf.
/5.5.1) the meaning is 'all-inclusive', i.e. 'all (of); both (of them)'. Com-
pare the two following examples, one of which contains ©_ii> um and the
other which doesn't:

With: QrrflKJr© GuqjitgjLb £5iStP Q̂ rfliLjLh rendu peerukkum tamir teriyum
'Both of them know Tamil.'

Without: QrjflKJr© Guqji® ^iflyp G)£>rflu_|Lb rendu peerukku tamir teriyum
'Two persons know Tamil.'

ih um is also suffixed to various verbal forms, such as the concessive
(^6.10.4), in positive negative reduplication (^7.2.1), expressions of possi-
bility (/7.1.1) and in other cases discussed below. In some of these cases,
it has the meaning 'even' which it can also have with nouns.
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7.8.4 Conjunctions gLih . . . e-ib -urn . . . -um^ ^ ...«% -«a
. . . -aa

7.8.4.1 a_ih . . . SLLD urn . . . um: 4X and Y'

When two similar constituents in a sentence are affixed with CLih . . . JLUD
um . . . um , the meaning is X 'and' Y.

• jsrTgjijLb ^^(gLb GunCrDnib naan-um avar-um pooroom
'He AND I are going.'

tfJr Qrj*m@ jBrrcrTiT â rTUL5)L_qLb g ja
naan rendu naalaa saappidavum tile tuungavum ille
'I didn't eat or sleep for two days.'

For some speakers, this sentence would be preferable with g oo . . . g oo
because of the negative verbs:

naan rendu naalaa saappidavoo tuungavoo ille
'I didn't eat or sleep for two days.'

The constituents must be of the same type in order for them to be
conjoined, i.e. two nouns, two verbs (infinitives, or AVP's), two adverbs,
etc. can be conjoined, but not one noun and one adjective, for example.
Sentences cannot be conjoined with fi_ib . . . SLLD; another method, discussed
in ^6.8.3.1, must be used.

7.8.4.2 ^ . . eg}, aa • • •  aa: Disjunction

When two similar constituents have affixes ^ .. . ^ -aa ... -aa , the mean-
ing is disjunctive 'either .. .or' but in an interrogative sense: 'Which alter-
native is correct?'

*in 6U(bijrr6flTn' CurnpTfljriT Q r̂fkjroQfl) avan varraanaa pooraanaa teriyalle?
'1 don't know if he's coming or going.'

r? idaa adaal '(Do you mean) this or that? '

j£f5i<swrTrr yaaru, naanaa niingalaa? 'Who, me or you?'

7.8.4.3 c&nJSJ .. .^flj^i aavadu . . . aavadu 'either, or'

When two noun phrases are conjoined by suffixes aavadu . . . aavadu, the
meaning is declarative 'either . . .or' (but only one alternative is possible).

• jBrajTrrcu ]̂ j£u_jrrciĵ j Cutfrornb naanaavadu niiyaavadu peesalaam
'Either you or I may speak (but not both)'
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7.8.4.4 ^eu&l aavadu in Isolation

When only one c^ai^j -aavadu appears, its meaning, if attached to a nu-
meral, is ORDINAL, i.e. equivalent to English '-th': jBrrcurmĵ  naalaavadu
'fourth.' If attached to a single noun (phrase) the meaning is 'at least':

GunuS([5<i<3&€\HLb niiyaavadu pooyirukkalaam 'you, at least, may go.'
aavadu may be attached to n^Gror ettane to mean 'how many-eth':

Sl^l 6T^^6OTITOĴ J 0&i_Ctaj idu ettanaavadu tadave?
'This is the how-many-eth time?'

c^iu^i aavadu and an alternative form ^ ih aam are used as ordinal
markers of numerals, and thus for dates: g|^j cgtogjâ mb (^{Otfrrcu^j) Gg>@
zdtt anjaam (anjaavadu) teedi 'This is the fifth (day) of the month'.

7.8,5 ' E m p h a t i c ' sj, ^rreir, ^nrG^n, IDL_@ITI -ee, £aan, taanee,
mattum

There are a number of so-called emphatic particles in Tamil, such as 6j -ee,
iDtl®Lb mattum and £>rrcir taan. They are used in Tamil to emphasize or
focus attention on particular elements of the sentence, as well as to handle
other discourse phenomena such as whether information is new, old but
related to new, presupposed, and for other pragmatic functions. Many
western languages (such as English) use emphatic word stress for these
purposes.12 Tamil does not have emphatic word stress, but uses 'emphatic
particles' instead. Often they cannot be literally translated.13

There is much confusion in the use of Tamil particles in that their En-
glish equivalents seem the same, but the Tamil meanings are different. The
basic difference between 67 ee and ^nrirr taan (which are often both trans-
lated 'only') is that §j -ee means 'one compared to many' while ^rreir taan
means 'one and only one (compared to none)', 'just.' Thus:

(170)
inge-yee irukku
here-EMPH is

' I t ' s RIGHT HERE (rather than somewhere else)'.

(171) j&)raQ<3& ^ r a n j&]([5<i(g)
inge daan irukku
here-EMPH is

12 By this is meant uttering an element with more force, more volume, higher pitch,
etc. than other elements, in order to emphasize it.

13 But this fact does not prevent many speakers from doing so anyway, as 'only, itself,
just' etc.
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'It's here (and ONLY here).

Occasionally, both occur, as ^nCror iaan-ee , as in

G<sbili_nr &nCem keettaa taanee 'If (he'd) only listened . . . '

^rrcir taan, being a word suffix, obeys word-internal sandhi in Tamil, so
sometimes the initial consonant is phonetically voiced, and sometimes not.
The same rules that apply to this are the rules shown in /1.3 on sandhi.
^rreir taan often functions in a discourse to indicate that new information is
related to old information; it therefore functions as a communicative device
that speakers use to establish solidarity, as in the following discourse:

A jgra<35 tun©? niinga yaaru? ^Who are you?'

B jsrrwT g>iB(£ f̂flrfltLKg ^««^ tamir aasiriyaru Tm a Tamil teacher.'

A Q j5iT$pLb L̂fiyp ĉ ff̂ fluj© r̂rcir oo, naanum tamir aasiriyaru taan
'Oh (well, what do you know?) I'm a Tamil teacher, tooV

Here e_ii> um is used to indicate 'also' but ^nwr taan indicates that new
information (B is a Tamil teacher) is related to old information (A is also a
Tamil teacher) and establishes solidarity. Without £>nwr taan the sentence
would be abrupt and almost confrontational.

§j ee also has pragmatic uses that are equivalent to English 'of course,
as you know' etc.

A: îB^p Q̂ rfliLjiDfT tamir teriyumaa? 'Do you know Tamil?'

B: g Q̂ rfliL|GLD! oo teriyumee! 'Why of course I know (Tamil).'

7.8.5.1 Presupposed Knowledge

6j -ee has another meaning not associated with r̂rcir taan, namely, presup-
posed knowledge. Its use indicates that the speaker thinks that the hearer
ought to already know something. A sentence with 9 -ee in this meaning
has a special intonation pattern that falls, rises again, then falls on the last
syllable.

inda kadekki nadandee pooyidalaam
'Let's walk to the store.'

B: (̂ |ft)Ck\) ucfuQtt) Gumswornb ille, basle poohalaam 'No, let's take the bus.'
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A: ucru ®iJ5&> u<i<s5ib ftjrrnGfb? has inda pakkam varaadee? 'But the bus
doesn't come this way (don't you remember?).'

Tamils seem to feel that this use of 67 ee is somehow 'interrogative' and
will supply question marks for such sentences. The question, of course,
refers to why the other person is acting in such a way, as if they don't
remember some presupposed information. The intonation on the last word
would be \ Cuu poo f <3&rr haa —>  C^ dee. Without this intonation, the
above sentence would simply be 'emphatic': 'The bus simply doesn't come
this way at all.'

7.9 The Verb LJITQT) paaru in Various
Permutations

The verb urr© paaru 'see' has the basic lexical meaning, 'see, look' but unlike
other verbs it can be used in many different ways with special semantic
interpretations.

7.9.1 unrcj paaru Meaning ' try VERB-ing', ' t ry to VERB9

7.9.1.1 Verb-INFINITIVE + paaru

A verb in the infinitive form plus urr© paaru means 'try to verb.'

j5L_<i<3& urr^fb^j korande nadakka paattadu
'The child tried to walk.'

7.9.1.2 Verb + AVP + un© paaru

A verb in the past participle AVP plus urr© paaru means 'try VERB-ing'
rather than 'try to VERB.'

korande nadandu paattadu
'The child tried walking.'

The difference in meaning is that with this construction one tries some-
thing to see what the result will be, i.e. tries to see whether there will be
any success, whereas with 'try to VERB', the idea is that the action one
tried might not have even have been completed. Thus, with infinitive the
meaning is 'The child tried to walk (but wasn't able to do so very well)'
while the meaning with AVP might be 'The child tried walking (but didn't
stick with it'.)
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7.9.1.3 Lexical Combinations

Certain combinations of verb + urr© paaru have English lexical equivalents
as follows:

u(T([5 solli paaru 'explain' (lit. 'try saying')

urrqj saappittu paaru Haste' (lit. 'try eating')

7.9.1.4 Postpositions plus urr© paaru

Unlike most other verbs, unr© paaru can have postpositions prefixed to it
to form other lexical items: GLOW meel 'above' + urr© paaru 'see' —• 'over-
see, supervise'; 6T@rr edur 'opposite' + urn© paaru 'see' —• 'look forward,
expect.'

Nouns can also be prefixed to paaru to form a new lexical item: GsuCta)
veele 'work' + un© paaru 'see' —> '(to) work.'

7.9.2 urr^^j paattu Meaning (Direct the Attention) 'at,
towards'

Sometimes urr^,^j paattu is used with certain other verbs such as ff)rfl siri
4augh', GtanCla) kole 'bark' to indicate that the attention is directed AT or
TOWARD someone. Cf. /2.4.4.3.

§)rfl<i<g)f6iii<5&6TTnr? enne paattu sirikkriingalaa?
'Are you laughing at me?'

7.9.3 urrji^j paattu + VERB

paattu preceding another verb means literally 'seeing, having seen' + VERB:
urr^^j Gurrra<s& paattu poonga 'go while seeing; watch where you go.' The
general notion with this use of urr^^j paattu is 'deliberately, intentionally,
purposefully, carefully'.

arasaangam edaavadu paattu seyyanum
'The Government ought to take DELIBERATE action.'

7.9.3.1 un"3>,gi] paattu with Time Expressions

When unr^^j paattu is used with time expressions, the idea is 'What a bad
time for X! Of all the times for X to happen!'
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innekki paattu vandaanga
'They came TODAY of all days; (they deliberately came today when I
didn't want them to!)'

jsrrcrTiT un^^j ippa sinimaavukku pookalaam-nnu irukkraan,
appaa medraaslerundu varra naalaa paattul 'He wants to go to the
movies NOW, of all times, when Father is just about to arrive from
Madras.'

Sometimes CunuS pooyi 'having gone' is also present in such sentences:

CunuS <s&Gl£> ^(yjgjrDnCrr Û TOTLD ojijrD jErrcrTrr
innekki pooyi kade eruduraaree, panam varra naalaa paattu 'He's
going to (go and) write a story TODAY, of all days, when money
is on its way!'

Note that these sentences tend to end, not with the finite verb clause,
but with the clause containing urr^^j paattu EXTRAPOSED after the finite
verb, for emphasis; extraposition emphasizes the speaker's sense of INDIG-
NATION or OUTRAGE at the behaviour of the person being described.

7.9.3.2 The Concessive of urr© paaru with Interrogative $TUU eppa

When the concessive form of UUQJ paaru (unr^^ngaih paattaalum) is used
with interrogative 6iuu eppa, the meaning literally is 'whenever s.o. sees;
no matter when s.o. sees/looks.' Its illocutionary force, however, is that
of a reproach or an impatient commentary; its general meaning therefore
is 'all the time, day in and out, every time you turn around, ad nauseam.'
6~ruu urr̂ f̂TgyuD eppa paattaalum has therefore become a phrase meaning,
at best, 'repetitiously, annoyingly, incessantly, habitually.'

6TLJU

avan eppa paattaalum sinimaavukku poovaan
' (Every t ime you see him,) he's always going to the movies. '



Chapter 8

LT Equivalents of ST
Paradigms

Table 8.1: Sample Imperative Forms, Three Verbs: LT Version of Table
3.1

Stem [zero]
e_L_(36rnj utkaar
Gun poo
uis\. padi

Sg. non-pol i te
-e_LD,wra -©ID rum
e_L_(3&nrT utkaar 'come'
Cunr poo 'go'
U14 padi 'read'

Sg. polite
I5]<S65JT n g a l
e_L_<s&rT([5ih utkaarum
CL-HT^LD poorum

UL%u_|ih padiyum

Plural/polite

e_il«3brT([5r5i<s&6TT utkaarungal

Curn5i<3b6TT poongal

uî iLjf5J<sb6TT padiyungal

197
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Table 8.2: Strong Verbs; LT Versions of Table 3.3

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Stem

edu
J 5 i _

nada
< 5 b l _

kada

kala
LDfD
mara

Gloss
'take'

'walk'

'cross'

'mix'

'forget'

Infinitive
6"r(J)<i<s&
edukka
J5i_<ia&
nadakka

kadakka
<Sb«ui<Sb

kalakka

marakka

Present
67@<i©{b-
edukkir-
nsi-<i©(b-
nadakkir-
<S5i_<i©fb-
kadakkir-

kalakkir-
LD(D<i©(D-

marakkir-

Past

tdutt-

nadand-

kadand-
<SWl)J5£5-
kaland-

marand-

Future

edupp-
JBL_UU-

nadapp-
<S6l_UU-

kadapp-
<3&€\)ULJ-

kalapp-
LDfDUU-

marapp-

Table 8.3: Examples of Weak Verbs, with Tense Markers Sf
LT Versions of Table 3.4

Stem
1. Qtfrm^

sol(lu)
2. Gu<^

peesu
3. Gun

poo
4 . ttJITT5](g)

vaangu

Gloss
'say'

'speak'

'go'

'buy, acquire,
get, fetch'

Infinitive
Qanoxo
solla
Cuff
peesa
Currab
pooha

vaanga

Present
Q<9Prrrc(g2i)©CrD6tFr

solluhireen
Cua^SCfDOTT

peesuhireen
CunSCfDWT
poohireen
611 rTT5J(g)©Cp36tlT

vaanguhireen

Past
Q& nwrG6OT60T

soniieen

peesineen
GurrCfljTtfBT

QJ fTT51(g)C6UT6OT

vaangineen

Future
Q<jnrft)g2iGflj6OT

solluveen
CuarCftJCTT

peesuveen
GunCsuftfT
pooveen
6urrmj@C6u«n-

vaanguveen
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Table 8.4: Strong Verbs, Graul's Class IV; LT Versions of Table 3.5

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Stem

saappidu
Cun<p
poodu
C u rn_L®<iQ<sbrT6TT
poottukkol
Stem
a r̂ruiJlQ
saappidu
Cuntp
poodu
C u rnl(hil<iQ<3brT(5tT
poottukkol

Gloss
'eat'

'place, put,'
'serve (food)'

'put on,
wear'
Gloss
'eat'

'place, put,'
'serve (food)'

'put on,
wear'

Infinitive
ffrruLJL-
saappida
Cum_
pooda
C u rnl©<iQ<sbrT6TT6n

poottukkolla
Past
tfrTULSlLLCL-tfiT
saappiiteen
CurTL_Gi_6iT

pootteen
C u ml.®<iQ<35rRTOrCL-6ir

poottukkondeen

Present
<SF rnli L31©©GfDrinr
saappiduhireen
CuntJISCnofiir
pooduhireen
C u ITL_®<iQ(SbrT6TTSCfD6iT
poottukkolhireen
Future
tfrnJiJKSlGfljirar
saappiduveen
Cun^CojeuT
pooduveen
C u rnl©<iQ<s5iT6iT(grF)Caj sir

poottukkolluveen

Table 8.5: Graul's Class V; LT Version of Table 3.6

Verb stem
jglw ' s tand '
nil(lu)
e_tfror ' ea t '
un
5T«rr  'quote'
en
G<3WTT ' a s k '

keel

aiTflroT ' see '

kaan

Present
j©(b©CfDe»ir
nirkireen
e_^jTn@C(D^n'
ungireen
67ftJTg)CrDtfiT
engireen
C<35L_ffiCpD6iT
keetkireen

kaangireen

Past
J§CTTCfD6iT
ninreen

undeen
676irC(D6iT
enreen
C<3&L_CLWT

keetteen

kandeeri

Future

nirpeen
SLflrorGufliT
unbeen
6T6tn"Cu6iT
enbeen
CailCurifT
keetpeen
(35IT(JTOTGu6iT
kaanbeen
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Table 8.6: Paradigms of OJIT vaa 'come', All PNG; LT Versions of Table 3.7

PNG

1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3. SG F

3 SG N

1 PLexclusive

1 Phinclusive

2 PL (POL)

3rd PL(pol)

3 PL NON-POL

<fc F POL
3 PL N

Presen t
j5rrcuT ftj(5©G(DflFT

naan varuhireen
\S «J([5©p3nuj
nil varuhiraay
g\toim 6U(T5©fDrT6ir
avan varuhiraan

aval varuhiraal

adu varuhiradu
j5nT5i<3MTT «u(5©CnDrnb
naangal varuhiroom
jsmi aj([5©CfDrTLb
naam varuhiroom

niingal varuhiriirhal
^ s u o r 6U([5©fDrTTJ
avar varuhiraar
<£|ftjp-<3WTT OJ(!5©fDnTJr<S&6TT

avarhal varuhiraarhal

avaihal varuhinrana

Past

naan vandeen
jB ftJjfe^niLj
nii vandaay
<£|6iJ6OT «un5^rreOT

flvan vandaan

ava/ vandaal

arfw vandadu
J5rn5j<3b5tr GujfeG^mb
naangal vandoom
\5n\h ajjfeC^mb
naam vandoom

niingal vandiirhal
^ftjfj ajjB^rTTJ
avar vandaar
<J>|flJ!J<3WTT €UJ5^rTTJ<S66TT

avarhal vandaarhal

avaihal vandana

Future
j5iT6iiT ^([jCfljftrr

naan varuveen
j§ aj([55ijnuj
nn varuvaay

avan varuvaan
cg>J*iJ6TT «J(I5ftjrT5TT

ava/ varuvaal

adt/ varum
J5rTT51<3b5TT OJfljGttJnib
naangal varuvoom

naam varuvoom
|§f5J<Sb6n SU(J5«Trj<3b5Tr
niingal varuviirhal

avar varuvaar
g\6u{j&su aj([5airTTT<s66iT

avarhal varuvaarhal

avaihal varum
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Table 8.7: Paradigms of Cun poo 'go', all PNG; LT Versions of Table 3.8

PNG
1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3. SG F

3 SG N

1 PL EXCL

1 PL INCL

2 PL(POL)

3rd PL (POL)

3 PL NON-POL

& F POL

3 PL N

Present
jsnwT GunSGfDGOT

naan poohireen
jE CunSfDrruj
nii poohiraay
^surirr GunSpTtniT

avan poohiraan
^eueu GunSfDrTtfT

aval poohiraal
<£!,£] CunSpD^j
adu poohiradu
j5rn5i<955Tr Gun©G(Dmb

naangal poohiroom
j5mb GunffiGpDrnh

naam poohiroom
j§ra<3& Gun@{5(ir<3&«TT
niingal poohiriirhal
S\n*V CunSponTJ
avar poohiraar
^fljp-cSWtT Cun®fDfTTT<3b«TT
avarhal poohiraarhal
S\€uva>6[i Curr®fDnTJ<sb6iT

avarhal poohiraarhal

avaihal poohinrana

Past
GunCfljTtfir

poorieen
CunwrniLj
poonaay
CurT6OTrT«FT
poonaan
CurT«JTIT5tT
poonaal
(CUIT6UT^I) CumJfbj)!

(poonadu) pooyirru
GunCflnrnb
poonoom
CunCwTrnh
poonoom
Cun«rffpr(3WTT
pooniirhal
GunwrnTJ
poonaar
GurT6OTrnj<s56iT
poonaarhal
GurT6OTrnj(3WTT
poonaarhal
GunuSwT
pooyina

Future
CurTGfljfiT

pooveen
Currajnuj
poovaay
CurRUITWT

poovaan
Gurrcu[T6TT
poovaal
CuiT(g)lb
poohum
CunCftjrnb
poovoom
CunCftjrni)
poovoom
CurTO?fj<Sb6TT
pooviirhal
Currcurnj
poovaar
Curmjrnj<36«n

poovaarhal
Curr6urnj<sb6TT
poovaarhal
Curr(g)ih
poohum
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Table 8.8: Graul's Verb Class System;
LT Versions of Table 3.9

Class
LT 1

LT2

LT3

LT4

LT5

LT5b

LT5c

LT6

LT7

Present
-©cb-
[-kir-]
-©<b-
[-kir-]
-©jb-
[-kir-]
-®!b-
[-kir-]
-Sjb-
[-kir-]
-Srb-
[-kir-]
-©rb-
[-kir-]
-<5©!D-
[-kkir-]
-abSfb-
[-kkir-]

Past

[-d-]

[-nd-]
-gl«OT-
[-in-]
-LIL.-
[-«-]
-6OTft>-

[-OE-]
-ibfb-
[-«-]
-LLL_-

-&&-
[-U-]
-J5&-
[-nd-]

Future
-eu-
[-v-]
-flj-
[-V-]
- 6 1 J -

[-V-]
-flj-

[-v-]
-u-
[-V-]
-u-
[-H
- L J -
[-b-]
-ULJ-
[-V-]
-ULJ-

[-PP-]
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Table 8.9: Tamil Verb Classes, LT: Typical Examples;
LT Versions of Table 3.10

Class
1

2

2b

2c

3

3b

3c

4

5

5b

5c

6

6b

7

Verb Stem
<£HQg 'weep'
aru
SLilarnj- 'sit'
utkaar
e_«rni_  'break'
udai (INTR)
OJIT 'come'
vaa
surma® 'buy'
vaangu
Curr 'go'
poo
Q&nto 'say'
sollu
Cun® 'put'
poodu
sLfljOT e a t

6TCTT ' q u o t e '
en
Cd&5tT ' a s k '
A:ee/
dbrr ĵur see
kaan
umj 'see'
paar
dFflDLD ' c o o k '
samai
J5L- 'walk'
nada

Present

aruhireen

utkaaruhireen

udaikiradu
6U([F)SGrD6UT
varuhireen

vaanguhireen

poohireen

sol(lu)hireen

pooduhireen

ungireen

engireen

keetkireen

kaangireen

paarkkireen

samaikkireen

nadakkireen

Past

arudeen

utkaarndeen

udaindadu

vandeen

vaangineen

sonneen

pootteen

undeen

enreen

keetteen

kandeen

paartteen

samaitteen

nadandeen

Future

tmve^r
utkaaruveen

udaiyum
fill (JjGftJ GOT
varuveen

vaanguveen
GunOurin"
pooveen

solluveen

pooduveen

unbeen

enbeen

kaanbeen
umjuCurifT
paarppeen

samaippeen

nadappeen
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Table 8.10: Examples of Strong Verbs (Graul's Classes VI and VII);
LT Versions of Table 3.11

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Stem
<TT©
edu
u®
padu
Qs&rr®
kodu

vai
U14.
padi

samai

Gloss
'be located'

'lie'

'give'

'put, keep'

'study, read'

'cook'

Infinitive
frT®<S6<36
edukka
u©<i<5&
padukka

kodukka

vaikka

padikka

samaikka

Present
frT@<i©(b-
edukkir-
u©<iSri>-
padukkir-
Q<3brT®<3bSfi>-
kodukkir-

vaikkir-
ui4.i©fi>
padikkir-
<9FflnuD(i©rb-
samaikkir-

Past

edutt-

padutt-

kodutt-

vaitt-

paditt-

samaitt-

Future
6T@UU-
edupp-
u®uu-
padupp-
Q<sbrT®uu-
kodupp-
flnfljuu-
vaipp-
Ul^LJLJ-
padipp-
tfflnLDUU-

samaipp-
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Table 8.11: Paradigms of urnj paar, 'see', all Tenses and PNG;
LT Version of Table 3.12

PNG
1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL
& POL
3rd PL
(POL)
3 PL NON-POL
& F POL
3rd PL
(N)

Present
urTTTiSCfDtfir
paarkkireen
umjiSronuj
paarkkiraay
urTTJiSnorrcir
paarkkzraan
unrj<i©fDrTCTr
paarkkiraal
umjraSfD^j
paarkkiradu
unrpriSCfDmh
paarkkiroom
umj<i©r6fj<gwTT
paarkkiriirhal
urTiji©fDrnj<s6STT
paarkkiraarhal
urnr<i©n3niJ<35CTT
paarkkiraarhal
urTTJiSttfTfDtfJT
paarkkinrana

Past
urnj^C^wT
paariteen
urnr^3>rnij
paarttaay
urTjJ£j3>rT6tn"
paarttaan
urnJ3)£5rT6TT
paarttaal
urnj@> £>,££]
paarttadu
unTT^C^rnb
paarttoom
umj^£Bp"<s&«TT
paarttiirhal
umj^^mjiSWTT
paarttaarhal
urnj"3)£jrnj<swTT
paarttaarhal

paarttana

Future
urnjuCuwT
paarppeen
urnjuumij
paarppaay
urrrjuunreir
paarppaan
urnjuurrcrr
paarppaal
umj<i@)ih
paarkkum
urnjuCurnh
paarppoom
urnJLJL?lj<Sb6TT
paarppiirhal
urnjruuiTijdbcifT
paarppaarhal
UmJLJUrTTJ<356TT
paarppaarhal
urTTJ(3&(g)l£>
paarkkum
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Table 8.13: Paradigms of g|© iru 'be located', all Tenses and PNG; LT
Version of Table 3.13

PNG Present Past Future
1 SG

irukkireen irundeen iruppeen
2 SG

irukkiraay irundaay iruppaay
3 SG M

irukkiraan irundaan imp pa an
3. SG F

irukkiraal irundaal iruppaal
3 SG N

irukkiradu irundadu irukkum
1 PL

irukkiroom
)ITID

irundoom iruppoom
2 PL
(& POL) irukkiriirhal irundiirhal iruppiirhal
3rd PL
(& HON) irukkiraar irundaar iruppaar
3rd PL
(NON-POL) irukkiraarhal irundaarhal iruppaarhal
F POL

irukkiraarhal irundaarhal iruppaarhal
3rd PL
(N) avaihal irukkinrana avaihal irundana avaihal irukkum
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Table 8.14: Paradigms of tfmJLJ)®: All Tenses and PNG; LT Version of Table
3.14. (Note: for neuters, usually a different verb, @ror tin is used.)

PNG Present Past Future
1 SG

saappiduhireen saappitteen saappiduveen
2 SG

saappiduhiraay saappittaay saappiduvaay
3 SG M aF mil i

saappiduhiraan saappittaan saappiduvaan
3. SG F

saappiduhiraal saappittaal
(£)!fljrrcTT

saappiduvaal
3 SG N

saappiduhiradu saappittadu tinnum
1 PL

saappiduhiroom saappittoom saappiduvoom
2 PL
(& POL)

<SF r r u L
saappiduhiriirhal saappittiirhal saappiduviirhal

3rd PL
(fc HON)

a1 mil L51©©fDrnj
saappiduhiraar saappittaar saappiduvaar

3rd PL
(NON-POL)

a1 n u i_5)@©p3rnj<3&6TT
saappiduhiraarhal saappittaarhal saappiduvaarhal

F POL a1 ITU Lil©SfDIT[jr<36tfTT
saappiduhiraarhal saappittaarhal saappiduvaarhal

3rd PL
(N) saappiduhinrana saappittana tinnum
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Table 8.15: Paradigms of surra® 'buy, fetch, get', all tenses and PNG;
LT Version of Table 3.15

PNG
1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3. SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL
(& POL)
3rd PL
(k HON)

3rd PL
(NON-POL)
F POL

3rd PL
(N)

Present
6um5j<g)SCfD6ir
vaanguhireen
sum5J(g)SnDraLj
vaanguhiraay

vaanguhiraan
ojrn5J(g)SpDrT6inr

vaanguhiraal
ajrTmi@©fD^j
vaanguhiradu
*urra<g>SGn3rrib
vaanguhiroom
en rn ĵ(S>©f6rj<556TT

vaanguhiriirhal
«iirrmi(g)©fDnTJ
vaanguhiraar
OJ rTMi@©rDrrp"<swn
vaanguhiraarhal
«u  rTmj^SfDrTTJcSOT

vaanguhiraarhal

vaanguhinrana

Past
ajrn5j©C6OT6UT

vaangineen
sunrajSJfljrnuj
vaanginaay

vaanginaan
6UrTT5J©60T(T(STT
vaanginaal

vaanginadu
ajmsiSCwrnih
vaanginoom
61J nT5J©^rff lj<S66irT
vaanginiirhal
surrmiSwrnrp"
vaanginaar
«Um5]©flfTn7J<3WTT

vaanginaarhal
ajrTT5l©«JTrnj<366W

vaanginaarhal
«um5J®«jT
vaangina

Future
61JITOJ@C6U6OT

vaanguuveen
6urn5j@ainuj
vaanguvaay

vaanguvaan
OjrTT5J(g>61JrT6tT
vaanguvaal
6UnT5i(g)Lb

vaangum
ajni5i(g)C6ijrni)
vaanguvoom

vaanguviirhal
fljrnsjcgjfljrnj
vaanguvaar
«u  rn5i@6ii rnj<366TT

vaanguvaarhal
«ijrn5j(g)ainmj<s&

vaanguvaarhal
«umii(g)Lb
vaangum
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Table 8.16: Paradigms of uu|., all Tenses and PNG; LT Version of Table 3.16

PNG
1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3. SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL
(& POL)

3rd PL
(k HON)
3rd PL
(NON-POL)

3rd PL
(N)

Present

padikkireen
uLq.<iSnDniLi
padikkiraay
uiq-iSfDrrciT
padikkiraan
uuq.i©nDfT6TT

padikkiraal
ULq.<i©fD^j
padikkiradu
ui^iSCpDmi)
padikkiroom
UUj.i©(6!T<9WTT

padikkirjirhal
uLi|.<iS(Drnj<s6fiTT

padikkiraarhal
UU|.<i©fDrTTT<SWTT
padikkiraarhal

padikkinrana

Past

paditteen

padittaay

padittaan
ULI|.^)^>rT6TT
paditiaal

padittadu

padittoom
Ul^^[j<S66TT
paditiiirhal
UL^^nTJ<swh
padittaarhal

padittaarhal

padittana

Future
ui^uCusir
padippeen
UL^uunuj
padippaay
ULq-uunrrifT
padippaan
UL^UUnT6tT

padippaal

padikkum
UL^uCurnb
padippoom
ULq.ULJlj<S66TT
padippiirhal
ui^uurnj<s56tT
padippaarhal
ULq.uurrpr<35«iT
padippaarhal

padikkum
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Table 8.17: Paradigms of Transitive e_flni_ udai 'break (something)', all
tenses and PNG; LT Version of Table 3.17

PNG

1 SG

2 SG

3 SG M

3 SG F

3 SG N

1 PL

2 PL

(k POL)

3rd PL
(k HON)

3rd PL
F POL

3rd PL
(N)

Present

udaikkireen
g_flj>L_<i©rDrnij
udaikkiraay
CflnL_<iSfDrTCTT
udaikkiraan
£_flm_<s&©fDrrctT

udaikkiraal

udaikkiradu
2L*u>L_<iSGfDrnb
udaikkiroom
fi_«OL.<iSf6fj<S65TT

udaikkiriirhal
e_flDL_<35©(DITp-<Sb5iT

udaikkiraarhal
fi_«nL<3&©fDITpr<S6fiiT

udaikkiraarhal
e_*u>i_<i©tfirpDflfr

udaikkintana

Past

udaitteen
fi_flOL_^^rnij
udaittaay

udaittaan
a.«r>L_^^>nr«TT

udaittaal

udaittadu
s_ ̂ ni_^C^ nib
udaittoom

udaittiirhal

udaittaarhal

udaittaarhal

udaittana

Future
&_flju_uGutfir
udaippeen
e_flDi_uuniLi
udaippaay
gLflni—uurnroT
udaippaan
S_^J>L_LJUIT6Tr

udaippaal

udaikkum
e_flni_uGunib
udaippoom
e_«r>L_uLTrT<s56TT

udaippiirhal
fi_«J)L_UUrT[j<366TT

udaippaarhal
2LflDL_UUmj<3&6TT

udaippaarhal

udaikkum

Table 8.18: Neuter Paradigm of e.<n>i_ wrfa? 'break (INTR)'; LT Version of
Table 3.18

PNG

3 SG N

Present
SLflm_©fD,gj
udaihiradu

Past

udaindadu

Future
£,tfni_iL|Lb
udaiyum
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Table 8.19: Tamil Modal Verbs; LT Version of Table 3.19

English
can; be able

may; let's

must, should, ought

let; may

Tamil

mudi

laam

veendum
'must; should'

attum
'let (it be)'

Negative
(LpUj-lUflSflXlDtt)

mudiyavillai
'wasn't able, couldn't'

veendiyadillai
'wasn't necessary to,
didn't have to'
<9Vvl_JT^]

kuudaadu
'don't let; forbid it'

Other negatives
(LpLq-turr^j

mudiyaadu
'can't, isn't able'
avti_rT̂ j 'should not'
kuudaadu
G6Uflrori_rnb

veendaam
'need not'

G$ijflrorL_nib

veendaam
'doesn't have to'
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Table 8.20:
AM

<n5)@ vidu

(Jl©1 iru

gl©2 iru

gl©3 iru

Q<sbnCTTjrii|.(r5

kondiru

QarretT fco/

aayirru
Gun® poodu

tolai
ansu vai

Gun poo

Inventory of Aspectual Verbs; LT Version of Table 3
Meaning
C O M P L E T I V E For sure'
' definitely,

PERFECT tense ,
CURRENT

RELEVANCE

STATIVE

SUPPOSITIONAL

DURATIVE

REFLEXIVE
SELF-BENEFACTIVE

SIMULTANEOUS

FINALITY
EXPECTED RESULT

MALICIOUS INTENT
COMPL

DISTRIBUTIVE,
COMPL

IMPATIENCE,
DISGUST, (COMPL)

F U T U R E UTILITY,
(IN RESERVE)

COMPLETIVE
CHANGE OF STATE

Example

vandu-vidu-ngal
Cunrujfl51i_wmh

pooyvidalaam
u rnjfb ^jo5) ilCi_ror
paarituvitteen
ftjj5@(E5<3&©CrD*OT

vandirukkireen
Gu mis© j50 u Gu n^j
pooyirundappoodu
u mj^@($(S&<s&Gfl]flnjT® ii>
paarttirukkaveendum
LDflD p̂ QuiLj@([5<3b©fD^J

marai peydirukkiradu
Gu§)<s&Q<s&nsTOTi^([5(95©CnDrTih

peesikkondirukkiroom
*u j5^Q<s&mnrom|-(i3 u Cu GOT
vandukon diruppeen
O J nrrai©<sbQ<3&rreTT(jgTT>raj<3&ctT
vaangikkollungal
G u rnl@<sbQ<sbrKTOT®
poottukkondu
ftjj50niLSfbg)l
vandaayirru
67(ip©Cu rnli_rr6OT

erudipoottaan
Qarrwrnpi Gurnli_mj<gB«TT
korirupoottaarhal
( x ) Q(S5n(5^^J ^6n6iflwrrTp"
koduttu tallinaar
Gurnu Q^nwDw!
pooy tolai!
@ L % ^ ^ J ^muuGumh
kudittuvaippoom
fi_flm_ J B ^ J C U rr(g>Lb
udaindupoohum

.21
Gloss
'be sure to come'

'one may go along'

'I definitely saw'

'I have come (and
am still here)'

'When (x) went
and stayed'

'(x) must
have seen

'it seems
to have rained'

'we have been
speaking'

'I will be
coming'

'buy for yourself

'while wearing'

'It finally came'

'He wrote it off

'They killed (s.o.)
in cold blood'

'He gave (s.t.)
away'

'Go get lost!'

'We'll tank up
on (s.t.)'

'It'll get broken'
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Table 8.21: Paradigms of Dative-Stative Verbs, all Tenses and PNG; LT
Version of Table 3.22

INFINITIVE:

HABITUAL:

N E C HABITUAL:

PAST,
NON-HABITUAL

NEG PAST,
NON-HABITUAL

i_5)i_q_ pidi

'like'

pidikka
'to like'

pidikkum
'is'liked'
L51i^<s&<36nr^j
pidikkaadu
'isn't liked'

pidiitadu
'liked'
LS)uj.<56<S&fl5)flXtr>6\)
pidikkavillai
'wasn't liked'

Ljffl puri
'understand'
i_|rfluj

puriya
'to understand'
i_|rfliLjib

puriyum
'is understood'
L|rflujiTgj
puriyaadu
'isn't understood'
LirfljB^&i
purindadu
'understood'
Ljrfkjtftic\XU)ft}

puriyavillai
'wasn't

understood'

Q̂&rfl teri
'know'
Q l̂fllLJ
teriya
'to know'

teriyum
'is known'
Q^rfliLJixg]
teriyaadu
'isn't known'

terindadu
'knew'

teriyavillai
'wasn't known'

©«r>i_ kidai
'be available'

kidaikka
'to be available'

kidaikkum
'is available'

kidaikkaadu
'isn't available'

kidaittadu
'was available'

kidaikkavillai
'wasn't

available'

Coĵ jryr© veendu
'want, need'

veendiya
'to be wanted'
GaJflJOT®LD

veendum
'is wanted'
C6U«JT3TL_rTLD
veendaam
'isn't wanted'
CfiUflnJTL^LU^J

veendiyadu
'was needed'
G6UflJOTL4.lL@6X*ra\)

veendiyadillai
'wasn't wanted'
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Table 8.23: Structure of Finite Verbs; LT Version of Table 4.1

Stem
£1(5 iru
'be located'

Tense marker
iSnb Mir
'present'

PNG
5J6OT eew
' 1 S G '

jsranr j&)([5<iSGfD*OT naan irukkireeTi
surr/fljrr vaa/var
' come'

J5& nd
'past' '3 HON'

^Majfj 6uj5£&rnj awar vandaar
Curr ^00
'go' 'future'

rrjjcSWtT iirhal
' 2 P L / P O L ' '

j£r5i<5wifT CuiTflI(j<sb«tT niingal pooviirhal

Gloss

'I am located'

'he came'

'you will go'

Table 8.24: Pronouns and PNG-markers; LT Versions of Table 4.2

Person
I
2
3

Person
I

2

CO
 

CO

Singular

(NON-POL)
M
F
M HON
F HON
N

Plural
PL EXCL
PL INCL
PL
PL
PL N

Pronoun
j5i~rcuT naau
j§ nii
^fljflfT ava7i

<̂ l«uP"<S66Tr avarhal

£l^]/^5*l idu/adu
Pronoun
jBrnskswrr naangal
njrnb naam
ĵ f5J<SMTT niingal

Sfiiirj<366TT avarhal
^ftDsuobGfl avaihal

English
T
'you'
'he'
'she'
'he, she*' (polite)
'she' (POL)
'it'
English
'we (EXCL)'
'we (INCL)'
'you (POL)'
'they' (ANIM)
'they' (INANIM)

PNG
5J6OT -een
^LLLJ -aay
^tfir -aari
^ss\ -aal
^ i j -aar
cQV&w -aarhal
S\Sfl adu*
PNG

g l i -00771
gib -oora
FFrj<3b6TT -iirhal

<Q$6m -aarhal
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Table 8.25: Pronouns and Oblique Forms; LT Version of Table 4.3

Person
1 SG

2 SG

3 M

3 F

3 M HON

3 F HON

3 N

1 PL EXCL

1 PL INCL

2 PL

3 PL

3 PL N

Pronoun
jEironr TICLCLTI

J£ nil

^Qjtfjr avan

ĝM6U6TT aval

S\6u$ avar

avarhal
®&j/cS>l&] idu/adu

JBITPSkSWTT
naangal
J5mh
naam
j£l5J<3WTT
niingal

avarhal

avaihal

Gloss
T

'you (SG)'

che'

'she'

'he (POL)'

'she (POL)'

'it'

'we (EXCL)'

'we (INCL)'

'you (POL)'

'they' (ANIM)

'they' (INANIM)

GENITIVE

T̂6OT en

e_6ir un

^6u«n-  avan

g\<sum aval

^ajp" avar

cg>|ftJlj<366TT
avarhal

idu/adu
6TI51db«TT
engal
j5\h
nam
gLI5kSb6TT

ungal
^aiCTiSWTT
avarhal

avaihalin

DATIVE
£T<njr<9&@
enakku
8L6OT<i(g)
unakku

avalukku

avarukku

avarhalukku

idukku/adukku

engalukku

namakku
C_I5I<3&^TF)<3&@)
ungalukku

avarhalukku

avaihalukku
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Table 8.26: Structure of Demonstrative Pronoun Sets; LT Version of Table
4.4. Note: the form 6"rfljfj<9wrr evarhal is usually replaced by turnr yaar

Proximate (<£) i
£ldi idu

'this thing'
g|oj!J ivar
'this person'
g)$u5TT ival
'this (FEM) '
@6U6OT) ivan

'this male'
(<£j$upr<3WTT ivarhal
' these persons'
(£)61I[T<SWTT ivarhal
( ' this woman ( P O L ) ' )

Distant s\ a
S\g\ adu
'that thing'
cgwurj avar
'that person'
<2J6U5TT aval

'that (FEM)'
cgHftjtfBT a v a n

'that male'
l̂«jfj<swiT avarhal

' those persons'
^ftj(j<swTT avarhal

('that woman (POL)')

Interrogative GT e

'which thing?'
iumj yaar
'which person? who?'
67S1J6TT e v a / *

'which (FEM)'
6TOJ6OT evan*

'which male'
6mi(j<swTT evarhal*
'which persons?'
6T6urj<s66TT evarhal*

('which woman (POL)?')
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Table 8.27: Structure of Demonstrative Adjectives and Other Deictic Sets;
LT Version of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 (Note: forms marked with asterisks are
grammatically possible but not common, and usually replaced by ILHTTJ yaar.

Proximate §) i
g]j5£> inda 'this'
g|uCunr^j ippoodu 'now'
jg|fljnj«rmj ivvalavu

'this much'
g|f5jC<3b ingee 'here'
J£lttJTfln(D<i@ inraikku

' today'
(<£]flj(j ivar
'this person'

(jj£|flJ!J<3wiT ivarhal
' these persons '
J§)flDaj<s&5TT ivaihal
'these things'
jg]̂ g>flnfl*T ittanai

'this many '

Distant s\ a
<«>lj5i£ anda ' that'
cgHuCurr ĵ] appoodu 'then'
<£|ftjftj6TTftj avvalavu

' that much'
^raCsb angee 'there'
^6OTflj>(D<i@ anraikku

' that day'
^fiurj avar
' that person'

cg)j«u!J<5WTT  avarhal
'those persons'
^flnfljasTT avaihal
'those things'
Si&franm attanai

' that many'

Interrogative si e
GiJ5$> enda 'which? '
6TUCUIT^J eppoodu 'when?'
frmjftJ6TT6ij evvalavu

'how much?'
T̂f5iC<3b engee 'where?'

ntfOTflnpi® enraikku
'which day?'

Lumj yaar
'which person? who?'

6Tfljrj<s&6n evarhal*
'which persons?'
^T n̂«j(3b6tT  evaihat*
'which things?'
sigbfrmtm ettanai

'how m a n y ? '

Table 8.28: Basic Tamil Cardinal Numerical Morphemes; LT Version of
Table 5.3

g|!J*TOr(b

<TTL_©

onru
) irandu

muwnru
naangu
aindu
aaru
eeru
ettu
onbadu
pattu

'one'
'two'
'three'
'four'
'five'
'six'
'seven'
'eight'
'nine'
'ten'

ffjflnpi nuuru
^uSijib aayiram
g)w«iq2>ib ilaksam
G<s&nu|_ koodi

'hundred'
'thousand'
'lakh'
'crore'
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Table 8.29: Oblique or Adjectival Forms of Numerals; LT Version of Table
5.4

Basic form of
gGflrngi onru
j ^ | [Terror® irandu
(ipttn-npi muunru
jsrreir(g) naangu
g>Q53>J aindu
^npi aan/
6j(ig een/

grifru^j onbadu

gjlj)! nuuru
^uirrih aayiram
glwi^i i ilaksam
Carrie A:oorfi

numeral
'one'
'two'
'three'
'four'
'five'
'six'
'seven'
'eight'
'nine'
'ten'
'hundred'
'thousand'
'lakh'
'crore'

Oblique or adjectival form
gd5 oru
@({5 iru-, rrrj iir-
QP muu-, op mu-

fD fli-, fDib aim-

6TT(ig er«
ST^TOT 6 7 1 -

(no special form)
u@ padi-, U& pada-
p̂rbgn nuurru

^uSp"^@ aayiratti
(no special form)
(no special form)
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Table 8.30: Regular and Irregular Combined Forms of Numerals

'Teen' Forms
u@Qflnrnirrr)| padinonru
uriFTftfrlfjfljOT® pannirandu
u@*OT(ip6iTfp padinmuunru
u@6&rrT6ir@ padinaangu
u@flj>(roTj5̂ j padijiaindu
u@6urniT)| padanaaru
u@C(»UT(ig padinetru
u@QfljTL_@ padinettu
u^Q^nrrinru^j pattonbadu

Multiples of Ten
®Q5LJ^] irubadu,
Qpuu^j muppadu
j5iTfbu^j naarpadu
giiu^j aimbadu
S\n$u§\ arubadu
^T(igu^j erubadu
6T̂ TOrug>i enbadu,
Q̂ rKirOTfiBDJT|p tonnuuru

'eleven'
'twelve'
'thirteen'
'fourteen'
'fifteen'
'sixteen'
'seventeen'
'eighteen'
'nineteen'

'twenty'
'thirty'
'forty'
'fifty'
'sixty'
'seventy'
'eighty'
'ninety'
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Table 8.31: Multiples of Hundreds and Thousands

Hundreds
frTp^gyingi eranuuru
(Lpflff̂ fipjingi munnuuru

jsrrjgyinpi naanuuru
gJJP1©! ainuuru
S\^M^& arunuuru
STCyjjpingi erunuuru
gT̂ TOT̂ TÔ frgi ennuuru
Q r̂T6TT6TTnu3ui-b tollaayiram

Thousands
Qp"^rori rru5lp"Lb rendaayiram
(tp«unu3p"Lb muuvaayiram
jsrrfonuSp'ih naalaayiram
cg>kQ)̂ rni3p"Lb anjaayiram
^(DnuSp'ih aaraayiram
5r^pnuS[rih eeraayiram
6TLlL.nu3p"Lb ettaayiram
Qihu^nu3p"Lb ombadaayiram

'200'
'300'
'400'
'500'
'600'
'700'
'800'
'900'

'2,000'
'3,000'
'4,000'
'5,000'
'6,000'
'7,000'
'8,000
'9,000

Table 8.32: Nominalized Adjectives and Adverbials; LT Version of Table
6.1

1.

2.

3.

4.

NOMINALIZED ADJECTIVES

inda viidu pudiyadu
'This house is new.'
g|^j tfrfl
idu sari
'This is okay.'

idu nalladu
'This is (a) good ( thing) . '
gljfe^i <3&rrcvxb iB<s& CLDrr̂ ih
inda kaalam miha moosam
'This climate is very bad.'

ADVERBIAL
g ) j 5 ^ flT® i_|@iu (̂T<sb ®(S<i©rD^j
inda viidu pudiyadaaha irukkiradu
'This house is new at present.'

idtt sariyaaha irukkiradu
'This is okay now.'
g | £ ] J5ttTfDrT<5& glOJd&SfD^l
irfw nanraaha irukkiradu
'This is good now.'
gljfe^i ttrrcvxb iB<$ CLDrT̂ LDrra S l o i S p ^ j
inrfa kaalam miha moosamaaha irukkiradu
'The weather is bad now.'
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Table 8.33: Cleft and non-Cleft Sentences; LT Version of Table 7.2

NON-CLEFT SENTENCES
jErrcor LDmjiQd&L-Qiicg) CunffiCfDwrrr?
naan maarketiukku poohireenaa?
'Am I going to the market?'

^jflRfiWtniLki QarTOJOTQsujfe^rnoT?

tuniyai konduvandaayaa?
'Did you bring the laundry?'

JBrrciiT fr7flD£>tf QtflLJ§)CrD6OT?
naan edai seyhireen?
'What will I do?'

^rTOTT <9VvUlJ)®SGfD6OT
naan kuuppiduhireen
'I am calling.'

CLEFT SENTENCES
jBrrrir mmj<iQ<s&L.®<i@ CunSlfD^rr?
naan markettukku poohiradaal
'Is it that I am going to the market?
Am I supposed to go to the market?'

ĵflnfikinu_i<i Q&nsmQaiqbQcD&rT?
tuniyai konduvaruhiradaa?
'Is it that you have brought the laundry?
Is it the laundry you've brought?'
J5IT«FT 67flJ>^aP QtflLlSlfD^]?

naan edai seyhiradu?
'What is it that I will do?
What am I supposed to do?
What's to be done?'
Jjlgj prmi akuiJ)®SfD ĵ
idu raam kuuppiduhiradu
'This is Ram calling.'

Table 8.34: Ordinary Sentences and Doubt-Marked Sentences; LT Version
of Table 7.3

ORDINARY SENTENCES
^UDLDIT gl(!5<S&©pDrTTJ<366TT(T?
ammaa irukkiraarhalaal
'Is (your) mother there?'
^flntfkniui QarT̂ rorO ĴjB r̂nLUT?
tuniyai konduvandaayaa?
'Did you bring the laundry?'
fiu^ajrnjrr «uuuDmLi_nurT?
varuvaaraa varamaattaaraa
'He'll either come or he won't.'

DOUBT-MARKED SENTENCES
^LDIDIT gl̂ aSpDrnraCemT?
ammaa irukkiraarhaloo?
'I wonder if maybe (your) Mother is there?'

tuniyai konduvandaayoo?
'Have you (perhaps) brought the laundry (or what)?'
fljQ5ftjnC[rrT ojijiDnili_rTC[nT
varuvaaroo varamaattaaroo
'He might come, and then again he might not.'
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presupposition 87
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144, 148, 157, 165-167, 173-4, 180, 191
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concessive 165, 169, 173, 174, 200
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paattaalum 164, 196

Morphology 12, 14-15, 17-19, 25, 64, 106, 111,
113, 130, 152, 169

morpheme 11, 20-1, 99, 107, 137, 147,
148-149, 166-7, 169, 186

Morphophonemics 14, 22, 25, 29, 34, 49-50, 57,
99, 128, 146, 167, 169

'must' cf. auxiliaries, modal 77

Nasalization 9, 18-19, 23
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Negation 82, 144, 146
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109, 144, 146-153, 158- 161, 164,
166-167, 169, 174-175, 182-183, 195
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Nouns 22-23, 25-29, 31, 33, 35-39, 39, 42, 45, 50,

110, 111, 113-117, 119, 121, 123, 127,
130, 131-135, 143-146, 154-155, 159,
160-162, 165, 171, 180, 199

animate 27, 31-37, 78, 109, 110, 119, 124, 185
inanimate 31, 35, 78, 121, 135, 152
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gender of 53, 59, 119, 148
female, feminine 51, 52, 60, 119
masculine 119

mass 37, 45, 162
neuter 2, 56, 60, 64, 67, 71, 75-77, 93, 99,

110, 119, 121, 123, 139, 149, 171,
188-189, 191

nominalization 98, 128, 145
nominal formation 25, 111, 113, 129, 145, 191
number 1, 3, 4, 19, 21, 26-27, 29, 47, 49, 53,

56, 59, 63, 67, 84, 92, 100, 109, 114, 118,
136, 139, 140, 148, 153, 170, 178, 196

plural 28, 47, 60, 86, 119, 121, 125, 144,
162

singular 47, 49, 119, 152
nominalization 98, 128, 145

nominal formation 25, 111, 113, 129, 145,
191

participial 161, 183
stem alternates 26, 36
Noun Phrases (NP) 44, 114, 159
classification 25

Number 1, 3, 4, 19, 21, 26-27, 29, 47, 49, 53, 56,
59, 63, 67, 84, 92, 100, 109, 114, 118,
136, 139, 140, 148, 153, 170, 178, 196

singular 47, 49, 119, 152
plural 28, 47, 60, 86, 119, 121, 125, 144, 162

Numerals
cardinal 17, 136-137, 140
hundreds, formation of 137, 141
ordinal 121, 136, 137, 138-140

Obstinacy 183
obstinate negative 153, 182-183

Onomatopoeia 178, 185
with flrorgfp -nnu 181

'ought', cf. auxiliaries, modal 77

Paradigms 60, 71, 75-76, 109, 125
Participle, adjectival (AJP) 128

adverbial (AVP) 38, 43, 86, 111, 151, 158-160,
172, 175, 183, 188, 198
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Passive 94, 117
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Person 19, 29, 30, 32-33, 36, 47, 51, 53-54, 56, 60,

67, 78, 92, 109- 110, 113, 119-121, 128,
135, 138,152-153, 159-161, 183, 190,
198, 200

Phonetics 3, 4, 7, 10-14, 16-18, 123,
Phonology 19, 21, 22, 78, 79, 89, 99, 107, 109,

178, 186
glides 6, 16-17, 21-22, 154
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liquids 6
phonetics 3, 4, 7, 10-14, 16-18, 123,
rhotics 8, 14, 57
sonorants 4, 6, 15, 22-23, 59

Phonemics 16
vowels 4, 10, 12, 16, 18-21, 24, 56, 63, 154

vowels, long 4, 12, 15, 18-19, 31, 94, 137
oral 17, 178
nasalization of 9, 18-19, 23

unrounded, unrounding 5, 6, 17, 24
consonants 4, 8-9, 11-16, 19-20, 22, 42,

53-54, 59, 63, 121, 128, 176, 186
pronunciation 7, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20

Phrase 144, 155, 159, 168, 170-171, 182, 188, 200
PNG (person-number-gender) 144

marking for (PNG) 19, 29, 30, 32-33, 36, 47,
51, 53-54, 56, 60, 67, 78, 92, 109-110,
113, 119-121, 128, 135, 138, 152- 153,
159-161, 183, 190, 198, 200

Polite 47-49, 52-53, 60, 125
politeness 53, 98, 192

Positive 81-82, 102, 108, 149, 151, 160, 175
Position

initial 4, 7-9, 11, 13, 15-17, 19, 20, 23, 89,
129, 152, 178, 186, 197

Possession 29-32
Possibility 113, 173, 194
Postpositions 11, 27, 33, 36, 38-39, 124, 171, 187,

188, 199
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'contact with' 2, 40
'opposite' 6~r,g>i£>£,rTijCl«\)  eduttaaple 41, 155

'in vicinity of u&a&D uaa^.gjjQcx) pakkam,
pakkattule 30, 40, 42, 153, 164, 175, 194

'together' Ca^^i 20, 42, 100, 140
'toward(s)' 2, 12, 29, 97-98, 180
'under' &Qg kiire 7, 20, 38, 54, 81, 100, 127,

146
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'until' 39, 78, 85, 148

'up, upon' 39, 54, 78, 80, 90-92, 97, 139, 186
Pragmatics 82, 107, 109, 196-197
Predicate 128, 191
Prefixes 130, 185
Pronouns, Pro-forms 82, 119, 121, 123, 125, 129,

156
exclusive-inclusive, jerrmja naanga JBHITJ naama

49, 51, 58-9, 116, 118-19, 139, 170, 181
forms, pronominal 16, 30

g)F*jQ<3> inge 48, 52, 53, 183, 197
ange 117, 130, 134, 135, 160, 176
enge 102, 164, 190, 28
onga 29

person 19, 29, 30, 32-33, 36, 47, 51, 53-54,
56, 60, 67, 78, 92, 109- 110, 113,
119-121, 128, 135, 138, 152-153,
159-161, 183, 190, 198, 200

reflexive 125
pronouns, relative 49, 98, 132, 143, 159,

160-161, 178
Quantifiers 25, 133-135, 144, 194

quantities 133, 139
Quotative <rror^i nnu 59, 152, 157, 161, 165, 169,

178- 180, 183, 185
Reduplication 176-177, 187, 194

indefinite 174
Relexicalization 106
Reportive 151
Sandhi 20-22, 137, 197

assimilation, consonantal 16
reduction, vocalic 23

Sentence 12, 30, 32, 38, 47, 49, 59-60, 67, 84, 86,
87, 97, 103, 121, 128-129, 143-145,
154-157, 165-166, 169, 178, 181-185,
189, 191-193, 195, 197

cleft 189-191
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complex sentences, constituents of 143-144,
155, 191, 195

declarative 82, 108, 196
embedding of 59, 148, 167, 169, 181, 183
equational 129, 143, 146
interrogative 21-22, 133, 154, 185, 193, 200
negatives, sentential 188-189

'should', cf. auxiliaries, modal 77
Simultaneity 98, 100, 102-103, 150, 170

with Canr koo 98
'since', cf. result clauses
'some-WH' 117, 119, 123-9, 187-88
Speech, indirect 156
Stems, monosyllabic 6, 9, 16, 19
148, 150, 152, 159, 181-182, 188-189, 191
Suffixes 6, 22, 28-29, 47-50, 77, 81, 119, 121, 130,

133, 140, 150, 153-5, 161-5, 191, 196
Synonymy 39, 150
Syntax 31,38, 47, 78, 86, 106-9, 139, 143, 152,

167, 169, 171, 173, 178
affirmative 50,
clauses 38, 149-150, 159-160, 165, 178, 183,

191, 200
complements 178, 183
extraposition 200
complex 7, 17, 99, 146, 151, 174
clauses, relative 49, 98, 132, 143, 159,

160-161, 178
result 12, 18, 82, 92-93, 96, 102, 149, 150,

187, 198
aahu 56, 75-76, 87-88, 93,

102, 121, 158, 162, 188
subject of sentence 11, 30, 37, 44, 67, 94,

100, 110, 117, 119, 125, 143, 144,
Tamil, Literary (LT) 3-6, 8-9, 12-14, 17-18, 20,

23, 25-28, 31, 34, 41, 42, 47, 53, 56- 57,
59, 60, 64-66, 76, 85, 95, 99-100, 106,
109, 113, 123, 125, 129, 130, 134, 138,
146, 152, 155, 169-172, 175, 188, 189

orthography of 11, 19
Tamil, Standard Spoken (SST) 2, 4, 6, 7-9, 11,

13-17, 19, 20-22, 26, 27-29, 41, 53-54,
56, 59, 63-65, 106, 108, 125, 130, 134,
139, 153, 167, 171, 178, 188

159, 161
expected

Tense (TNS) 5, 53-56, 59, 60, 63-65, 68, 71, 77,
79, 86, 88, 91-92, 108, 119-120, 144,
152-153, 156, 158-160, 164-165, 179

invariable 128, 136
future 11, 56-57, 59, 60-63, 71, 75, 77, 79, 81,

88, 90-91, 99, 119, 132, 147-149, 152,
153, 171, 179

perfect 15
present 5, 7, 20, 22, 28, 50, 53, 54, 56-57, 59,

60, 63, 71, 75, 79, 86, 90, 99, 121,
143-144, 147, 159, 172, 178, 185, 187,
200

past 2, 14, 17, 38, 43, 54, 56-57, 59, 63-64,
71, 75-76, 78-79, 81, 86, 92, 95, 97, 99,
121, 132-133, 146, 148-149, 152, 158-159,
161, 165, 166, 169, 171, 172, 175, 179

performative 118
marking for person-number-gender (PNG) 19,

29, 30, 32-33, 36, 47, 51, 53-54, 56, 60,
67, 78, 92, 109-110, 113,119-121, 128,
135, 138, 152- 153, 159-161, 183, 190,
198, 200

tenseless verbs 153
Time 1, 39, 41-42, 44, 93, 100, 135, 147, 156, 168,

172, 175, 177, 200
time expressions (TXP) 4, 9, 27, 50, 98-99,

106, 109, 123, 146, 190
g]uu ippa, ^ u u appa, 6Tuu eppa 125, 142,

186, 196
Transcription 12, 14

transliteration 8, 11-17, 29, 64, 152
Transitivity 38, 43, 56, 63-64, 67, 68, 75, 78-80,

90, 98, 113, 114, 151
intransitivity 43, 56, 63, 67, 68, 78, 79, 80,

90, 98, 113
Truth value 107, 154, 191

contradiction 185
'try' + VB 20, 51, 63, 194-5
Variability 6, 7, 85, 98-99, 108

dialect 1, 15, 51, 87, 99, 107, 145, 171
Brahmin 40, 145

colloquial 11, 117
diglossia 2
purism 11, 52
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stigmatized 23
stylistic 81, 143
substandard 19
urban 2
western 50, 157, 180

Verb, VB 12, 17, 29-30, 36, 38, 43-44, 47, 50, 53,
54, 56-57, 59, 60, 63- 68, 71, 75, 77-78,
81, 84, 86, 89-91, 93-100, 103-104,
106-107, 109, 111, 113- 115, 119, 121,
127, 130, 132, 139, 143, 144, 147-148,
151-153, 156-158, 161, 164-170, 173-183,
185, 188-189, 191, 193, 198-200

auxiliaries, verbal 59, 77, 81, 107, 176
aspect, verbal 2, 14, 57, 76, 84-87, 91, 96,

105-108, 144, 147
aspectual markers 11, 12, 59, 84-90, 92,

95-97, 99, 100, 102-104, 106-109, 143-144
benefaction, aspect and 30, 100
completive ofl® (v)idu 14, 76, 85-86, 89, 97,

100-101
commentary 85, 107, 109
change of state Curr poo 92
continuity 85
durative 151
expected result ^(g> aahu 56, 75-76, 87-88,

93, 102, 121, 158, 162, 188
future utility sudn3 vayyi 86

iterative SUIT vaa 91
self-benefactive, self-affective, reflexive

Can koo95-9S
attitudinal Aspect Markers 87, 97, 105,

107-109
expletive 94
expressive 108
inchoative 100
malicious intent Gun® poodu 90
manner 85
punctual 104
recipients, unspecified, indeterminate

#«in<gfT) tallu 93, 139, 163
causatives o5) -vi and uii) -ppi 11, 36, 77, 81

causality and causation 78, 150
copula 145, 158, 179
defective 29, 109, 143, 167

imperative 47, 48, 52, 56, 77, 119
infinitive 41, 48, 57, 64, 77-8, 81, 99, 117,

130, 134, 144, 146, 148-150, 160, 172,
176, 198, 199

intransitive, intransitivity 43, 56, 63, 67, 68,
78, 79, 80, 90, 98, 113

prefixing 155
Verb Phrase, VP 114, 144

verb stem, VBSTEM 17, 50, 75, 113, 144, 167,
175

Verbalizers uflrorgp pannu, s\v\- adi, fri® edu, u@
padu, i_5)Lq. pidi, Q&nwgi sollu 110-115,
185

Verbs 2, 17, 29-30, 32, 39, 42-43, 47, 53-54, 56-57,
59-60, 63-64, 67- 68, 71, 75-90, 96-99,
102, 104, 105-111, 113-115, 118-119, 121,
127, 144, 149- 153, 156, 158, 162, 167,
174, 180-184, 188, 191, 195, 198, 199

classification of 56-57, 63-65
strong verbs 68, 79
weak verbs 53-55

compound 106, 111, 114
conjugated 56, 68, 71
finite 47, 53-54, 59, 86, 119, 120, 150, 152,

157, 169, 176, 178, 200
intransitive, intransitivity 43, 56, 63, 67, 68,

78, 79, 80, 90, 98, 113
passive 94, 117
reverbalization 114
transitive 38, 43, 56, 63-64, 67, 68, 75, 78-80,

90, 98, 113, 114, 151
Verbs, tenseless 153
Vowels 4, 10, 12, 16, 18-21, 24, 56, 63, 154

diphthongization 17
fronting 18
epenthetic 4-7, 15-16, 19-20, 24
long 4, 12, 15, 18-19, 31, 94, 137
lowering 20, 23
monophthongisation 23
oral 17, 178
rounding of front vowels 9, 19-20, 24
short 4, 15-16, 18, 56
lengthening, compensatory 8, 175

duration of 13
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nasalization 9, 18-19, 23
truncated 136-137

'want' 49, 67, 83, 110, 167, 200
WH-interrogatives 123, 161

inge 48, 52, 53, 183, 197
ange 117, 130, 134, 135, 160, 176

<TTr5jQ<56 enge 102, 164, 190, 28
other deictic sets 125
WH-interrogatives + 2_LD um 158, 161

+ Q oo 158, 161
+ ^^S)i aavadu 159, 161
+ S_LD um + NEGATIVE 160, 161

Word-formation
derivation 86, 152
polysyllabic 22
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